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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
June 26, 2017 at 7:00 p.m. 
         
PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander, Members Tedesco, Aukland, Raiselis and Birgy, 

Counsel Zalantis; Village Engineer Pennella; Village Planner Galvin, 
Secretary Meszaros 

 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:02 pm. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – April 24, 2017 
 
Mr. Aukland moved, seconded by Ms. Raiselis, with Mr. Tedesco abstaining, to approve 
the minutes of the April 24, 2017 meeting.  All in favor. Motion carried. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – May 22, 2017 
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, with Mr. Aukland and Ms. Raiselis  
abstaining, to approve the minutes of the May 22, 2017 meeting.  All in favor. Motion  
carried. 
 
Chairman Friedlander announced the following adjournment:  
 
Continuation of Public Hearing - Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue  
Removal of railroad tie wall, construction of retaining walls with landscaping 
 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING -  Thomas Bottiglieri -16 White Street 
 
Jennifer Gray, of Keane and Beane, PC appeared on behalf of the applicant.  She 
informed the Board that since the May meeting they have been before the Zoning Board 
and have received approval of the variances for this application.  They have also 
submitted a front elevation with a landscape plan and have received comments from 
Lucille Munz, the village landscape consultant. She mentioned that their landscape 
consultant suggested replacing the Arborvitae around the garbage enclosure with 
Wichita Blue Juniper, but they have no objections to Ms. Munz’s recommendations.  
 
She introduced Lou DeMasi, Architect, of DeMasi Architects, to go over the elevation 
plan details and answer any questions.   Mr. DeMasi presented that plan and explained 
that he wanted to dress it up and give the property more curb appeal.  
 
The landscaping plan will provide screening in the front with Junipers and more  
along the street side, and the garbage enclosure will also be constructed, which the 
neighbors are pleased with.  He showed a rendering of the enclosure which is a wood 
structure and said it would have to be bigger to accommodate the pails. He needs to 
explore the specifications for the container sizes that the Village uses.    
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subdivision plat is attached and describes the transfer of land and lot line adjustment to the 

previously approved subdivision plat.  

2. The Applicant, in accordance with Section 7-728(7) (c) of the New York State Village 

Law, and pursuant to Condition B. a. of the attached resolution was required by the Planning 

Board to file the endorsed subdivision plat in the Westchester County Clerk’s Office (Division of 

Land Records) within sixty-two days of the endorsement of said plat by the Planning Board 

Chairman.     

3. The Applicant failed to file the aforementioned subdivision plat in a timely manner 

and, therefore, needs a re-approval of the amended subdivision plat by the Planning Board to 

authorize the signing of the subdivision plat by the Chair of the Planning Board and proceed with 

the filing of the plat.  

4. The Planning Board has conducted a duly noticed public hearing on June 26, 2017 at 

which time all those wishing to be heard were given the opportunity to be heard. The Planning 

Board closed the public hearing on June 26, 2017.  After closing the public hearing, the Planning 

Board deliberated in public on the Applicant’s request for approval.   

Determination 

The Planning Board has evaluated the previously approved amended subdivision plat and 

has been satisfied that have been no changes to the subdivision plat and the amended plat 

remains consistent with the standards set forth in the Village of Tarrytown subdivision code.   

   Therefore, based upon the findings and Board’s review, the Application for re-approval 

of the amended subdivision plat is granted subject to the conditions set forth below.   

 

1.                   All conditions of the April 25, 2016 Planning Board Resolution of the  

        amended subdivision plat shall remain in full force and effect.  

2.          The Applicant shall pay all outstanding consultant review and legal fees in  

                 connection with the Planning Board review of this Application.  

 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to re-approve this application.  All in favor. 
Motion carried.  
 
PRELIMINARY PRESENTATION – 202 Lexington Group LLC – 29 South Depot Plaza 
 
Mark Constantine, ESQ, representing the applicant, 202 Lexington Group LLC, is here to 
present a project for site plan approval to convert an existing structure located at 29 South 
Depot Street, (lots 37 and 37), into a state of the art self-storage facility. The plan is in 
compliance with the village code.   Lot 38 is 26,000 S.F. consisting of a one story and a  
mezzanine with offices.  The lot size is 33,000 S.F.  The current one story structure on Lot 
37 will be torn down and used for parking in accordance with the parking code 
requirements. This lot is 9,000 S.F.  There will also be parking on Lot 38 for the two story 
proposed storage facility.  Mr. Constantine showed the plans, prepared by Bruno 
Pietrosanti, R.A. and the zoning schedule.  He introduced Mr. George Matthews, 
representing the Architect.    
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Mr. Birgy said Mr. Constantine referred to this as a “state of the art facility”.  He asked Mr. 
Matthews what this building will contribute to Tarrytown.   Mr. Matthews said they are going 
to dress it up a bit and make it a better visual impact.  Mr. Constantine said the current 
facility is two structures, one will be demolished, which is an improvement since there is an 
old shed there now.  They would also be restoring lines of sight to an area that has not 
existed for 50 years, which is a benefit.  It will also provide economic and financial 
contributions with regard to Lot 37; putting that property to a productive use is a positive 
impact.  Beyond that, the nature of my client’s business is to provide a service to the 
residents since it makes sense and is symbiotic to the transit oriented development that 
has been approved over the years.  
 
Ms. Raiselis asked Mr. Peter Ferraro, of 202 Lexington Group LLC, to come up and answer 
this question.   She said to Mr. Ferraro that she knows he is aware of the station area 
project since they have been speaking with him and other developers in the area.  She said 
this project is a duplicate of what we already approved. She asked him if he would consider 
a plan to conform in some way to the work they have been doing over the last 3 years.  She 
said they have been talking about something that is vibrant with pedestrian activity and 
mixed use.  She asked if they would consider if they could combine storage with something 
else to make it a more active development since self- storage is a quiet use.  
 
Mr. Ferraro, came up and thanked the Board for this opportunity to present this project.  He 
explained that self-storage is like any other business and is similar to a cleaning service.  
People need this service and they are travelling 5, 8 or 10 miles away from here to get it.  
They are bringing a convenient service to the village. If he did not think it was needed they 
would not go forward.  The location they chose is next door to a recycling plant with a multi-
year lease.  Across from that is a sewer pump station and the metro north train tracks are 
on the other side.  He can’t conceive of anything else that would make any business sense 
at this location.  He feels this site fits well for his business. His business is self-storage, he 
does not know retail. This site is not zoned for any other use, other than industrial use in 
the code.  Should the village change the zone, other variances would be involved, such as 
parking and traffic. This project fits hand in hand. They are bringing a needed service to the 
people who live in the village.  He hopes this answers the question.   Ms. Raiselis said it 
actually doesn’t.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked if they looked at other sites.  Mr. Ferraro said this is the one that fits 
in accordance with the code.  It is convenient to have this storage facility close to the other 
location.  
 
Mr. Aukland said it is clearly to your advantage to do what you are proposing.  He asked 
Mr. Ferraro if the village changes the code for more use, would he reconsider his plans?  
Mr. Ferraro said yes, they are business people, if they got a proposal 10 years from now for 
a hotel, shopping mall or condos, of course they would but, at the present time, this fits the 
code and the use.   
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Mr. Aukland said it clearly does not fit with the direction the village is going in and you know 
that because we have had this discussion with you before for this area. With regard to the 
value to the village for tax revenue, the proposed facility would generate far less revenue 
than we could get if zoning changed.      
 
Mr. Ferraro said if they put up this building and then the zoning is changed, we would come 
back and change the project.  Ms. Raiselis said we are changing the zoning within the year.  
 
Mr. Constantine said to answer Ms. Raiselis’ question as to why they wouldn’t develop 
retail and mixed use.  He said it can’t be done from a zoning perspective and it is not a 
good business decision.   
 
Mr. Aukland said we have had other opinions that there is a lot of potential in this property.   
 
Mr. Constantine said, with all due respect, the very firm and concrete aspirations are 
codified in the code.  
 
No, Mr. Aukland said the village endorses a project that is going to revitalize this area but  
not yet codified.  
 
Mr. Constantine said if they were to bring you a proposal that had nothing to do with any of 
the current zoning, they would be basically trying to cut something out, and if they missed 
the mark, they would have no gauge to go by.   They are complying with code, have a track 
record of a good developer and neighbor.  To the extent that there are future changes to 
land use, they were subject to that when they presented last time.  The moratorium that 
was imposed then was directly related to their application.  It is two or three years later, my 
client is a business person, they have a plan that is code compliant with no significant 
impact.  While it doesn’t necessarily conform to a theoretical or conceptual plan for this 
area, it does comply with zoning. 
 
Ms. Raiselis asked Mr. Constantine if he is calling the study a theoretical plan.  She 
advised him to go the village website to see that the plan is not theoretical. There are two 
documents that outline what the village is doing.  Changing a comprehensive plan and 
zoning is not a quick process.   Mr. Aukland said it is clearly a matter of record that we 
intend to do this.    
 
Mr. Aukland asked Mr. Constantine if his client does anything but self-storage.  He said he 
only does self-storage.  Mr. Aukland said for the record then the point that you made that 
successful development elsewhere has helped the neighborhood; this project doesn’t help 
in the context of what we are planning in this area.   
 
Mr. Galvin said he has researched the code and there is flexibility in the code to allow for 
other uses.  He asked if the applicant could address how it adheres to the Comprehensive 
Plan.  Maybe the applicant can bring ideas to invigorate this area.   
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Mr. Constantine said they don’t mean to make light of the fact and this is important, but this 
use does lend itself to this type of development area where you have concentrated 
development on a smaller scale where there is no space to store items.  To the extent that 
this service is provided in close proximity is also beneficial to the village.  This facility cuts 
down on traffic and will provide vibrancy to the area.  
 
Mr. Aukland said they may be putting a storage structure where the village may want to put 
these units so that doesn’t equate. He referenced Village Planner Galvin’s memo laying out 
a number of items that deserve attention.  He asked Mr. Galvin if this is appropriate to give 
to the applicant to respond.  
 
Mr. Galvin went over items in the memo, mentioned the Self-Storage Association (SSA) 
and referred to the demographic niche, aesthetic trends, green infrastructure and standard 
items.  He also mentioned conditions on the site that are poor.   Improvements can be 
made and it can be improved.  He mentioned a bicycle rental mixed use.  He is asking 
applicant to address these issues in a narrative in an innovative way.   
 
Mr. Constantine advised that Mr. Ferraro, Sr. is the President of the NYS Self Storage 
Association.  Mr. Galvin said to show your expertise in this area and share it with the 
Board.  
 
Mr. Tedesco asked that these issues be addressed and a long form EAF be completed.  It 
is an ambitious project and a change in use.  
 
Mr. Constantine said he is concerned about the long EAF.  
   
Mr. Tedesco said it is within our purview to request a long EAF.  Mr. Galvin said the Board 
can make this determination. This will allow the Board to have sufficient information so that 
they can close out the SEQRA determination.    
 
Mr. Constantine said his client is prepared to address these issues to the extent that there 
are any architectural questions. 
 
Mr. Aukland said we will address those questions at public hearing. Right now we are 
asking for further information.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked the required height of the Building.  Mr. Constantine said we only 
need 24 feet.  We need 24 feet to preserve the pitch. 40 feet is the maximum height.   
 
Mr. Constantine said they are going to renovate building.  Dr. Friedlander asked why they 
are not putting up an entirely new building.  Mr. Ferraro came up and said we plan on 
changing the structure on the inside and roof design.  We will re-skin the building and give 
it a nice look.  Dr. Friedlander asked when the structure was built.  Mr. Ferraro said in the 
60’s.   
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Dr. Friedlander asked if the structure is able to support a second floor. Mr. Ferraro said 
their engineer has determined that the building can handle the changes. 
 
Dr. Friedlander asked about the ownership.  Mr. Constantine said his client is a contract 
vendee.   Dr. Friedlander asked the time limit.  Mr. Ferraro said 90 days.   
 
Mr. Ferraro said before this site was a soccer field it was a warehouse building.  We are 
changing it back from a soccer field. The current tenant has a month to month lease; he 
has a copy of this lease.  Mr. Friedlander said he has heard otherwise.   
 
Dr. Friedlander asked if they ever discussed doing something together with them for a 
mixed use. Mr. Ferraro said you have to keep the building within the footprint of the 
property.  This is not feasible unless we bought a piece from the recycling plant or Metro 
North.  They tried to buy the recycling plant, but there is a ten year lease on the property. 
 
Peter Ferraro III asked to have a meeting with his father, Mr. Ferraro, they left the meeting 
room.    
 
Dr. Friedlander said we are very close to making zone changes and for your client not to 
recognize that seems unreasonable.  This confuses me and my fellow Board Members,  
It seems like a natural marriage if residential were put there. For business people not to 
have the sense to wait a year seems short-sighted and foolish.  As we get closer, we see 
someone come and fumble the ball.  We don’t dislike you we want something that is best 
for Tarrytown.  He asked if anyone thought about combining storage with recreation.  The 
lack of foresight and lack of consideration for what we have done with the study is almost 
embarrassing.  When he asked about other sites, he asked because he knows of one 
which is by the old Friday’s restaurant - a two acre lot, which was not considered, owned 
and operated by Mack-Cali.  Paul Ferraro, in the audience, said we already looked at that.   
 
Peter Ferraro, III came up and introduced himself as the principal owner.  Mr. Ferraro 
asked Chairman Friedlander how he knew so much about this lease and what his 
connection was to this property.    
 
Dr. Friedlander said he is very knowledge on all issues. Mr. Ferraro asked if Dr. Friedlander 
had a connection with the current tenant or if he has any inside information.  
 
For the record, Dr. Friedlander said he knows the developer-owner; the original soccer 
project was sponsored by his son who has no financial interest in it.  Kevin Kaye has the 
lease on the property.  He knows that the soccer field is not great, but it has been a useful 
use for recreation.  My interest has always been to work hard for the children of this 
community. 
   
Mr. Constantine said he is aware of this.  On behalf of his client, whether or not this stays, 
as far as it goes, it is not in our hands.    
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Dr. Friedlander said he brought all this up because he thought there might be a window of 
opportunity to see something else that may work better.  He is concerned that no one 
recognizes how much work has been put into the station plan.  This project may not be in 
the best interest of the village or even the applicant.  We are not against him; there may be 
better opportunities that may be beneficial to the applicant.   
 
Mr. Constantine said we take these matters seriously and we are trying to score for the 
community.  We understand the direction the village wants to go in; we have attended 
meetings and he has read the study, however; the code remains the code and we are 
driven by the code.  We are asking for our desire to develop this property and it has some 
merit as well.  
 
Mr. Aukland asked Mr. Constantine to elaborate on the merits.   
 
Mr. Constantine said it is not our burden to provide optimal use for any property.  It 
complies with zoning and removes an eyesore building.  
 
Mr. Aukland said it provides an obstacle to the long term plans of the village. He proposed 
to ask formally for responses to Mr. Galvin’s memo, the preparation of a long EAF and to 
continue the preliminary presentation. 
 
Mr. Constantine said, toward that end, if we were to adhere to Board’s suggestion, we 
would have to come in with a long form EAF for an industrial property, in an industrial  
zone, and put it to an industrial use.  If we were to come in with a four story residential  plan 
with storage then we would be in for a long planning process to the extent that this 
complies with a plan that does not eliminate the additional time work effort and discretion 
that it would give your Board and other Boards, we would be doing this based on a 
conception plan that is not codified and my client would have to bear the costs and risks of 
doing that.  He does not disrespect what the Board is doing because it has to be done.    
 
Mr. Tedesco said if you are confident in this project, completing a long form EAF should not 
be a threatening device. It is a device to get needed information and answers to our 
questions.    
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, to designate this as an Unlisted Action, and that the Board 
declares its intent to be lead agency with proper notification to all involved and 
interested agencies and the application be referred to the Westchester County Planning 
department for review under GML, seconded by Mr. Aukland. All in favor.  Motion 
carried. 
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to set an escrow of $5,000.  All in favor.  
Motion carried. 
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Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the preliminary presentation 
at the next meeting (July 24, 2017), after we have been given detailed responses to Mr. 
Galvin’s memo and the long form EAF has been submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
Mr. Galvin explained that this is neither a Type 1 or a Type 2 action under SEQRA and that 
is why it is an Unlisted Action.  The Board is proceeding as it generally would.  The Board is 
asking for reasonable comments.  They are asking the applicant to think outside of the box. 
This is a bad site that needs to be improved. There are items in the existing code that can 
be looked into about mixed use and bike rentals. The Board wants to make the best use of 
this property for the village as well as the applicant.  
 
Mr. Ferraro returned and said he feels the Board is misguided on what his business is 
about.  For the record, the building was a warehouse building and was changed to a soccer 
field with no parking or traffic study.  It is a dangerous situation for people dropping off 
children. His proposal will create less traffic. For the record, he thinks the Board is being 
misguided about what we do and there was favoritism when this site was converted from a 
warehouse to a soccer field in two meetings.   
 
Mr. Constantine asked to be put on the Board for a Public Hearing at the next meeting.  Mr. 
Tedesco said we already voted to continue the Preliminary Presentation.  Mr. Constantine 
asked when the next meeting was.  Mr. Tedesco said the 4th Monday in July. He asked the 
cutoff date for additional information to be submitted. The secretary said 18 days before 
that meeting.  A copy of Mr. Galvin’s memo was given to the applicant.  
 
ADJOURNMENT 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to adjourn at 8:20 pm.  All in favor. Motion 
carried.   
 
Liz Meszaros 
Secretary 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
July 24, 2017 at 7:00 p.m. 
         
PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander, Members Tedesco, and Birgy, Counsel Zalantis; 

Village Engineer Pennella; Village Planner Galvin, Secretary Meszaros 
 
Absent:    Members Aukland and Raiselis    
 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:00 pm. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – June 26, 2017 
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, to approve the minutes of June 26, 2017 
as submitted.  All in favor. Motion carried.  
 
Chairman Friedlander announced the following adjournment:  
 
Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue - Removal of railroad tie wall, construction of retaining  
walls with landscaping 
 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING -  Thomas Bottiglieri -16 White Street 
 
Jennifer Gray, of Keane and Beane, P.C., appeared on behalf of the applicant.  Ms. 
Gray said since they were last before the Board they submitted a revised elevation plan 
showing renovations to the façade and a revised landscaping plan with no further 
comments from Lucille Munz. She introduced Martin Henning, of Demasi Architects, 
PC, to go over the changes.   
 
Mr. Henning showed the rendering of the plan that was approved by the Architectural 
Review Board at their meeting on July 19, 2017.  He went through the changes and 
explained that they have dressed up the façade by introducing a cornice across the 
entire length to tie in the stucco section of the building.  As requested, they have 
included the trash enclosure on the side of the building to store the 95 gallon village 
container with 2 recycling bins.   
 
Dr. Friedlander asked about the existing stone on the bottom next to the stairs. Mr. 
Henning said it would be painted to match the existing stucco.   
 
Mr. Birgy asked about the window manufacturer and grids.  Mr. Henning said all new 
Andersen 200 series double-paned, with the 6 grid pattern on top and solid on bottom, 
will be installed.  He was not sure if they were removable, but would look into it.  

 
Mr. Birgy thanked the applicant and said it was a big improvement and it looks good.    
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7.    While not a condition of approval, the Planning Board recommends to Mr. 

Denardo that he join the Homeowners Association for Emerald Woods.  

 

Counsel Zalantis commented that it will be changed in the resolution that it is not a 
condition of approval that Mr. Denardo join the Homeowner’s association, it is only a 
recommendation.  
 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, to approve this application with this 
revision.  All in favor.  Motion carried.  
 
PRELIMINARY PRESENTATION – 202 Lexington Group LLC – 29 South Depot Plaza 
 
Mr. Tedesco said, at the last meeting, the Planning Board designated the proposed action 
as an Unlisted Action, set an escrow at $5,000, declared its intent to be Lead Agency and 
requested that the applicant submit a long EAF.  Now that the Board has received and 
reviewed the long EAF, Mr. Tedesco moved that the Board authorize staff to circulate the 
Notice of Intent to be Lead Agency to all involved and interested agencies and to the 
Westchester County Planning Department for review under the General Municipal Law, 
seconded by Mr. Birgy.  All in favor.  Motion carried.  
 
Mark Constantine, Attorney, representing the applicant, showed the revised preliminary 
plan prepared by Bruno Petrosanti, PE, the engineer for the project.  Mr. Constantine said 
they are here to continue the presentation from last month and, for the record, Mr. Peter 
Ferraro, is the CEO of the New York State Self Storage Association.  Since the last 
meeting, they have submitted comprehensive responses to the questions and concerns 
raised and this application was also the subject of the July 13, 2017 Planning Board Work 
Session.  Mr. Constantine feels that they have responded to the Board’s concerns and 
hope that the Board will consider scheduling this matter for a Public Hearing.  He is happy 
to answer any questions.  
 
Mr. Tedesco asked if anyone had any questions.   
 
Mr. Birgy asked about the energy addition to the roof.  Mr. Constantine said that this issue 
is being further considered. They will need to determine if the facility can support the panels 
and it also requires some number crunching.  Mr. Birgy said he feels that this is something 
they certainly should look into with NYSERDA, especially in light of the fact that Indian 
Point will be closing soon.  This program can actually be a net producer of electricity and 
NYSERDA will help the applicant through the process. 
 
Mr. Constantine said he is not an engineer but they need to look into it to see again if 
panels can be supported.  Mr. Tedesco requested that this information be submitted prior to 
the next work session.    
 
Dr. Friedlander asked about the height and total square footage of the interior space.  Mr. 
Constantine said the height of the building is under 24 feet.  He referred to the revision of 
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the plan to include 500 square feet for a bike shop as suggested by the Board at the last 
meeting.  Mr. Petrosanti came up and said the total square footage is about 40,000 S.F. 
and about 20,000 S.F. of this is the upper level.   
 
Dr. Friedlander asked what the largest space is that can be rented. Mr. Petrosanti said 
anywhere from a 5 ft. x 5 ft.  to a 20 ft. x 40 ft. container depending on the need. Mr. Galvin 
added that you can combine the facilities, it is a modular system.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked if it is designed for residential or commercial.  Mr. Petrosanti said the 
majority will be for residential use.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asking what they would be charging at the location for lets say a 5 x 10 
container.  Mr. Ferraro came up and said that he has not yet determined the marketing 
plan; it is like anything else supply and demand. Dr. Friedlander said he finds it hard to 
believe that the applicant does not know the answer.   Mr. Galvin asked just for a ball park 
figure.  Mr. Ferraro said how much he is going to charge is not relevant to the meeting.  
 
Mr. Constantine came back and said pricing has not been determined as of yet. Mr. Ferraro 
returned and said it could be anywhere from $5.00 to $100.00 per square foot and that 
different markets demand different prices. Dr. Friedlander said the answer would not affect 
the project, it was just a question.   
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, to move this application forward to Public 
Hearing.  All in favor.  Motion carried.   
 
ADJOURNMENT 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Dr. Friedlander, to adjourn at 7:43 pm.  All in favor. 
Motion carried.   
 
Liz Meszaros 
Secretary 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
August 28, 2017 at 7:00 p.m. 
         
PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander; Members Tedesco, Aukland, Raiselis (arrived at 

7:11 pm), and Birgy; Counsel Zalantis; Village Engineer Pennella; Village 
Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 

Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:08 pm. 
 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES – July 24, 2017   
 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, with Mr. Aukland abstaining, that the 
minutes of July 24, 2017 be approved as submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried.   
 

Chairman Friedlander announced the following adjournment:  
Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue - Removal of railroad tie wall, construction of retaining  
Walls with landscaping pending a ZBA determination. 
 
NEW PUBLIC HEARING – 202 Lexington Group – 29 South Depot Plaza   
 
Chairman Friedlander read the Public Hearing notice:  
 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Planning Board of the Village of Tarrytown will hold a 
public hearing on Monday,  August 28, 2017 at 7:00 p.m. at the Municipal Building, One 
Depot Plaza, Tarrytown, New York, to hear and consider an application by:  
 

Lexington 202 Group LLC  
34 Norm Avenue 
Bedford Hills, NY10502 
 

For site plan approval to convert an existing indoor sports facility into a self-storage 
facility and demolish an existing structure for a parking area. The property is located at 
29 South Depot Plaza, Tarrytown, New York and is shown on the Tax Maps of the 
Village of Tarrytown as Sheet 1.70 Block 29, Lots 37 and 38 and is located in the ID 
District. 
 

Documents are available for inspection in the Planning and Zoning Office.  All interested 
parties are invited to attend and be heard.  Access to the meeting room is available to 
the elderly and the handicapped.  Signing is available for the hearing-impaired; request 
must be made to the Village Clerk at least one week in advance of the meeting. 
 

Additional approvals will be needed from the Architectural Review Board.  
 

By Order of the Planning Board 
        Lizabeth Meszaros 
Dated: August  18, 2017     Secretary 
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The mailing receipts were received and the signs were posted. 
 
Chairman Friedlander stated, for the record, that at a prior meeting, there was reference 
made that his son, Michael Friedlander, may have a relationship with the past tenant of the 
building.  He has since found out that there is still a relationship, and, as a result, Dr. 
Friedlander will recuse himself from this application.  He asked Mr. Tedesco to chair this 
portion of the meeting.   
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, with Dr. Friedlander recusing himself, to 
open the Public Hearing.  All in favor.  Motion carried.   
 
Mr. Tedesco said the Board received a memo from the Village Landscape Architect, Lucille 
Munz, with two comments:  (1) to include native plants and (2) to consider planting a few 
shade trees.  Ms. Munz indicated on her report where the trees should go.  Mr. Tedesco 
advised the applicant to respond to these comments before the next work session with a 
revised landscape plan and also to reply to Village Engineer Pennella’s memo, which will 
be forwarded.    
 
Mark Constantine, Attorney for the applicant, also present, appeared and said he will 
provide any additional information necessary as a matter of procedure in terms of moving 
this process forward.  He anticipated that the Board would issue a negative declaration this 
evening under SEQRA.  Mr. Tedesco said it is not possible until they receive the 
information requested from the Village Engineer. They also would like a response to the 
Munz Landscape Report.   
 
Mr. Constantine noted that he does not believe a variance for parking is required for lot 37.  
The Village Engineer finds that these lots are not adjacent. However, section 305-63 states 
clearly that there is a procedure to be followed which does not consider this a variance.   
He said he may appeal to the Zoning Board with regard to Mr. Pennella’s determination 
that lot 37 is not adjacent to lot 38. He presented the plan and said that there is no 
intervening use between these lots. There is essentially a driveway between the two 
properties not unlike many properties in the village. These are two separate lots; different 
tax lots; the only thing between them is a driveway.  He said that for the past 40 years or 
more, this driveway has been used to gain access to lots 37, 38, and 39 and for uses that 
the Metro North Railroad and Westchester County have further south of that property.  It is 
their position, pursuant to section 305-63, if the village attorney approves the easements, 
as a condition of approval, they would provide those easements to clarify that lot 38 can be 
served with parking on lot 37 and access for vehicle and pedestrian access across lot 39. 
The easements on record provide for that particular use.  They are asking that these lots be 
considered adjacent pursuant to section 305-63.    
 
Mr. Tedesco said that, while the Planning Board can make a recommendation for parking 
to the Zoning Board, the Zoning Board will make this determination.   
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Counsel Zalantis said the Planning Board cannot overrule an interpretation made by the 
Building Inspector.  You have the right appeal this determination to the Zoning Board.   She 
also wanted to clarify that, in addition to conveying lots 37 and 38, that there is also a 
perpetual easement of ingress and egress over lot 39 and an easement for making 
proposed improvements on lot 39. She said the applicant is correct that, if the lots were 
adjacent, it could be handled though the village attorney. However, it is the Building 
Inspector’s interpretation that these lots are not adjacent because they are separated by lot 
39. The applicant does not need a variance; however, they need a recommendation from 
the Planning Board for Zoning Board approval for off-site parking in accordance with 
section 305-63 (C).  The Planning Board would have to issue a recommendation that it 
agrees this lot is a good place for off-site parking. The applicant can either appeal this 
interpretation and/or ask for approval for off-site parking pursuant to section 305-63(C) but 
first they will need a recommendation from this Board for the approval of off-site parking by 
the Zoning Board.  
 
She advised the Board that although they are not at a point to declare a negative 
declaration, they could recommend to the Zoning Board off-site parking at this location, 
which is required by the code. The Zoning Board cannot grant any approvals until a 
negative declaration is issued by the Planning Board.   
 
Mr. Aukland asked Counsel Zalantis if the applicant requires a recommendation from the 
Planning Board for off-site parking on this lot. Counsel Zalantis said yes, the code requires 
the Planning Board to make this recommendation.  
 
Ms. Raiselis asked if this is a Zoning Board matter. Counsel Zalantis said you are making a 
recommendation with regard to off-site parking. Counsel read through the entire section 
305-63 (C) 1:   
Location. Required parking and loading spaces shall be provided upon the same lot as the use or 
structure to which they are accessory, except that off-street parking spaces required for structures 
or land uses on two or more adjacent lots may be provided in a single common facility on one or 
more of said lots, provided that a legal instrument, satisfactory to the Village Attorney, assures the 
continued existence of the parking facility to serve said structures or land uses as long as they may 
exist. Such agreements shall also guarantee that upon the termination of such joint use, each 
subsequent use of the premises will provide off-street parking facilities for its own use in 
accordance with all requirements of this section. The Zoning Board of Appeals may also permit the 
substitution of space on another lot under certain conditions where, by reasons of difficult 
topography or abnormal shape of lot, strict compliance with the minimum off-street parking 
requirements specified in this chapter or in particular cases found to be necessary and so ordered 
by the Planning Board or by the Board of Appeals cannot be attained on the lot to which such space 
would be appurtenant. The Board of Appeals, after notice and hearing and upon recommendation 
of the Planning Board, may permit the substitution therefor of equivalent off-street parking space on 
another lot in the same ownership or under lease for a term of not less than five years, the entrance 
to which is not over 300 feet by normal pedestrian travel from the building or use to which such off-
street parking space is appurtenant, and if such alternate off-street parking space is authorized, 
such space shall be deemed to be required open space appurtenant to such building or use and 
thereafter may not be used for any other purpose unless other alternative space complying with this 
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subsection is substituted therefor and approved by the Board of Appeals. In no event shall such 
parking and/or loading spaces for a nonresidential use be so located without approval of the Zoning 
Board of Appeals. 
 

Ms. Raiselis said it sounds like the applicant needs a recommendation from this Board that 
off-site parking is a good thing to do at this location.  
 
Counsel Zalantis said the applicant could put parking on the same lot, or seek approval 
under this section, or get a variance for additional parking on lot 38.  
 
Ms. Raiselis asked Counsel if the parking would be for that site only for as long as that use 
is in place.  Counsel Zalantis said once done, the lot could not be sold off separately since 
it connects to the self-storage, and they cannot use it for something else.   
 
Planner Galvin asked if they could possibly share parking with the Village. Counsel Zalantis 
said they would have to come up with a substitute. 
 
Ms. Raiselis asked Mr. Constantine how many spots are on lot 38.  Mr. Constantine said 
there are 36 spaces on the current plan.  He commented that their other application (160 
Wildey Street) did provide for a variance for parking, which was granted by the Zoning 
Board, and this Planning Board approved that site plan.  He said this situation is not very 
different from that application. The applicant said he would comply even though it is not 
tailored for self-storage, just warehouse uses.  They have since modified the proposed plan 
for retail use. Mr. Constantine said the Planning Board has the right, on a reasonable basis, 
to apply an alternative parking standard based on the use and the intensity of use and this 
is important since the history of the site is for less parking than it is now. He said that the 
sports facility has a greater demand for parking. The Village Planner, in his memo, also 
agreed that this type of use has a lower demand on traffic and parking.  Mr. Constantine’s 
point is that this type of use has a lower demand on traffic and parking; however, they 
applied for a variance anyway. In this case, the applicant considered offering more parking, 
proposed to buy the property, demolish a building, open up site-lines, and create open 
space in this area.   
 
Counsel Zalantis said the code does allow the Planning Board, pursuant to section  305-63       
( D)(2), to approve reasonable and appropriate off-street parking requirements for structures 
and land uses which do not fall within the categories listed, when there is not a standard. 
However, there is a standard for self-storage in the code, so a new standard cannot be set.   
 
Mr. Tedesco said before they can entertain a recommendation for the parking on this lot, he 
referred to a letter from the Acting Commissioner of the Westchester County, Department 
of Planning, dated August 16, 2017, in response to the referral of this application under the 
General Municipal Law.  He read a portion of the letter into the record.  
 
“The proposed application is generally not consistent with the County Planning Board’s 
long-range planning policies set forth in the  Westchester 2025-Context for County and 
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Municipal Planning and Policies to Guide County Planning, adopted by the Board on May 
6, 2008, amended January 5, 2010, and its recommended strategies set forth in Patterns 
for Westchester:  The Land and the People, adopted December 5, 1995, because it would 
place a self-storage building in a transit-oriented center that would be more appropriately 
used for mixed–use, transit oriented development.  However, we note the site’s location in 
an industrial zoning district, which allows for self-storage facilities.  Therefore we are 
appreciative of the applicant’s intention of adding a small, 500 square foot retail space to 
the building, as well as bicycle parking.” 
 
Ms. Raiselis asked Mr. Galvin if he agrees with all that he put in his memo considering the 
nature of what the county stated in their letter.   Bob said he will address that in a more 
detailed memo but in terms of parking, self-storage does take up less parking and traffic.   
 
Mr. Aukland asked Mr. Constantine if the tax lots he referred to are subdivided lots. Village 
Engineer said they are under one ownership. Mr. Constantine said they are separate lots 
and not a subdivision.   
 
Village Engineer Pennella asked if the property is under one ownership, will it have to go 
through subdivision. Mr. Aukland said we would have to clarify this; we cannot proceed if 
the lots are not subdivided. 
 
Planner Galvin asked how long ago it was done, it depends on the code.  Mr. Constantine 
said this was never brought up so he did not look into it, since this is the first time it has 
been brought up.      
 
Mr. Aukland said he is not ready to give a recommendation for parking to the Zoning Board 
until a response is received to the Village Engineer’s memo.  
 
Linda Whitehead, Attorney, representing American Independent Paper, the current owner 
of these lots, came up to say that she is bothered that this matter is just being raised.  The 
village has recognized separate lots by approving different uses in the past.  They have 
always been treated as separate lots.  This could be a legal non-conforming situation.  
 
Mr. Aukland and Ms. Raiselis said they have permitted uses, not ownership. Ms. 
Whitehead said, if you have, then your code does not permit that.  Ms. Whitehead asked 
how On-track Sports was approved. Ms. Raiselis said this is an issue that has to be legally 
untangled.  Ms. Whitehead asked why this did not come up with On-track.  Mr. Aukland 
said it was common ownership then. Ms. Whitehead said it is common ownership now.  
 
Counsel Zalantis asked if there is a subdivision map for these properties. Ms. Whitehead 
said she thinks these lots pre-date subdivision requirements. Mr. Constantine said he 
believes there is a filed map but he knows there are separate deeds. Mr. Constantine said 
his client said this property has had approvals for a paper recycling use, an indoor sports 
facility, and the last use, a warehouse use (Gentle Giant Moving). 
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Mr. Aukland said we just want to know if the lot was subdivided or not. Counsel Zalantis 
said if you have a filed map that will answer these questions.  Ms. Raiselis asked that they 
provide this map.  
 
Ms. Whitehead said she is not sure they have one but these are 3 separate tax lots and 
have always been treated as such. This application has been in for a couple of months and 
this is the first time this has been brought up. Mr. Aukland said it is up to the applicant to 
submit this material. The proceeding has to go correctly. We need to understand if it is 
subdivided or not.    
 
Mr. Tedesco said that the applicant has to provide information so that this issue can be 
resolved.  Our counsel will assist in interpreting this information.  He requested a response 
to the Village Engineer’s memo and to the Landscape Architect and to continue the public 
hearing.  
 
Ms. Whitehead asked if this issue was looked into when 3 different uses were used before 
because she does not believe this zone allows multiple uses on one lot. Mr. Aukland said 
this is a new application.  Counsel Zalantis said it was not clear to the Board that we were 
dealing with 3 separate lots.  It was not until she was looking at the tax maps.  A survey 
was provided that there is a perpetual easement in place for lot 39.  She asked if they could 
also clarify if lots 37 and 38 will have access over lot 35. Ms. Whitehead said they do have 
access and said that the easement benefits all 3 tax lots.  
 
Mr. Tedesco said we just want to make sure things are done properly with this application.  
We want to correct things if they were not done right in the past. The applicant needs to 
provide this information and our counsel needs to review it. We hope that the project will be 
successful.  
 
Ms.  Whitehead said she spoke with Counsel Zalantis and it was not discussed at the work 
session. Ms. Raiselis said the applicant was at the work session. Mr. Ferraro said the 
subdivision was not discussed at work session. Ms. Raiselis said the lots were discussed. 
Counsel Zalantis said subdivision was not discussed, but they discussed lots in terms of 
easements. Ms. Whitehead said this is a different issue requiring a subdivision approval. 
 
Mr. Constantine said his application and cover letter, dated June 1, 2017, clearly states 
references pursuant to section 305-63 and provides easements over lot 39 and, for the 
record, the importance of the work sessions or staff meetings is that applicants are asked 
questions and there is a dialogue. Mr. Tedesco said work sessions are opened to the public 
and if you are asked a question, then you can answer it. If you were there, you would have 
this information and be better prepared.   
 
Mr. Constantine, for the record, said we were told this evening for the first time that the lots 
may have to be subdivided.  We take this very seriously.  This is part of our living and we 
come before this Board in good faith.  The Board should flush out issues that need to be 
addressed in some reasonable matter.  For us to get from June 1st to August 28th and for 
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first time being told that there is a subdivision approval is….  Mr. Aukland interrupted and 
said the implication of putting in an application is that it has to be submitted, full and 
complete and correct. It was Mr. Constantine’s use of the term “tax lots” that flagged the 
question to him that maybe it was not subdivided, so the applicant should not say that the 
Board should have raised this matter before.   The Board is just asking now if the lots were 
subdivided.  
 
Mr. Constantine said the application is not deemed completed until you say so.  Going to 
Public Hearing deems that the application is complete and now the Board is saying it is not 
complete.  Mr. Tedesco said the application is complete when you address all issues. It 
does not mean that we don’t have questions.  Complete does not meet finite.  It means you 
have given the basic responses.   He appreciates their effort and welcomes them to the 
next work session to listen.  They want to be positive and have them participate to the full 
extent.   
 
Mr. Constantine advised that they have submitted a Zoning Board application pursuant to 
305-63.  Part of that is a recommendation for off-site parking.  Since, they will not have a 
negative declaration declared tonight; procedurally what can they do now.  
 
Mr. Tedesco said they are not ready to recommend approval of the parking spaces to the 
Zoning Board, but they can consider it without the approval.   
 
Mr. Constantine asked with regard to lead agency notice, was it also sent to the Zoning 
Board. Counsel Zalantis said it was circulated to them as an interested agency.  This is a 
coordinated review.  Counsel Zalantis said you can request action for an interpretation only, 
not on section 305-63 since (1) the Board has not recommended the off-site parking and 
(2) there has been no negative declaration issued.   
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the Public Hearing.  All in favor.  
Motion carried.    
 
Mr. Galvin asked for structural analysis that was supposed to be submitted to determine if 
facility could support solar panels.   
 
Mr. Birgy asked if applicant would be willing to let the village have use of the roof for micro-
grids since Indian Point is closing in the future.   He advised that NYSERDA provides 
funding and are looking for proposals and will provide assistance to applicants. This will 
make the building more valuable and save money.   
 
Mr. Constantine said his client will take this under consideration.  
 
Mr. Tedesco again moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the Public Hearing.  All in 
favor.  Motion carried.    
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
September 25, 2017 at 7:00 p.m. 
         
PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander, Members Tedesco, Aukland, Raiselis and Birgy; 

Counsel Silverberg; Village Engineer Pennella; Village Planner Galvin; 
Secretary Meszaros 

 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:03 p.m. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES –  August 28, 2017   
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, that the minutes of the August 28, 2017  
meeting be approved as submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried.   
 
Chairman Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  
 
Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue 
Removal of railroad tie wall, construction of retaining  
walls with landscaping. 
 
New Cingular Wireless (AT& T) -120 White Plains Road 
Installation of Wireless Telecomunicaitons Facility on the  
rooftop of the existing building.  
 
202 Lexington Group LLC – 29 South Depot Plaza 
Convert indoor sports facility into a Self-storage facility 
and demolish existing structure for a parking area. 
 
NEW PUBLIC HEARING –  EQR Talleyrand - 1202 Crescent Drive  
 
Chairman Friedlander read the Public Hearing notice:  
 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Planning Board of the Village of Tarrytown will hold a 
public hearing on Monday, September 25, 2017, at 7:00 p.m. at the Municipal Building, 
One Depot Plaza, Tarrytown, New York, to hear and consider an application by:  
 
EQR – Talleyrand LLC  
1202 Crescent Drive  
Tarrytown, NY 10591 
 
For the consolidation of seven (7) trash enclosure areas into one (1) centralized 
location. 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
October 23, 2017 7:00 pm 

PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander, Members Tedesco, Aukland, Raiselis, and Birgy; 
Counsel Zalantis; Village Engineer Pennella; Village Planner Galvin ; Secretary 
Meszaros 

Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:00pm. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES- September 25, 2017 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland , that the minutes of September 25, 
2017 be approved as submitted. All in favor. Motion carried. 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland , that the Board go into executive session 
to discuss a litigation matter. All in favor. Motion carried . 

The Board left the meeting room at 7:02 p.m. 

The Board returned to the meeting room at 7:15p.m. Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded 
by Mr. Aukland , to come out of executive session. All in favor. Motion carried . 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- Peter Bartolacci- 67 Miller Avenue 

Paul Berte, P.E. , of Fusion Engineering, representing Peter and Suzanne Bartolacci , 
also present, appeared before the Board. Mr. Berte presented the most recent plan of a 
2 tiered wall design which was granted a height variance at the 9-11-17 Zoning Board 
meeting. Mr. Berte said the first wall will be set back 7.5 feet and the top will be 8.2 feet 
from the property line. The second wall will be 13.2 feet back from the property line and 
with camper, the top of the wall will be 14.2 feet from the westerly property line. The 
lowest elevation is 177.5 feet going to 198 feet. There will be plantings between the 2 
tiers and at the base of the first wall for screening. The construction will be done in two 
phases. The first phase will install northerly sections of the 2 tiers and a ramp will be 
constructed for access to the lowest elevation. Half of the first wall will be constructed 
with the grids going back between 8.5 feet and 10 feet. Once the corner is constructed 
the southerly sections will take place. The material will be stored on site and moved off 
temporarily to install the grid for the 2 tiers. 417 cubic yards of fill will be brought in. 
The final elevation of the wall will be in the same location as the existing railroad tie 
wall. The finished product will leave the backyard where it was back in the 1950's. 

Mr. Aukland asked what the maximum height of the wall would be. Mr. Berte said 9.5 
feet will be the maximum height and the grade comes up as you are travelling south. 
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Planning Board- Village of Tarrytown October 23, 2017 

Mr. Musso stated that all of the other items, i.e. , health, safety, future co-location, 
structural, radio frequency, need for site, are all addressed in his tech memo. 

Dr. Friedlander asked when they can expect a response on the feasibility about the 
parapet installation. (newest plan). Mr. Musso deferred this question to the applicant. 

Mr. Pennella advised the Board that this picture was taken from Summit Street. He has 
spoken to Ray McDonald, the Building manager of 120 White Plains Road, and it was 
their idea to put the antenna behind the parapet wall. This will yield greater coverage 
since it is 10 feet above the proposed height of the antenna and the applicant will not 
need a variance from the Zoning Board since the penthouse is permitted. 

Kristen Motel, Attorney, representing AT & T, said they just received word late Thursday 
evening about the new proposal from the landlord. They have asked their RF and 
structural engineers to assess the feasibility of this new proposal and would like to 
continue the Public Hearing in November. Ms. Motel confirmed with Mr. Pennella that 
there will not be a need for a variance should they proceed with this new plan. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone in the public would like to speak. No one appeared. 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing. All in 
favor. Motion carried . 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING 
202 Lexington Group LLC - 29 S. Depot Plaza 

Mark Constantine, Attorney, representing the applicant, appeared and explained to the 
Board that since they were last here an application for subdivision has been made by 
the owner of the property and , unless the Board has any questions, he will defer to Ms. 
Whitehead, Attorney, representing the owner, American Independent Paper Mill Co., 
Inc. 

Ms. Whitehead informed the Board that she represents the owner of the 3 tax lots 
(37,38, and 39). The site plan Application was for Lots 37 and 38. The village has 
treated them as 3 separate tax lots over the years. However, the Building Inspector 
said that three lots were not formally created, so they have submitted an application to 
separate them with one building on each lot. They were proposing to subdivide Lots 38 
and 39 along the existing lines, but will modify slightly to include the front part of the 
access way. This will eliminate the non-conformity of the existing building . 

Dr. Friedlander recused himself and went to sit in the meeting room. 

Ms. Raiselis asked about access to the property at the end of Depot Plaza in the back. 
Ms. Whitehead said access will be provided through easements. Mr. Pennella said 
there is an access and utility easement and the county and metro north also have 
easements which are shown on the plan. 
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Ms. Whitehead said there is no construction proposed, they simply want to subdivide 
and put each building on its own lot. She is requesting that the Board authorize the 
circulation of the notice of intent for subdivision and be placed on the agenda for a new 
public hearing for the November 27, 2017 meeting. 

Mr. Tedesco asked Mr. Constantine to come up and asked if he no longer wishes to 
demolish the building on Lot 37. Counsel Zalantis asked if he will only be proposing Lot 
38. If so, the Board will need a revised plan. Mr. Constantine said both options are 
open and his client has not formally made the application. 

Mr. Galvin asked if they are going to amend their site plan to reflect lot 38 once 
subdivision is in place. 

Mr. Constantine said as part of this process, the last section of code allows for variance 
and waivers and wanted to inform the Board. They are prepared to apply to the Zoning 
Board with regard to Lot 38. 

With regard to the subdivision application necessary in order for this application to go 
forward , Mr. Tedesco moved, to designate this as an Unlisted Action, and that the 
Board declares its intent to be lead agency with proper notification to all involved and 
interested agencies, seconded by Mr. Aukland . All in favor. Motion carried . 

Mr. Tedesco moved , seconded by Mr. Aukland , to set a Public Hearing for the 
subdivision application for November 27, 2017. 

Mr. Tedesco moved , seconded by Mr. Aukland , to continue the public hearing for the 
site plan application for 29 South Depot Plaza. All in favor. Motion carried . 

Dr. Friedlander returned to the meeting. 

NEW PUBLIC HEARING- Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue 

Chairman Friedlander read the Public Hearing notice: 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Planning Board of the Village of Tarrytown will hold a 
public hearing on Monday, October 23, 2017, at 7:00 p.m. at the Municipal Building, 
One Depot Plaza, Tarrytown, New York, to hear and consider an application by: 

Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary 
50 Wilson Park Drive 
Tarrytown, NY 10591 

For site plan approval for the expansion of a driveway, construction of retaining walls 
and the addition of a garden. 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
November 27. 2017 7.00 pm 

PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander. Members Tedesco. Aukland Raiselis and Birgy· 
Alternate Lawrence: Counsel Zalant1s; Village Engineer Pennella; Village 
Planner Galvm Secretary Meszaros 

Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7·00 pm. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES- October 23, 2017 

Mr. Tedesco moved seconded by Mr. Aukland, that the minutes of the October 23, 
2017 meeting be approved as submitted. All in favor. Motion carried. 

Cha1rman Fnedlander announced the follow1nq adJournments 

Broadway on Hudson Estates- 11 Carnage Tra11 
Three lot subdiVISIOn 

S1sters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue 
Driveway widenmg and construction of retaining wall and landscaping of rear yard. 

Mark Morganelli - 1 Dixon Lane 
Amend site plan approval to extend hours and penods of operat1on at the Jazz Forum. 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING - Peter Bartolacci- 67 Miller Avenue 

Mrs. Bartolacci. of 67 Miller Avenue, addressed the Board witll a prepared statement to 
refute the Information and stateme 1ts submitted by Ms. Baldwin and her attorney, Ms 
Knsten W1lson. at the October 23 20 17 meetmg in order to ensure that the record 1s 
correct. Dunng Mrs. Bartolacci's presentation. Dr. Fnedlander respectfully asked her to 
k1ndly subm1t her materials for the record and for review by the Board. He explamed that 
the Board is very familiar w1th the application and there 1s no need to go over the same 
matenal aga1n He is d1sappo1nted that, after all this time. there is no resolution 
between the neighbors and sa1d the Board will base the1r dec1s1on on the facts . Mr. 
Tedesco sa1d that he read through the ent1re ZBA mmutes and feels that the Zoning 
Board d1d a thorough rev1ew of this applicatron and their decision was sound. Mrs. 
Bartolacc1 s statement 1s attached as E • 1 t 1' \. includ1ng the arborisl report for lhe 
Mulberry tree wh1ch was requested at the last meetmg and comments relating to the 
10/23/17 Munz Landscapmg report 

Dr. Fnedlander asked Mr. Pennella rf they 11ave submitted any new plans. 
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Planmng Board- V1llage of Tarrytown l\ovember '1.7, 2017 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING-
202 Lexington Group LLC - 29 South Depot Plaza - Site Plan 

Chairman Fnedlander has recused h1mself from th1s application and remained in the 
aud1ence. Mr Tedesco continued to chair this portion of the meeting. 

Mark Constantine, Attorney represenung the applicant, Mr. Peter Ferraro. also present, 
appeared and advised the Board that they have amended their application for lot 38 
only, adding the driveway area to the lot as a result of the subdivision application before 
them for the two lots (38 and 39). The lot area Will be 1ncreased and it will be more 
conforming. Parking variances are needed and they are before the Zoning Board and 
will return at the December 11 , 2017 meet1ng He asked that the Board 1ssue a Negative 
Declaration to close out SEQRA th is evening so that the Zon1ng Board can act at 1ts 
December 11 2017 meetmg. 

Mr. Tedesco asked 1f anyone 1n the publ1c had any comments. No one appeared. 

Mr. Tedesco sa1d that only a portion of the Negative Declaratton will be read but a copy will 
be prov1ded to the applicant and the ent1re Negative Declaration w1ll be recorded 1n the 
minutes A copy of Part 3 of the Determination of Significance is attached as ' ·....: 

Mr. Aukland sa1d. for the record. with regard to the parktng s1tuat1on the Board 
sympathizes with your conclusion that less parktng is needed for self-storage, but we 
need to note that tn the event for a change of use under current code for the industnal 
zone. the v1llage w111 need to consider parking requirements should the fac11tty have a 
change of use Counsel Zalantis advised that any change of use would requtre s1te plan 
approval 

Ms Ra1selis asked Mr. Constanllne 1f there 1s an agreement for the bike shop. Mr. 
Constantine sa1d not as of yet. Counsel Zalantis confirmed that they are proposing a 
retail component but not necessarily a bike shop The Board asked Counsel Zalantis to 
rev1se the negat1ve declaration by remov1ng "Bike shop from the negat1ve declaration . 
The bike rack can be left on the plan. Counsel Zalant1s said that Westchester County 
looks favorably on b1ke racks. 

Mr Tedesco, moved that the Planning Board 1ssue a negat1ve declaration as amended 
for th1s application . seconded by Mr. Aukland. All1n favor. Motion earned 

Mr Tedesco moved. seconded by Mr Auh:land , that the Public Heanng be continued in 
January tn conJunction with the subdivision approval for thts property All tn favor. 
Motion earned 

Dr Fnedlander returned to the meeting. 
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Planning Board 
Village ofTarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
December 27, 2017 7:00 pm 

PRESENT: Members Tedesco, Raiselis and Birgy; Counsel Silverberg; Building 
Inspector Valvano; Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

ABSENT: Chairman Friedlander, Member Aukland, Village Engineer Pennella 

Mr. Tedesco chaired the meeting in Chairman Friedlander's absence and called the 
meeting to order at 7:00 pm. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES- November 27, 2017 

Ms. Raise lis moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, that the minutes of the November 27, 
2017 meeting be approved as submitted. All in favor. Motion carried. 

Mr. Tedesco announced the following adjournments: 

202 Lexington Group LLC - 29 South Depot Plaza 
Conversion of indoor sports facility into a self-storage facility. 

Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary - 32 Warren Avenue 
Driveway widening and construction of retaining wall and landscaping of rear yard. 

Peter Bartolacci- 67 Miller Avenue 
Removal of railroad tie wall, construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- Mark Morganelli -1 Dixon Lane 

Mr. Morganelli, the applicant, introduced himself. He is returning from the Zoning Board 
where he received an amended approval to extend the hours and periods of operation 
at the Jazz Forum on December 11, 2017. He went over his request for approval to 
allow the club to be opened during the months of January and February and to open 
one hour earlier on Friday and Saturday at 6 pm, and on Sunday from 3 pm to 12 pm to 
allow emerging artists to perform between 8 pm and 10 pm, after the two Brazilian 
shows at 4 pm and 6 pm. He is asking the Board to amend his July 25, 2016 site plan 
approval to accommodate his requests. 

Mr. Tedesco asked if anyone in the public had any comments. No one appeared. 

Mr. Tedesco asked if the Board or staff had any comments. No one appeared. 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
January 22, 2018  7:00 pm 
 
      
PRESENT: Members Tedesco, Aukland, Birgy, Raiselis; Counsel Zalantis; Village 

Engineer Pennella; Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 
 
ABSENT:    Chairman Friedlander 
 
Mr. Tedesco chaired the meeting in Chairman Friedlander’s absence and called the  
meeting to order at 7:00 pm. 
   
APPROVAL OF MINUTES– December 27, 2017   
 
Ms. Raiselis moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, with Mr. Aukland abstaining, that the 
minutes of the December 27, 2017 meeting  be approved as submitted.  All in favor.   
Motion carried. 
  
Mr. Tedesco announced the following adjournments:  

 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue  
Removal of railroad tie wall, construction of retaining walls and landscaping of 
rear yard. 

 202 Lexington Group LLC – 29 South Depot Plaza 
     Conversion of indoor sports facility into a self-storage facility. 

 Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary - 32 Warren Avenue - 
Driveway widening, construction of retaining wall and landscaping of rear yard.  

 Benedict Avenue Owners Corp. – 22 Glenwolde Park 
            Additions and Alterations to a single family home 
 

 M.M. Homes Land Development of PA LLC – 6 Hillside Street 
                                                   Construction of a single family home.     

 Broadway on Hudson Estates, LLC (Contract Vendee) – 11 Carriage Trail 
           Four-lot subdivision       
 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING   
American Independent Paper Mill Supply Co. LLC – 29 South Depot Plaza - Subdivision 
 
Linda Whitehead, Attorney, from McCullough, Goldberger & Staudt, LLP, appeared on 
behalf of the owner, American Independent Paper Mill Supply Co., Inc., requesting 
subdivision approval to separate two lots at 15 and 29 S. South Depot Plaza. They have 
obtained the required variance from the Zoning Board on January 8, 2018, and are here 
this evening to ask the Board to consider subdivision approval.  
 
Mr. Tedesco asked if anyone in the public had any questions. No one appeared.  
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
February 26, 2018  7:00 pm 
 
  PRESENT:  Members Tedesco, Aukland, Raiselis; Counsel Zalantis; Village Engineer 
Pennella; Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 
 
ABSENT:    Chairman Friedlander, Member Birgy 
 
Mr. Tedesco chaired the meeting in Chairman Friedlander’s absence and called the  
meeting to order at 7:00 pm. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES– January 22, 2018   
 
Mr. Aukland moved, seconded by Ms. Raiselis, that the minutes of the January 22,  
2018 meeting be approved as submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
Mr. Tedesco announced the following adjournments:  
 

 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue  
           Removal of railroad tie wall, construction of retaining walls 
           and landscaping of rear yard. 
 

 Benedict Avenue Owners Corp. – 22 Glenwolde Park 
                                                 Additions and Alterations to a single family home. 
 

 Joseph Fiore - 230 Crest Drive 
           Additions and alerations to a single family home.  
 
 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING – 202 Lexington Group, LLC- 29 S. Depot Plaza 

 
Mark Constantine, attorney for the applicant, appeared before the Board and clarified 
that his client is not removing the structure for parking.   Mr. Galvin said that this was 
part of the original project.  Mr. Tedesco confirmed that it is not included in the 
resolution.   
 
Mr. Tedesco said that a Negative Declaration has been issued and the required 
variances have been granted.  He asked Mr. Constantine if he had any comments.  Mr. 
Constantine commented that a specific condition of the draft resolution (on page 5), 
requires that the subdivision map be recorded in the Westchester County clerk’s office 
before a building permit can be issued.  He said that his client is not in control of this 
process, it is under the control of the property owner and, on this basis, he is asking the 
Board to remove this condition.  
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Mr. Tedesco deferred to Counsel Zalantis who said that site pan approval is for a lot 
that does not exist until a map is filed and recorded with the county.  The applicant is 
the contract vendee and they can’t purchase the property without a filed map so this 
should not be an issue. The filing must take place before a building permit is issued and 
the condition should remain in the resolution.  Mr. Constantine said, as a practical 
matter, the cart cannot go before the horse, but as a legal matter, his client did not apply 
for the subdivision.  He does not control the property or have control over the 
subdivision process.  His concern is from a legal perspective and he is asking the Board 
to reconsider. Again, Counsel Zalantis said a building permit cannot be issued for a lot 
that does not legally exist without a formal subdivision map being filed.  She suggested 
to the Board that they can table this matter until it is resolved, and continue the public 
hearing.    
 
Mr. Constantine commented on a second specific condition in the resolution that 
requires his client be responsible for paving an area of land that they do not own, and 
are not in contract to buy.   Mr. Tedesco asked Mr. Constantine if they want the benefit 
of the easement without paving it.  Mr. Tedesco asked Counsel Zalantis if there are any 
concerns about paving the property that the railroad owns.  Counsel said it was her 
understanding that the applicant would maintain this area and they should also have the 
right to maintain it, it is an area of about 2000 s.f.   
 
Mr. Pennella said the area is about 50 feet deep and 40 feet wide.  The resolution 
requires an asphalt overlay over the existing pavement to provide uniform pavement 
from the entry point to the site. This area is already paved and it was already agreed to 
on prior plans and at a site visit; however, the latest set of plans did not include this, so 
it was necessary to put this condition in the resolution.    
 
Mr. Constantine said, with that understanding, we don’t necessarily want to take on this 
responsibility but the practical legal issue remains that we would have to get approval 
from the MTA to do this and they have strict requirements and conditions that need to 
be met. He is not saying it can’t be done, but, in fairness, from a legal prospective, this 
issue would have to be further clarified.  
 
Mr. Tedesco said he is quite comfortable with the conditions in the resolution and asked 
the Board members how they felt. Mr. Aukland and Ms. Raiselis both agreed with the 
conditions.  Mr. Tedesco said that there is no point to continue until these questions are 
resolved. We will continue the public hearing until they are. 
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing until 
these issued are resolved. All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
Mr. Constantine asked if he could discuss the motion.  Mr. Tedesco said no but he can 
add something if he wishes to.    
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Mr. Constantine said there are two conditions at issue that need to be clarified and are 
valid points. On prior occasions the Board has issued approvals.  Mr. Tedesco said we 
don’t issue conditional approvals without specific conditions.  Mr. Constantine said he 
understands the Boards concerns and we would like the Board to vote on the resolution 
tonight subject to he and village counsel working out the language of these two specific 
conditions.  
 
Mr. Aukland said he will not vote on an incomplete resolution. Ms. Raiselis said this 
extra time will give you the opportunity to work it out with the MTA. 
  
Counsel Zalantis advised Mr. Constantine that his client may have those rights anyway 
under the existing easement and she cannot recommend the Board to approve any 
resolution subject to working out language of specific conditions. The Board has to 
agree on what the language should be. 
 
Mr. Aukland said you have a month to work this out.  We have already moved to 
continue the public hearing.   
 
Mr. Constantine said if we put it off for a month, we won’t be able to work it out with the 
MTA. He would like to speak to his client about it.  Counsel Zalantis said the paving 
does not have to be completed right away; it is a condition of getting a certificate of 
occupancy.   
 
Mr. Constantine said with regard to the Wildey Street resolution, there were conditions 
subject to working out details with language to the area under the overpass.  He just 
wants to make sure he can clarify the language with counsel.  They do not want to be 
responsible for filing a subdivision that they have no control over or paving a piece of 
property that they do not own.   
 
Mr. Tedesco said he is not comfortable with this and Mr. Constantine has raised the 
issues and we have responded in a meaningful and realistic way.   The hearing will be 
continued.  
 
Mr. Constantine asked if the public hearing is closed or is it still open.  
 
Mr. Tedesco said the public hearing is still open.   
  
 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING  
Broadway on Hudson Estates, LLC –  11 Carriage Trail – 4 Lot Subdivision 

 
Mr. Aukland advised the chair that he has recused himself from this application. Mr. 
Tedesco said there are not enough members to vote on the Negative Declaration this 
evening.  Andy Todd, the applicant, appeared and said he is okay with Mr. Aukland 
voting this evening.  A conversation took place with Counsel and it was determined that 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
March 26, 2018 7:00 pm 
 
        
PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander, Members Tedesco, Aukland, Raiselis and Birgy; 

Counsel Zalantis; Building Inspector/Village Engineer Pennella; Village 
Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at order at 7:05 p.m. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – February 26, 2018 
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, with Chairman Friedlander and Mr. 
Birgy abstaining, that the minutes of the February 26, 2018 be approved as submitted.  
All in favor.  Motion carried. 

 
Chairman Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  

 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue  
Removal of railroad tie wall, construction of retaining walls and landscaping of 
rear yard. 

 Benedict Avenue Owners Corp. –22 Glenwolde Park 
Additions and Alterations to a single family home. 

 Joseph Fiore- 230 Crest Drive – Additions and Alterations to a single family 
home. 

 Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary - 32 Warren Avenue 
Driveway widening, construction of retaining wall and landscaping of rear yard. 

 MM Homes Land Development of PA, LLC – 6 Hillside Street 
Construction of a single family home. 

 Leonard Brandes, RA – 22 Main St. – Conversion of laundromat to a restaurant. 
 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING –  
202 Lexington Group, LLC – 29 South Depot Plaza 
 
Chairman Friedlander has previously recused himself from this application. Mark 
Constantine, Attorney, appeared before the Board, representing his clients, Peter 
Ferraro, Sr. and Phillip Ferraro, also present.  He explained that the conditions included 
in the draft resolution presented at the last meeting have been discussed with village 
counsel.  The condition concerning the pavement overlay has been removed since it 
has been included on the plans.  With regard to the Subdivision Map being recorded in 
the County Clerk’s office before a building permit is issued, his client is comfortable that 
the owner is diligent and will record the subdivision plat in a timely manner. He has no 
further comment and would request that the Board close the Public Hearing.   
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Mr. Tedesco asked if anyone in the public had any questions or comments.  No one 
appeared.   
 
Mr. Aukland moved, to close the Public Hearing, seconded by Ms. Raiselis.  All in favor.  
Motion carried.  
 
Mr. Aukland read through portions of the resolution, a complete copy will be provided to 
the applicant and the entire resolution will be recorded in the minutes of this meeting. 

                                     RESOLUTION 

VILLAGE OF TARRYTOWN PLANNING BOARD 
(Adopted March 26, 2018) 

 
                                                 Application of 202 Lexington Group LLC  

                              Property: 29 South Plaza Depot (Sheet 1.70, Block 29, Lot 38 and Zone ID) 
 

 Resolution of Site Plan Approval  
 

Background 
 
The Applicant is a contract vendee requesting site plan approval to convert the existing indoor 
sports facility building to a self-storage facility with a small retail component; interior floor area 
to be increased from 25,758 sf to 47,875 sf and building height to be increased from 21’ to 
32.1’.             

 
1. The Planning Board on June 26, 2017 determined that the Project was an unlisted action 

under SEQRA and requested that the Applicant complete a long form Environmental 
Assessment Form and on July 24, 2017 issued a Notice of Intent to be Lead Agency. The Planning 
Board assumed Lead Agency status at its meeting on August 28, 2018 and issued a Negative 
Declaration for the proposed unlisted action on November 27, 2017.   
 

2. The Village Counsel and staff in reviewing this application discovered that the 
Property had never been legally subdivided from the adjacent Lot 39 even though the 
properties were separate tax lots, were treated as separate lots and operated separate 
principal uses for decades. As a result, the property owner, American Independent Paper Mill 
Supply Co., Inc., made a subdivision application to the Village Planning Board ("Subdivision 
Application"). The Planning Board determined the subdivision application to be an unlisted 
action under SEQRA on October 23, 2017. The Board assumed lead agency status on December 
27, 2017 and issued a Negative Declaration on December 27, 2017.   

 
3. The Planning Board held a duly noticed public hearing on the subdivision application 

on November 27, 2017, December 27, 2017 and closed the hearing on January 22, 2018. After 
which, the Planning Board deliberated in public and approved the subdivision application.  
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4. The Applicant has made a preliminary presentation on its site plan application to the 

Planning Board on June 26, 2017 and July 24, 2017 and, thereafter, the Planning Board 
conducted a duly noticed public hearing on August 28, 2017, September 25, 2017, October 23, 
2017, November 27, 2017, January 26, 2018 and closed the public hearing on February 26, 
2018, at which time all those wishing to be heard were given the opportunity to be heard. 

 
5.  The Planning Board has carefully examined the Application and received comments 

from the Westchester County Planning Department in a referral letter dated August 16, 2017, 
the Village Consulting Planner in a site plan review dated June 23, 2017 and in memoranda 
dated June 14, 2017, July 12, 2017, August 15, 2017, September 10, 2017, December 12, 2017 
and February 14, 2018, the Village Consulting Landscape Architect in a Staff Report dated 
February 21, 2018 and the Village Engineer’s review dated August 28, 2017 and December 11, 
2017 as well as Applicant’s letter dated July 6, 2017 in reply to the Planning Board’s requests 
and the Village Planner’s 6/23/17 memo and considered comments made by the public.  
 

5. The Zoning Board of Appeals reviewed the Applicant’s request for a parking variance for 
19 spaces and a variance for 2 loading spaces at a public hearing held on November 13, 2017, after 
which the application was re-noticed and continued on December 11, 2017.  The Zoning Board 
closed the public hearing on December 11, 2017 and approved the requested variances on that 
date.   
 

6.  The Planning Board closed the public hearing on February 26, 2018. After closing the 
public hearing, the Planning Board deliberated in public on the Applicant’s request for approval.   

 
Determination 

The Planning Board determines that based upon the findings and reasoning set forth 
below, the Application for site plan approval is granted subject to the conditions set forth 
below.   
 

I. Findings 
 

The Planning Board considered the standards set forth in Village of Tarrytown Zoning 
Code (“Zoning Code”) Chapter 305, Article XVI and finds that subject to the conditions set forth 
below, the proposed site plan is consistent with the site plan design and development 
principles and standards set forth therein.   

The Planning Board has extensively reviewed the Applicant’s site plan. The Application 

is a redevelopment project in the Industrial District zone ("ID"). The application has been 

amended to include only Lot 38 located at 29 South Depot Plaza just south of the Tarrytown 

Station and municipal parking lot and east of the Metro North tracks.  The applicant is the 

contract vendee for the subject property. Lot 37 has been eliminated from the application. A 

subdivision was required for the sale of Lot 38 to the applicant. Therefore, the property owner 

submitted a subdivision application relocating the lot line between the existing Lots 38 and 39. 
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The proposed new Lot 38 includes the old Lot 38 plus the driveway area of lot 39 (hereinafter 

“Subdivision Lot 1”).   A turnaround easement has been provided for the benefit of Subdivision 

Lot 1 is shown on applicant’s site plan.  The creation of Subdivision Lot 1 required no variances 

and Subdivision Lot 1 is 51,452 sf.  The subdivision plat was approved by the Planning Board 

on January 22, 2018. 

 

The proposed action is the conversion of an existing 25,758 sf indoor sports facility to a 

self-storage facility.  This building would be converted and increased to a 47,875 sf space 

including a 500 sf retail space and adjacent bike racks.  The building height would be increased 

from 21' to 32.1'.  The 36 parking spaces provided on Lot 38 will be along the east and north 

side of the self-storage facility.  There are two loading docks provided. The site plan has been 

revised to include the turning radius for the loading areas on Lot 38.  Except for the parking 

requirement, the application is zoning compliant. The Applicant is required per Code to provide 

57 spaces and has appeared before the ZBA for a parking variance of 19 spaces plus 2 off street 

loading spaces (where 6 are required and 4 are being provided), which parking variance was 

granted.  

The site plan shows stormwater management systems including the provision of catch 

basins and inlet structures to provide proper drainage resulting in no net runoff. The site plan 

also shows pavement conditions including the driveway and frontage along the proposed 

storage facility.  New lighting has been provided along the driveway and on the proposed 

storage facility.  The Applicant has revised the appearance of the self-storage facility to provide 

more attractive architectural features including translucent glass panels, glass enclosed lobby, 

color metal roof, fascia and new siding.  

 
II. Approved Plan:   
Except as otherwise provided herein, all work shall be performed in strict compliance 

with the plans submitted to and approved by the Planning Board for 202 Lexington Group LLC 
as follows:  

 
This Project is described and illustrated on the following set of plans prepared by Lawless & 

Mangione LLP (architects) and JMC Consulting PLLC (engineers) as noted below and are submitted by 
the Applicant which forms a part of the Application: 

 
Site Plan and Architectural Drawings prepared by Bruno Pietrsanti, R.A., Lawless & 

Mangione, dated 6/27/16 and last revised 2/21/18 unless otherwise noted) 
- A-001.00       “Site Plan, Zoning Table, Elevations, Landscaping Plan and   

Parking Calculations” last revised 3/15/18 

- A-101.00      “Existing/Demolition Plans and Proposed Plans”   

- A-201.00       “Building Sections and Exterior Light Fixtures” 

- DWG, 1 of 1  “Light Photometrics Plan” dated 1/24/18  prepared by 

NYDigital  
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 Civil Drawings prepared by JMC Consulting PLLC dated 2/20/18 

  

- SP-1  “Existing Conditions and Removal Plans”  

- SP-2  “Site Layout Plan” 

- SP-3  “Site Grading, Drainage an Erosion & Sediment Control Plan” 

- SP-4  “Landscape Plan” 

- SP-5  “Construction Details” 

- SP-6  “Construction Plans” 

 

  

Survey and Subdivision Plats 

 

“Survey of Property prepared for American Independent Paper Mill Supply Company Inc. 
 in the Village of Tarrytown, Town of Greenburgh, Westchester County, N.Y. by Ward  Carpenter 
Engineers Inc. dated October 10, 2017, last revised January 22, 2018.    

 
“Preliminary Subdivision Map prepared for American Independent Paper Mill Supply 

 Company Inc.in the Village of Tarrytown, Town of Greenburgh, Westchester County, N.Y.  by 
Ward Carpenter Engineers Inc. dated October 10, 2017, last revised November 8, 2017.   

 
“Subdivision Map prepared for American Independent Paper Mill Supply  Company Inc.  in 

the Village of Tarrytown, Town of Greenburgh, Westchester County, N.Y. by Ward  Carpenter 
Engineers Inc. dated October 10, 2017, last revised January 22, 2018.    

(the “Approved Plans”).   

 
III. General Conditions 

 
(a) Prerequisites to Signing Site Plan:  The following conditions must be met before 

the Planning Board Chair may sign the approved Site Plan (“Final Site Plan”):   
 

i. The Planning Board’s approval is conditioned upon Applicant 
receiving all approvals required by other governmental approving 
agencies without material deviation from the Approved Plans. 

 
ii. If as a condition to approval any changes are required to the 

Approved Plans, the Applicant shall submit:  (i) final plans 
complying with all requirements and conditions of this Resolution, 
and (ii) a check list summary indicating how the final plans comply 
with all requirements of this Resolution.  If said final plans comply 
with all the requirements of this Resolution as determined by the 
Village Engineer, they shall also be considered “Approved Plans.”  
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iii.       The Applicant shall pay all outstanding consultant review and legal     
fees in  connection with the Planning Board review of this 
Application.  

(b) Force and Effect:  No portion of any approval by the Planning Board shall take 
effect until (1) all conditions are met, (2) the Final Site Plan is signed by the chair of 
the Planning Board and (3) the Final Site Plan signed by the Planning Board Chair 
has been filed with the Village Clerk 

 
(c) Field Changes:  In the event the Village Engineer/Building Inspector agrees that, as 

a result of conditions in the field, field changes are necessary to complete the work 
authorized by the Approved Plans and deems such changes to be minor, the 
Village Engineer/Building Inspector may, allow such changes, subject to any 
applicable amendment to the approved building permit(s).  If not deemed minor, 
any deviation from or change in the Approved Plans shall require application to 
the Planning Board for amendment of this approval.  In all cases, amended plans 
shall be submitted to reflect approved field changes. 

 
(d) ARB Review:  No construction may take place and a building permit may not be 

issued until Applicant has obtained approval from the Board of Architectural 
Review as required in accordance with applicable provisions of the Village of 
Tarrytown Code.    

(e) Commencing Work:  No work may be commenced on any portion of the site 
without first contacting the Building Inspector to ensure that all permits and 
approvals have been obtained and to establish an inspection schedule. Failure to 
comply with this provision shall result in the immediate revocation of all permits 
issued by the Village along with the requirement to reapply (including the payment 
of application fees) for all such permits, the removal of all work performed and 
restoration to its original condition of any portion of the site disturbed and such 
other and additional civil and criminal penalties as the courts may impose. 

IV. Specific Conditions:  

A. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, the Subdivision Map prepared for 

American Independent Paper Mill Supply Company Inc. and approved by the 

Planning Board on January 22, 2018 shall be filed by the owner of the 

property  in the office of the County Clerk as set forth in Village Law § 7-

728(11).   

 

 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to approve this application. All in favor.  
Motion carried.  
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
September 24, 2018 7:00 pm 
 

AMENDED MINUTES – APPROVED AT 11-26-18 MEETING 
 

PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Tedesco, Raiselis, Birgy; Counsel 
Zalantis; Building Inspector/Village Engineer Pennella; Village Planner 
Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:      Member Aukland, Alternate Member Lawrence     
 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:03 p.m.  
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Ms. Raiselis, to go into executive session to discuss  
procedural matters. All in favor.  Motion carried.  
  
Board members returned to the meeting room at 7:15 p.m.  Mr. Tedesco moved, to 
come out of executive session, seconded by Ms. Raiselis.  All in Favor.  Motion carried.  
 
Dr. Friedlander referred to a concept discussion for the site at 29 S. Depot Plaza 
proposed project.  Although it is not on the agenda this evening, the Board does not 
have any updated information on this matter, nor has a formal site plan application been 
filed, he will allow Mark Constantine, Attorney, representing the property owner, to 
speak for a few minutes at the end of the public hearings.   

 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES–  August 27, 2018 
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Ms. Raiselis, that the minutes of the August 27, 2018 
be approved as submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
Chairman Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home. 

 

 Benedict Avenue Owners Corp. –22 Glenwolde Park 
Additions and Alterations to a single family home. 
 

 Artis Senior Living, LLC – 153 White Plains Road  
     Construction of a 35,952 s.f. Alzheimer/Dementia Care  and 
     review of petition for zoning amendment to allow for Alzheimer 
     Dementia Care housing. 
 

 E.F. Schools, Inc.- 100 Marymount Avenue 
                                               Exterior site improvements to the Esplanade between 
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CONCEPT DISCUSSION -Lexington 202 Group LLC - 29 South Depot Plaza 
 

Attorney Mark Constantine was invited up to speak for a few minutes on behalf of his 
client, Paul Ferraro, also present. Mr. Constantine thanked the Board for the courtesy of 
allowing them to be heard this evening to follow up on an informal presentation made to 
the Board at the August 16, 2018 Planning Board staff meeting.   

 
Mr. Constantine reminded the Board that his client has received Site Plan Approval to 
construct the self-storage facility at 29 South Depot Plaza.  However, in the interim, he 
is now considering an alternate plan for this property which will require some sort of 
change in the current zoning.  He has made a formal request by Petition to the Board of 
Trustees to allow the expansion of the WGBD zone just north of the train station and 
west of the H-Bridge to be applied to lots 37 and 38 ( 29 and 28 S. Depot Plaza) in 
order to develop mixed use-residential consisting of the self-storage facility on the first 2 
floors with residential above that, and another residential building on Lot 37.  He 
advised that the Board of Trustees has referred this matter to this Board on September 
14, 2018. In the past, this Board has been free with comments regarding the 
development of this property and they are here to engage the Board in this process.  
They are prepared to satisfy the requirements of the application process set forth by 
Village Administrator Slingerland’s email this afternoon. Their foremost immediate 
concern is that they currently have an approved plan to construct the self-storage 
facility;  however, they would like to proceed with this new proposal but there is no 
zoning in place that would allow this project to move forward. The code does not list  
requirements for a zoning change petition so he would also welcome an approach as to 
how to amend the zoning on this property.  He believes this Board would be pleased 
with this proposal since they have talked about residential use on this property in the 
past.  He referred to the comprehensive plan and re-zoning changes for the station area 
but did not know how long it is going to take. He advised the Board that they are 
inclined to move forward with this application but would like to know if the Board is 
receptive to the concept proposal.   

 
Counsel Zalantis asked Mr. Constantine to present the plan.  Mr. Constantine said that 
he thought information was submitted to the Planning Board and that he only had a  
ledger size plan with him this evening.   Mr. Pennella commented that Paul Ferraro 
came into the building department office last week and after a telephone conversation 
with him and Counsel Zalantis, Mr. Ferraro took his materials back with him and said he 
would have to further discuss this matter with his family.  Therefore, the Board has 
nothing in front of them right now with regard to the newest proposal.    
 
Mr. Constantine approached the Board and distributed a rendering of the proposed plan 
for Lot 38.  Mr. Ferraro held it up to the camera.  Mr. Constantine said the proposal 
requires a zone change and most likely a parking variance; however, the current WGBD 
zone provides developer incentives with regard to density, parking and building height 
which he hopes that his client can benefit from.  This plan is consistent with the type of 
transit oriented development.  
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Planner Galvin confirmed that both lots would need to be re-zoned.  Mr. Constantine 
said he has started a dialogue with the village to accomplish what he feels is the most 
efficient and effective way to do this since the WGBD zone exists in close proximity to 
this property. Dr. Friedlander said at this point we do not have any plan in front of us.  
They did have a discussion of a conceptual plan presented at the work session where 
no one expressed any opposition to the plan as they encourage people to come up with 
ideas that they think may be beneficial to the village.  The village has spent a lot of time 
and money on the comprehensive plan and station area re-zoning. They do not oppose 
this project but they want to make use of the study in order to make the village a better 
place. The WGBD zone referred to was applied 10 to 12 years ago, and, whether it is 
applicable now or not he does not know.  To be honest and fair, they really do not know 
enough yet and why have an applicant go through unnecessary expenses if the zoning 
is in question. He is asking the applicant to be patient and cooperate with the village 
until the zoning is decided.  

 
Ms. Raiselis said there is nothing in front of them to comment on this evening. If the 
applicant does not wish or cannot wait then they can submit a formal application to this 
Board.      
 
Mr. Tedesco agrees and wants this project to benefit both the village and the applicant, 
but they are not quite there yet.      
 
Dr. Friedlander said why spend the money up front and then find out if it is going to fit in 
with the zoning.  Mr. Constantine said this is why they are here.  His client does not 
want to get into a process that is completely open-ended.  He asked for a timetable for 
the process.   Dr. Friedlander said the comprehensive plan is almost complete. Ms.  
Raiselis said she they are hoping to get the zoning finalized by the end of the year. 
 
Mr. Constantine appreciates the Board’s candor. He and his client want to work with the 
Board, the village staff and the village consultants.  Dr. Friedlander said they have a 
record of their cooperation with this applicant for the self- storage application and they 
will continue to work with them.  He has urged the Village Comprehensive Plan and 
Zoning committees to finish this work as quickly as possible since it is in the best 
interest of everyone to see the station area prosper.    
 
Mr. Constantine said he will speak with his client about the timetable and thanked the 
Board for their time.   
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
November 26, 2018 7:00 pm 
        
PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Tedesco, Aukland, Raiselis, Alternate 

Lawrence; Counsel Zalantis; Building Inspector/Village Engineer Pennella; 
Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:      Member Birgy 
 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES–  September 24, 2018 and October 22, 2018 
 
Mr.  Tedesco moved, seconded by Ms. Raiselis, with Mr. Aukland abstaining, that the  
minutes of the September 24, 2018 be approved as amended.  All in favor.  Motion  
carried. 
 
Mr.  Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, with Dr. Friedlander and Alternate 
Lawrence abstaining, that the minutes of the October 22, 2018 be approved as  
submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried.  
 
Chairman Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 

 Benedict Avenue Owners Corp. –22 Glenwolde Park 
Additions and Alterations to a single family home. 
 

 Artis Senior Living, LLC – 153 White Plains Road  
     Construction of a 35,952 s.f. Alzheimer/Dementia Care Facility 
     and review of petition for zoning amendment to allow for Alzheimer 
     Dementia Care housing. 
 

 E.F. Schools, Inc.- 100 Marymount Avenue 
                                               Exterior site improvements to the Esplanade between 
                                                  Rita and Marian Hall to improve pedestrian access and  
           provide for emergency vehicle access 

 

 Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue 
widening, construction of retaining wall and garden addition 
 

 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall,  
     construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 
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PRELIMINARY PRESENTATION – 202 Lexington Group, LLC - 29 South Depot Plaza     

 
Mark Constantine, Attorney, representing the applicant of 202 Lexington Group, LLC,  
Paul Ferraro, also present, acknowledged receipt of a memo from Dan Pennella, Village 
Engineer and will address the technical points.  He will give a general introduction and 
go over the chronology of this application.  
 
Mr. Constantine said in order to advance what they understand to be the desire and 
vision of the Board for this area, the client has taken the time to present this application. 
They were here for a conceptual discussion in September and submitted specific plans 
based on a zone change that has not happened yet.  At that presentation, they were 
advised that wheels are turning with regard to change in zoning.  For the record, he is 
not aware that this has not happened yet. He referenced their Wildey Street self-storage 
application and its relevance to the current proposal. He referred to the April 27, 2015 
Planning Board meeting minutes where a vision was expressed clearly to his client that 
the Board would like residential in this area and would work with them on the parking 
and the zoning.  They felt the need for self-storage in this area and applied for an “as of 
right” approval for a self-storage facility. He noted that during this process there was a 6 
month moratorium put in place in July of 2015 and they had to apply for a hardship. 
They completed this project in 2016, which they feel is aesthetically pleasing and a 
benefit to village.   
 
Mr. Constantine feels that since they are being asked to look at a long range plan, the 
Board should also recall the past history since it forms the genesis of the current 
application before them. In addition, when they went before the Board for the self-
storage site plan application at 29 South Depot Plaza, back in 2017, again, during that 
process, they were also made aware of the studies and comprehensive plan and zone 
changes for the station area.  
 
This application for the self-storage facility at 29 South Depot Plaza received site plan 
approval this past March of 2018. Since then, his client embraced the Board’s vision 
that has been discussed over the past 3 and a half years and is now proposing a 
conceptual plan for residential units above the self-storage facility.  This proposal was 
submitted to the Board of Trustees who has referred this to the Planning Board for their 
recommendation. At the Concept Discussion at the September Planning Board meeting, 
this Board advised them that the plan should be completed by year end.  He advised 
the Board that there is a tax burden and an expense to his client since they now own 
the property and there is a current approval to build the self-storage facility.  
 
Mr. Constantine feels that the best approach would be to apply a current zone class that 
is in the vicinity of this property, and, from a use prospective would allow this use; a 
mixed use self-storage residential facility “as of right”.  If the WGBD zone were applied, 
they would need a parking variance. He feels that the self-storage use is allowed under 
the WGBD zone if a compatible use permit is granted by the Board of Trustees. As a 
practical matter, the same process applies for a zone change that applies for a 
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compatible use permit. He advised that they have provided a site plan application, a 
long EAF, a parking study and specific drawings in support of this application.   
 
Mr. Constantine referred to Mr. Pennella’s memo dated November 20, 2018 which he  
received this afternoon. They would have liked to have had more time to review this but 
will be happy to address the technical points in the memo. He noted that their engineers 
have indicated that the property is not in a flood zone which the village disagrees with 
and this will need to be re-visited. He described the application as a 40,000 s.f. self-
storage facility to include two stories of residential units above. There will be 46 units to 
include 5 affordable units which is the 10% village requirement.  While the WGBD zone 
does provide incentives, it does not provide parking incentives, and there is a higher 
parking requirement for Transit Oriented Residential Development at the train station 
then for a single family.  Mr. Constantine said that their engineers believe that 2.5 
spaces per unit is excessively high.  They suggest a lower figure limited by the amount 
of parking they can provide which is 51 spaces.  He noted a correction to the application 
narrative submitted. The caption references 33 spaces on lot 38 and 18 on lot 37.  It 
should be 32 spaces on lot 38 and 19 spaces on lot 37 which are indicated correctly on 
the plans.  In addition, they will also be restoring view sheds that have not existed in the 
village for a long time by demolishing the building on lot 37.  There is only a certain level 
of uncertainty that an applicant can tolerate, and they are asking for some clarity from 
the Board with regard to their application.     
 
Ms. Raiselis said the Board’s job is to raise issues but not to provide solutions.  The 
solutions will come with the zoning overlay which will be coming soon as it is a laborious 
process and they are almost there.  There is one particular issue that is a threshold 
issue for the Board.  The applicant is proposing a WGBD zone change but this zone 
does not allow residential unless there is retail and they are not providing the retail.  
 
Mr. Constantine believes there is a difference in opinion with regard to code 
interpretation and cited section 305-42 C 16 which allows for single and multifamily as 
permitted principal uses. In addition to that, he feels the code contradicts itself and cited 
Section 305-42 E (3) – Uses requiring compatible use permits which he read:  
Single - or multiple-family residential uses or artist lofts, provided that an area equal to 25% of the floor 
area of the residential development shall be devoted to commercial retail shops, designed primarily to 
serve the needs of pedestrian and marine visitors to the riverfront, and uses where the first floor 
contains professional or small business offices shall be constructed adjacent to the north right-of-way of 
West Main Street on the ground floor commencing at a point 500 feet from the Hudson River. The 
commercial/business/office uses shall not exceed 67% of total floor area in a building that contains such 
residential uses. 

 
Ms. Raiselis said whether the code is good or not, it is what we have to work with. The 
applicant is asking for self-storage on the bottom and residential on top.  She does not 
believe that self-storage is retail in the code.  The whole point is to promote enhanced 
pedestrian activity, like people going into shops, cafés or places where they can get milk 
and butter.  The intention of the code is for retail, which is why it says commercial retail 
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for the bottom floor. She feels like the applicant is trying to understand it but they are 
picking it apart to put something that does not address the intention of the code.    
 
Mr. Constantine said they looked at the code and he referred back to the 4-27-15 
minutes again indicating that the Board said that they are trying to “activate street 
activity and would like to see retail on bottom level. They are trying to revitalize the area 
and make it more pedestrian friendly. Perhaps they could come back with an idea that 
adds to this goal…”.  Mr. Constantine feels that this project adds to the Board’s goal.    
 
Ms. Raiselis asked Mr. Constantine if he is saying that self-storage adds to pedestrian 
traffic along the street.   She disagrees and asked Mr. Constantine to show her a 
planning journal that confirms this. She believes that self-storage clearly does not 
provide the same amount of pedestrian traffic as retail.    
 
Mr. Constantine believes this project will certainly increase the level of pedestrian traffic, 
particularly with the residential component. Ms. Raiselis said the applicant wishes to put 
the commercial burden on someone else.  Mr. Constantine said they are doing retail as 
well and,  self-storage is a commercial retail use. All they are doing is adding a 
residential component to a previously approved self-storage facility and one way to do 
this is to use the existing zone that allows this use.  The self-storage could be approved 
through a compatible use permit by the Board of Trustees. These processes can take 
place together and probably should.  They would like the Board to understand their 
position.   They disagree on this retail interpretation. 
 
Ms. Raiselis said that they have to consider what the WGBD zone is which is 25% retail 
with the residential above it.  The Board of Trustees is asking them to for a 
recommendation for the zone changes but they have this threshold issue which they 
need to seriously consider.    
 
Counsel Zalantis said it is Mr. Pennella’s authority to interpret the code as the Building 
Inspector.  The Board is concerned about going down a re-zoning path, which is a 
process, and getting to the end of the process only to have the use not be permitted in 
the zone that they are proposing. The applicant is proposing a mixed use. The applicant 
pointed to sections where self-storage may be allowed and where residential may be 
allowed but they did not show a section where a mixed use of self-storage and 
residential may be allowed. And, under the section for the compatible use permit there 
is also the section about residential requiring 25% retail. This interpretation was given 
by the Building Inspector.    

 
Mr. Constantine said they came here with a big picture perspective. He feels that the 
comments they received from the Village Engineer were “nit-picky”.  He is respectfully 
submitting that the code is conflicted on this point.  Counsel Zalantis said this is a 
threshold issue; whether the use is permitted.  She advised Mr. Constantine that they 
should pick a zone where the use is clearly permitted.  They are in charge so they can 
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propose any zone, even a new zone.  She said it does not make sense to go through 
this whole process and propose a zone where it is unclear that this use is permitted.    
 
Mr. Constantine said there is no mention of self-storage use in the code other than in 
the ID zone.  We are taking an “as of right” use.   Dr. Friedlander said the two issues 
here are the zone interpretation by the Building Inspector and the planning conception 
and vision.  You saw an opportunity for self-storage and the Board approved it.  Dr. 
Friedlander feels that the applicant’s interpretation of the vision is short sighted.   The 
Board wants something bigger.  The bigger is to come in the next couple of months. 
They are not sure exactly what it will be but it will be more imaginary, visionary, and 
appropriate.  They are not against anything, it is just premature without knowing the 
broader context.   
 
Mr. Constantine said the visions are nebulous.  They think they are getting closer.  They 
are not asking for an antiquated zone. This WGBD zone they are proposing was 
adopted in March of 2010 and this Board had some approval authority over that.  Their 
property is less than ¼ mile away, and that is why they chose this zone. There are 
many similarities and characteristics with regard to their property at 29 South Depot 
Plaza.  They can only work with what they have and this zone has been on the books 
for only 8 years.  Maybe they are not that creative but it complies with an existing zone 
WGBD where there has already been a SEQRA review.  
 
Ms. Raiselis said that the WGBD zone does not allow these 2 uses to exist together in 
this zone.   Mr. Constantine said the code is the code. It doesn’t say that you can’t do 
this.   In terms of vision this is what we are talking about.  His client has responsibilities; 
the property is there, they own it.  They have approvals to build the self-storage and 
they are willing to suspend it which they feel is a show of good faith.  They are taking 
the ID zone and extinguishing it. Ms. Raiselis said every community needs a place for 
these uses.  
  
Dr. Friedlander said they would still have to get the compatible use permit.  They are not 
just given out. He asked the applicant if they thought about other alternatives like 
parking under the building and perhaps increasing the height.  Mr. Constantine said his 
client has looked into other options.  Dr. Friedlander said you could even propose a new 
zone which is compatible with your use.  How can you maximize this project and at the 
same time benefit the village.  If you had all the land you could be more imaginary.   
Dr. Friedlander would like to see the whole area enhanced.  As proposed, this is a small 
segment,  a mixed use, not permitted according to the Building Inspector.  The Board is 
looking for something better.  

 
Paul Ferraro, the owner of 202 Lexington Group LLC, came before the Board and 
advised them that the lots owned by Metro North are not for sale and Metro North will 
never sell them.  The back lot #39, is also not for sale.  It is a recycling facility and this 
lot is too valuable to give up for this use as a transfer station.  So, basically, his property  
is land locked; the footprint he has is the largest he will ever get.     
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Ms. Raiselis feels that the applicant has not considered the balance of what is best for 
them and what is best for the village.  Mr. Ferraro said we have come with our best foot 
forward.  They could start building the self-storage facility now but he knows that the 
Board does not want this.  He would like to work as a team.  After tonight it looks like he 
will have to go back to his family and start building the self-storage.  Dr. Friedlander said 
we approved the self-storage because it was consistent with the code.  He asked Mr. 
Ferraro if it was more valuable to do residential vs. self-storage.  Mr. Ferraro said self-
storage is more valuable. Dr. Friedlander asked why he is not expanding the self-
storage then.  He said he would need variances to make it bigger. He feels he has 
thought out of the box and it all comes down to what this Board will approve.  He and 
his family want to be a part of Tarrytown. They want to be long term investors.  He feels 
like they are getting thrown out.  He does not want to move on but if they have to put a 
self-storage facility in there, they will, but again, he and his family want to be in 
Tarrytown.    

 
Mr. Constantine said his client has a passion to improve this area. At this point,  they 
are not where the Board believes is the best use for the village or the applicant, but, at 
the very least this proposal is certainly a better use for the village and the applicant.  
They are proposing a residential component, removing a building and improving the 
view shed and improving the affordable housing market.  It may not be the best but it is 
better.  We can all agree that the code is not exactly what it should be.  His client cannot 
sit on this property for much longer as a practical matter.  

 
Ms. Lawrence said is sounds like the only use the applicant is intent on for the bottom 
level is for self-storage.  Mr. Ferraro said yes and they have decreased the storage area 
by 10,000 s.f. in order to be able to provide amenities for the residential. They will be 
located on the first and second floors. Ms. Lawrence said she has never seen this type 
of mixed use before.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked the size of the gym amenity.  Mr. Ferraro said it is about 2,000 s.f.  
Dr. Friedlander noted that there is a village gym within walking distance so maybe they 
could put in 2 retail shops and eliminate the gym.  Mr. Ferraro said with the engineering 
of the building, it would be hard to put retail on the first floor. He would discuss this off 
the record.  Dr. Friedlander is just trying to be helpful; the question is how do they get to 
being more compatible with the retail, rather than being isolated. Mr. Ferraro said if he 
did go with retail, the parking requirements would not work.  He is having a hard enough 
time to get the residential parking approved. Currently, they have 500 s.f. approved for 
retail for the bicycle shop with the self-storage for which they had to add 3 additional 
spaces.    

 
Mr. Aukland said that the village requires the 10% for affordable housing component.  
Mr. Ferraro said affordable housing has always been a part of this plan.   
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Mr. Constantine asked if they could move ahead to a Public Hearing.  Mr. Pennella said 
with regard his “nit-picky” memo sent out today, the application was submitted on 
November 8, 2018.  The village had some holidays and he made his best effort to pull 
his comments together and supply them to the applicant before this meeting so if there 
were any technical issues or deficiencies they could be addressed.  He feels the 
applicant should be more appreciative since they now have a better understanding of 
where they stand.  At this point, the applicant needs to determine what the mechanism 
is to get them to where they want to be.  What they are proposing does not fit into this 
WGBD zone.  They had a prior proposal and they changed it.  The Board is trying to 
work with them but what is proposed is not permitted in this zone.  They need to be 
more creative on what zone to use in order to achieve their goal.    

 
Counsel Zalantis said to Mr. Constantine that while she is aware that he and his client 
are frustrated, the Board is telling them the issues up front to avoid going through a long  
process if this use is not even permitted in the zone they are proposing.   
 
Mr. Constantine does not agree with the interpretation.  Counsel Zalantis said then you 
have your recourse. Mr. Constantine also noted that at the work session there were no 
comments or discussion on this matter from the Board.  Dr. Friedlander explained to Mr. 
Constantine that the Board does not discuss applications at Work Sessions with the 
applicants.  They either set a concept discussion or a preliminary presentation so that 
the public can view on television or attend to participate in the entire process.  
 
Mr. Tedesco said that everyone has shared their opinions this evening.  He would 
suggest that the next reasonable step is to the have the applicant respond to the 
Building Inspector’s memo for the Board to review before the next work session.  At that 
point the Board should be better able to determine what the next step in this process 
should be.  
 
Mr. Constantine said that he feels that the Village Engineer should be available to help 
assist them in this process. Another conversation took place about the disagreement 
with the code interpretation. Mr. Pennella said again they are 2 separate entities and the 
use is not permitted. Mr. Pennella said if they do not agree with his interpretation, there 
is a way to challenge it.  Dr. Friedlander asked the applicant to respond to Dan 
Pennella’s memo before the next work session and they will make their comments.   
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, and unanimously carried, that the 
meeting be adjourned – 8:50 p.m.  
 
Liz Meszaros- Secretary                 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
December 27, 2018 7:00 pm 
        
PRESENT:    Members Tedesco, Birgy, Aukland; Counsel Zalantis; Building 

Inspector/Village Engineer Pennella; Village Planner Galvin; Secretary 
Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:      Chairman Friedlander, Member Raiselis, Alternate Member Lawrence    
 
Mr. Tedesco chaired the meeting in Chairman Friedlander’s absence and called the  
meeting to order at 7:02 p.m.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES –  November 26, 2018  
 
Mr. Tedesco advised that there is no quorum to vote on the approval of the November 
26, 2018 minutes; therefore, they will be considered at the next regular meeting. 
 
Mr. Tedesco announced the following adjournments:  
 
Continued Public Hearings:  

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 

 Artis Senior Living, LLC – 153 White Plains Road  
     Construction of a 35,952 s.f. Alzheimer/Dementia Care  and 
     review of petition for zoning amendment to allow for Alzheimer/ 
     Dementia Care housing. 
 

 Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue 
widening, construction of retaining wall and garden addition 
 

 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall, 
     construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 
 

 Benedict Avenue Owners Corp. –22 Glenwolde Park 
Additions and Alterations to a single family home. 

 
Preliminary Presentation  

 Lexington 202 Group, LLC – 29 South Depot Plaza – Referral by BOT for review 
of petition for zone changes to allow for the development of 46 residential units 
above a self storage facility with parking.  
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
January 28, 2019  8:00 pm (meeting delayed) 
        
PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Tedesco, Aukland, Raiselis, Birgy, 

Alternate Member Lawrence; Counsel Zalantis; Building Inspector/Village 
Engineer Pennella; Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:      All present 
 
Dr. Friedlander called the meeting to order at 8 p.m. following a special joint meeting of  
the Board of Trustees and the Planning Board that delayed the 7 p.m. start. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES– November 26, 2018 and December 27, 2018 
 
November 26, 2018 - Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, with Mr. Birgy 
abstaining, to approve the November 26, 2018 minutes, as submitted.  All in favor.   
Motion carried.  
 
December 27, 2018 - Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, with Chairman  
Friedlander, Member Raiselis and Alt. Member Lawrence abstaining, to approve the  
December 27, 2018 minutes, as submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
ADJOURNMENTS:  
 
Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  
 

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 

 Artis Senior Living, LLC – 153 White Plains Road  
     Construction of a 35,952 s.f. Alzheimer/Dementia Care  and 
     review of petition for zoning amendment to allow for Alzheimer/ 
     Dementia Care housing. 
 

 Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue 
widening, construction of retaining wall and garden addition 
 

 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall, 
     construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 
 

 
NEW PUBLIC HEARING – Hudson Harbor River House II, LLC – 45 Hudson View Way 
 
Dr. Friedlander read the Public Hearing Notice into the record:  
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iii.       The Applicant shall pay all outstanding consultant review and legal     

fees in  connection with the Planning Board review of this 
Application.  
 

(b) Force and Effect:  No portion of any approval by the Planning Board shall take 
effect until (1) all conditions are met, (2) the Final Site Plan is signed by the Chair 
of the Planning Board and (3) the Final Site Plan signed by the Planning Board 
Chair has been filed with the Village Clerk 

(c) Field Changes:  In the event the Village Engineer/Building Inspector agrees that, 
as a result of conditions in the field, field changes are necessary to complete the 
work authorized by the Approved Plans and deems such changes to be minor, 
the Village Engineer/Building Inspector may, allow such changes, subject to any 
applicable amendment to the approved building permit(s).  If not deemed minor, 
any deviation from or change in the Approved Plans shall require application to 
the Planning Board for amendment of this approval.  In all cases, amended plans 
shall be submitted to reflect approved field changes. 

(d) ARB Review:  No construction may take place and a building permit may not be 
issued until Applicant has obtained approval from the Board of Architectural 
Review in accordance with applicable provisions of the Village of Tarrytown 
Code.    

(e) Commencing Work:  No work may be commenced on any portion of the site 
without first contacting the Building Inspector to ensure that all permits and 
approvals have been obtained and to establish an inspection schedule. Failure to 
comply with this provision shall result in the immediate revocation of all 
permits issued by the Village along with the requirement to reapply (including 
the payment of application fees) for all such permits, the removal of all work 
performed and restoration to its original condition of any portion of the site 
disturbed and such other and additional civil and criminal penalties as the courts 
may impose. 

 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to approve this site plan application.  All 
in favor.  Motion carried.   
 
Mr. Birgy left the meeting at 8:30 p.m.  
 
 
 
 
 
PRELIMINARY PRESENTATION (continued)  

Lexington 202 Group, LLC  
29  South Depot Plaza  
Referral by Board of Trustees for the review of petition for zone changes to allow for the 
development of 46  residential units above a Self-Storage facility with parking. 
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Before the presentation began, Mr. Tedesco read an email from Jim Sabo, of 96 
Franklin Street, into the record:      
“Hello: 
    I happened to watch a rebroadcast of the planning boards meeting with the developer of the 
proposed storage facility at Depot Plaza. It seems to me that the 2 story storage facility that was 
proposed was all right, since basically what there is now, is a 2 story building. And there would be little 
impact on traffic and river views. 
    But the idea of a 4 story building with residential is nowhere near the original proposal and just 
another attempt by developers to saturate an area with no regard for the village. 
    I was glad to see the planning board, especially Joan Raisalis, take a hard line on this project despite 
the developers insistence that it is good for the village. 
    The outcry from the residents about the cell tower installed in that area, pales by comparison to this 
huge project. 
    The planning board has usually looked at projects with a skeptical eye and done the right thing for the 
village and it's residents; as proven by a lot of the developments that have already been built. Thank 
you.  Jim Sabo- 96 Franklin st.” 
 

Mr. Tedesco wanted to clarify to the public that the Planning Board approved a project 
last year for a self-storage facility in the existing building with no increase in height. The 
proposal within that height was for all self-storage. The proposal before the Board now 
is to divide the same height consisting of 2 stories of self storage and 2 stories of 
residential above it.  Mr. Ferraro confirmed that they will be increasing the height by 
approximately 4 to 5 feet with this proposal, but not 2 stories. A brief discussion took 
place and Mr. Pennella confirmed that they are not exceeding 40 feet which is what is 
allowed by code in the ID zone.  Mr. Tedesco said the important issue to convey to the 
public is that the proposal is not for 2 additional stories about the self-storage; it is for 4 
or 5 feet above the previously approved plan for the self-storage facility.  
 
Linda Whitehead, Attorney and partner with the law firm of McCullough, Goldberger & 
Staudt, LLP, representing Lexington 202 Group, LLC, appeared before the Board.  She 
introduced Paul Ferraro, one of the principal owners of lots 37 and 38.  Ms. Whitehead 
referenced her client’s site plan approval to convert the existing building into a self-
storage facility and his subsequent interest to look into a mixed use development 
including multi-family residential and retail.  They would like to work with the village to 
accomplish similar goals that align with the recently adopted Comprehensive Plan.   
 
Ms. Whitehead explained that her client has submitted a former request to the Board of 
Trustees and the Planning Board to re-zone the larger lot (38) from ID to WGBD and 
after the last presentation, the Board had concerns if this would be the appropriate zone 
to apply to this property. After a further look, they would like to take a different approach 
which they have detailed in their letter to the Board dated January 10, 2019.  
 
The recently adopted Comprehensive Plan encourages a TOD (Transit Oriented 
Development) in this area and they would like to recommend a zoning amendment for a 
TOD overlay which could be applied in the ID district within a certain distance from the 
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train station that would allow mixed uses including multi-family residential. They feel this 
is the best way to accomplish their goal.  A benefit to this overlay is that should the 
property located at 15 South Depot Plaza ever become available, the same overlay 
could be applied to this property as well.  The smaller lot (37) is currently in the WD 
zone which is strange since none of the uses permitted in the WD are feasible for this 
lot.  They propose that this lot be re-zoned to ID to align with lot 38.   
 
As a reminder of her client’s concept of the project, the self-storage would remain but 
would get smaller.  The height would be brought down to allow for the residential. A 
lobby area, common rooms, and a gym facility would be located on the lower levels. 
The new rendering which she presented shows the glass front which would be a retail 
space.  The entrance for the residential is over on the side and self storage access is at 
the south end of property. They are proposing 46 residential units to include studios, 1 
and 2 bedrooms ranging in size from 430 s.f. to 1,200 s.f. The smaller units will target 
the workforce market.  Affordable units will be provided as required. This will serve 
another village goal which is to provide for more diverse housing stock. The size of the 
units and location to the nearby trains and buses makes for an excellent TOD concept 
for this area. They will work with village consultants and attorney to come up with 
parameters for a TOD overlay which includes reducing parking requirements since, in 
TOD zones, especially with smaller units that are close to trains and buses, the hope is 
that not every apartment needs 2 cars.    
 
Ms. Whitehead feels this TOD overlay zone works better that the WGBD proposal for 
both her client and the village. She also advised that they are in negotiations with the 
MTA to obtain a portion of their lot for parking which is currently used for MTA employee 
parking and underutilized. Their hope is to keep 32 spaces on site and have parking in 
the MTA lot across the street for the additional required spaces.  This would allow them 
to preserve the building on lot 37 for perhaps a restaurant or other use which could 
bring more street activity into the area.    
 
Mr. Aukland asked about 46 units and if there are any other shared space amenities.  
Ms. Whitehead said there is a common meeting room. On the first floor there will be 
laundry, recreation and bike storage. There will be a gym on the 2nd floor. Mr. Aukland  
suggested lounge areas which millennials seem to desire. Ms. Whitehead said the first 
floor area could accommodate that. Mr. Ferraro said he is willing to work with the village 
and welcomes their ideas and input.   
   
Mr. Tedesco is pleased with the overlay concept and thinks it is very creative. He is 
concerned about the village station area zoning plan that is currently in the works and 
feels that it might be prudent for the applicant to wait for the draft zoning to be 
distributed before rushing into this proposed amendment for a TOD overlay zone.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked Ms. Whitehead how their proposed TOD meets with the village’s 
zoning. Ms. Whitehead said they are flexible but have not seen the village plan. Her 
client has an existing site plan approval and they want to work with the village but do not 
want to wait too long. Dr. Friedlander understands their frustration and recognized that 
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this is an imposition on all applications for this area.  Dr. Friedlander asked Mr. Ferraro 
why he did not have 4 stories of self storage in his original application and which use is 
better, self-storage or residential?  Ms. Whitehead said one of their concerns is putting 
residential on the lower level next to the tracks. It is better for it to be higher above the 
tracks so a storage use is better on the lower floor, and it won’t affect the amenity 
space.  In terms of working with the village, they want to help the village with their goals 
and have self-storage too, so it is a compromise. Mr. Galvin noted that with 430 s.f. of 
space for an apartment, there is essentially a built in market for residential self -storage 
in the building.  
 
Mr. Aukland asked Mr. Ferraro that if self-storage is no longer a good use down the line 
could he convert the use to something else. Mr. Ferraro said yes, that he could convert 
it to office or mixed flex space.        
 
Ms. Raiselis commended Mr. Ferraro for wanting to work with the village. She agrees 
with Ms. Whitehead that the current plan is a work in progress and it is better than the 
last plan.   As they move forward, they need to discuss the village’s goals for the area.  
The zoning draft will be ready very soon and it may work for the applicant and it may 
not. Ms. Raiselis would like something that is more pedestrian friendly with space 
between the buildings and they will need to discuss parking in more detail. She would 
like the applicant to think of ideas that will bring the general public to the area and ways 
to generate activity around and through this area. The village will share the zoning with 
the applicant as quickly as practical. Ms. Raiselis is pleased and would like to continue 
the conversation.   
 
Ms. Whitehead said that with regard to connectivity, they tried to put the residential 
entry and the retail at the north end of the building which is related more to the proximity 
of the train.  The entrance in the front allows for an inviting view with retail.  They can’t 
get rid of the building next door but will work with the village to have it better connect 
should it become available down the line. Mr. Ferraro said he is in the self-storage 
industry and it is his family’s legacy.  They want to be long term investors in Tarrytown.  
It would have been easier to just put in the self-storage but he wants to work with the 
village to achieve both of their goals for the benefit of the residents of the village.  
 
Mr. Aukland asked Mr. Ferraro if he is looking at a partnership arrangement with MTA 
on use of their land as an entity or as separate uses.  Ms. Whitehead said they have an 
easement over her client’s land which has a number of restrictions on it.  They are only 
looking to discuss exclusive use of the parking lot and shared use of some of it at this 
point.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked about any plans for Lot 37.  Mr. Ferraro would like this zoned to 
ID with the TOD overlay which will give them more options for this lot such as a 
restaurant, retail or even residential.  The size of the building is 4,000 sf.  They could go 
up to 3 stories in the zone.  Mr. Ferraro said it will be repaved and lighting will be 
installed. They presented them with an improvement plan.   
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Ms. Raiselis noted that they should also be aware that they are part of a neighborhood 
with Franklin Courts.   
 
Ms. Whitehead said there is much work left to be done with the site plan but her client 
does not want to spend money without knowing what the zoning is. She would like to 
focus on seeing the village zoning.  Counsel Zalantis said a zoning draft should be 
circulated this week and the revised text would be available shortly thereafter.   Ms. 
Whitehead said every month is money for her client.   
 
Mr. Pennella commented that when we talk about site plan we are not looking at detail.  
We just need a rough plan on parking and existing zoning analysis. The former plan 
was for the original submission.  He is requesting an existing analysis for zoning and 
parking be submitted as outlined in the January 10, 2019 letter.  Mr. Ferraro said he 
does have a JMC parking analysis but they are hoping to change the parking 
requirements.  Ms. Raiselis also suggested shared cars.  Mr. Ferraro advised that he is 
looking into these types of concepts.  They agreed to submit the additional information 
requested.    
 
Mr. Aukland noted that this is not a site plan application yet.  The Planning Board will 
need to comment back to the Board of Trustees for a recommendation for a text 
amendment. Counsel Zalantis said once there is a formal submission, this Board will be 
the lead agency and the environmental review will be done at Planning before it can go 
to the Board of Trustees for a text recommendation.  
 
Ms. Whitehead will start to develop the zoning overly and what other properties it can be 
applied to in the area. Counsel Zalantis confirmed that the Board will need to 
understand the other properties that this overlay can apply to. 
 
Ms. Raiselis added that they should think about the infrastructure in the area and 
in terms of “complete streets”, the village is looking to incorporate this concept to areas 
in the village. In addition, energy is also an important issue with the current natural gas 
moratorium in place.  Mr. Ferraro said they are looking into solar alternatives. 
 
Ms. Whitehead asked how long it will take to see the zoning draft.  Counsel Zalantis 
said it needs to be reviewed by the committee. Ms. Whitehead said it would be great to 
have it before the next meeting and thanked the Board.   
  
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue this Preliminary 
Presentation. All in favor.  Motion carried.    
 
ADJOURNMENT 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to adjourn at 9:00 p.m. All in favor. 
Motion carried. -  Liz Meszaros- Secretary 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
February 25, 2019 7:00 pm 
        
PRESENT:    Members Tedesco, Raiselis, Birgy, Aukland; Alternate Member Lawrence; 

Counsel Zalantis; Building Inspector/Village Engineer Pennella; Village 
Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:  Chairman Friedlander  
 
Mr. Tedesco chaired the meeting in Chairman Friedlander’s absence.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES  
 
January 28, 2019 Planning Board Minutes  
Mr. Birgy moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to approve the January 28, 2019 minutes  
as submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
January 28, 2019 Joint Planning Board and Board of Trustees Minutes 
Mr. Aukland moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, to approve the January 28, 2019 Joint  
Planning Board and Board of Trustees minutes as submitted. All in favor.  Motion 
carried. 
 
Mr. Tedesco announced the following adjournments:  

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 

 Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue 
widening, construction of retaining wall and garden addition 
 

 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall, 
      construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

APPLICATION WITHDRAWN - Hudson Harbor River House ll LLC - 45 Hudson View Way 
Mr. Tedesco advised that the applicant has withdrawn his application to amend the site plan 
approval to increase the roof height by 7.61 feet to legalize the constructed bulkheads for 
access to rooftops for Unit #s 310, 311, 312 and 313.                                                       

 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING  
Benedict Avenue Owners Corp. – 22 Glenwolde Park 
 
Emilio Escaladas, P.E., R.A., of Escaladas Associates, Architects and Engineers, 
appeared before the Board and advised that he has revised the landscape plan to the 
satisfaction of Ms. Nolan, the village landscape architect consultant, and he is ready to 
start the building permit process. 
 
Mr. Tedesco asked if anyone in the public had any comments.  No one appeared.   
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Mr. Tedesco asked if anyone staff or public had any comments.  No one appeared.  
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing when the 
SDEIS is complete.  All in favor.  Motion carried.    
 
PRELIMINARY PRESENTATION (Continued)  
Lexington 202 Group, LLC  
29  South Depot Plaza  
Referral by Board of Trustees for the review of petition for zone changes to allow for the 
development of 46  residential units above a self-storage facility with parking. 

 
Steven Wrabel, Attorney with the law firm of McCullough, Goldberger & Staudt, LLP, 
representing Lexington 202 Group, LLC, appeared before the Board to continue the 
Preliminary Presentation and respond to questions raised at the last meeting in 
January. He introduced Paul Ferraro, a principal owner, also present to answer any 
questions.  Mr. Wrabel said they are proposing a zoning text amendment to allow for 
mixed use at their property located at 29 S. Depot Plaza which currently has approval to 
build a self-storage facility.  They have updated the renderings and presented them to 
the Board.  They showed the larger retail space with glass front at the northeast corner 
of the building as well as the new layout for the parking in the MTA parking lot.  The 
MTA parking lot will be improved by the applicant to have 71 spaces, half of which will 
be available to the applicant and the balance will be available for shared parking 
overnight and on weekends. This is in addition to the 32 spaces which will be adjacent 
to the building which is more than adequate for the proposed uses.  
 
With regard to the water and sewer capacity, Mastrogiacomo Engineering has provided 
an analysis for water and sewer supply and fire protection which indicates that the 
existing 8 inch water main in more than adequate to handle the development; however, 
the 4” sewer lateral will need to be upgraded to an 8” sewer lateral, which will be 
included in the project.  
 
With regard to green building techniques, solar panels are proposed for the roof and 
they are exploring other green measures as part of the construction.  
 
With regard to the ZipCar, Mr. Ferraro advised that he contacted ZipCar and they 
currently rent 4 spaces on the left side of the MTA at the train station. They advised him 
that at this time they are not interested in expanding or changing their location. Ms. 
Raiselis asked Mr. Ferraro if he asked them about the future when the building is built.  
Mr. Ferraro said he didn’t ask that question. Mr. Wrabel commented that he thinks 
ZipCar will probably serve this project well when it is built given that this is a TOD 
project.  
 
To conclude, Mr. Wrabel said, at this point, they are waiting for the draft zoning before 
they can move forward with drafting their proposed TOD Overlay text to present to the 
Board.  
 
Ms. Raiselis advised that as soon as it can become public, it will be sent to them.  
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Ms. Raiselis commented that the applicant should go to the ARB sooner than later since 
this site is in a prominent location.  Counsel Zalantis said that the ARB will be able to 
comment through the SEQRA process as an involved agency.    
 
Ms. Lawrence asked Mr. Wrabel if his client has a contract with the MTA for the parking.  
Mr. Wrabel said they have a verbal agreement in principle, but the details need to be 
worked out.   
 
Mr. Tedesco asked Mr. Pennella about the sewer line and if he had any comments. Mr. 
Pennella said that the village will require supporting documentation that our system can 
handle the flows.   
  
Mr. Birgy recommended that they take a close look at what they have presented.  This 
community has a 200 year history and he does not feel that the building as shown 
addresses the character of the village and what the community desires.   
 
Mr. Wrabel understands and commented that before they get into that level of design, 
they first need to understand the zoning and if it works as a concept with what the 
village has in mind.   
 
Mr. Aukland agreed and said this is not a site plan application. Mr. Birgy said he would 
really just like them to put more effort into the design.   
 
Mr. Wrabel thanked the Board for their feedback this evening.   
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue this Preliminary 
Presentation when the zoning issues have been clarified. All in favor. Motion carried.   
 
CONCEPT DISCUSSION FOR ZONING PETITON  
39-51 N. Broadway Assoc., Kaufman Tarrytown Co.,LLC,  Kaufman Broadway Corp.  
Property Location: 39-69 North Broadway 
 
Richard O’Rourke, Attorney, of Keane & Beane, P.C. representing the property owners:  
39-51 N. Broadway Assoc., Kaufman Tarrytown Co.,LLC and Kaufman Broadway 
Corp., appeared before the Board and introduced the project architect, John  Sullivan, 
of Sullivan Architecture, PC.    
 
Mr. O’Rourke reminded the Board that they were before them in April of 2018 to present 
concepts of what they believed were consistent with the village’s draft Comprehensive 
Plan. He introduced Ed and Frank Coco and Mr. Ed Hart (from Kaufman), owners of the 
properties, including the Lyceum Building. He noted that they have owned the 
properties for decades and are not developers. They waited for the Comprehensive 
Plan to be adopted this past November and have presented a Zoning Petition to the 
Board of Trustees which they feel contains the essential elements set forth in the 
Comprehensive Plan for the revitalization of the downtown area.  
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
March 25, 2019 7:00 pm 
        
PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Tedesco, Birgy, Alternate Member 

Lawrence; Counsel Zalantis; Building Inspector/Village Engineer Pennella; 
Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:  Members Aukland and Raiselis   
 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:01 p.m.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES  
 
Feburary 25, 2019 Planning Board Minutes    
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, to approve the Februry 25, 2019 minutes 
As submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
Feburary 4, 2019 Joint Planning Board and Board of Trustees Minutes    
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, to approve the Februry 4, 2019 Joint  
Planning Baord and Board of Trustees minutes as submitted. All in favor. Motion 
carried. 
 
Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 
 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall, 

      construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 
 

 Lexington 202 Group, LLC – 29 South Depot Plaza  
        Referral by Board of Trustees for the review of petition  
       For zoned changes to allow for the development of 46 
      Residential units above a self-storage facility with parking. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING - Artis Senior Living,LLC 153-155 White Plains Rd 

      

Don Walsh, of Development Strategies, White Plains, NY, a planning and consulting 
firm for Leon Silverman of Crescent Associates, owner of 153-155 White Plains Road,  
appeared before the Board also on behalf of the applicant, Artis Senior Living. He 
presented drawings of the proposed Alzheimer/Dementia Care Facility for the benefit of 
the public.  He referred to Planner Galvin’s review memo of completenesswith regard to 
the SDEIS submission.  Mr. Galvin said he reviewed the submission and has 
incorporated comments from Counsel Zalantis, and Village Engineer Pennella andhas 
recommended a finding of incompleteness backed by these comments.  He has 
provided a draft Resolution determining incompleteness to the Board for their 
consideration this evening, which will direct the applicant to re-submit the SDEIS based 
on the information provided to them by the Board. 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
April 22, 2019 7:00 pm 
        
PRESENT:   Members Tedesco, Aukland, Birgy, and Raiselis; Counsel Zalantis; 

Building Inspector/Village Engineer Pennella; Village Planner Galvin; 
Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:  Chairman Friedlander, Alt. Member Lawrence   
 
Member Tedesco chaired the meeting in Chairman Friedlander’s absence and called  
the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES - March 25, 2019 Planning Board Minutes   
 
There is no quorum to approve the March 25, 2019 minutes. They will be considered 
at the next meeting on May 29, 2019.  

 
Mr. Tedesco announced the following adjournments:  

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 
 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall, 

      construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 
 

 Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue      - Driveway 

      widening, construction of retaining walls and demolition of existing structure                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING - Artis Senior Living, LLC 153 White Plains Rd 

      

Don Walsh, of Development Strategies, White Plains, NY, a planning and consulting 
firm for Leon Silverman of Crescent Associates, owner of 153-155 White Plains Road,  
appeared before the Board also on behalf of the applicant, Artis Senior Living. Mark Fry, 
of Main Street Consulting, who is assisting in the preparation of the SDEIS for this 
project, was also present.  Mr. Walsh updated the Board on their progress and 
explained that they have responded to most of the comments in the draft SDEIS and 
have submitted it to Planner Galvin for his review. The Engineering material has also 
just been submitted.  Once reviewed and deemed complete, the Planning Board can 
recommend that the next step be to set up a Public Hearing. They are not driving this 
project on a time basis, but would like to know the timeline and if possible, have the  
Public Hearing scheduled for the May 29, 2019 Planning Board meeting.  
 
Mr. Galvin advised the Board that he received the SDEIS this morning and will need to 
review it for completeness with Counsel and the Village Engineer.  There should be no 
deadline on the village’s part, it is the Board’s decision.  He explained that document 
“completeness” does not mean that the Board agrees with everything in the document, 
it just means that all of the items that were discussed have been addressed and the 
document is ready for public review. He is hoping to come to conclusion within the next 
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three weeks. Counsel Zalantis also agreed that no determinations have been made, the 
applicant has just responded to the issues raised in the scope.  She is also hoping to 
complete the review by the next work session, which is May 16, 2019.     
 
Mr. Tedesco asked if anyone in the public had any questions.  No one appeared.  
 
Mr. Tedesco felt that that they not rush this process.  He would like to give everyone a 
chance to weigh in on this and have the public hearing set at the May meeting if that is 
possible. Mr. Walsh noted that the engineering issues have been addressed and will be 
included.  Mr. Pennella advised that they have revised their water flow numbers but still 
have to work out issues with the sewers but at this point he is satisfied.  In addition, the 
Village’s water consultant responded earlier today and will begin the modeling starting 
next week.   
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing.  All in 
favor. Motion carried.    
 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING - JCC on the Hudson- 371 & 425 S. Broadway  
 
Member Raiselis recused herself from this application.  
 
The applicant did not appear.  Mr. Tedesco asked Mr. Galvin if the applicant has 
submitted any additional material with regard to the requests made at the last meeting. 
Mr. Galvin advised that Suzanne Nolan, the village landscape architect, met with Dan 
Pennella on site and submitted a memo which has been shared with the applicant.  No 
other comments have been received with regard to the different types of pavement 
surfaces, the dual use for parking and play, or possible parking with the Doubletree.   
 
Mr. Galvin said that the applicant is aware of the information requested at the last 
meeting. The Westchester County Planning has no objection to the Board assuming 
Lead Agency. Revised plans will be needed and the items discussed at the 3-25-19 
meeting will need to be addressed.  
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to assume lead agency.    All in favor.  
Motion carried.  
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing. All in 
favor.  Motion carried.  
 
PRELIMINARY PRESENTATION (CONTINUED) 
Lexington 202 Group, LLC – 29 South Depot Plaza  

 
The applicant did not appear.  Mr. Galvin advised that the zoning text has been 
provided to the applicant.  Counsel Zalantis had nothing to add.  
 
ADJOURNMENT 
Ms. Raiselis moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to adjourn at 7:16 p.m.  All in favor. 
Motion carried. Liz Meszaros- Secretary                                                     
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
Wednesday, May 29, 2019 7:00 pm  
 
 PRESENT:  Chairman Friedlander, Members Tedesco, Aukland, Birgy, and Raiselis; 
Counsel Zalantis; Building Inspector/Village Engineer Pennella; Village Planner Galvin; 
Secretary Meszaros 
 
ABSENT:  Alt. Member Lawrence   
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES - March 25, 2019 Planning Board Minutes    
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, with Ms. Raiselis and Mr. Aukland  
abstaining, to approve the March 25, 2019 minutes as submitted.  All in favor.  
Motion carried. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – April 22, 2019 Planning Board Minutes    
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, with Chair Friedlander abstaining,  
to approve the April 22, 2019 minutes as submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried. 

 
ADJOURNMENTS: 
Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments: 
 
Continued Public Hearings  
 

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 

 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall, 
      construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 
 

            Continued Preliminary Presentation  

 Lexington 202 Group, LLC - 29 South Depot Plaza - Referral by Board 
     of Trustees for the review of petition for zone changes to allow for the 
     development of 46    residential units above a Self-Storage facility with parking.     

  

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING  
Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary – 32 Warren Avenue  
 

The applicant advised that they would not be present this evening and asked Mr. Pennella 
to update the Board.  Mr. Pennella referred to the 4-29-19 site visit he attended with 
Planning Board Members, the Village Landscape Architect, and the Project Architect.  A 
revised plan was received on May 17, 2019 based upon comments received at the site 
visit.  The new plan provides for 2 tiered walls which will reduce the impact to the area and  
no longer encroach on the village property.  The number of trees originally proposed for 
removal has drastically been reduced.  Drainage comments and landscaping will still need 
to be addressed and should be submitted by the next meeting.  The applicant has also 
removed  50% of brush from the beginning of the project site going south toward Neperan 
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Planning Board 
Village ofT arrytown 
Regular Meeting 
June 24, 2019 7:00 pm 

PRESENT: Members Tedesco , Aukland , Birgy, Raiselis, Alternate member Lawrence; 
Counsel Zalantis; Building lnspectorNillage Engineer Pennella; Village 
Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros. 

ABSENT: Chairman Friedlander 

Mr. Tedesco chaired the meeting in Dr. Friedlander's absence. 

MOMENT OF SILENCE- JAMES MALONEY- ZONING BOARD MEMBER 
Mr. Tedesco asked for a moment of silence in honor and memory of Zoning Board 
member Jim Maloney, who suddenly passed away over the weekend . Jim was an 
active member of the community. He served on the Zoning Board for many many years 
and was also a volunteer member of the Hope Hose fire department and many other 
organizations. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES- May 29. 2019 
Mr. Birgy moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland , to approve the May 29, 2019 minutes 
as submitted. All in favor. Motion carried. 

Mr. Tedesco announced the following four adjournments: 
1. Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive 

Additions and Alterations to a s1ngle fam1ly home 

2. Peter Bartolacci- 67 Miller Avenue - Removal of railroad tie-wall , 
construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 

3. Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue - Dnveway widening, 
construction of retaining walls and demolition of existing structure. 

Continued Preliminary Presentation 
4. Lexington 202 Group, LLC- 29 South Depot Plaza - Referral by Board 

of Trustees for the review of petit1on for zone changes to allow for the 
development of 46 residential units above a Self-Storage facility with parking 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- PUBLIC HEARING ON ACCEPTED SDEIS 
Artis Senior Living, LLC- 153-155 White Plains Road 

This portion of the meeting was transcribed by a court stenographer and the 
transcript will be included and become part of the official record as "Appendix 
A". A brief summary of the hearing is included below. 

Mr. Tedesco read the public hearing notice into the record : 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
July 22, 2019 7:00 pm 

PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander, Members Tedesco, and Birgy, Alternate member 
Lawrence; Counsel Addona; Building lnspectorNillage Engineer Pennella; 
Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

ABSENT: Members Aukland and Raiselis 

Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:00p.m. 

APPROVAL OF MINUTES- June 24, 2019 Planning Board Minutes 
To be considered at the next regular meeting. 

Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments: 
• Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive 

Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

• Peter Bartolacci- 67 Miller Avenue- Removal of railroad tie-wall, 
construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 

• JCC on the Hudson, Inc. - 371 & 425 South Broadway- Amend site plan approval 
dated April 25, 2011 and amended August 26, 2013 to provide additional on site 
parking by expanding the west parking lot by 6000 s.f. 

• Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue - Driveway widening, 
construction of retaining walls and demolition of existing structure. 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING-PUBLIC HEARING ON ACCEPTED SDEIS 
(continued) - Artis Senior Living, LLC - 153-155 White Plains Road 

This portion of the meeting was transcribed by a court stenographer and the 
transcript will be included and become part of the official record as "Appendix 
A". A brief summary of items discussed in the hearing is included below. 

Mr. Kirkpatrick, Attorney for applicant, appeared before the Board for the continued 
public hearing to allow for comments on the SDEIS for two proposals before the Board. 
The first for the zoning text amendment and the second for the site plan. The project as 
presented will not have any adverse impacts. He is hoping that the Board will close the 
Public Hearing this evening so that they may begin to prepare the FSEIS and allow the 
Board to proceed with a favorable recommendation to the Board of Trustees for the text 
amendment. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone in the public had any comment. 

Alan Green, of 8 Bridge Street, came up and said he grew up in Westchester and is a 
commercial loan officer and is very familiar with this area and feels that the site is suited 
for this use and there is a great need for a facility like this in Tarrytown. He has 
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Pla nning Board- Village ofTarrytown july 22, 2019 

Ms. Lawrence asked about the history of renting out the space. Mr. Lyons said it has 
been difficult to rent for office space. He wants to keep the exterior the way it is, but 
make changes inside. 

Mr. Birgy is concerned about the erosion of commercial stock of village properties, as 
they become residential , they drain village services, and impact the tax structure. He 
wants to know how this change to residential will affect the village tax base. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone has any more questions. No one appeared. 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Ms. Lawrence, to declare this a Type II action with no 
further environmental review required under SEQRA. All in favor. Motion carried . 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Ms. Lawrence, to continue the public hearing after 
the applicant has gone to the Zoning Board . All in favor. Motion carried. 

PRELIMINARY PRESENTATION - Lexington 202 Group, LLC- 29 S. Depot Plaza 

Steven Wrabel, of McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt, LLC, appeared before the 
Board representing the applicant, Paul Ferraro, and consultants for this project, Dave 
Smith, AICP and Michael Mastrogiacomo, the project engineer, who are present to 
answer any questions. 

They are before this Board in response to a Board of Trustees for a referral for a zoning 
text amendment to allow for a mixed use TOO in the 10 zone. They have revised the 
plans and have reduced the storage units on the first floor with a reta il component, 
entrance and lobby. Above this, they are proposing 69 residential units with 73 full time 
spaces 32 on side 41 contracted and additional 20 available on nights and weekends. 
They have submitted a full set of plans and an EAF. Mr. Mastrogiacomo, the project 
engineer, showed the onsite spaces on the plan and the 2 loading spaces proposed for 
the storage units. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if it possible to provide more spaces. 

Mr. Wrabel commented that this is a proposed TOO (Transit Oriented Development). 
Mr. Galvin said essentially they are providing 1.3 spaces per unit if they are providing 93 
spaces. 

David Smith, the project planner, came up and said these are important questions. 
Moving forward they will be preparing an expanded EAF which will evaluate all of 
parking resources and how they are configured. The parking resource evaluation will 
look at other projects in the county with best practices. In addition, as discussed with the 
planning staff, a pedestrian circulation plan will be submitted and how it relates to the 
Franklin Court community to include all pedestrian connections including the proposed 
restaurant pub in accordance with Complete Streets. They will also be preparing visual 
photo simulations of the project. 
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Planning Board- Village ofTarrytown july 22, 2019 

A preliminary fiscal analysis will be submitted which will compare existing taxes to 
projected taxes, the impacts on the school system and the addition to the 
disposable/discretionary income that will be spent in the Tarrytown community. 

Other items to be addressed include: request for green building practices and 
sustainability; the adequacy of existing utilities - water and sewer; traffic impacts; 
density; impervious surface calculations. 

Mr. Pennella suggested that they be more creative with the circulation of traffic. For 
safety reasons, there should be a sidewalk along the building so that residents can 
safely walk into the building. They may seek a variance to provide smaller size spaces 
in some areas to accomplish this. 

Mr. Galvin would also like the visual models to incorporate lot 37. With regard to 
density, he would suggest looking at comparable TOO sites to see what the ratios are 
for parking. 

Ms. Lawrence asked what type of construction is proposed. Mr. Pennella said it will be 
a wood construction. The walls adjacent to the railroad should be non-combustible and 
triple pane windows will be required for noise reduction . 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Ms. Lawrence, to declare the proposed action an 
unlisted action and indicate the Planning Boards intent to act a lead agency for the 
review of the zoning petition and site plan review with proper notification to involved and 
interested agencies and to the Westchester County Planning Department for review 
under General Municipal Law. All in Favor. Motion carried . 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Ms. Lawrence, to set the public hearing for the next 
meeting. All in favor. Motion carried. 

Mr. Galvin noted corrections to the existing EAF which will need to be revised by the 
applicant. A zoning change is requested (page 3) and the project is within the 100 year 
floodplain (page 11 ). He also noted that currently the village does not have an approved 
LWRP at this time. 

ADJOURNMENT 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Ms. Lawrence, to adjourn at 9:15 p.m. All in favor. 
Motion carried. 

Liz Meszaros- Secretary 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
August 26, 2019 7:00 pm 
        
PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Tedesco; Counsel 

Zalantis; Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 
 
ABSENT:  Member Raiselis, Village Engineer Pennella, Alternate Member Lawrence    
 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – June 24, 2019 and July 22, 2019 
These minutes will be considered for approval at the September 23, 2019 meeting.  
 
Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 
 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall, 

      construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 
 

 Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue – Driveway widening, 
construction of retaining walls and demolition of existing structure. 

 

 Artis Sr. Living, LLC – 153 White Plains Road- Construction of 35,952 s.f. 
Alzheimer/Dementia facility and review of petition for zoning amendment to allow  
for a floating/overlay zone for Alzheimer/Dementia care.  
 

 Raul Bello – 13 John Street – Construction of a single family dwelling.  
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING – JCC on the Hudson – 371 & 425 S. Broadway 

 
Ronen Wilk, Sr. Associate with Peter Gisolfi Associates, appeared before the Board and 
informed them that they have received the necessary variances from the Zoning Board  
for the application before them and he is hoping that the Board will approve this project 
this evening. 
  
Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone in the public had any comments.  No one appeared.  
  
Dr. Friedlander asked if any staff had any comments.  There were no additional 
comments from the staff.   
 
Mr. Aukland moved, seconded by Mr. Tedesco, to close the Public Hearing.  All in favor.  
Motion carried.   
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CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- Lyonspride 14 N Bway, LLC- 14 N. Broadway 
 
Jorge Hernandez, the project architect, appeared before the Board and advised that 
they have made the changes suggested by the Board at last meeting and have 
decreased the number of units originally proposed from 7 to 6 units.  In addition, they 
will provide for an affordable unit as well. 
  
Mr. Birgy again raised his concerns about the fiscal impacts to the village as a result of 
this conversion.  Mr. Hernadez said that they will continue to reach out to the Assessor’s 
office in Greenburgh to determine the fiscal impacts due to the change in classification 
from commercial to residential. In addition, they will appear before the Zoning Board on 
September 9, 2019 for the parking related variances associated with this project.   
 
Mr. Tedesco is pleased with the project and asked the Secretary to follow up on the 
landscape plan. 
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the Public Hearing. All in 
favor.  Motion carried.  
 
NEW PUBLIC HEARING – Lexington 202 Group LLC – 29 South Depot Plaza (Lot 38) 
 
Chairman Friedlander read the following Public Hearing Notice into the record: 
 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Planning Board of the Village of Tarrytown will hold a 
public hearing on Monday, August 26, 2019 at 7:00 p.m. at the Municipal Building, 
One Depot Plaza, Tarrytown, New York, to hear and consider an application by:  
 

Lexington 202 Group LLC  
34 Norm Avenue 
Bedford Hills, NY10507 
 

to amend the zoning code to allow Transit Oriented Development (TOD) as a permitted 
use in ID zoned properties and for site plan approval for the construction of 69 
residential units above a self-storage facility with a retail component and parking.   
 

The property is located at 29 South Depot Plaza, Tarrytown, New York and is shown on 
the Tax Maps of the Village of Tarrytown as Sheet 1.70 Block 29, Lot 38 and is located 
in the ID District. 
 
Documents are available for inspection in the Planning and Zoning Office.  All interested 
parties are invited to attend and be heard.  Access to the meeting room is available to 
the elderly and the handicapped.  Signing is available for the hearing-impaired; request 
must be made to the Village Clerk at least one week in advance of the meeting. 
 

Additional approval will be needed from the Architectural Review Board.  
 

By Order of the Planning Board 
        Lizabeth Meszaros 
Dated: August 16, 2019     Secretary 
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The mailing receipts were received and the sign was posted. 
 
Linda Whitehead, partner with the firm of McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt, LLC, 
representing Tarrytown Self Storage II LLC, and Lexington 202 Group LLC the owner 
and developer of the property.  She introduced the owner, Paul Ferraro, the project 
Planner-Dave Smith, and the project architects, Andrew Collingham, of Collingham 
Architecture PLLC  and Andrew Garlock, of Garlock Architecture, AIA.   
 
Ms. Whitehead presented the site plan and briefly described the site which is the former  
location of the OnTrack Sports Center facility, a one story metal warehouse building at 
29 South Depot Plaza. The site has a current approval to build a 2 story self storage 
facility.  Her client has not yet proceeded with this project in response to dialogue with 
the village and the comprehensive plan which has recently been adopted.  They are 
working with village Board to provide for mixed use Transit Oriented Development 
project on this site.  The plan will include self-storage on a portion of the first floor with a 
retail and amenities space, and 3 stories above of residential housing which will include 
a mix of studio, 1 and 2 bedrooms with a price point that does not exist in the village; 
they are proposing rental units. This plan is in response to the Comprehensive Plan and 
what they have heard from this Board.  The plan will make this a more active area with 
pedestrian connections and direct access to the Metro North train platform which she 
feels works well for this use.  
 
Ms. Whitehead explained that the property is located in the ID zone which does not 
allow for residential use.  They have submitted a petition for a zoning amendment to the 
Board of Trustees to allow for a TOD use within ID provided certain criteria have been 
met. The criteria include that the lot size be a minimum of one acre and that the 
property must be located within 100 feet of access to a train platform. The Board of 
Trustees has  reviewed their petition and referred it to the Planning Board for their 
review and recommendation. They have now returned with plans and revised 
renderings, a Full EAF, and supplemental material and studies for SEQRA.  
 
At the last Planning Board meeting, the Board declared its intent to act as Lead Agency 
for this action and the Board of Trustees has no objection.  The proposed zoning has 
additional standards and conditions for TOD, all intended to satisfy the terms of the 
Comprehensive Plan and what the Village would like to see in order to start changing 
this area from industrial to activity types of use.  
 
In response to comments received by the Westchester County Planning Department,   
Ms. Whitehead stated that the County suggested that rather than amending the ID 
zone, they should look at using the Waterfront General Business District Zone (WGBD) 
for this property. Ms. Whitehead pointed out that the Planning Board explored this 
option when her client originally proposed this zone for a similar project. At that time, the 
Board did not feel that this zone would work for this particular site because this property 
is not on the waterfront, it is on the tracks.  The WGBD zone was intended for waterfront 
development. The Board agreed.  
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With regard to the current plan submission, they have since enhanced pedestrian 
activity and have provided additional sidewalks for connectivity and walkability. They are 
still speaking with the MTA for use of their employee parking lot, which is underutilized. 
Ms. Whitehead said as part of the preliminary agreement, her client will upgrade this lot 
and have rights to the majority of the parking on a full time basis for 20 spaces to be 
used on night and weekends. Ten spaces will be reserved for the MTA employees.  In 
addition, they have also added handicapped spaces and have sent them to the MTA for 
their review.  
 
Mr. Galvin asked Ms. Whitehead to submit her comments regarding the Westchester 
County letter in writing to the Planning Board.   
 
Mr. Tedesco complimented Ms. Whitehead on the submitted enhanced EAF in terms of 
the depth and areas covered and the changes in the architectural ideas that they have 
proposed.    
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, that the Board assume Lead Agency for 
this project. All in favor.  Motion carried.  
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, that the Board set an escrow in the 
amount of $20,000 for this project. All in favor.  Motion carried.  
 
Mr. Tedesco wanted to know if they can provide more thought for more amenities for 
the millennials.  He does not know how but would ask that they explore this further. 
 
Ms. Whitehead introduced the architects to answer this question and walk the public 
through the plan.  
 
Andrew Collingham and Andrew Garlock, the project architects, appeared before the 
Board to discuss the site plan.    
 
Mr. Collingham said that they have provided for Lounge space on first floor and bicycle 
storage.  They have floated around the idea of having rooftop amenity space but there 
are some implication with loads.   
 
Dr. Friedlander asked how large the lounge space was on the first floor.  Mr. Collingham 
said about 1000 sf.  
 
Ms. Whitehead came up and said that her client has safety concerns and they are 
proposing solar on the majority of the roof. Mr. Birgy asked Ms. Whitehead to elaborate 
on the risk.  Ms. Whitehead said there would be additional insurance costs.  Mr.  
Collingham said there are also structure implications and issues to possible damages to 
the solar panels.  Ms. Whitehead also noted that due to the location, there may be high 
demand, i.e., an increased level of residents inviting friends over and it may be too 
much. Mr. Tedesco said if it is impossible, he would like the architect to be more 
creative with the amenity space to meet the needs of the tenants. Dr. Friedlander 
suggested to perhaps lessen the storage space to add more amenity space. 
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Ms. Whitehead said they will review it.  They are trying to keep price point at a level not 
trying to compete with high scale and amenities do cost money.  Dr. Friedlander said 
they have not heard about the price points yet.  Ms. Whitehead said that there will be 
10% code required affordable.   
 
Mr. Birgy commented that there are efficient solar panels that take up a lot less space 
which may allow them to add more room. He would like detailed information on the solar 
panels. He commented that over the long term, the panels will save money.  Ms. 
Whitehead said the solar is currently being looked at as a community solar project.  
 
Mr. Aukland asked that the applicant continue their presentation since this is a new 
public hearing and have the Board comment at the end. 
  
Mr. Garlock showed the area around the building including the train station, the entry 
into the property and the parking lot upgrade.  They added more sidewalks, crosswalks 
and a drop off feature at the front of the entry so that guests can pick up and drop off in 
the roundabout area.   Eighty six (86) total spaces and the required handicapped 
spaces have been added in addition to a walkway to access the public road.  They 
added a one way to make it safer.  Dr.  Friedlander asked the split in the parking along 
the building and the MTA portion.  They are providing 20 spaces and 2 spaces in the 
roundabout.  The one way eliminates the isle, maximizes parking, and provides a buffer 
to the adjacent property.   
 
Ms. Whitehead commented that Dave Smith will go through the parking plan in further 
detail.  Dr. Friedlander asked about the parking for the proposed restaurant/pub. Ms. 
Whitehead said the train station parking will be used for the restaurant/pub.   
 
Mr. Birgy said they are looking for architectural excellence.  When people arrive in 
Tarrytown, how will this building reflect that they are in Tarrytown, not in any town USA?  
The design is very important.  Metro North did a great job the train station.  He asked 
the applicant to keep in mind what makes Tarrytown a great place to live when they are 
designing this project.   Ms. Whitehead said they were sticking with an industrial area 
vibe since it is an industrial area. Mr. Birgy said that was fair.   
 
Dr. Friedlander wanted to know if there is negotiation with MTA for any parking.  Ms. 
Whitehead said the commuter lot is generally available and not full at night.  It is a 
metered public lot; people can park there. There are no permits required and she 
believes the meter cuts off after a certain time.   
 
Mr. Collingham said in addition to solar there are other green initiatives for the adaptive 
reuse of the existing building on an existing site.   They will be using the existing solar 
and wind lights.  In addition, they will incorporate natural daylight and ventilation, 
increased wall thickness with increased insulation, low U value and high R value 
glazings.  They want to create a valuable building and product and feel that this project 
could be well on its way to a LEED equivalency status.  
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Mr. Aukland welcomes this project and is happy about the green specifications.  There 
are a number of things to make it appeal to millennials who look for high standards in 
those areas.  He hopes the provided parking is more than what they actually will need.  
Millennials will be interested in transit and the platform connects directly to the building.  
He also feels that empty nesters may be interested in common space.  He would like 
the applicant to show the Board what a comparable successful building development 
has used for common space square footage. If they can make use of the rooftop as an 
amenity, he would like that.  Safety concerns need to be addressed but he feels that a 
usable attractive space can be accomplished.  
 
Mr. Tedesco would like the applicant to explore the rooftop amenity further.  A reduction 
in solar may be a good tradeoff for some amenity space with built in safeguards. He 
does not feel that the applicant should give up the idea of some amenity space on the 
roof.    
 
With regard to pedestrian connectivity, Mr. Aukland was happy to see a crosswalk has 
been added to bring people to the street for access to public transportation.  With regard 
to walkability, he wanted to know if the applicant has spoken to Franklin Courts to open 
it up as more of a community area by removing or moving the existing chain link fence 
that was installed to protect the residents from the active trucks. Ms. Whitehead said it 
is the MTA’s fence and they will discuss this when they present the site plan for the 
restaurant/pub.  Mr. Aukland would like to open up the area for all which could be 
helpful in the future and gives the residents of Franklin Courts access to the train.  
 
Dr. Friedlander also mentioned that the more active amenities: a village pool, fitness 
center, tennis court and a park are available across the tracks.  He still feels that more 
social space is needed and he asked about the size of the apartments and price points.   
 
David Smith, Principal with Planning and Development Advisors, appeared before the 
Board to answer questions about the size and types of the proposed units. Out of the 69 
units:  9 are studios, 48 are one (1) bedroom and 12 are two (2) bedrooms.  
 
He summarized some of the material which was submitted to the Board in detail for the 
benefit of the public as well.   
 
The projected rents are: 
$1300 to $1500 for a studio 
$2000 to $2200 for a one bedroom 
$2500 to $3000 for a two bedroom.  
 
Using standards that project household income, the annual income range for this project 
is a $52,000 level, which is the price point that is not being met with the market in 
Tarrytown.   
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An analysis was prepared with help from staff and the current annual taxes are: 
Current Taxes:  $70,000  broken down as follows:  
$17,000 (village) 
$46,000 (school district)  
$7,000    (other,state, county)  
 
Projected Taxes for this project are $380,000 total taxes, which is $310,000 more than 
the current taxes paid.    
 
Mr. Birgy wanted to know what assessed value this projection is based on.  Mr. Smith 
said it is based on other apartment and retail units in Tarrytown. The tax per unit was 
$4400.  He noted that the Property cards are included in the packet and he does not 
have the numbers handy.  On the storage, the tax is $2.95 per s.f., and on the retail, the 
tax is $6.65 per s.f.  One of the benefits of a TOD zone is that the residents typically 
walk to the goods and services and will have discretionary income to spend in 
Tarrytown.   He referred to Table 5 of the report submitted and said that based on $5.5 
million total income, $1.8 million could be available to spend within the village.  
 
School age child projections were also included and the range for this project is 
between 1 to 8 school age children. 
 
Mr. Galvin noted that the applicant is below the AMI of $62,500 with regard to the 
average income of $52,500, which makes the units very affordable. In addition, Mr. 
Smith noted that they are also providing the 10% mandated affordable per the village 
code.  
 
Mr. Smith went through the parking layout.  There are a total of 96 parking spaces, 10 
are reserved for MTA employees. Twenty of these spaces are not available between 5 
am and 4 pm but are available to the applicant on evenings and weekends.  This leaves 
42 spaces on MTA for exclusive use for this project and 24 on the applicant site for total 
of 66 spaces available full time and another 20 after 4 pm and on weekends.   For a 
project like this, typically 95% is considered full occupancy.   Essentially, they have 65 
units occupied at any one time and 66 available full time, so they are able to provide the 
parking for the residential component. With regard to the retail component, he 
referenced the John Meyer (JMC) report which indicated that during the day not all 
spaces are filled so the retail component could make use of these spaces.  Mr. Galvin 
also noted that in addition to this, 10% of spaces are vacant during the week due to 
vacation and away on business, etc.  Mr. Smith agreed and said that this factor was 
also included as part of the JMC analysis.  
   
Lastly, Mr. Smith referred to the technical reports for water and sewer capacity 
indicating that there is adequate water and sewer for this project.  Mr. Galvin said this 
will be reviewed by Mr. Pennella.   
 
Ms. Whitehead believes this plan meets the desire of the village as set forth in the 
comprehensive plan. She would like to answer any questions from the Board and since 
this is a public hearing, would welcome comments from the public as well.   
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Ms. Whitehead said she will provide more detail on the common space. 
 
Dr. Friedlander asked the square footage of the entire building. 
 
Ms. Whitehead said that the entire square footage of the building for four stories is 
90,000 s.f. The footprint of the building is 24,000 s.f..  Mr. Galvin pointed out that this is  
less than a 2.0 FAR. 
 
Mr. Birgy asked about parking requirements and statistics.  Mr. Galvin said most TOD’s 
are 1 space per unit; he has seen some that are 1.25 spaces per unit.   He commented 
that the Board can ask applicant to analyze the parking after it has been occupied so 
that this information can be used for future projects. Ms. Whitehead said they have 
provided some material, for example, in Yonkers, the TOD parking requirement is 1 
space, but the actual use was determined to be .85.  In White Plains, the parking 
requirement is also 1 space. 
 
Mr. Aukland said it is 2 spaces across the tracks in Hudson Harbor which is mostly 
empty nesters.  Ms. Whitehead commented that this is also a higher end development.  
Mr. Aukland would like to see what the real expectations are.   Mr. Galvin agreed that it 
would be helpful to get the hard facts.   
 
Mr. Smith came back with the unit square footage: 
A typical Studio is 650 sf. 
A typical 1 bedroom is 845 sf. 
A typical 2 bedroom is 1340 sf.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone in the public had any questions.  Paul Ferraro (the 
applicant) thanked the Board.  
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing. All in 
favor. Motion carried.    
 
NEW PUBLIC HEARING – Fred Ellman and Joan Raiselis – 26 and 30 Fairview Avenue 
 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Planning Board of the Village of Tarrytown will hold a 
public hearing on Monday, August 26, 2019, at 7:00 p.m. at the Municipal Building, 
One Depot Plaza, Tarrytown, New York, to hear and consider an application by:  

 

 Fred Ellman and Joan Raiselis 
 26 Fairview Avenue   
 Tarrytown, NY 10591 
 
For a minor subdivision to allow for a lot line adjustment between two existing lots in order 
to locate the existing driveway access that serves 30 Fairview Avenue wholly within its 
property boundary. The properties are located at 26 Fairview Avenue (Lot 6) and 30 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
September 23, 2019 7:00 pm 
        
PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Raiselis, Tedesco; 

Alternate Member Lawrence, Counsel Zalantis; Village Engineer Pennella, 
Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:      All members present 
 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – June 24, 2019 Planning Board Minutes   
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, with Dr. Friedlander abstaining, to 
approve the minutes of June 24, 2019 as submitted.  All in favor.  Motion Carried.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – July 22, 2019 Planning Board Minutes   
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, with Mr. Aukland and Ms. Raiselis 
abstaining, to approve the minutes of July 22, 2019 as submitted.  All in favor. Motion 
carried.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES – August 26, 2019 Planning Board Minutes   
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, with Ms. Raiselis and Ms. Lawrence 
abstaining, to approve the minutes of the August 26, 2019 meeting as submitted.  All  in  
favor.  Motion carried.    
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES –  August 4, 2019 Special Work Session Minutes   
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, with Mr. Birgy abstaining, to approve  
the minutes of the August 4, 2019 meeting as submitted.  All  in favor.  Motion carried. 
 

Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  
 

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 
 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall, 

      construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 
 

 Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue – Driveway widening, 

construction of retaining walls and demolition of existing structure. 
 

 Raul Bello, Architect – 13 John Street – Site Plan approval for the construction of a 

single family home.  
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CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING – Lexington 202 Group LLC – 29 S. Depot Plaza 

 
Steven Wrabel, Attorney with the firm of McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt, LLC, 
representing Tarrytown Self Storage II LLC, and Lexington 202 Group LLC, the owner 
and developer of the property, appeared before the Board.  He introduced Paul Ferraro, 
a principal owner, the project planner, Dave Smith, the project engineer, Michael 
Mastrogiacomo, and the project architect, Andrew Collingham, of Collingham 
Architecture PLLC. 
 
Mr. Wrabel explained for the public benefit that this site has a current site plan approval 
to build a two (2) story self-storage facility at 29 South Depot Plaza.  Subsequent to that 
approval, they were approached by the village to take a look at the site and see what 
other uses could work on this property.  They looked at the Comprehensive Plan which 
encourages a Transit Oriented Development (TOD) and also encourages a diversity of 
housing options.  In addition, the station area strategic plan for this specific area noted 
that there is enough surface parking in this area and the village should encourage 
Transit Oriented Development.  They have since returned with a plan for three (3) 
stories of residential units above a mixed use of retail lobby space and residential 
amenity space. 
 
This is their 3rd meeting before this Board on a referral from the Board of Trustees for a 
recommendation for a zoning text amendment.  This amendment will allow for mixed 
use in the ID District for properties at least one (1) acre in size and located within 100 
feet of the metro north platform. They have provided the Board with a fiscal analysis, a 
parking analysis (which has been supplemented to the original JMC report),  a utility 
summary, a planner memo on the proposed density, a layout of the proposed amenity 
space, renderings of the building shown in the context of the surrounding properties, 
letters from the architect regarding Green Building techniques and some of the 
architectural features that will be incorporated into the project, a memo from their project 
engineer explaining why no amenity space can be provided on the roof and, in addition 
to the proposed site plan, a parking layout, a pedestrian circulation plan, and a site 
lighting plan.   
 
Mr. Wrabel asked the Board if they have any questions on the material submitted so far 
and if there is any additional information that they feel they need in order to give a 
recommendation to the Board of Trustees on the proposed zoning amendment.  Their 
goal is to have the Board issue a Negative Declaration for this action under SEQRA.   
Without the negative declaration, they cannot move forward on the zoning amendment.  
 
Mr. Tedesco asked Mr. Pennella to comment on infrastructure in his memo that he 
provided to the Board.  Mr. Galvin may also wish to comment.   
 
Mr. Pennella referred to his memorandum to the Board, dated September 23, 2019, 
which will be given to the applicant.  Mr. Pennella is concerned with the water and the 
analysis used on the approach of the design; the applicant is only using standards and  
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guidelines, and the water and sewer computations appear to be low. He referred to 
other items in the memo that need to be addressed as follows:  
 

 Easement concerns that need to be addressed; agreement will need to be 
provided. 

 Termination of existing water service. 

 The Sanitary sewer is connected along the railroad property; consideration 
should be given to an alternate connection since the entire line has not been 
evaluated.  

 No provisions for stormwater. 

 Ingress only (in order for people to egress they would have to jog around lot 
through the metro north railroad to get out of the site which is a concern) 
  

Mr. Pennella was concerned about the parking; Mr. Galvin advised that the proposed 
zoning text language has provided for the parking requirements for the TOD zone. 
There should be no variances for the parking.    
 
Mr. Wrabel feels that most of these issues raised by Mr. Pennella are site plan 
questions and will be addressed at that time. This issue before the Board tonight is what 
their recommendation will be on the proposed zoning and the larger planning impacts of 
the zoning.  
 
Mr. Galvin said the Board is looking at the larger planning impacts and they need to 
know if it is feasible to put the water and sewer in at this location.  Some of Mr. 
Pennella’s comments are site specific by some need to be just generally addressed.  
 
Mr. Galvin suggested that a third party review of the parking analysis be done to 
determine if it is feasible and within the range of TOD type projects.  This will give the 
Board an understanding of the parking needs and a better comfort level when 
considering changes to the code.  Mr. Wrabel feels that a 1:1 parking ratio makes sense 
for this type of development but will agree to a third party review. 
 
Dr. Friedlander asked Mr. Wrabel if they were using the existing foundation. Mr. Wrabel 
said they were using the existing foundation.  
 
Mr. Collingham said they will be recycling the metal of the existing building and the 
foundation will be re-used.  
 
Dr. Friedlander feels that there is an opportunity to make this a better project.   Dr. 
Friedlander originally thought that the footprint was fixed but if that is not the case, it 
could be smaller to provide more amenities. He would like to know specifics with regard 
to size and dimension and feels that it is important to talk about all these things now so 
they can make a recommendation to the BOT.  He asked about the possibility of going 
higher and putting the parking under the building as an alternative plan.   Right now, he 
feels that there is no place for plantings and the project is maxed out on the site.  If the 
height is a problem, there may be a way to adjust that height and still accommodate the 
density demands.   
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Mr. Wrabel said they can look at the alternative, but he noted that this is a fully 
impervious developed site.  
 
Dr. Friedlander said he is not saying that they are making it worse.  He wants to make 
this project even better than better.   
 
Mr. Wrabel thinks it is better.  He said there are monetary costs and realisms for re-
developing a site.  They are here before the Board with a second version for site plan 
approval. They are trying to make their prior approval better for the village already.  
They can look at this alternative, but keep in mind that they have been working with the 
village as much as they can within reason.  They have put a lot of thought into the 
space and have revised the plan to alter the allotment of space for self-storage vs. 
amenity vs. retail space.  They are pretty far down the road and they think that this is a 
good project for this site.  They will certainly address the alternative which has been 
discussed this evening. 
 
Mr. Birgy said the applicant is asking for 69 units which is not as of right.  The Board is 
not looking for a boiler plate building; they are looking for something extraordinary.  It is 
not a one-way street.  
 
Mr. Wrabel said they are asking for something that is not as of right despite the fact that 
his client originally only wanted the self-storage, which is as of right.  The reason they 
are here is because the village approached them with a proposal which they  believed 
was a better concept.  His client has spent a significant amount of time and money 
working on this development and the zoning.  While he understands that the Board’s job 
as Planning Board members is to try to get the best development possible for this site, 
they are here and are working with the village to improve what already has been 
approved.   
 
Mr. Birgy does not feel like they are on the same page.  From his perspective, they are 
looking to do what they want to do. Mr. Wrabel said he disagrees with that 
characterization.   They have made a number of adjustments to the plan and are willing 
to take the additional comments made this evening and look at them but would ask that 
the Board look at this project from their perspective.  
 
Mr. Tedesco agrees with Dr. Friedlander that the applicant has come a long way and 
they have listened to the Board.  All the Board is saying is that by maybe going a little 
higher and reducing the footprint, it may become a better project, not only for the village, 
but for the applicant as well. The Board would just like them to consider the possibility 
and come back with factual information, and give reasons why the alternative won’t 
work.  He feels that for the applicant to dismiss the idea of making this project better is 
not such a good idea.   
 
Mr. Galvin advised the Board that it is within their realm to provide a recommendation to 
the Board of Trustees and to also change the proposed text if they feel it will improve 
the project. Then the applicant could design to that recommendation. 
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Mr. Wrabel agreed to look at the Board’s suggestion as a possibility.  
 
Dr. Friedlander stated that solving the parking problem is a big benefit to the applicant 
and may make it a better project with regard to rent revenue.   Similarly, the amenity 
package or a smaller footprint may create a better atmosphere and more connectivity 
which could also benefit the project.  These are win-wins for both the village and 
applicant. He does not know if it is costly, but he does not think that the applicant should  
be locking themselves in and should consider other possibilities to make it a better 
project.  
 
Mr. Galvin said it would also be beneficial to provide this alternative to the Board of 
Trustees when making a recommendation.  
 
Ms. Raiselis said this is a much better plan than what was originally proposed.  During 
the site plan process she hopes they will be flexible to make changes with regard to 
landscaping which is important to her. 
 
Ms. Zalantis advised the Board that they are going through the SEQRA process now 
and the Board needs to have enough information now before they can make a 
determination of significance.  With regard to infrastructure, if there are still open issues 
and concerns with water and sewer capacity, this needs to be addressed now before a 
SEQRA determination can be made.  She also suggested that the parking requirements 
be looked at to determine that there will be no significant impacts on the parking.  
 
Ms. Raiselis suggested moving forward and securing the parking consultant.  Dr. 
Friedlander agreed to do this but said there are still other issues that have to be 
addressed. 
 
Ms. Raiselis asked the applicant if there was a restriction on how high they can go with 
the existing foundation.   
 
Mr. Pennella said they are limiting themselves to what the existing foundation can 
sustain. If they want to go up more stories they would have to do additional work, put in 
additional piles, etc.  This is something you could ask the applicant to look at.  
 
Ms. Raiselis asked the applicant if they are restricting themselves or just saying that 
going up another story can’t be done.  
 
Mr. Wrabel said if you are asking if a new building could be built on a flat piece of 
ground with a new foundation of course it could. The project engineer is here and it 
would be best for him to address this question.  
 
Ms. Raiselis asked Mr. Wrabel if Lot 37 is a part of this zoning.   Mr. Wrabel said that 
this zoning applies to sites of at least one (1) acre and within 100 feet of the metro north 
platform.   
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Dr. Friedlander would like the applicant to describe the size of the concrete foundation.  
 
Mr. Mastrogiacomo, the project engineer, came up and said that the entire foundation is 
about 75 ft. x 300 ft. which includes the loading dock.  There is a break with slab and 
foundation and the main part is higher with the loading dock.  The property itself is on 
one (1) acre and is about 56,000 s.f.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked if they extract the roadbed, what is left?  In other words how 
much available space is there for other things than the building?  Mr. Birgy said there is 
not much room for landscaping and green space. Mr. Mastrogiacomo showed the areas 
where the plantings are proposed. Ms. Raiselis asked the architect to show the 
landscape plan to the Board. 
 
Dr. Friedlander raised his concern about how the applicant came up with 100 feet from 
the platform on sites no more than one (1) acre in the proposed zoning.  He would like 
to know the rationale for this criteria and what is the rationale to prevent other people to 
use the same formula? Counsel Zalantis said if you are asking for legal advice, I would 
rather do that in an executive session. 
 
Dr. Friedlander asked the applicant what their basis was for the criteria that they used.   
Mr. Wrabel said they drafted a text amendment that would allow a TOD on this piece of 
property based upon their conversations with the village; this site is unique and this type 
of development is keeping with the goals of the Comprehensive Plan.  Dr. Friedlander 
said the piece of property right next to it is only 110 feet from the site.  What is to 
prevent them from asking for this zoning?  
 
Mr. Wrabel said this is the nature of zoning. Counsel Zalantis said they would also have 
to go through the same approval process.  Dr. Friedlander said it may good for 
someone but not for the whole station area.  Mr. Wrabel said this is why we have 
applied specific criteria.  They could have applied for the variances as well but that 
would be a use variance and another process.  
 
Mr. Galvin said this Board will be recommending the language in the zoning amendment 
to the Board of Trustees.  This Board can adjust the language to what they want in 
order to accomplish their objectives for the area, not necessarily to this particular lot.  
 
Mr. Wrabel said that the Board of Trustees in is the process of recommending zoning 
for the station area and this Board could recommend to the Board of Trustees if they 
wished to expand similar TOD uses elsewhere.  Mr. Wrabel said the text is currently 
drafted to keep with the goals of the Comprehensive Plan and the station area plan.   
 
Mr. Aukland asked Counsel Zalantis that if they recommend this re-zoning to the Board 
of Trustees, to what extent do they lock themselves into this proposal if they go back to 
the Board of Trustees with a broader recommendation?  
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Counsel Zalantis said the applicant is requesting the re-zoning of this property under the 
parameter’s they have proposed.  The zoning amendment that this Board is 
recommending to the Board of Trustees is just for this property. The Board of Trustees 
could adopt this zoning to other areas, but if you recommend the re-zoning and it is 
approved by the Board of Trustees then this overlay will apply to this property.  If the re-
zoning allows for an additional height, then it would be allowed.  
 
Mr. Aukland wants to make sure that they do preclude themselves to a better alternative 
and lock themselves in on the criteria as proposed.  
 
Counsel Zalantis asked the applicant if there was a height limit on the proposed zoning.  
 
Mr. Wrabel said the maximum height is 52 feet or 4 stories.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked how they came up with 52 feet. Dr. Friedlander wants to know if 
they can recommend another height.  Counsel Zalantis advised that they could make a 
recommendation but they would have to analyze those impacts now because the 
impacts could be greater. 
 
Mr. Birgy said it seems to him that this project is being based on the existing foundation 
which seems strange. Mr. Wrabel has said all night long that they will be happy to look 
at the Board’s alternative suggestion to see if it is feasible. With regard to the height 
issue, it is the height that is used in the WGBD zone which is what zone they used for 
the initial proposal.  Mr. Pennella said they are above the BFE so flooding is not a 
problem in the area.  
 
Mr. Galvin would like to know what the height would be if the parking were underneath 
with the four (4) stories.  
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to go into Executive Session, to discuss 
procedural matters and for legal counsel at 8:05 p.m. All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
The Board returned to the meeting room at 8:20 p.m.  
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to come out of Executive Session at 
8:20 p.m.  All in favor Motion carried.    
 
Mr. Tedesco said the Board is aware that the applicant is looking to get a negative 
declaration on this application so that they can move forward.  In order to do this he will 
list the items needed to get to this point:  
 
1.  The village will hire a consultant to report on the impacts of traffic and parking.  
 
2.  The applicant will respond to Mr. Pennella’s memo so that issues are addressed.  
               (a consultant may review this)  
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3.  A consultant will be needed to review the fiscal impacts of storage vs. the storage 
    and      residential combination.  Counsel Zalantis said that this has already been   
          submitted by the applicant and needs to be reviewed by the consultant.   
 
4.  Applicant to make proposal about the specific FAR in the re-zoning for the Board’s  
     analysis.  In other words, make a proposal with the specific FAR so that the analysis  
                      can be by FAR.  
 
5.   Applicant to look into the possibility of parking in building and going to a greater    
                       height.  Mr. Galvin      said not to limit themselves to the existing foundation.     
 
Ms. Raiselis acknowledged that the applicant has gone through a lot of trouble to look at 
the Comprehensive Plan and work with the village.    The Board realizes that they need 
someone to come in to help them understand the impacts from neutral ground.  Mr. 
Galvin said that will set the tone so that the Planning Board could move toward a 
negative declaration. Counsel Zalantis said that depends on what the consultant’s 
information reveals.  
 
In the interest of time, which is a key factor,  Mr. Wrabel would appreciate if the Board 
could authorize the hiring of consultants for this project this evening.  
 
Counsel Zalantis advised that this does not need to be a formal action so staff may 
reach out to consultants since the Board has authorized this.   
 
Mr. Aukland welcomes the concept which is in the spirit of the Comprehensive Plan. At 
the conceptual level, he feels the applicant is on a good track. Details will be worked out 
at site plan.  Mr. Galvin noted that the work that is being done now will make the site 
plan process easier.   
 
Mr. Wrabel said they will take a look at alternatives, respond to Mr. Pennella’s memo  
and respond to the fiscal analysis if more information is needed.  
  
Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone in the public had any comments or questions.  No one 
appeared.  
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the Public Hearing.  All in 
favor.  Motion carried.  
 
 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING  
RUBICON RA TARRYTOWN LLC - 49 EAST SUNNYSIDE LANE  
 

Steven Berté, of  Fusion Engineering, appeared representing the applicant, Rubicon 
RA, Tarrytown LLC.  Mr. Berté advised the Board that they have addressed all 
comments from the Village Engineer and the Village Landscape Architect and he is 
hoping that the Board will consider approval of this project this evening.    
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
October 28, 2019 7:00 pm 
        
PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Tedesco, Aukland, Raiselis; Counsel 

Zalantis;  Village Engineer Pennella, Village Planner Galvin; Secretary 
Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:  Member Birgy, Alternate Member Lawrence    
 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:05 p.m. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES –  September 23, 2019 Planning Board Minutes   
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to approve the minutes of the  
September 23, 2019, as submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to go into Executive Session to discuss  
a legal matter at 7:07 p.m. 
 
Board members returned to the meeting room at 7:25 p.m.  
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to come out of Executive Session at  
7:26 p.m. 
 
Chairman  Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  
 

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 
 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall, 

      construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 
 

 Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue – Driveway widening, 
construction of retaining walls and demolition of existing structure. 

 

 Lexington 202 Group LLC – 29 South Depot Plaza – Referral by Board of Trustees for 
the review of petition for zone changes to allow for the development of 69 Residential 
units above self-storage/retail with parking. 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING – Artis Sr. Living, LLC – 153 White Plains Road 
Adoption of findings statement for Zoning Text Amendment and site plan and 
recommendation to the Board of Trustees for Zoning Text Amendment.   
 
Don Walsh, of Development Strategies, representing Leon Silverman, the property 
owner and the applicant, Artis Sr. Living, LLC, appeared and introduced Mark Fry, of 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
November 25, 2019 7:00 pm 
        
PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Raiselis, Tedesco; 

Counsel Addona;  Alternate Member Lawrence, Village Planner Galvin; 
Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:   Village Engineer Pennella    
 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES –  October 28, 2019  
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, with Member Birgy abstaining, to  
to approve the minutes of the October 28, 2019 meeting, as submitted.  All in favor.   
Motion carried. 
 
Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  
 

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 
 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall, 

      construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 
 

 Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary- 32 Warren Avenue – Driveway widening, 
construction of retaining walls and demolition of existing structure. 

 

 Lexington 202 Group LLC – 29 South Depot Plaza – Referral by Board of Trustees for 
the review of petition for zone changes to allow for the development of 69 Residential 
units above self-storage/retail with parking. 
 

 Artis Senior Living LLC - 153 White Plains Road – Construction of a 35,952 s.f. 

Alzheimer/Dementia Care Facility and review of petition for Zoning Amendment to 
allow a floating/overlay zone  for Alzheimer/Dementia Care Housing.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING – Annette Simao - 11-13 Emerald Woods 
 
Annette Simao, owner of 11-13 Emerald Woods, appeared before the Board to amend 
the site plan approval dated 11-26-18.  She introduced her husband, Andre Fernandes, 
who briefly explained the minor changes to the plan which included the addition of 
porous pavers to the driveway area with an electronic gate, the removal of a tree 
leaning toward the new garage, the addition of 25 pine trees close to the neighboring 
property line and another 20 pine trees along Gracemere with boulders to act as a 
barrier from the street to his backyard.  
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
January 27, 2020        7 p.m. 
 
PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Raiselis, Tedesco, 

Alternate Member Lawrence; Counsel Zalantis, Village Engineer Pennella, 
Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:     All members present 
 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES –  November 25, 2019   
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to approve the minutes of the  
November 25, 2019 meeting as submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  
 

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 
 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall, 

      construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING – Srs. of Sacred Heart of Mary - 32 Warren Ave 
 
John Folchetti, P.E., the project engineer, appeared on behalf of the applicant and 
presented a revised plan to the Board.  They are proposing a two-tiered wall to replace 
an existing wall with landscaping, and demolishing the structure at 90 Wilson Park Drive 
to create a green space with ornamental trees for use as a recreation and exercise area 
for the convent members.    
 
The demolition and changes will result in a reduction of 20,000 s.f. of existing 
impervious surface. With regard to drainage, a deep sump catch basin will be installed 
in the expanded driveway, which has been reviewed by the Village Engineer.  A 
rendering of the view of the wall from the trail will be submitted at the next meeting.   
 
Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone in the public had any questions.    
 
Ms. Raiselis asked if the landscape consultant has responded yet.  
 
Mr. Pennella advised that comments from the landscape consultant and renderings will 
be provided before the next work session.      
 
Mr. Tedesco said that he was concerned about the views from the trail. Mr. Folchetti 
said as he understands it, he will be presenting a rendering of the view of the two walls 
and the landscaping from the Trail.  
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Mr. Galvin advised that the wall calculations are under review from the village 
consultant, Hahn Engineering, and will be forwarded to the applicant once received.    
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the Public Hearing.  All in 
favor.  Motion carried.   
 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING – Lexington 202 Group, LLC – 29 S. Depot Plaza  
 
Linda Whitehead, partner with the law firm of McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt, LLC, 
appeared on behalf of the applicant, also present.  She advised the Board that they are 
working to address the issues and comments raised at the September 23, 2019 
meeting.  She advised that her client has brought in a partner, Collins Enterprises, LLC, 
who has experience in multi-family and TOD projects. The project will remain the same 
with some design changes and some other revisions that she feels that the Board will 
like. They will be making a formal submission at the next meeting together with 
responses to the open issues, and they will also be tweaking the zoning text to add in 
the FAR provision which was also requested by this Board.  
 
She introduced Arthur Collins, of Collins Enterprises, LLC, who submitted and passed 
out information about his firm and their experience with multi-family projects in 
Bronxville, Connecticut, New Jersey and Hudson Park in Yonkers, where he spent his 
earlier years.     
 
He passed out a rendering of the proposed project.  The applicant will occupy the first 
level and Collins will build 3 or 4 stories of housing above it.   Since this site is close to 
the train station, they try to get as much density as possible, and as much as the 
parking can withstand.  Their proposal is to build somewhere between 66 and 70 
apartments.  Parking would be on the adjacent property and they are in discussion with 
the MTA.  They will assist the Ferraro’s (the applicant) with the smaller building on Lot 
37 to create a food pub or restaurant in order to draw activity to the area. Mr. Collins is 
excited as he has never worked in Tarrytown.  He has been part of the Hudson River 
Valley Association and has worked with Scenic Hudson and the MTA.  
 
Mr. Tedesco would like to know how this proposal compares to the height they have 
submitted before.  Mr. Pennella said they are proposing 48 feet in these plans.  
 
Mr. Collins said the existing building is 32 feet to the top of the ridge.  The building 
height is governed by the building code and they can build 4 stories above the self- 
storage and still be within the 5A classification.  Instead of stories, they talk about the 
number of feet.   Ms. Whitehead noted that this plan submitted is the same height that 
was submitted before.  Mr. Tedesco just wanted to clarify this information for the public.  
 
Ms. Raiselis asked about how they are going to activate the first level.  
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Mr. Collins said they want to activate the areas on the first level.  They are less 
concerned as they go south. Being double loaded is critical and, if there is not retail, it 
will not survive.  
 
Ms. Raiselis said there is a pretty bleak wall there and another building next to it that 
has the ability to do something in the future.  She noted that the Board is concerned and 
if the sidewalk could be activated by pushing the wall in and allowing a place for people 
to sit that would work. The activation at the street is also worrisome. She suggested 
possibly looking into taking out the gym facilities.  Ms. Whitehead noted that the same 
retail is shown as before, but she understands the point of going all the way down.  
 
Mr. Birgy asked if they considered “micro-retail” similar to micro apartments, something 
like a boutique that does not require a lot of square footage.  He does not want to leave 
it to chance. He is looking for something extraordinary for Tarrytown.   He would like to 
hear something like, if you build something, people will come and, if you don’t, then no 
one will come.  He suggested a shallow kind of store that is small; a presence on the 
street is needed to create the community. He would not support a project unless this 
component is included.     
 
Mr. Collins asked if they would like the potential for small pop-up retail stores.  Mr. Birgy 
said pop-up means transient to him.  He is suggesting small retail.  There are people 
who would love to do business in the village and if it could be more affordable for the 
retail that would be a plus. There should be a very good market for that.  Ms. Whitehead 
asked if they are suggesting smaller stores that are not that deep and have the storage 
behind them. Mr. Galvin suggested a depth of 25 feet.    
 
Ms. Raiselis said they could be creative with this. She has no problem with pop-ups.  
Perhaps meeting rooms for people who live on site or studios that could be rented with 
some sort of bonus.  She just feels that getting activity on that level is very important.   
 
Mr. Collins said we do have live-work flex space arrangements at other sites for retail or 
craftsman and areas that are cordoned off for these purposes. He is concerned about 
the abandoned retail at the end since it is not visible.  Ms. Raiselis said maybe someone 
who has a small business could perhaps rent it out for meetings; they need to think 
creatively to see the potential partnerships.  She said at the entrance is a definite.   
 
Mr. Aukland said he does not want to force people to get into car for a gallon of milk and 
if there is a way of providing for local convenience that would be good too.  
 
Mr. Birgy said there are a million different things that could happen especially being 
near the train which is a huge draw in itself.  He referenced Burnham in Irvington, which 
has been successful.    
 
Dr. Friedlander asked if there is parking under the buildings in Yonkers.   Mr. Collins 
said there is retail, restaurants, a wine shop, grocery and some apartments. There is no 
underground parking; it is in another structure abutting the building. The parking ratio is 
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1 space per unit since they are close to the train.  Dr. Friedlander asked what the ratio 
would be if they were not near the train.  
 
Mr. Collins said a parking use study determines that there are 20% vacancies pretty 
much all the time, so you could get away with .8 space/unit.   He is happy to share 
those facts with the Board with regard to the parking requirements.  Ms. Whitehead said 
part of the parking analysis was included in the last submission and some of the 
information included was from Yonkers.   
 
Ms. Whitehead said they would like them to move forward with the consultant review for 
the parking.  Ms. Zalantis some more information is required for this review.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone in the public would like to speak.  No one appeared.   
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the Public Hearing.  All in 
favor.  Motion carried.       
 
NEW PUBLIC HEARING  -  Tarrytown Self Storage II, LLC - 29 South Depot Plaza  
 

Chairman Friedlander read the public hearing notice into the record:  
 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Zoning Board of Appeals of the Village of Tarrytown 
will hold a public hearing on Monday, January 27, 2020 at  7:00 p.m. at the Municipal 
Building, One Depot Plaza, Tarrytown, New York, to hear and consider an application 
by:  
  Tarrytown Self Storage II, LLC 
  34 Norm Avenue 
  Bedford Hills, NY 10507 
 
To request a two (2) year extension to the March 26, 2018 Site Plan Approval for the 
conversion of an existing indoor sports facility into a two story self-storage facility with a 
retail component.   
 

The property is located at 29 South Depot Plaza and is shown on the Tax Map of the 
Village of Tarrytown as Sheet 1.70, Block 29, Lot 38 and is located in the ID zoning 
district. 
 

Documents are available for inspection in the Planning and Zoning Office.  All interested 
parties are invited to attend and be heard.  Access to the meeting room is available to 
the elderly and the handicapped.  Signing is available for the hearing-impaired; request 
must be made to the Village Clerk at least one week in advance of the meeting. 
 
By Order of the Planning Board.  
        Lizabeth Meszaros  
        Secretary to the Planning Board 
 
DATED:  January 17, 2020 
The mailing receipts were received and the signs were posted.  
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Linda Whitehead, partner with the law firm of McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt, LLC, 
appeared on behalf of the applicant, also present.  Ms. Whitehead advised that her 
client received site plan approval for the conversion of the existing building to a two 
story self-storage facility back in March of 2018.  They have not pulled a permit for this 
project since they are working with the village on a new plan but they would like to keep 
these approvals in effect. They have gotten an extension from the Zoning Board for 
variances for the same project.  They are asking that this Board extend this site plan 
approval so that it can be kept in place while they process the other application before 
this Board.      
 
Dr.  Friedlander asked if anyone in the public would like to speak.  No one appeared.   
 
Mr. Birgy moved, seconded by Mr. Tedesco, to close the public hearing. All in Favor.  
Motion carried.  
 
Mr. Birgy read through portions of the Resolution Adopting the Findings Statement and 
said that a copy of the Resolution will be provided to the applicant and be included in 
the minutes of this meeting.   

RESOLUTION 

VILLAGE OF TARRYTOWN PLANNING BOARD 
(Adopted January 27, 2020) 

 
Application of Tarrytown Self Storage II, LLC 

Property: 29 South Plaza Depot (Sheet 1.70, Block 29, Lot 38 and Zone ID) 
 

 
Resolution of Two-Year Extension of Site Plan Approval   

 
Background 

 
1. The Applicant requests a two-year extension of the Site Plan approval originally 

granted by the Planning Board on March 26, 2018. The site plan approval is scheduled to 
terminate on March 26, 2020. The requested two-year extension would extend the site plan 
approval to March 26, 2022. The applicant is currently before the Planning Board exploring 
alternate uses of the property including a transit oriented development.   

 
2. As Lead Agency, the Village of Tarrytown Planning Board previously determined that the  

proposed action was an unlisted action and would not have a significant adverse effect on the 
environment and that a Draft Environmental Impact Statement would not be required and 
recorded a Negative Declaration for the proposed action on November 27, 2017.  
 

3. The Planning Board has conducted a duly noticed public hearing on January 27, 2020 
on the Applicant’s extension request at which time all those wishing to be heard were given the 
opportunity to be heard. 
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4. The Applicant has indicated in a letter from McCullough, Goldberger & Staudt, LLP,  
Applicant’s Attorney, dated January 2, 2020 that he is in the process of determining the best 
possible use for the Property. As a result, the applicant has not yet applied for a building permit to 
construct the approved self-storage facility. In order to maintain the applicant’s approval while the 
current proposal for an alternate use is under review, he has requested the two-year site plan 
extension.  There have been no changes proposed for the current approved site plan for the self-
storage facility.  

 
5. The Zoning Board of Appeals reviewed the Applicant’s request for an extension of the 

parking variance for 19 spaces and a variance for 2 loading spaces for a period of two years at a 
public hearing held on December 11, 2019.  The Zoning Board closed the public hearing on 
December 11, 2020 and approved the requested extension of the variance approvals for two 
years.    
 
 
 

6. The Planning Board closed the public hearing on January 27, 2020. After closing the 
public hearing, the Planning Board deliberated in public on the Applicant’s request for approval.   

  
Determination 

The Planning Board determines that the Application for a two-year extension to expire 
on March 26, 2022 is granted subject to the identical conditions contained in the original site 
plan approval issued on March 26, 2018 (a copy of which is attached herein) and the following 
general conditions.   

 
I. General Conditions 

 
(a) Prerequisites to Signing Site Plan:  The following conditions must be met before 

the Planning Board Chair may sign the approved Site Plan (“Final Site Plan”):   
 

i. The Planning Board’s approval is conditioned upon Applicant 
receiving all approvals required by other governmental approving 
agencies without material deviation from the Approved Plans. 

 
ii. If as a condition to approval any changes are required to the 

Approved Plans, the Applicant shall submit:  (i) final plans 
complying with all requirements and conditions of this Resolution, 
and (ii) a check list summary indicating how the final plans comply 
with all requirements of this Resolution.  If said final plans comply 
with all the requirements of this Resolution as determined by the 
Village Engineer, they shall also be considered “Approved Plans.”  

 
iii.       The Applicant shall pay all outstanding consultant review and legal     

fees in  connection with the Planning Board review of this 
Application.  
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(b) Force and Effect:  No portion of any approval by the Planning Board shall take 

effect until (1) all conditions are met, (2) the Final Site Plan is signed by the chair of 
the Planning Board and (3) the Final Site Plan signed by the Planning Board Chair 
has been filed with the Village Clerk 

 
(c) Field Changes:  In the event the Village Engineer/Building Inspector agrees that, as 

a result of conditions in the field, field changes are necessary to complete the work 
authorized by the Approved Plans and deems such changes to be minor, the 
Village Engineer/Building Inspector may, allow such changes, subject to any 
applicable amendment to the approved building permit(s).  If not deemed minor, 
any deviation from or change in the Approved Plans shall require application to 
the Planning Board for amendment of this approval.  In all cases, amended plans 
shall be submitted to reflect approved field changes. 

 
(d) ARB Review:  No construction may take place and a building permit may not be 

issued until Applicant has obtained approval from the Board of Architectural 
Review as required in accordance with applicable provisions of the Village of 
Tarrytown Code.    

 
(e) Commencing Work:  No work may be commenced on any portion of the site 

without first contacting the Building Inspector to ensure that all permits and 
approvals have been obtained and to establish an inspection schedule. Failure to 
comply with this provision shall result in the immediate revocation of all permits 
issued by the Village along with the requirement to reapply (including the payment 
of application fees) for all such permits, the removal of all work performed and 
restoration to its original condition of any portion of the site disturbed and such 
other and additional civil and criminal penalties as the courts may impose. 

 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to approve this application.  All in favor.  
Motion carried. 
 
 
NEW PUBLIC HEARING – Artis Senior Living, LLC – 153 White Plains Road  
 
Chairman Friedlander read the public hearing notice into the record:  
 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Planning Board of the Village of Tarrytown will hold a 
public hearing on Monday, January 27, 2020, at 7:00 p.m. at the Municipal Building, 
One Depot Plaza, Tarrytown, New York, to hear an application by:  
 
 Artis Senior Living 
 1651 Old Meadow Road- Ste 100 
 McClean, VA 22102 
 
for site plan approval for the construction of a 64-bed Alzheimer/Dementia Care Facility.          
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
February 24, 2020        
 
PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Raiselis, Tedesco, 

Alternate Member Lawrence, Counsel Zalantis, Village Engineer Pennella, 
Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:  All Present     
   
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:02 p.m.  
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES –  January 27, 2020   
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to approve the minutes of the  
January 27, 2020 meeting as submitted.  All in favor.  Motion carried. 
 
Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  
 

 Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive  
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

 
 Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue – Removal of railroad tie-wall, 

      construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear yard. 
 

 Sisters of the Sacred Heart of Mary – 32 Warren Avenue  

                                                     Driveway widening, construction of retaining walls, and  
                                                    demolition of existing structure.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING – Lexington 202 Group, LLC – 29 S.Depot Plaza  
 
Linda Whitehead, partner with the law firm of McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt, LLC, 
appeared on behalf of the applicant, also present.  Ms. Whitehead advised that her 
client has partnered with Collins Enterprises, LLC, for the residential development 
portion of this project. The entire team is here this evening to answer any questions.  
Ms. Whitehead will review what was submitted after the last meeting and answer 
questions that came up at the work session.   
 
Ms. Whitehead showed a plan of the north elevation of the plaza area and how it 
connects to the platform which is important for this type of TOD project.  In addition, she 
passed out a Parking Ratio Table which lists TOD properties in surrounding areas which 
are similar to the village of Tarrytown, except for Yonkers, and referred to the Density 
Column with the FAR that was added as requested by the Board.  Ms. Whitehead 
advised that they have submitted an updated plan to the Board of Trustees and have 
requested that the Board of Trustees refer the amended plan back to the Planning 
Board since the plan has changed to add an additional story.  They are hoping to get a 
referral back from the Board of Trustees before the next Planning Board meeting with 
revised text for the zoning amendment. The new updated plan proposes 4 stories, 
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consisting of 88 units with a mix of studios, one and two bedrooms, over first floor self-
storage.  Arthur Collins, the developer, felt that the additional density was needed and 
would be a benefit to the village. New York City is pushing the County to build more 
housing since there is a housing shortage. They feel that there is a demand for the type 
of mixed use housing proposed which has been included in the Tarrytown Connected 
Comprehensive Plan.  The station area on the west side, already has high-end housing 
and there are existing affordable units and subsidized housing on this side (the east 
side) of the tracks. They are proposing mid-level, mid-income, moderately affordable 
housing, which will fit this niche. In addition, 9 affordable units will also be provided as 
required by the village zoning code. The other units will fall into a price range that does 
not currently exist in this area. This project is an ideal Transit Oriented Project (TOD) 
since it is close to the train and the Westchester County and Rockland Bus lines. With 
regard to the additional proposed story, since there are already two-10 Story buildings 
that exist in the area, they feel that their proposal of a 4.5 to 5 story building is 
consistent with the character of the area. In addition, her client is committed to fixing up 
this part of the village to make it more inviting to the public. They will be repaving and 
restriping parking Lot B and adding landscaping to beautify the entrance into the area. 
They want to work with the village to make the area more attractive which is also 
consistent with the Comprehensive Plan.        
 
With regard to the plan revisions, Ms. Whitehead showed the revised East elevation 
plan which they have improved by adding self-storage accessibility from the street with 
roll up doors and a raised walkway for access. This will allow artisan or craftsman to be 
able to use this area as flex space, in addition to storage.  The angle parking has also 
been removed which improves the look of the building and maintains the traffic 
circulation. With regard to the density chart, which was distributed to the Board, the 
density proposal is 75 units per acre which is similar to these types of developments 
listed in the table. The FAR is 1.53 for residential which is less than most of the other 
projects listed.   The required parking is proposed at 1.2 spaces per unit for the 
residential, which has been increased from 1 space as requested by the Board. They 
have been able to fit more parking in.  The MTA platform will connect to Lot B. These 
parking spaces are not to be allocated to their development. Moving forward, Ms. 
Whitehead explained that these plans are conceptual.  They will be updating the fiscal 
analysis, school impacts, parking and utility capacity and plan to submit this material 
before the March meeting so that the Planning Board, as Lead Agency, can review this 
from a SEQRA viewpoint to address the environmental impacts. They have also been 
looking at the view sheds and have determined that the view from Windle Park will not 
be affected.  Franklin Courts is affected but only slightly, depending on where you are 
looking from.  They will submit this analyses as well.   
 
Ms. Whitehead asked the Board if there is anything else they require to be submitted for 
the SEQRA review so that they may submit it.  
 
Mr. Tedesco would like to know about the parking lease with the MTA.  He would like to 
know the length of the lease and what would happen if the MTA needs the parking in 
the future and wants it back.   
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Ms. Whitehead said that this lease is very important to her client who will not be able to 
get financing without an agreement to provide the required parking. They are looking to 
get an easement in perpetuity. The MTA has requested a certain number of spaces for 
their employees and they are pleased that her client will fix up the lot and they are 
pleased with the project plans. Her client is looking for a long term permanent 
arrangement with the MTA and will include Ms. Zalantis in the loop to ensure that the 
village is comfortable with the agreement.  
 
Dr. Friedlander confirmed that the new plan changes the number of units from 69 to 88 
and the height of 52 feet has been increased to 60 feet.  This will add a new story and 
they will also be adding a rooftop amenity for the residents.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked why the Board of Trustees should consider the additional units. 
Ms. Whitehead said there is a demand for the additional units and a tax benefit to the 
village.  There is also a demand for transit oriented development in the area and the 
additional story will not have any negative impact to the village.  
 
Mr. Birgy is concerned about the existing 20th century infrastructure with regard to the 
roads.    The people who will be renting will have cars.  He compared the populations of 
the other villages which have much higher populations.  The village population is about 
11,000.  He does not feel that this project should be compared to other projects in the 
larger towns.  It does not sit well with him.  There may be a demand, but it does not 
mean that the village can handle the density. He also mentioned the Sleepy Hollow 
development that will also impact the village.   
 
Ms. Whitehead said they will be providing a traffic analysis. She noted that Bronxville, 
Tuckahoe and Pelham were included in the list and they are all smaller than Tarrytown. 
Just because Greenwich has a bigger population, it is not a fair comparison, since it is 
not as dense.  All municipalities struggle with the same infrastructure.  They will provide 
an analysis to address these concerns in addition to a fiscal analysis. They are trying to 
do what the village wants which was identified in the Comprehensive Plan.  If there are 
road improvements that are needed, the studies will show that.  
 
Dr. Friedlandler is confused about the square footage with regard to density.   The 
property is a little over an acre which does not include the MTA parking lot.   
 
Ms. Whitehead explained that the property extends beyond the building in both 
directions.  The roadway is an easement to the property-owner at the end.  It is not a 
thoroughfare, it is privately owned property, it is not a mapped road which is not 
unusual.  This area still counts as her client’s property. Some of the parking is on their 
property.  They tried to make as much parking as they could that would work.  They did 
this to increase the parking ratio which was requested by the Board.  A brief discussion 
took place about the prior proposals and Dr. Friedlander commented that the plan as it 
looks much better.  Ms. Whitehead commented that the Board of Trustees is sensitive 
to the height and will not allow them to go higher. Mr. Galvin confirmed that the property 
is 1.12 acres.  
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Mr. Aukland asked how the brewery will work with the parking?  
 
Ms. Whitehead said it is difficult to determine the parking at this point until they know the 
parking requirements for the brewery.  They are looking at shared parking in Lot B 
which is lightly used and opens up at night. Twenty (20) of the MTA spaces are used 
from 5 am to 4 pm for their employees which would also be available in the evening. 
They are looking at all of this.    
 
Ms. Raiselis asked if the MTA will be giving them an answer about an agreement soon 
since it seems like a lot is riding on the parking for the project.  
 
Ms. Whitehead said there is a process with the MTA. They are willing to do it.  If they 
can do it with a government agency, it is quicker. She has been speaking with the 
Village Administrator with regard to this.  If the village does not want to be involved, then 
MTA would go through the process.  An appraiser or RFP process would be required if 
they were to do it alone, which is a longer process. 
   
Dr. Friedlander said if the parking does not go through, is parking under the Building 
being considered. Ms. Whitehead does not feel that this is an option. Ms. Whitehead 
said that she is confident that MTA will make the deal with them.  Harrison has entered 
in an agreement with the MTA for a similar project. She added that, from a planning 
perspective, the parking must be in perpetuity, otherwise, the project cannot move 
forward. Bob Galvin noted that the MTA has A TOD division who works with planners 
and developers on these types of projects. 
 
Ms. Raiselis asked Counsel Zalantis to comment on the parking situation.  
 
Counsel Zalantis said from a planning perspective it is important that the parking be in 
perpetuity. If the parking is pulled by MTA, there would be a problem. Ms. Whitehead 
agreed and said they can’t build it without the parking.  
 
Ms. Raiselis just wants to make sure the public is aware of this.  Ms. Whitehead said 
hopefully by next month they will have more information to report.  
 
Mr. Galvin asked Mr. David Smith to do a development potential analysis for the 
surrounding properties to include the recycling plant.   
 
Ms. Whitehead commented that they are doing this as a new zone which will be 
mapped only on their property so there is no other property it can be applied to.     
 
Counsel Zalantis said the applicant is applying an overlay zone. It is not up to this 
Board, it is up to the Board of Trustees.   
 
Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone in the public had any questions for comment.    
 
Ms. Mendez, of 159 Grove Street, asked if only housing is proposed.  Ms. Collins, of 
Collins Enterprises, said there is 2,000 s.f. of retail space on the ground floor proposed. 
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Ms. Whitehead added that there may be a restaurant or some craft type of brewery in 
the future or pop-up retail in the self-storage areas.  
 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing.  All in 
favor.  Motion carried.  
 
 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING – Annette Simao - 11-13 Emerald Woods 
 
Craig Studer, LA, of Studer Design Associates, appeared on behalf of his clients, Ms. 
Annette Simao and Andre Fernandes, also present.  Mr. Studer explained that the two 
parcels make one homestead.  He is here to address the boulders and landscape plan.  
The Board requested that the boulders look more naturalistic.  They have clustered the 
boulders throughout which will vary between 3 and 5 and they have introduced White 
Spruce and additional taller shrubs.  All of the material is native.  With regard to the 
village landscape consultant’s report, the 36’ maple tree will be removed and 4” 
minimum  caliper Maple trees will be planted.  
 
Mr. Studer said that it should be noted that the existing road encroaches onto the 
property by 7 feet and on an average of about 3 feet to 3.5 feet for the total length of the 
property, and tapers down to nothing at the rear corner.  They have addressed Ms. 
Nolan’s landscape comments and have made changes in a revised plan (which they 
plan to submit), which moves the boulders back keeping them a minimum of 5 feet from 
the edge of pavement where possible.  Mr. Aukland asked form the edge of pavement 
or the property line.  Mr. Studer said this is our dilemma. The pavement encroaches 
onto their property in certain areas.  The purpose of the boulders is to protect his client’s 
home and property from a car.  This is a private road. There is an encroachment onto 
the property and they are doing their best to satisfy the landscape architect and to deal 
with the encroachment by staying 5 feet away from the edge of pavement where 
possible, but where it might slope off quicker or closer to the edge of pavement, it may 
be diluted to 3 feet, which is a typical guardrail situation.   There was an issue with 
regard to the critical root zone.  What they have done is try to prevent the boulders from 
going into the roots. The boulders will be set natural and will vary in size and may touch 
each other.  A bottom third will be buried to look more natural.   In some areas where it 
encroaches into the critical root zone, they may lay the boulders flat and put ground 
cover or soil there to make it look more natural.   
 
Mr. Studer distributed the new plan to the Board.    
 
Mr. Galvin said there are conditions in the draft resolution that may address these 
issues.  
 
Ms. Raiselis asked Mr. Studer if he would be able to abide by 4 feet from the edge of 
pavement. Mr. Studer said he believes they can.  Ms. Raiselis said she needs to know 
for sure since this will be a condition of the resolution.   
 
Mr. Studer said can we come back and remove the asphalt if there is a problem. 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
April 27, 2020 7 pm 

PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Raiselis, Tedesco, 
Alternate Member Lawrence, Counsel Zalantis, Village Engineer Pennella, 
Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

ABSENT: All Present 

Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:06 p.m. and announced that this 
meeting is being held via videoconference in accordance with the Governor's Executive 
Order issued in response to the Covid-1 9 Pandemic, that authorizes public meetings to 
be held in this manner. The public will be able to view the meeting through the Zoom 
application and be given the opportunity to speak during the public comment period for 
each application. The agenda is very long tonight so he asked the public to limit their 
comments so that the meeting can finish at an appropriate time. He thanked Mr. Ringel, 
the Assistant Village Administrator, for his assistance in coordinating the meeting and 
asked him to go over the process. 

Mr. Ringel advised that when the Chair opens the public comment period for each 
application, he will ask the public to either press the "raise your hand" button on the 
Zoom application , or "*9" on the phone. He advised that public comment will be limited 
to 3 minutes per speaker. The public can speak but will not be shown on video for 
security purposes. The Q & A button in the Zoom application is only for technical 
questions, not for public comment. 

Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournment: 

• Michael Degen- 86 Crest Drive 
Additions and Alterations to a single family home 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- Peter Bartolacci- 67 Miller Avenue 
Removal of a railroad tie wall and construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear 
yard. 

Mr. Birgy recused himself from this application. Mr. Ringel removed him as a panelist 
during the discussion. 

Suzanne Bartolacci, of 67 Miller Avenue, advised the Board that the waiver of steep 
slopes was submitted, as well as the landscaping plan. They will defer on answering 
any questions relating to the engineering plan until it is re-submitted. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if any Board members had any questions. 

Ms. Raiselis and Mr. Aukland had no comment. 
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nicely in this area and use stone and natural materials. This type of fence would detract 
from the neighborhood. She also would like to know where the property line on the 
north side of the parking lot is and where the Temple property ends. She was 
wondering if at any time, they explored the possibility of additional parking on that area, 
perhaps with gravel. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone on the Board had any questions. 

Ms. Raiselis said that maybe they should think about changing the chain link fence to a 
park bench or a picket fence or landscaping if a fence is in fact necessary. She would 
like this looked at more carefully. 

Mr. Aukland has no comment. 

Mr. Tedesco agrees with Ms. Raiselis, if there is a need for a fence they should explore 
the types of fences and he feels that a natural approach would be best. 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland , to continue the Public Hearing. All in 
favor. Motion carried . 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- LEXINGTON 202 GROUP LLC-
29 S DEPOT PLAZA 

Re-referral by Board of Trustees for review and recommendation of a petition for zone 
changes to allow for 88 residential units above a self-storage facility with parking. 

Linda Whitehead, partner with the law firm of McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt, 
appeared before the Board representing Lexington 202 Group and Collins Enterprises 
with respect to the property located at 29 South Depot Plaza. They have returned from 
the Board of Trustees as requested, with a revised plan for self-storage on the first floor 
and 4 additional floors to consist of 88 residential units. The Village Board has required 
that the plans be revised to make 60 feet the maximum to include all features. The 
elevator and stair bulkhead have been taken off and the maximum height is 60 feet to 
the top of the parapet. The zoning text will provide that the maximum height is 60 feet 
for any features so that nothing can extend above the 60 feet. This was a condition 
made by the Village Board in order for the project to be referred back to the Planning 
Board. The Village Board also had concerns about the parking but agreed to also defer 
this to the Planning Board . They are ready to move forward with the village hiring a 
consultant in order to review the parking plan. 

They have provided a detailed parking study including a detailed utilization analysis that 
shows that the parking is sufficient and it makes no sense for her client to build a project 
without the required parking. He can't finance it, or lease it. 

They are continuing talks with the MT A who are supporting this project. She referred to 
studies submitted to this Board back in March to help with the SEQRA review which 
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included: an updated socio-economic analysis for the new additional units, a revised 
chart updating the parking analysis, a letter from JMC addressing the utilities and 
stormwater, and a conceptual plan and updated elevations and plans. 

In addition, they have included information regarding the benefits of using the existing 
slab from an economic standpoint. They have also provided green building elements 
and information on how this project supports the comprehensive plan. Ms. Whitehead 
will be happy to show the updated elevations, along with the renderings, and answer 
any questions. 

Dr. Friedlander advised that the Board Members will be visiting the site at individual 
times with Village Engineer Pennella tomorrow 4-28-20. This will give the members an 
opportunity to look at the site very carefully. He asked Mr. Pennella to bring the plans to 
the site. Mr. Friedlander said that that they have done a good job covering all of the 
elements. A site visit will be useful to allow the members to come back to the applicant 
with questions. 

Ms. Whitehead was hoping that could get done before today. She advised that the 
cones are laid out and the actual travel way width, even with the parking is maintained 
at 26 feet wide down the entire road . The 26 feet is all on their property not on MTA 
property. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if that allows for the parking cars against the building, and then 
the 26 feet. Mr. Whitehead said yes and it is very clearly laid out on the plan which Dan 
Pennella will have. Mr. Pennella said the last submission he has to the Board is dated 
April 8 th. It shows building elevation and site plan labeled CLP-1. Ms. Whitehead said 
the location of the cones is also on this plan. She will double check but she feels that 
this plan should be helpful during the site visit. 

Dr. Friedlander asked about the possibility of a balloon test to see the height. Ms. 
Whitehead said it is hard to put balloons up and have them stay the height; the wind 
blows them around. She had shown sections before that even with the 60 foot tall 
building that the top of the building is below the first floor ground of the homes on 
Windle Park. The roof at 60 feet tall is about 15 or 20 feet below elevation of Windle 
Park. This was a concern of the neighbors. 

Ms. Whitehead showed photo renderings from different locations. She said that the 
building will be higher than the Franklin Courts Building, but so is the already approved 
self-storage facility. 

Dr. Friedlander is concerned about the homes above Franklin Court running south into 
Tappan Landing. Ms. Whitehead said she can look at that. Dr. Friedlander is talking 
about the area directly east of Franklin courts and further south into Tappan landing. 

Ms. Whitehead asked if he was talking about the homes on Riverview. She thinks they 
are also higher, but she will look into it. 
Dr. Friedlander asked if they are using the 60 feet and why it is 15 feet per floor. 
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Ms. Whitehead said the existing slab is 4 feet up from grade. She showed the 
rendering plan and it was confirmed that there are 4 floors of residential, not three 
floors. There is one floor of self-storage and 4 floors of residential for a total of 88 units. 
The roof height is at 57 feet and the parapet is 3 feet, for a total height of 60 feet. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if the Board had any questions. 

Ms. Raiselis will hold off until after the site visit. Mr. Aukland has no questions. 

Mr. Tedesco said when we pick up the materials we will have them at the work session. 

Ms. Whitehead said that the Board should have hard copies that were submitted in 
March; the only difference to the current plan is that the bulkhead and elevator were 
taken out. 

Ms. Raiselis said that she also received the most recent plans digitally. 

Mr. Birgy confirmed with Ms. Whitehead that, where the car is to the top of the parapet 
wall is 60 feet. He also asked Ms. Whitehead to explain why they can't put balloons up. 
Ms. Whitehead said they can but the balloons don't stay up. Mr. Birgy said the wind will 
pause at some point. He feels it is critical to get a feel of what the actual height will be. 
It is quite an obstruction and would like a sense of the volume and height of the building. 
He would like the balloons put up. 

Ms. Whitehead said she will try but 60 feet is a long way for a balloon to go up and stay 
there. Mr. Birgy said you can do it with a string and helium balloon. It has been done 
before and it is very helpful to see the volume and height. 

Ms. Whitehead asked if the Board would like one balloon at each end of the building 

Dr. Friedlander suggested one on each end and one in the middle. 

Ms. Whitehead said she is not sure where they can get the helium balloons. 

Mr. Tedesco said there is a store open next to CVS at Bridge Plaza. 

Mr. Birgy said he will not be able to make any comment on this until he sees it. It does 
not have to be done tomorrow, but it will delay the process. Counsel Zalantis asked if a 
drone was acceptable. Dr. Friedlander said no. Ms. Whitehead agreed to the balloon 
test. 

Ms. Whitehead asked Mr. Galvin about the status of the consultant for the parking. 
Counsel Zalantis said Mr. Galvin said it is under review. 

Ms. Whitehead asked the Board if they have any questions about any of the material 
which has been submitted before. 
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Dr. Friedlander said that is the purpose of the site visit to see if we left anything out. If 
we have any serious concerns they will be conveyed as soon as possible. 

Ms. Whitehead said they are just trying to be productive. Dr. Friedlander said we are 
being very productive and have gone out of our way for all of the applicants so when 
things pick up you will be ready to roll. He does not want to be rushed into making a 
decision prematurely. If they have questions, they will get them to her. The Board is 
working as expeditiously as possible on all of the applications before them. 

Ms. Whitehead said she appreciates the Board's time. She is just trying to make sure 
that she has answered whatever questions that might be out there with regard to the 
materials submitted. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if there is anyone in the public who would like to speak. 

Mr. Elmo, of 20 Browning Lane, offered the use of his drone to map out the height. 

Mr. Pennella said he is not sure how effective that may be but defers to the Board 
Members to make that decision. Mr. Birgy said the value of the balloons is that you can 
go from a distance and see what you are looking at. With a drone, there is limited sight 
ability to see at a distance. A video is not as good as seeing something you see in 
person. Mr. Birgy would strongly prefer going with the balloons and not the drone. 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Aukland , to continue the public hearing. All in favor. 
Motion carried. 

NEW PUBLIC HEARING- Washington Hill LLC -15 and 17 N. Washington Street 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the Planning Board of the Village of Tarrytown will hold a 
public hearing on Monday, March 23, 2020 at 7:00 p.m. at the Municipal Building, One 
Depot Plaza, Tarrytown, New York, to hear and consider an application by: 

17 Washington Hill LLC 
P.O. Box 560 
Mamaroneck, NY 1 0543 

For site plan approval for the renovation of an existing three story warehouse building 
into three dwelling units to include the demolition and replacement of a small addition to 
allow access to the units. Site layout changes are proposed on the adjacent lot to 
accommodate associated parking. 

The properties are located at 15 N. Washington Street and 17 N. Washington Street 
and are shown on the tax maps as Sheet 1.40, Block 14, Lots 4 and 5, respectively. The 
properties are located in the M-1 and GB zoning districts. 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
May 27, 2020 7 pm 

PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Raiselis, Tedesco, 
Alternate Member Lawrence, Counsel Zalantis, Village Engineer Pennella, 
Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

ABSENT: All Present 

Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order and at 7:15 p.m .. The meeting is 
being held via video conference in accordance with the Governor's Executive Order 
issued in response to the Covid-19 Pandemic, that authorizes public meetings to be 
held in this manner. All members are present this evening. The public will be able to 
view the meeting through the Zoom application and be given the opportunity to speak 
during the public comment period for each application by pressing the icon to speak or 
*9 on their phone. 

Approval of Minutes- February 24. 2020 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to approve the minutes of the 
February 24, 2020 regular meeting as submitted. All in favor. Motion carried. 

Approval of Minutes- April 27, 2020 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to approve the minutes of the April 27,2020 
regular meeting as submitted. All in favor. Motion carried. 

Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments: 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Artis Sr. Living 
153 White Plains Road 
Construction of a 64 Bed Alzheimer/Dementia Facility. 

Hebrew Congregation of N. Tarrytown and 
Tarrytown a/kla- Temple Beth Abraham 
25 Leroy Avenue 
Construction of a 4,895 +/- s.f. two-story addition with renovations to the existing 
building and other related site improvements. 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- Peter Bartolacci- 67 Miller Avenue 
Removal of a railroad tie wall and construction of retaining walls and landscaping of rear 
yard. 

Mr. Pennella reported that they received information back from Fusion Engineering on 
behalf of the applicant in response to the Hahn Engineering Report on May 14, 2020 
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CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING-LEXINGTON 202 GROUP LLC-29 S DEPOT PLAZA 
Re-referral by Board of Trustees for review and recommendation of a petition for zone 
change to allow for 88 residential units above a self-storage facility with parking. 

Dr. Friedlander asked Counsel Zalantis about the proposed zoning text. Counsel 
Zalantis said there is a proposal for 88 units but the zoning application itself is to allow 
the mixed use development in this zone and there is text that the applicant has provided 
to us. Chairman Friedlander would like to review the zoning text. Counsel Zalantis 
agreed. 

Mr. Galvin said that the SEQRA process includes the zoning petition and the site plan. 

Linda Whitehead, partner with the law firm of McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt, 
appeared before the Board representing Lexington 202 Group and Collins Enterprises 
with respect to the property located at 29 South Depot Plaza. Dave Smith is also 
present. Her client is not here, but may be listening in. She referenced some bullet 
point comments that were submitted yesterday to the Board following up on the Board 
site visit and the items that this Board raised at their May 141

h work session. She 
acknowledged that the village has retained a consultant to review the materials that they 
have submitted. With regard to the zoning text, they are asking that the density be 
included in this text; it was not included in the original draft text. The Board had asked 
them to include units per acre to allow the 88 units. They will work on the draft zoning 
text and get it back to the Board before the next work session. 

There was some discussion about the other parcel down the road. Her client is the 
owner of this one parcel and they do not control that parcel. The owners of that parcel 
are upgrading and she does not think they have any intention of going anywhere 
anytime soon. What they are proposing is to re-develop this underutilized, vacant land 
into a TOO that really lines up with the Village's Comprehensive Plan as well as the 
County's. They are proposing 9 affordable rental units with the remainder at market 
rate, which is very different that other housing that exists in this village. It will fill a niche 
that is missing in the village and is appropriate for a Transit Oriented Development. 

With regard to putting the parking under the building, this is not something that her 
clients are willing to consider. It actually doesn't work because the foundation is four 
feet above grade and you can't access it, but aside from that point, it is just not part of 
the proposal. To be blunt and honest, Ms. Whitehead said if the Board pushes them to 
that, she thinks that her client will just go ahead and build the approved self-storage 
facility. It is not meant to be a threat, it is just a fact. They also do not want the village 
consultant's to spend any time or money looking into this option because it is not an 
option that they will consider. 

With regard to the MTA parking, the MTA are very supportive of this project and TOO 
projects in general. They have created a whole new division to focus on these types of 
projects at the train stations in the area. They are working on a draft for a long term 
lease for the use of the parking lot with the MTA which includes improvements in both 
parking lots and upgrades to be done at her client's expense. She is hoping that the 
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Board will set a parking ratio to be included in the text amendment (which the village 
consultant just retained may be working on). She advised that having a lease in place 
with the MTA would be required before they could get site plan approval. At this point, 
they are asking for a recommendation to the BOT for the text amendment through a 
SEQRA process. Assuming that the BOT approves this amendment, they would then 
return for site plan approval. This Board would not approve this site plan project without 
this long term lease in place. 

They have also provided an updated schedule showing that the FAR and DENSITY are 
consistent with other developments in the area with respect to height. At the request of 
the BOT, the height has been limited to 60 feet and they have been referred back to this 
Board. 

With regard to the character of the neighborhood, there are two-1 0 story buildings in the 
immediate area so this building would not be out of character for this area. They think it 
will add something new to the architectural integrity of this area with the mix of the 
heights. 

With regard to the truck traffic that members were concerned about when they visited 
the site, they did a count on Tuesday, and there were 17 trucks, which is 2 trucks per 
hour. They understand that Monday and Tuesday are the busiest days and, since 
Monday was a holiday, it may have made this Tuesday even busier. These trucks are 
also trespassing onto MTA property and they are working to stop this. The road will be 
made wider and will allow things to move more smoothly. They will also be installing 
pedestrian crosswalks and other types of traffic calming safety features to manage the 
use by the trucks and pedestrians. 

This is a changing area and this is what the village wanted. They can't change it all at 
once since they don't control the other property. The area is moving from industrial to 
residential and this is the first step. They will be adding pedestrian amenities, the plaza, 
sidewalks, the access to the platform, and improving parking with landscaping and 
lighting. 

They would like the opportunity to discuss things with the village consultant. They think 
it would be helpful to them and ultimately to the Board. It is her understanding that the 
Board should have a consultant's report by the next work session. They want to make 
sure the process keeps moving and would like to know if there is any other information 
that they can provide to the Board to help them through the SEQRA process so that the 
Board can make a determination and recommendation to the Board of Trustees. 

Dr. Friedlander asked the Board members to comment or ask questions. 

Ms. Raiselis asked Ms. Whitehead how the Board can approve a zoning change for 88 
units with this density, without an MTA parking agreement in hand. 

Ms. Whitehead said that the zoning text would include a requirement that, for the project 
to move forward, it would have to provide a parking ratio of whatever is determined, and 
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that parking ratio would have to be met. If they can't meet that ratio, then they would 
not be able to move forward with the project. They believe that they will have an MTA 
agreement in place before site plan approval. 

Ms. Raiselis said you are asking for that density and if you can't provide for that density 
why is the Board recommending this zoning. The project could be less dense and there 
is some parking. She feels that they are putting the chicken before the egg. 

Ms. Whitehead said that the zoning sets the parking requirement and they would need 
this parking for any project. Providing the parking will be a site plan issue. The zoning, 
if adopted, does not give her client the right to build. They will need site plan approval 
and, if they can't provide the parking, there will be no project, even though they have 
gone through the process of getting the zoning adopted. 

Mr. Aukland feels that the MTA needs to come through on the parking agreement. 

Mr. Tedesco understands Ms. Whitehead's comments and if they can't provide for the 
parking, then they would have to reduce the number of units. He agrees with Mr. 
Aukland and hopes that the MTA comes through. 

Mr. Birgy thinks that they are putting the cart before the horse. It seems like a lot of 
wheels are spinning. The applicant has responded to some concerns but what 
concerns him the most is that they are locked into the foundation and footprint issue. 
The village is offering a lot and he does not feel that there is reciprocity. They seem to 
be hitting a number of walls here with things that the developer is not willing to do or 
cannot do. He feels that the MTA parking should be solved before they move forward 
and that there needs to be an understanding of how they are going to move forward. 

Dr. Friedlander asked Ms. Whitehead about the issue of density and parking and traffic 
and wanted to know what they could build as of right with a 1 to 1 ratio, under current 
conditions with the MTA parking. Ms. Whitehead said that the area is not zoned for 
residential. 

Dr. Friedlander asked about the setbacks in the zoning text. Ms. Whitehead said that 
there are only side yards since there is an existing building. Dr. Friedlander would like 
to review the zoning text with regard to setbacks at the work session. 

Dr. Friedlander asked Ms. Whitehead how much parking they could provide around the 
building without the MT A parking. Ms. Whitehead said she does not have that number 
right now but they would have to lose the plaza which everyone wants and there would 
not be enough units to make the project feasible. The project cannot happen without the 
MTA lot. 

Dr. Friedlander said the Board would like an analysis to demonstrate the number of 
units to make it viable. The original plan was for one floor of storage and two floors of 
residential and now they are at 88 units. There is an undercurrent of an assumption 
that says they need more units to make the more feasible but there has never been an 
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economic or financial analysis to demonstrate that this is number that you need to make 
the project viable. He would like to see the evidence to justify what they are requiring. 

Ms. Whitehead said that the original plan with the 2 floors of residential still relied on the 
MTA for parking. They could have provided about 15 spaces in that plan. 

Dr. Friedlander asked about providing parking on both sides of the road. Ms. 
Whitehead said that they cannot narrow the road and they always anticipated using the 
MTA lot for parking. It is just a fact. They will look into it. 

Dr. Friedlander asked about providing parking on lot 37. Ms. Whitehead said that there 
was a discussion for the future use of the property but about 10 or so cars could fit on 
that lot. Dr. Friedlander said he understands what the village wants with regard to the 
comp plan, but they want also want parking for the residents, so if you need more 
spaces, this lot is another alternative to think about. He is trying to think how many 
units they can get without going to the MTA. 

Ms. Whitehead said that they want to go to the MTA and feel it will be a benefit to the 
village to improve the parking lot, and if they don't get an agreement, their client will 
build the approved self-storage facility. For her client to make the residential work, as he 
believes the village wants, he needs the parking, and that is why from day one, when 
residential was considered, he reached out to the MTA. 

Dr. Friedlander asked Ms. Whitehead to provide information to the Board with regard to 
how many units are needed to make this a viable project. 

Ms. Whitehead said she will speak with her client about this but wanted to point out the 
village comprehensive plan calls for this area to have a greater density. This isn't just 
about financial feasibility, this is an area where you want to be adding density. 

Dr. Friedlander said we are obviously adding density. The question is how much 
density do they need. We want to know if it is too much density and, how much is too 
much. 

Mr. Tedesco commented that if the MTA does not provide enough parking for the 88 
units, the applicant would have to consider reducing the density to provide the 
necessary parking so the applicant must be thinking along the lines of how much 
density reduction is possible to make the project viable. He thinks that this kind of 
density reduction information would be helpful to the Board. 

Ms. Whitehead said her client is in discussions with the MTA and will spend significant 
money to improve the lots. The MTA is very supportive of the density. She will try to get 
this information to the Board. 

Dr. Friedlander feels it is misleading to say that there is a public benefit to improve the 
parking lot. He wants to know what are the benefits to the village other than the fact 
that there will be more residential units close to the train station. They have to justify 
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density issue in terms of the parking ratio and the traffic and what other benefits the 
village gets and he looks forward to continuing the conversation. He asked if other 
Board Members had any more comments. 

Ms. Raiselis commented on the ramp accessibility to the residents. If this ramp 
connects to the Franklin Courts and Towers to the train station in a public and lovely 
way, that could benefit more than just the residents who live there. 

Ms. Whitehead said they are looking into making a walking connection from Franklin 
Courts to access the platform through the plaza rather than having to walk around which 
will be a benefit to the village by making the area more pleasant to the Franklin Court 
residents. 

Ms. Raiselis said, in terms of general benefit, the elimination of the barrier between 
Franklin courts and the lot will make the whole area beautifu I and is welcomed. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone in the audience would like to speak. 

Mr. Ringel advised that no one in the audience is raising their hand. 

Ms. Whitehead asked if they can go ahead and speak with the village consultant directly 
or is that something that the Board is not willing to consider. Dr. Friedlander is not sure 
that this is a desirable procedure unless maybe if it was done at a work session. 
Counsel Zalantis said that the way the staff suggested was that any dialogue go through 
the staff and if applicant needs to speak with consultant, it should go through the staff. 
Dr. Friedlander agreed. 

Mr. Aukland would not want the Board to be a bottleneck so he would be open to a joint 
review if that is desirable. 

Counsel Zalantis said at this point we are waiting for the consultant to weigh in so she is 
not sure what discussions need to occur between the applicant and the consultant. The 
consultant will make a report to the Planning Board. 

Dr. Friedlander agreed and said we have to hear from our consultant first and if we 
need to have them talk to you, we will instruct them to do that. 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing. All in 
favor. Motion carried. 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- 17 Washington Hill LLC - 15 and 17 N. 
Washington Street 

Linda Whitehead, partner with the law firm of McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt, 
appeared before the Board for the properties located at 15 N. Washington Street and 17 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
June 22, 2020 7 pm 

PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Raiselis, Tedesco, 
Alternate Member Lawrence, Counsel Zalantis, Village Engineer Pennella, 
Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

ABSENT: All Present 

***This meeting is being held via Zoom videoconference in accordance with the 
Governor's Executive Order issued in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic that 
authorizes public meetings to be held in this manner. All members are present this 
evening. The public will be able to view the meeting through the Zoom application and 
be given the opportunity to speak during the public comment period for each application 
by pressing the icon to speak or *9 on their phone.*** 

Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:03 p.m. 

Approval of Minutes May 27, 2020 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to approve the minutes of the 
May 27, 2020 regular meeting as submitted. All in favor. Motion carried: 5-0 

Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournment: 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Theodora Pouloutides 
59 N. Washington Street 
Approval to permit 51h dwelling unit in the basement. 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- Peter Bartolacci 67 Miller Avenue 
Removal of a railroad tie wall, construction of retaining walls, and landscaping of rear 
yard. 

Mr. Birgy recused himself from this application. Mr. Ringel removed him as a panelist 
during the discussion. 

Mr. Pennella confirmed that they have not received the revised plans in response to the 
June 5, 2020 plan review from Hahn Engineering. 

Dr. Friedlander noted for the record a letter received on June 19, 2020 from Kristen 
Wilson, Attorney with the law firm of Blanchard & Wilson, on behalf of Geraldine 
Baldwin, which will become part of the record, attached as "Exhibit A". Each of the 
Board Members should be in receipt of this letter. Dr. Friedlander said that the Board 
will hold off on making any comments until we receive the material from the applicant. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if staff or anyone in the public would like to speak. 
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As far as the pond goes, that portion of the site is north facing and sits lower than the 
balance of the site and will not receive the amount of sun to add a large solar array 
there. He will look into this further. Mr. Walsh said they will also provide the roof plan. 

Ms. Raiselis noticed the sidewalk from 119 to the facility and thanked the applicant for 
this addition. 

Mr. Walsh said most of the sidewalk is on the Silverman property. This will be 
discussed in detail with Mr. Silverman. Rich Williams said there are some logistic 
issues which need to be addressed so they are unable to build a straight sidewalk, but 
they are working through it. 

Mr. Tedesco appreciates that the applicant is doing a diligent job with this application. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone in the public would like to speak. 

Mr. Ringel advised that there is no one in the audience raising their hand. 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing. 

Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote: 
Mr. Aukland: Yes 
Ms. Raiselis: Yes 
Mr. Tedesco: Yes 
Mr. Birgy: Yes 
Dr. Friedlander: Yes 
Motion carried: 5-0 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING-LEXINGTON 202 GROUP LLC-29 S DEPOT PLAZA 
Re-referral by Board of Trustees for review and recommendation of a petition for zone 
change to allow for 88 residential units above a self-storage facility with parking. 

Dr. Friedlander asked Mr. Galvin for an update. Mr. Galvin said he has received a letter 
today from Mark Mannix of the Metro North Railroad saying that they are in discussion 
with the applicant to provide parking for the proposed project and are reviewing the 
lease agreements. 

Ms. Whitehead said since the last meeting, they have received the village consultant's 
report from Chazen. They were pleased that, in general, it seemed to be supportive of 
the project with regard to the 1 to 1 parking ratio and the density. The report also cited 
the village and county documents that support this use at this location. They have 
submitted a letter to the Board last week with an updated fiscal analysis and response 
to questions raised in the Chazen Report. They would like to have a productive 
discussion regarding the zoning text and other items the Board feels that they need to in 
order to provide a SEQRA determination. They are not at site plan at this point. They 
are working with the existing building and it meets the setbacks and building coverage 
that is required in the underlying 10 zone. This was all looked at when they subdivided 
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the property. They are proposing that the underlying ID provisions remain in effect 
except where they have specifically modified them in connection with the mixed use 
proposal. They have made an exception for the building and the rear yard setback 
which has existed for over 50 years. It is approximately 20 feet from the closest point to 
the platform and about 35 feet at the closest point from the tracks. It has been there for 
a long time so they don't see an issue with it. That is why they have proposed that the 
setback can remain as it exists for the existing building. Setbacks are generally there 
to protect neighboring properties and provide for light and air to the neighboring 
properties. There is no neighbor in this instance. They are also proposing to add a FAR 
requirement for the residential development and also a density requirement as well as 
the specific parking requirement. They are happy to discuss any additional items that 
the Board would like included in the zoning text. She noted that Ms. Raiselis indicated 
that she would like to incorporate some of the SAO conditions and they would like to 
have a discussion. They have updated the parking plan which was submitted which 
increases the number of parking spaces that do not need to be shared with the MTA. 
They are now showing 93 spaces, which exceed the one to one ratio. She noted that 
the two spaces for the self-storage at the south end of the building are separate and 
were never included in this count. In addition, the width of the spaces is 8.5 feet. She 
would encourage the Board to ask Chazen about this since this is something that is 
common today. The average car size is 6 feet wide, with many cars less. The large 
SUV's are about 6.5 feet wide. So, in general, the 8.5-foot space works with larger 
vehicles, especially when it is not transient parking and the cars are there for an 
extended period of time. This size is common and it is not unusual to have this 
reduction. The MTA has also advised that they use a standard 8.5-foot space which is 
where this came from. The parallel spaces will remain at 9 feet in width along the 
roadway. She would be happy to discuss this further with the Board. 

Ms. Whitehead feels that this project brings a lot of benefits and improvements to the 
village. It converts an underutilized, unattractive industrial property, into an attractive 
mixed-use new building which will attract residents to the station area, which was one of 
the goals included in the village's comp plan. In addition, the they will be improving the 
function and appearance of the poorly maintained MTA parking lots which will make the 
area look entirely different. The addition of the new plaza will also provide ADA access 
to the railroad platform. Finally, there will be a significant economic benefit, an increase 
in tax revenues to the village, county, town and school district. The total increase for 
the different jurisdictions is close to $500,000. 

Ms. Whitehead said she would like their most recent submission sent to Chazen 
because they think it will help address some of the issues they raised in the report. 
They also think it would be helpful to be able to participate in the Board's next work 
session to answer any questions. They do have their team with them tonight and are 
happy to answer any questions. 

Mr. Tedesco asked Ms. Whitehead about possible consideration of alternate parking 
area alternatives cited in the Chazen Report. He understands that parking under the 
building is not being considered, but asked about the possible use of Lot 37 if they 
cannot get the parking agreement with the MTA. 
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Ms. Whitehead said that her client is confident that the agreement will work out with the 
MTA. The MTA is very supportive of this project. That is a decision that her client will 
have to make. Lot 37 is not big enough to accommodate enough parking which would 
require a structure. They do not have an answer to this question at this time since they 
are hopeful that they will have a deal with the MTA. 

Mr. Collins said the maximum number of spaces that could fit in this lot is about 20 cars. 

Dr. Friedlander asked how many spaces could fit it was a 3 story structure. 

Mr. Collins agreed to about 60 but said there would be a need for a lot of ramp and he 
does not feel it would be efficient. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if there has been any discussion about the MTA building a 
structure with the applicant. Ms. Whitehead said structured parking is very expensive 
and the MTA is not interested in this. This is their employee parking lot. It is not a 
location where they are looking to accommodate additional public parking. They have 
tried to provide enough parking without having to build a structure and they believe they 
have a plan that does that. 

Dr. Friedlander said if more of the parking could go on the east, we would have less 
cars going over the bridge. Maybe a combined Village/MTA plan to enlarge the parking 
could be a beneficial solution in general for the station area. 

Ms. Whitehead said those discussions were never held. If the village and the MTA 
would like to pursue that, it is fine. Her client is not trying to build structure parking at 
this point unless there was some cost sharing benefit. Structure parking is very costly. 

Dr. Friedlander said the applicant has successfully built parking under his buildings at 
other sites. He is just asking them to look into it. It may be able to help all of the parties. 
To say that the applicant is not interested in structure parking is difficult to accept since 
most buildings in these types of areas, close to the downtown train stations, have 
structure parking. 

Ms. Raiselis said she does not agree with that statement. Dr. Friedlander made 
reference to the applicant's New Rochelle development. Ms. Raiselis said that New 
Rochelle is a big city with a much larger population than Tarrytown. 

Dr. Friedlander said it is a TOO so then we can come back to the density issue. We 
don't have 88 units on a small parcel of land. The question is can we find a way to 
provide parking for the development, the MTA and the village? This question should be 
addressed by every applicant that comes in front of us. 

Ms. Whitehead said the units in New Rochelle are far more dense than 88 units. The 
88 units are similar to other small villages. This is the first time she has heard about 
structured parking and she is not sure if the village's comp plan talked about structured 
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parking. They have provided a 1 to 1 ratio and whatever ratio is determined, they will 
have to find a way to provide for the parking, whether it is structured or at grade, they 
will have to find a way. This is the first she has heard about this idea and honestly, she 
does not think that either of the entities at this time are looking to spend money on 
structured parking. She would be happy to have that discussion with the village and 
the MTA come to them. 

Dr. Friedlander said it is not the first time they have heard about this because they have 
asked them to consider parking under the building. Ms. Whitehead said parking under 
the building is different from structured parking. Dr. Friedlander said it is somewhat 
different but it is still providing for parking on site. 

Ms. Whitehead said in this particular case, this is not our proposal. The first floor slab is 
4 feet above grade and you can't even get up to it for parking. 

Dr. Friedlander said he has heard this already and he has also heard that they will not 
do anything less than 88 units. You said that's our project, take it or leave it and you'll 
go back to the self-storage. Now this Board has to decide whether it is a worthwhile 
project for the village. It is either 88 units with parking at MTA property, or the storage 
facility. He is just trying to make it better. Dr. Friedlander said he is reluctant to use the 
ID zone setbacks for residential property. It is not appropriate for a residential property. 
This is a different use. When it is housing for residents and self-storage, it should 
conform to setbacks that are appropriate. He would like to know whether or not the 
square footage could be in a different configuration other than using the foundation. 

Ms. Whitehead said what is not possible is taking the building down, the foundation 
down, and starting from scratch. Economically, it does not work. The project is 
proposed using the existing foundation and the existing setbacks. She asked Dr. 
Friedlander what his basis was for saying that the setbacks are not appropriate. 

Dr. Friedlander would like to see more landscaping around the building and would like 
more distance from the building to the end of the property to provide landscaping on the 
sidewalk. He asked if there is the ability to have a sidewalk. Ms. Whitehead said they 
have the sidewalk along the road that is 5 feet wide and the plaza at the north end. 

Dr. Friedlander said there are trucks coming down; a sidewalk with 5 feet is not big 
enough for the large trucks. Also, he would like planting space of 5 feet to 8 feet so 
maybe you can decrease the building mass. You can't do it along the sidewalk. Maybe 
the building should not be as wide. Ms. Whitehead said they are keeping the foundation. 
Mr. Collins said the foundation is 80 feet wide x 300. They can add landscaping 
wherever you want and will show that in detail when they get to site plan approval. Mr. 
Collins said it was a good idea. 

Ms. Whitehead said we are not at site plan level; they are looking at the zoning 
amendment. Dr. Friedlander said yes and the zoning text does not show any 
consideration of what the village may want and he is just trying to find ways to make it 
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better. There have been many proposals and we keep going up in units. He wants a 
way to make it better for the village. 

Ms. Whitehead said she has gone through the benefits that this project will provide to 
the village and is supported by the comprehensive plan. She said they are improving 
the entire area and providing a significant economic benefit to the village which is one of 
the reasons why the village's camp plan looked for this type of use. 

Dr. Friedlander said he is not against this type of use. He wants to find the type of use 
that is appropriate in terms of dimension, size and density. He does not feel that there 
is any give from the applicant in terms of density, coverage or the setbacks. They just 
picked a number so can I ask you why 88 is good, instead of 100 units. Ms. Whitehead 
said the village consultant, Chazen, has supported the density and said it is appropriate. 

Ms. Whitehead said that the upper floors will be set in so they are not as big as the 
foundation. The setback is measured to the foundation which is four feet above grade. 
They are not moving the foundation. They are trying to give the village what they have 
indicated they would like to see at this location. 

Dr. Friedlander asked about the density issue. Ms. Whitehead said this is the number 
that her client is proposing which they think is appropriate and would make the project 
work. Dr. Friedlander asked what the word appropriate means. He asked if 100 units is 
better than 88. 

Mr. Collins said they take the TOO location and try to maximize the density and the 
affordable housing because it has been identified as a growth district by the county. 
They are doing what has been done in a lot of locations in the county. It is an 
expensive property. They need the density to do that. They are limited by the 60 feet 
height and the Planning Board has brought up a number of items that they have 
incorporated into the plan such as the retail component, and the road alignment. He 
would be happy to be able to sit down with Mr. Galvin or perhaps have a work session 
with the Board to go through these issues to make it better. 

Ms. Whitehead said on the density issue, they are working with 60-foot height that the 
village Board has set. The number of floors relates to the construction type. So, in 
working with that height and the number of stories and the unit mix that the village 
wants, 88 is what fits and works. 

Paul Birgy said there is general support and interest in the project, but it is extraordinary 
to say that you are working with the building foundation. It is unique to say that this is 
the only option. From day one, you said that you have to use this foundation. He finds 
this unprecedented. We are not talking about a re-use or a re-purpose. It is a 
warehouse that will be renovated. In all his years, he has never heard of this. It limits 
the village's ability to make a special project there. It sounds like a great way to get a 
large footprint on a small piece of property. It is a sticking point for him. He feels they 
have been given 88 units and are asking for a lot. 
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Ms. Whitehead said that her client has not been given anything. From both an 
economic and environmental standpoint, it is better to keep the existing foundation. It 
would be extremely expensive to tear up the entire foundation and building a new 
foundation. From an environmental standpoint, it is a re-use of the foundation. The 
energy costs alone to tear out and pour new concrete would be substantial, so from an 
environmental perspective, it is a beneficial re-use. In terms of the size, the new first 
floor is using the full foundation; the residential units above will step in a bit. They have 
given the residential some setbacks. Environmentally, using the existing foundation is a 
beneficial re-use. 

Dr. Friedlander asked Mr. Collins if the residential width is 60 feet, is there 20 feet 
available along the eastern side of the of the property? Mr. Collins said there is a 
setback on the western side of 15 feet and there is a setback of 5 feet on the eastern 
side above the first level. The first level is the 23,000 s.f. self-storage, which is bearing 
on the foundation. The new foundation that will be supporting the 88 units above that 
will be driven deep piles and supported on the inside of that existing foundation. He 
would like the opportunity to meet with any of the Board members to explain this since it 
is complex. There are also some other issues that make this site very difficult to 
develop unless they use the existing foundation. 

Dr. Friedlander said, let's say they convince us to use the foundation, it is not clear to 
him why they can't have a sidewalk and a place for the residents with a planting area on 
that foundation. Why can't they do that? Mr. Collins said it is because it is one level up. 
It would be 15 or 20 feet off the existing grade. 

Ms. Raiselis is saying that Dr. Friedlander would like setback at grade and use that as 
sidewalk. So, instead of having any setback, make it completely flush from 20 feet in. 
Mr. Collins asked if they are suggesting that they demolish some of the foundation. 

Dr. Friedlander said it would be a raised sidewalk that runs along the building. Dr. 
Friedlander wants something different. Mr. Collins asked how we should do this. We 
will be happy to sit down with you in the site plan process and work out the details. He 
does not know how to manage these requests. This is a new request. 

Dr. Friedlander said you have approached this as a zoning amendment change. He 
wants the setbacks to be changed in the zoning. Put the building back and make a 
raised sidewalk with plantings. It is a creative way of handling setbacks. There is no 
density proposed. 

Ms. Whitehead said there is density, and your idea of leaving the foundation, the 
foundation is the coverage. So, that is not going to change. They have complied with 
the zoning coverage for the ID District. Dr. Friedlander said this is no longer an ID 
district. Dr. Friedlander said this is not allowed in the ID district. Ms. Whitehead said it 
is a proposed change in the zoning for the ID district. They are proposing to amend the 
zoning to add a TOO as a proposed use in the ID district providing that certain 
conditions are met. 
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Dr. Friedlander said we have to agree to this text and we may want to recommend 
things that are different which is what we have been trying to do. He just proposed 
something again and the applicant is resisting it. 

Mr. Collins said we are not resisting anything. We just need an avenue for dialogue so 
that the Board can tell us what it is you are looking for. He thinks there is some merit to 
what the Chair is saying. As a developer, he would like to concentrate on the Plaza. If 
he can sit down and have a meaningful work session, he is happy to explore the 
concepts. He is asking for an avenue to make this work and how to respond to include 
Mr. Birgy's concerns. 

Dr. Friedlander said they want a project, just a better mixed use project of what is being 
proposed. Mr. Collins does not understand what you mean by the setback proposal. 

Mr. Galvin said you should speak with Board in a work session. 

Ms. Raise lis thinks there should be a special work session for this project. She has 
some issues that she would like to add to the zoning text. This may not be the place to 
redesign the building and she does not think it should be redesigned. A parking 
structure would be an incredible economic injustice for that neighborhood and she can't 
sign onto that idea. She would like to work with the applicant to get a minimum amount 
of parking and work with the Chair on what he thinks is insufficient. She thinks having 
this discussion now is not productive. 

Mr. Tedesco agrees that a special work session devoted to this application may help us 
to get though the issues raised this evening. 

Mr. Aukland noted the Chair's concerns and said that what is proposed is in sync with 
the intent of the comprehensive plan and he is not sure it needs a whole lot of change 
from what they have seen. He does not want the applicant to go away with the idea that 
the whole Board is fully against what is being proposed because that is not the case. 
Ms. Whitehead thanked Mr. Aukland. 

Counsel Zalantis said that we will need to work with Liz and Ms. Whitehead to set a time 
for a special work session. Dr. Friedlander said if we want to make it productive, we 
should have each Board member come in with their ideas for the zone change so that 
the applicant has some guidance before the special work session. He suggested 
having this discussion at the regular staff meeting to gather the Board's comments. Ms. 
Whitehead said it would be helpful to get the comments ahead of time so they have time 
to respond. 

Dr. Friedlander said the Board will need time to discuss their ideas to see which ones 
are acceptable to all and come to some sort of consensus or direction which will be 
done at the work session and then we will schedule the work session with the applicant. 

Ms. Raise lis said doing this at a regular work session is not enough time. We have a full 
schedule. 
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Mr. Aukland said we can do a session first and then have a special work session with 
the applicant. This seems likely to be more productive than trying to squeeze it into the 
next scheduled vote session. 

Mr. Collins asked if it would be okay if they could provide information on the issues 
raised tonight, just to get a head start. Ms. Raiselis said she does not think there is a 
consensus yet, but it could not hurt. He also asked if the Board could respond to the 
zoning text and bring up any SEQRA issues that need to be addressed, they could 
respond at the same time. 

Ms. Whitehead said that they do not want to get into details of the site plan, rather they 
just want to focus on the zoning text and any other information needed so that the 
Board can feel comfortable in making a SEQRA determination. 

Mr. Birgy feels that the foundation should not restrict the actual footprint of the building. 

Mr. Collins said the existing footprint is a structure that is substantial. He will put this in 
writing for the Board. Mr. Birgy said if we were talking about the size of the existing 
foundation, are we talking about moving something back. The walls of the building are 
300 x 80 on the first floor. Mr. Birgy said with regard to view shed, they are creating a 
300 foot long monolithic structure. No one is trying to redesign the building but he does 
not want to see something 60 feet tall by 280 feet long along the river. They spent a lot 
of time on a neighboring project. He would like view sheds addressed. There is a 
property to the east that is concerning. This all goes back to using the existing 
foundation as a primary driver of the design of a project which is a haphazard way of 
designing something. From day one, this has been a concern. It does not feel right to 
him. 

Mr. Collins said he has this answer to these questions and is asking for time to discuss 
them. Ms. Whitehead said we have provided view sheds to this Board along with 
elevations. They will provide this material again. A panoramic view will be re-sent from 
the northeast to the west to the southeast. Mr. Birgy does not recall seeing this and 
apologizes. Mr. Collins shares concerns about monolithic structures and using existing 
foundations but there are good reasons for this. He would like to have the opportunity 
to meet to discuss the issues. 

Mr. Birgy said we do not want to redesign the building, we would like parameters that 
everyone can live with. Mr. Collins their goal is to build consensus. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if anyone in the public would like to comment. 

Mr. Ringel said that no one is raising their hand. The Board agreed to schedule a 
special work session. Ms. Whitehead thanked the Board. 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing. All in 
favor. Motion carried: 5-0 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Special Work Session- 29 South Depot Plaza Application 
July 21, 2020   6:00 pm     
 
PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Raiselis, Alternate 

Member Lawrence, Counsel Zalantis, Village Engineer Pennella, Village 
Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:  Member Tedesco 
 
***This meeting is being held via Zoom Videoconference in accordance with the 
Governor’s Executive Order issued in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic that 
authorizes public meetings to be held in this manner.   The applicant for this application 
will be given the opportunity to speak. The public will be able to view the meeting through 
the Zoom application and are invited to join in and listen. ***     
 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 6:00 p.m.  
 
 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING–LEXINGTON 202 GROUP LLC-29 S DEPOT PLAZA 

 
Dr. Friedlander opened the meeting and thanked staff for coordinating a special meeting 
and the applicant for their patience during this process.  Special work sessions are not 
customary, but the Board felt it was necessary in order to move forward with a mixed use 
development at 29 S. Depot Plaza, consistent with the goals of the comprehensive plan 
and the Station Area Zoning.  He welcomed Art Collins, Principal with Collins Enterprises, 
LLC, whom he feels will make the project more interesting, in terms of development.  
 
In the interest of time and efficiency, Dr. Friedlander would like applicant to present and 
respond to the issues and written comments which were forwarded to the applicant and 
discussed at the July 16, 2020 staff meeting, and then have the Board members ask 
questions.  
 
Linda Whitehead, the project attorney, advised that she will be the main speaker and, if 
her team needs to chime in to answer questions, they will.   
 
Dr. Friedlander would like to start with the parking requirements since the majority of the 
members have addressed concern about the permanency of the parking. He asked Ms. 
Whitehead to comment.  
 
Ms. Whitehead said that she was prepared to go through the written comments that were 
received after the July 16, 2020 Planning Board staff meeting. They listened at this 
meeting and have been listening and have tried to respond to all of the comments of this 
Board.  She referred to her letter of July 10, 2020, in which responded to a number of 
these items in detail.  They are concerned that they have provided information and the 
comment has come up again, but they are happy to address these things, which she 
hopes will be useful in the Board’s SEQRA review.  She noted that the Planning Board 
has retained a consultant at her client’s expense who has reviewed several issues.  They 
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agree with Ms. Raiselis’ recommendation that they should focus on the zoning text this 
evening, which includes the parking requirements, so that the Board can work toward 
making a recommendation for the zoning text to the Board of Trustees.   
 
With regard to the parking, Ms. Whitehead agrees that the parking agreement should be 
a long-term agreement. The village code already provides for off-site parking where there 
is an easement in place or some sort of agreement, satisfactory to the village attorney.  
They will need this type of agreement since no lender will finance this project if there is 
no parking, so they have no problem with the permanency. Mr. Collins said they are 
negotiating a long term lease.  Dr. Friedlander said he had a conversation with Metro 
North and he was told that they could break their lease at their discretion.  Mr. Collins 
said they have made a proposal to the MTA to address this condition because it is not a 
financial clause that they can accept.   They have suggested language be included that 
Metro North can only take away parking for transportation reasons and that they would 
have to replace the parking that they take away with another parking arrangement.  He 
noted that the MTA does have plenty of land in and around Tarrytown, even across the 
tracks, that could be used as a replacement. Dr. Friedlander suggested that, because the 
village has to sign off on the agreement, in terms of satisfying a parking solution, it would 
be in the applicant’s interest to inform this Board of the wording in this agreement to see 
if it is satisfactory to the Planning Board and the Board of Trustees.  It is important to have 
the parking in place in order for the development to succeed.  If the applicant can arrange 
it, great, but if they can’t, then that would reflect on what is possible on the site or what 
other alternatives are acceptable.  
 
Mr. Collins agreed and asked who they should be speaking with to get the village’s 
viewpoint on this matter.  Ms. Whitehead said the text should include that the parking has 
to be provided in some type of long-term solution and if they do not get the agreement 
that satisfies the zoning text, then they do not have a project.  They are having an ongoing 
discussion with the MTA with the language and the MTA agreement needs to be worked 
out, not just for the village, but for her client as well.   
 
Mr. Birgy is concerned about the replacement parking alternative that the client is 
discussing with MTA.  He feels it will create other parking problems in the village and that 
residents of the building should have parking in the immediate vicinity.  He does not think 
the MTA parking agreement should be addressed in this manner.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked the applicant it they have offered to buy the lot from the MTA.   Mr. 
Collins said MTA is short on land.  Ms. Whitehead said the MTA needs land for parking 
and utilities and workspace all up and down their network and would probably not approve 
the sale of the property. She noted that they will be retaining a partial use of the property 
for their employee parking.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked about the possibility of a joint parking garage.  Mr. Collins said the 
MTA uses the lot for parking of oversize vehicles and storage which would not work with 
a garage.  Ms. Whitehead said they asked the MTA about that a long time ago.  Her client 
wants to improve the area and a parking garage is not that nice looking.  
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Dr. Friedlander feels that if there is an increase demand for parking, it would be useful for 
them to have a garage. This garage would be a benefit to the village, the applicant and 
the MTA. The fact that we are not considering this is puzzling. It also allows the developer, 
down the road, to use the garage if it were available.  A creative solution would be to get 
together to build a garage that would benefit everyone. There are no storage issues for 
MTA.  He is urging the applicant to assemble a creative process which would give them 
plenty of parking no matter what the parking ratio is.  He feels it should be looked into.  
Ms. Whitehead said it is her understanding that the village is not interested in sharing in 
a parking garage and no parties have expressed interest in financing a parking structure.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked the Board Members how they felt about this matter.   
 
Ms. Raiselis said we have talked about structure parking on the east side already and 
she feels it will be an economic injustice for the Franklin Court area residents. Design 
wise, it is just not a place for a parking lot since it would be a barrier for the Franklin Court 
area.  If you are talking about a small-scale garage next to the village hall, then that is a 
different matter. This feels like a diversion to her. No one has expressed an interest in a 
garage and we are hearing that the MTA is not interested. She is not supportive of this 
parking structure.  
 
Counsel Zalantis suggested that they include additional language in the text about 
permanency for the off- street parking which could be a way to address this concern. She 
referenced the current section of the code but feels that it could be cross-referenced with 
stronger language.  Ms. Whitehead agreed with Counsel Zalantis to work on this 
language.  
 
Mr. Birgy said replacing the parking somewhere else, if they take it away for transportation 
reasons, does not make sense to him.  If Metro north is not willing to provide for the 
parking, he feels they need to move on.   
 
Counsel Zalantis said the applicant will not be able to get site plan approval without an 
agreement with Metro North.     
 
Mr. Birgy would like a parking agreement in place before they proceed with the project. 
Again, he feels like they are putting the cart before the donkey and it does not make sense 
to him.   
 
Mr. Collins said he would love to figure out a way for a public partnership with the MTA. 
They are working with the TOD Department in the MTA who is working with many 
municipalities on these types of projects up and down the line.  They are dedicated and 
motivated to building projects around the train stations but one of the hurdles they are 
facing is their engineer’s concerns for sufficient storage of their equipment.  Mr. Collins 
said they would never have considered doing this project unless they knew MTA was 
incentivized to make it happen, which they are. 
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Mr. Birgy suggested that they approach the MTA and say the village is adamant that their 
property be tied to this project for the parking in order for it to move forward; if they have 
other property, let them use that for storage.  
 
Mr. Collins said the MTA does not have access unless they go over their property so there 
is leverage that they have. This is another reason why the MTA wants to negotiate with 
them.  Ms. Whitehead said their easement has limitations that they want to eliminate. In 
general, they are public authority, and it is a significant process to go through to purchase 
the property from them.  They will continue to push them, but they don’t move fast. 
 
Mr. Birgy said it seems to make a lot more sense to move forward once they get the 
parking.  Ms. Whitehead would like to move forward with the zoning text amendment.  
She said by the time they come back for site plan approval, the parking agreement could 
be in place.  If the zoning text amendment will require the agreement, they will have to 
provide for the parking and, if they are not able to get the parking, then the zoning could 
allow some other similar project on the property.  Mr. Birgy said without the parking, what 
kind of project could that be?  Ms. Raiselis said it would be a project that does not require 
so much parking.  Ms. Raiselis said it is the applicant’s risk.  She also wants to get the 
zoning text done, and if the applicant cannot satisfy the terms, then they don’t have a 
project.  Ms. Raiselis feels that this process is stalled at differentiating between what is 
site plan and what is the zoning text.  
 
Ms. Whitehead agreed and said we have spent so much time on site plan issues when 
we need to concentrate on the zoning text amendment.  
 
Mr. Birgy again said the applicant keeps saying that if they don’t get this, they will build 
the storage facility.  He feels they need to get the parking first. 
 
Mr. Aukland joined the meeting at 6:35 p.m.  
 
Counsel Zalantis said the basis of this work session was to talk about specific language 
of the text.  It would be helpful to see what the applicant can agree to and what works and 
what doesn’t work.  The bottom line is that there will be a permanent agreement clause 
in the text, in addition to the parking ratio, and if the applicant cannot meet the 
requirements, then the project cannot get approved.  Mr. Birgy said and they will be 
building the storage facility. He feels they are proceeding in the opposite way it should be 
done.  The project could move forward very quickly, once the parking is in place.  He finds 
the process troubling and he asked who else does.  
 
Ms. Whitehead said the zoning text has to be approved before you can go to site plan. 
The draft text is before you.  It was referred to the Planning Board by the Board of 
Trustees. They are trying to get the zoning text done. 
 
Mr. Birgy feels that they are not accomplishing anything without the parking and it is a 
waste of valuable time.    
 
Dr. Friedlander asked to see what the language is for the parking.  
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Ms. Whitehead said they are agreeing to add that a long-term parking agreement be in 
the text.    
 
Ms. Raiselis read her suggestion which was that parking should have permanent 
somewhere in there or some wording for a long term with allowances to be extended as 
the village requires.   
 
Ms. Whitehead said the proposed text currently reads that required parking can be 
provided on site or on an adjacent property that the applicant has an agreement for 
parking satisfactory to the village attorney.  They will add the concept of permanency to 
this as suggested.  
 
Dr. Friedlander said it sounds ambiguous, not well defined.  Ms. Raiselis asked how many 
years then and they will put it in?  Dr. Friedlander does not know yet, they need to figure 
out what long-term means.   Secondly, the ability of parking off-site is unclear.   He wants 
to make sure that the parking has to be on the owner’s property because most of the time, 
parking is required to be on an owner’s property.  
 
Ms. Whitehead said there are many properties in the village that apply this section of the  
code for off-site parking provided on an adjacent property.  The Board just approved an 
application she represented for 15-17 N. Washington Street which is residential.  Ms. 
Raiselis agreed that there are a number of properties.   Ms. Whitehead said that is why it 
is in the code. 
 
Dr. Friedlander said the parking should be attached like it is owned by the developer.  He 
asked how many years they are considering for a lease.  Mr. Collins said a 75-year term 
and they are trying to work this out.  
 
Dr. Friedlander said he is in the dark.  He would like the information. He wants to protect 
the residents who rent the space to have parking available to them. He doesn’t want 
residents calling him up saying that they could not find a parking space. It would be 
beneficial for the applicant to include the Planning Board in the loop, so they can help get 
it done. He has seen many public agencies say “no” until someone above them says 
“yes”. There is always a way to do it.  Land is there, financing is there, figure it out.  They 
wasted 6 months on this already.  
 
Counsel Zalantis suggested adding to the text, a long-term agreement of no less than 
whatever number of years that is not revocable or able to be terminated by the property 
owner on an adjacent property.    
 
Mr. Collins agreed and said that he will propose language to address these concerns. 
They are in agreement with the Board and will run it by MTA.  Ms. Whitehead also 
suggested having the replacement parking within a certain distance.  Ms. Raiselis 
suggested that in the case that in-kind parking must be traded, a minimum distance of x 
amount from 29 Depot Plaza will be required.  Mr. Collins will propose text for a distance. 
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He has done this a number of times.  Ms. Whitehead said they all agree in concept and 
will propose the text.  
 
Dr. Friedlander would like the applicant to run it by the Board before submitting the 
language.   Mr. Collins would like to know who is the representative of the village?  Dr. 
Friedlander said if it the language, then Counsel Zalantis should be the representative.  If 
it is the space or distance, then they should speak with Planner Bob Galvin.   Ms. 
Whitehead said or you can send the request to both of them.    
 
Ms. Whitehead said they are going to put a distance in. The replacement parking must 
be within x feet of the building.  They have to look at it and then propose the language. 
 
Counsel Zalantis said they will work on the language so let’s talk about the other issues.    
 
Parking Ratio   
Ms. Whitehead said the text currently provides for a 1:1 ratio.  The village consultant, 
Chazen, feels that 95:1 is sufficient. They are providing 93 spaces which is 1.05:1 
Ms. Whitehead said that the Board comments suggested a 1.25:1 ratio and she is not 
sure where that came ratio came from.  Ms. Raiselis said she proposed this ratio since it 
was higher than what was proposed.  She feels, however, that 1.25 is too much. She is 
comfortable with 1:05:1 
 
Ms. Whitehead would like to propose 1.05:1 since it is more than what the village 
consultant (Chazen) said would be sufficient.  They will waive the non-residential 
language but would like to use the shared parking analysis for the retail portion. They are 
providing spaces for the self-storage as well.  So, they are willing to go above what the 
village’s consultant said was sufficient.   
 
Dr. Friedlander said visitor parking was not included in the Chazen report. This location 
has zero on-street parking.  Most developments have on-street parking within a two-block 
radius.  Ms. Raiselis said there is a lot of parking freed up for visitors on the other side of 
the tracks.  Ms. Whitehead added that, in the evening, there are 30 spaces from the MTA 
lot that could also be used. There is also a metered lot next door that is not full during the 
evening and, during the day, some of the 93 spaces will be free to use. They submitted a 
chart to the Board which provides information for visitor parking. They would like to keep 
it to the 1.05:1, which is higher than what the consultant proposed.  She noted that their 
original proposal was 1:1  
 
Dr. Friedlander would like to move on since there is no consensus about this.  
 
Façade  
In response to Ms. Raiselis comment about the length of the building, Ms. Whitehead said 
once you divide the building into 2 you have to have duplicative services such as 2 
lobbies, 2 elevator shafts. It is not efficient. They have proposed to break up the facade 
with color and balcony and push things back and forward and break up the roof line.  They 
have not had the time to explore this in great detail since this was a comment they just 
heard for the first time at the July 16, 2020 staff meeting.  She showed examples of how 
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building can be broken up so it does not look like one long building.  Ms. Raiselis said it 
looks like Hudson Harbor.  Ms. Whitehead said they can’t limit the building to 150 feet, it 
is not efficient, requires more energy, more exterior walls.  They would like more flexibility 
to break up the façade rather than physically limiting the building to 150 feet.  They are 
not trying to make it look like Hudson Harbor, these were just examples, but they can’t 
limit the building length.  From a design standpoint and viewshed there is no one blocked 
by this viewshed.  They understand this concern but would like to break up façade through 
architecture.   
 
Dr. Friedlander said as a new project, it is the first stab, so they want to have some 
semblance of a viewshed.  Ms. Raiselis mentioned economic injustice and the applicant 
is proposing a 300 ft long 60-foot-high project.  Preserving the viewshed is important to 
him.  His point is that a new project should be as good as possible and provide viewshed. 
He does not think any of the Franklin Court residents came to any of these meetings.  Ms. 
Raiselis said that there were some residents that did come to the SAO workshops.   Ms. 
Lawrence said there is no question that Franklin Courts will be impacted with this building.  
 
Ms. Whitehead said she does not think they should be comparing this project to Hudson 
Harbor.  She showed the approved east elevation that was submitted to the Board last 
week.  It is a little higher than the approved self-storage but it is more attractive.  When 
the Planning Board approved that project, the issue of viewshed did not come up.  
 
Dr. Friedlander said this is not a fair representation.  This was an existing structure in an 
industrial zone.  Ms. Whitehead said the building was being rebuilt just like this proposal.    
 
Mr. Collins said he is trying to figure out what the Board wants and he knows they will be 
able to make it work.  They are coming up with suggestions on how to do this.  Dr. 
Friedlander said you just said they you can’t do the two buildings.  Mr. Collins said they 
would like to use the existing foundation for a number of reasons they have talked about.  
He wants to sit down, especially through site plan, and he is convinced that it will work.  
Ms. Whitehead said to have the 150-length provision in the zoning does not work for this 
property.  
 
Mr. Birgy asked why it would not work.  Ms. Whitehead said they would have to do 
duplicative services by splitting the buildings which would require 2 lobbies, 2 sets of 
elevators, more energy.  It just will not work at this site.  Mr. Collins feels the 150 feet is 
arbitrary. He would like to sit down and discuss ideas and solutions rather than having 
the limitation of a 150-foot building.   
 
Dr. Friedlander said this idea was proposed to break up the mass and for viewshed. They 
could shrink the building to 200 feet and on both ends, and have viewshed with less bulk.  
This would give them about 90,000 s.f.  Ms. Whitehead said if you are asking us not to 
use the existing foundation, they have submitted in writing and have discussed before 
that using the foundation is environmentally beneficial.  Dr. Friedlander said you can still 
use the existing foundation and can shrink the building to 200 feet leaving 60 feet on each 
end and still have one lobby.  He asked Mr. Collins if this would work.    
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Mr. Collins said it is not possible. There are a number of efficiencies with the building and 
when we cut density, we lose efficiency.  Dr. Friedlander would like the applicant to submit 
the reasons why is it is not possible in writing.  He wants to know the efficiencies and 
what the costs are.  He is proposing a shrinkage of the building with 2 view sheds on each 
side which could be plaza or sitting areas.  
 
Ms. Whitehead said there are viewsheds already.  Dr. Friedlander said they are not large 
enough.  Ms. Whitehead said, on one side, it is completely open; there is the plaza and 
parking lot.  Dr. Friedlander said to Ms. Whitehead that she is well prepared and he 
respects her, but she is not doing one thing that she should be doing.  Ms. Whitehead 
asked why, because she doesn’t say yes to everything the Chair asks for.   Dr. Friedlander 
said we have a problem of communication.  He has seen the plan and he is trying to work 
out issues raised about the length of the building, mass and density.  Ms. Whitehead said 
we were not talking about density, we were talking about the length of the building. Mr. 
Collins said we have ideas that can be worked out at site plan.  But why would the Board 
want to arbitrarily limit the length of a building when there is already a pre-existing 
structure.  He is not sure what the reasoning is.    
 
Ms. Raiselis said she raised this concern so that it could be discussed and addressed by 
the Board.   The elevations the applicant showed before are good.  She is not interested 
in the mock façade that pretends to be something it isn’t.  If they can make a plaza at the 
top on one side and break it up so it does not feel like a shoebox that would be good.  
Perhaps have 4 stories on one side and 5 stories on the other.  Maybe in the middle, it 
could dip and there could be a place where people congregate or a garden.  Mr. Collins 
said he has a number of ideas.  He thinks all of these ideas are great.   
 
Ms. Raiselis said they want activity on the street to make it lively.  If they can’t achieve 
this, then they would have to revise the project.  Mr. Collins said he will work through this.  
Counsel Zalantis said, in terms of the zoning text, they want to take the concept and 
reduce it to language using architecture to maintain viewshed by breaking up the façade.     
 
Mr. Birgy said one reason the 300 feet came up is because it goes back to density. He is 
trying to find a precedent in the village, that allows a proposal of 88 units on 1 acre.  With 
regard to the parking, our consultant (Chazen) compared White Plains to this village with 
the parking which does not make sense. Getting back to density, we are looking at 88 
units on 1 acre. If you make the building smaller, on the foundation, it would be better and 
solves a lot of problems.  He wants to know where 88 units on 1 acre comes from.   
Ms. Whitehead said your consultant addressed this issue and there was talk about adding 
density in this part of the village in the comp plan. This concept is something new and it 
is mentioned throughout the comp plan.  If you read the village consultant’s report, there 
was a lengthy discussion about density.  So, it is a new concept; there does not have to 
be precedent.   
 
Mr. Birgy said the appropriate density is not what the applicant says it should be, it has to 
be based on something. He would like some sense of reasonableness. Next door they 
have 7.5 units per acre. There has to be some correlation to something, somewhere. He 
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is not opposed to this, but he has to have something that makes sense. Just because the 
applicant keeps saying it over and over, does not make it right.  
 
Mr. Collins said they are constrained by building height and parking.  They are not trying 
to convince anyone.  Mr. Collins is happy to talk about the rationale that drives the 
decisions for the 88 units.   
 
Ms. Whitehead said the village planning documents talk about maximizing density in the 
area.  
 
Mr. Birgy said it is not a blank check.  It is for us to determine what is a reasonable number.  
The applicant keeps saying this.  
 
Ms. Raiselis said the comp plans calls for an increased density in this area.  
 
Mr. Aukland said it certainly does talk about density.  With regard to the 300 feet he does 
not want it to look like a barracks and he is sure they can pass that hurdle. The one thing 
he would like since viewshed is mentioned is to show the Board what effect has on 
viewshed and for whom.  He does not think that Tappan Landing would be affected by 
this. He wants to know how badly the Franklin Court people are affected.  If it is not 
harming the viewsheds and it does not look like a barracks, that would get him 
comfortable.   Mr. Collins will do that.  
 
Mr. Aukland agrees with Ms. Raiselis on the density.  He noted to Mr. Birgy that, with 
regard to looking for a rationale, so many TOD structures are developed based on what 
can be done in a spot, and as long as it is good for the village, in terms of ratables, and 
does not harm us, he is not sure what the issue is with 88 units. With regard to parking, 
he would like to see other TOD locations and how it relates to apartment sizes.   If they 
are big apartments, they will need more spaces. He would like a breakdown of apartment 
sizes.  If the applicant could relate the samples to the apartment sizes that would get him 
comfortable. Mr. Collins said they have done demographic studies which is readily 
available which they will provide.   
 
Mr. Birgy said what troubles him is comparison with White Plains, New Rochelle, Yonkers 
and New Rochelle.  He would like to know how many villages have 88 units on one acre. 
And how many villages have approved 1 space per unit. Ms. Whitehead said they 
provided info on Bronxville and Tuckahoe. There are only so many villages.  
 
Mr. Aukland feels that what is being proposed actually matches the area very well.  He 
would not want to see it in the Crest area. We should do comparisons.  Ms. Whitehead 
said Tarrytown is bigger than Bronxville and Tuckahoe.  
 
Mr. Birgy said the village is a dead end and there are issues with turning cars around.  
Mr. Aukland said it is a fair comment and the traffic assessment is what we should be 
looking at.  Mr. Collins said we will send the parking study which was provided way back 
when.  It is all tangible information which will help with your discussion.  He asked if there 
is another village Mr. Birgy had in mind to compare.  Mr. Birgy thinks Irvington would be 
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a good example. He thinks they should strike any city or large village out in these 
comparisons.       
 
Ms. Whitehead said the Village of Mamaroneck uses a 1:1.  Mr. Birgy said Mamaroneck 
is not like Tarrytown.  Mr. Galvin said in the TOD in Mamaroneck it is 1:1 for one bedroom 
for a two bedroom it is 1.25:1  Another area is Pelham, that we may want to look at.  
Tuckahoe  goes one way in and one way out.  Mr. Birgy did not agree with using Tuckahoe 
or the Village of Mamaroneck since they are not dead ends like Tarrytown.   
 
Energy 
Regarding the proposal that 50% of energy needs be provided by renewable energy 
sources, they are focusing on energy efficiency and reducing demand.  They have 
provided a list of green energy elements that they propose to include.  They feel that 50% 
is tough to meet for renewables and they would like to come up with something a little 
more flexible.  They would like to be able to combine energy efficiency and renewable 
without a hard and fast 50% number.   
 
Ms. Raiselis asked why the 50% number would be so difficult.  Mr. Collins said in many 
buildings, they try to find a cost effective manner, and it becomes cost prohibitive in this 
kind of building.  Ms. Raiselis asked the cost to what?  Our health? The environment? 
Our safety, The wallet?  Mr. Collins said they are going to try to get to some deep energy 
savings. They have worked with NYSERDA in the past and as they get more surety that 
this project will move forward, they will work on an energy regime for the building. He 
noted that they use energy efficient appliances, recycled carpets, which should be also 
be factored in.   
 
Ms. Raiselis said this building will produce pollution for many years, so the more 
renewables, the less pollution we will have to deal with. She would like an explanation 
and how the balance is made.  Mr. Collins said he is not an expert on this but they have 
explored incentives across the board.  Ms. Raiselis suggested packing the storage walls 
for the storage, which could be part of their balance. She is going to push for this.  If the 
applicant markets a passive house apartment building vs. a conventional building, it will 
benefit them in the long run.   
 
Mr. Collins will come up with an energy regime satisfactory to the Board.  Mr. Birgy said 
with regard to solar, whatever they invest in the construction, they become much more 
efficient and they could get assistance.  The payback period is 7 to 10 years which is 
reasonable, especially if the owner will maintain control over the building.   
 
Mr. Collins asked if the Planning Board would recommend back to the Board of Trustees 
to allow for this kind of thing above the 60-foot rule.  Ms. Raiselis said she does not think 
the Board of Trustees will budge on height.    
 
Mr. Birgy said you are in a southwest position, and what you lose in the summer you gain 
in the winter.  
 
Mr. Aukland asked if there are any other points to cover. He has to limit his time.  
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Mr. Whitehead said these are the only issues we had comments on, otherwise the 
language is fine.  Most of Mr. Birgy’s comments have been raised.  He proposed a 4-story 
building, their proposal is five stories.  She does not know if there is a consensus of the 
Board to make that change. The density has been discussed.  Mr. Birgy said we have not 
come to a conclusion on that, which is important. Ms. Whitehead said Mr. Aukland and 
Ms. Raiselis said they were okay and felt it was in line with the comprehensive plan.   
 
Dr. Friedlander said the Board still needs to have a discussion about the 88 units.  He 
asked for a justification from Mr. Collins at the staff meeting.  He does not feel comfortable 
unless it is related to the size.  He wants to see it.  In addition, the roadway that has 
easement rights is counted as your building lot. The roadway should not be counted as a 
building lot.  It is technically, but from a planning perspective, it is nonsense.  There is no 
coverage or setbacks. The concrete pad dictates the density which is not good planning. 
It is not good for the village or the residents that live there.   
 
Mr. Aukland asked how they should proceed. Dr. Friedlander wants Mr. Collins to keep 
the Board updated with regard to the parking with MTA.  He needs a plan to justify the 
density and also why the building cannot be split. The site is narrow and creates a 
viewshed issue with no turnaround and easements.  It is limited.  
 
Mr. Aukland said we are not going to solve these issues.   
 
Dr. Friedlander would like them to provide the information in order to proceed.  
 
If you want to talk about density now, it is useless, since we need more information.  Mr. 
Collins said he actually put a list together of all of the information they provided over the 
past 6 months.  They talked about green building, the MTA response.  He feels that they 
are going around in circles.  He would like to quantify the zoning, like density, parking.   
He is happy to give justification on the project.  He would like to get a sense that the Board 
wants to do this project.   Without a master plan, any planner would show more density.  
He is happy to do it. He just wants to understand the path.   
 
Dr. Friedlander understands what he is saying. They want the project; the question is how 
dense?  We need this information and it needs to be discussed and then we can make 
progress. Dr. Friedlander said it’s been over a year and you don’t have an agreement 
with the MTA.  Mr. Collins said it has not been a year and it has not been easy to deal 
with MTA or Metro North.  Dr. Friedlander asked if the applicant is willing to wait a month 
and provide the information to the Board for discussion.  Mr. Collins is happy to do that.  
 
Mr. Aukland said so the next step is to reconvene.  
 
Ms. Whitehead said she will work on the language and how they can break up the 
architecture of the building.  They need to be focused on the zoning text.  We talked about 
coming up with language to address the parking agreement and she thought that the 
Board was in agreement with this so that the zoning text could go back to the BOT even 
if the MTA agreement is not in place.   
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Mr. Birgy said it would be helpful for Ms. Whitehead to stop saying that this is what we 
are doing or we are going to build a storage facility. He feels that the applicant and Board 
should work cooperatively together.   
 
Mr. Aukland advised that the storage facility is an as of right, approved project.   This 
current proposal is consistent with the intent of the comprehensive plan and wants to see 
it go forward.  Of course, the MTA agreement is crucial.  
 
Dr. Friedlander said once we have the information we requested, we can review at the 
work session.    
 
Mr. Aukland left the meeting at 7:55 p.m. 
 
Dr. Friedlander wants to hear from Mr. Tedesco since he is not here this evening. He 
would like to have his input in writing or by phone after he views the video.  It would solve 
a lot of problems if the density justification is submitted by the applicant and he would 
also like the applicant to share their negotiations with the MTA with the Board.  The more 
specific the agreement the better off they are.  
 
With regard to the zoning text, Ms. Whitehead said she thought they agreed that they 
were going to put in a time period for the permanency of the parking agreement and add 
a distance for the replacement parking.  Counsel Zalantis said she will produce a clean 
version to circulate and they can work on the language.  It will incorporate the discussion 
this evening and what the applicant has agreed to.  Dr. Friedlander agreed and said that 
would be helpful.  
 
Ms. Whitehead said you no longer have a quorum.   Counsel Zalantis said we have lost 
Mr. Aukland, Ms. Lawrence and Ms. Raiselis. She suggested continuing the discussion 
at the next work session, or an earlier time, if that is possible.      
     
The meeting was adjourned at 8:00 p.m. 
 
Liz Meszaros- Secretary      



Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
July 27, 2020 7:00pm 

PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander, Members, Birgy, Raiselis, Tedesco, Alternate 
Member Lawrence, Counsel Zalantis, Village Engineer Pennella, Village 
Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

ABSENT: Member Aukland 

***This meeting is being held via Zoom video conference in accordance with the 
Governor's Executive Order issued in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic that 
authorizes public meetings to be held in this manner. The public will be able to view the 
meeting through the Zoom application and be given the opportunity to speak during the 
public comment period for each application by pressing the "raise your hand" icon to 
speak or *9 on their phone.*** 

Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:03 p.m. 

Approval of Minutes- June 22. 2020 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Ms. Raiselis, to approve the minutes of the 
June 22, 2020 regular meeting as submitted. All in favor. Motion carried 4-0 

Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments: 

Continuation of Public Hearing -Adjourned 
Wilder Baiter Partners, Inc. (contract vendee) 
62 Main Street- YMCA 
Referral by Board of Trustees for review and recommendation of a Zoning Petition for the 
proposed Family YMCA of Tarrytown redevelopment project to create a "Senior-Community 
Floating/Overlay District" to allow for the development of an affordable, mixed income, 
senior/multi-family building and for site plan approval pending the adoption of the proposed 
district. 

Continuation of Public Hearing -Adjourned 
Lexington 202 Group, LLC 
29 South Depot Plaza 
Re-referral by Board of Trustees for review and recommendation of a petition for zone changes 
to allow for 88 residential units above a self-storage facility with parking. 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- Peter Bartolacci- 67 Miller Avenue 
Removal of a railroad tie wall, construction of retaining walls, and landscaping of rear 
yard. 

Mr. Birgy recused himself from this application. Mr. Ringel removed him as a panelist 
during the discussion. 
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
August 24, 2020    7:00 pm     
 
PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Tedesco, Alternate 

Member Lawrence, Counsel Zalantis, Village Engineer Pennella, Village 
Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:  Member Raiselis      
   
***This meeting is being held via Zoom video conference in accordance with the 
Governor’s Executive Order issued in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic that 
authorizes public meetings to be held in this manner.   The public will be able to view the 
meeting through the Zoom application and be given the opportunity to speak during the 
public comment period for each application by pressing the “raise your hand” icon to 
speak or *9 on their phone.***     
 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:05 p.m.  
 
Approval of Minutes – July 27, 2020 Regular Meeting Minutes  
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, with Mr. Aukland abstaining, to approve the 
minutes of the July 27, 2020 Regular Planning Board meeting.   
 
Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote:  
Member Tedesco:  Yes 
Member Birgy:        Yes 
Chair Friedlander:   Yes 
Member Aukland:    Abstain 
 
The minutes were approved 3-0 with one abstention.   
 
Approval of Minutes - July 21, 2020 - Special Work Session  
Mr. Aukland moved, seconded by Mr. Birgy, with Mr. Tedesco abstaining, to approve the 
minutes of the July 21, 2020 special work session.   
 

Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote:  
Member Birgy:        Yes 
Member Aukland:    Yes 
Chair Friedlander:   Yes 
Member Tedesco:  Abstain 
 

The minutes were approved 3-0 with one abstention.   
 
Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments:  
 

Continuation of Public Hearing – Adjourned  
Artis Senior Living, LLC  

            153 White Plains Road 
Construction of a 64 Bed Alzheimer/Dementia Care Facility.  
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CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING – 29 South Depot Plaza  
Re-referral by Board of Trustees for review and recommendation of a petition for zone changes 
to allow for 88 residential units above a self-storage facility with parking. 

 
Dr. Friedlander advised that there was a special meeting held to discuss this application 
on July 21, 2020 with the applicant and staff.  He is disappointed that Ms. Raiselis is not 
here this evening to continue the discussion. He is reluctant on how to proceed but he 
thinks that it is only fair to the applicant and the public to review the issues that were 
discussed at the meeting, and, at the end, they can make a determination on how to 
proceed.  
 
Dr. Friedlander briefly summarized the discussion at the July 21, 2020 work session.  He 
said that there was unanimous agreement for a residential site on this development with 
a permanent parking arrangement. He also thinks that the Board wanted a mixed use but 
was not sure of how much. There was a lot of agreement about connectivity, streetscapes 
and access to the train station. The members had some disagreement on the issue of 
density or land use and how intense a development would be on a specific piece of land 
in the ID district.  So, there was more agreement than disagreement but the fundamental 
issue is how dense in terms of land development and what the implications are for the 
village. The applicant has since submitted a letter dated August 18, 2020 in response to 
the work session discussion. He would like the Board Members to discuss this material 
and have the applicant respond after that.    
 
Mr. Aukland commented that Ms. Whitehead’s letter captures the picture very well and 
the applicant has illustrated how they best see a piece of land to be used.  Rather than 
pre-determining what kind of density to accept, he would prefer to look at the 
consequences of the density in terms of traffic and school and so forth.   The applicant 
has addressed all of the questions the Board has raised and has responded on the density 
parameters and they are satisfactory to him.  There are no school or traffic issues.  He 
thinks they are in a good place to recommend to the Board of Trustees to go ahead with 
the legislation.  
 
Mr. Tedesco has spent a lot time reading and reviewing all the information from the 
applicant including the last detailed letter.  He has also read the reports from the village 
consultant, Chazen Consulting, about the effect of the density on various items.  It would 
be nice if we could start from square one, but having looked at all of this, he is ready to 
recommend the adoption of the zoning text to the Board of Trustees.   
 
Mr. Birgy thinks that when a zoning code is proposed in the village, there needs to be 
some correlation, or some reference, something to compare it to that makes the proposal 
have meaning in relationship to our village.  He is concerned that the TOD guidelines 
should not be a one size fits all.  These guidelines recommend an increased density at 
train stations, but Tarrytown is a unique situation as far as traffic patterns are concerned. 
It is on a dead end off of route 9, there is no flow through of traffic and the traffic has to 
go back to Route 9.  Bike riders have also impacted the traffic on Broadway, making it 
slower than before, and the village is still not back to pre-traffic before Covid-19.  There 
are other projects happening in the village that will also affect the traffic and he thinks that 
this should be looked at.  With regard to density, this project proposes 11 times the density 
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when compared to other sites.  He would like to know where this number is coming from. 
He does not think it is a basis for what this village has experienced as far as traffic and 
parking problems are concerned.  He respects the village consultant’s report but feels 
that having trucks go in and out of the site is dangerous.  He is not saying it can be 
mitigated, but feels they should not accept it just because people say it is great.  He is 
not in agreement with comparing similar TOD projects to White Plains and Mamaroneck 
and they should look at Dobbs Ferry, Hastings and Irvington.  This concern him and he 
hopes that they can take a closer look to make some sense of this project in relation to 
this village.  
 
Dr. Friedlander is concerned about the process.  He thinks the Board has been delinquent 
in the way they have approached this application.  At the beginning the Board made some 
compromise. And from those compromises, they have now escalated the density 
considerably with no parameters or guidelines as to what would be appropriate.  He has 
studied the entire multi-family district and has also examined the new Sleepy Hollow plan 
and he has come up with a density of 20 units for 50 acres and with that they have 1,100 
units.  This development is also close to the tracks and within walking distance to the train 
station so it could be considered a TOD.  He also referred to Hudson Harbor 
Development, which is 238 units on 20 acres, and if you do the math, it is about 13 units 
per acre.   
 
A while back, this Board decided to consider residential units with mixed use and felt that 
46 units might work.  The applicant is back now saying that they need 4 stories of 
residential.  He would like to know why that level is necessary. He feels that basically the 
applicant is telling us what they want and we are saying to go ahead and do it.  The only 
parameter’s we are giving them is the height, set by the Board of Trustees and the parking 
requirements. He does not feel that this is a good planning exercise and he cannot 
endorse it.  He has spent hours revising this text to see what would be acceptable and 
what would be reasonable, in fact, generous to the applicant in terms of making zone 
changes that made sense.  He came up with numbers he would like to share with the 
Board and the applicant.  
 
He referred to the proposed text in general and said that every land use has a percentage 
of coverage. There is none proposed here. There is also no impervious surface which is 
an important factor.  There are no setbacks. The length of the building of 150 feet has 
been proposed, but it could be much larger based on the design. It is not specific enough.  
He will stick to the format of the proposed text, but he wants to talk about coverage, 
viewsheds, traffic impact and setbacks, and distances from buildings that have a mixed 
use vs. a residential use for safety and environmental considerations and the impact of 
having the buildings too close. Also, when they talk about density and land coverage there 
are certain types of land that are not buildable in the code and they are not mentioned in 
this text.  Roadways with easements should be included if they are permanent, but they 
are not buildable areas and should not be included in density capacity when calculating 
how many units on the property.   
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Dr. Friedlander went through the revised code which was updated from the last work 
session:   
 
The proposed code applies to lots that are a minimum of 1 acre. – He would like to know 
the rationale for this. He thinks it should be more, but if not, then they need to be careful 
about the density on that acre.  
 
The proposed code applies to lots that are 100 linear feet from the direct access to a 
platform for metro north.  He feels that 100 feet is arbitrary.  Every time someone comes 
in with a new development and zone, he feels the Board is reacting to what the applicant 
wants and not what the village wants or should discuss. He thinks they should be asking 
the fundamental question of what should be there, what is the density and what do they 
want.  He does not think it is proper planning. He would like more feet from the platform, 
not less. And he would say more acreage is required, not less. With regard to coverage, 
he thinks it should be 40% and impervious coverage should also be included.  The 
setbacks should be 50 feet in the front and 50 feet in the rear. He will compromise with a 
12-foot side yard in the front and 0 ft. in the back, but if he were re-writing the code, it 
would be 14 ft. on each side.  This setback would allow for a 5-foot sidewalk and 7-foot 
landscaped area.  He would also like to include special screening for the railroad tracks 
since this it is a residential use. If there are multiple buildings proposed, there should be 
50 feet between them to allow for viewshed in the westerly direction. The parking ratio 
should be 1.1.  He added 2 parking spaces for deliveries since there will be more 
anticipated.  He will not argue with the retail of 5% which is proposed but feels it should 
be 10%. 
 
In terms of height and density, there is an opportunity to recognize density bonuses that 
have been available for other developments within the village.  He suggested some types 
that could be considered such as providing more affordable housing in excess of the 
required 10%, providing parkland or open space.  Providing a bonus if tax ratables exceed 
the tax burden for services and school costs, providing village parking or a jitney service 
or tunnel access to the waterfront.  
 
In terms of the length of the building, he would propose a 250-foot maximum length.  
He does not think it is necessary to put in 75 units per acre and thinks this is too much. 
The determination of the number of units should be made by looking at the size of the 
building, the setbacks and coverage and it might turn out to be close to 75 units. In terms 
of the building length, they may want to consider a longer length on the ground floor and 
a lesser length as they proceed on the 2nd through 5th floors.   
 
Mr. Aukland said to Dr. Friedlander that it sounds nice but he has predicated his whole 
commentary on this project being multi-family and it is not. It is a TOD concept which was 
used in the preparation of the station area overlay.  Dr. Friedlander has tailored the design 
and application to the site and he would say that a lot of what the Chair said is at least as 
arbitrary as what he is claiming the applicant’s statements to be.  He does not see a need 
to complicate it for this application. When the village has the Station Area zoning in place, 
then that will apply for future applications. In the situation, the applicant has come in with 
a plan that makes the best use of this very particular piece of difficult space.  He feels it 
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is a good use. The applicant has come in with something acceptable in terms of impact 
and he feels it will be a real advantage to the village.  He does not see any further 
advantage in the proposal made by Dr. Friedlander.   
 
Mr. Birgy is not against the concept of a T.O.D.  He is not comfortable with having 
something that was not generated by the village. It was passed down from above to the 
village.  He is troubled by the thought that just because someone says a TOD is great 
and other guidelines of planning and zoning don’t apply to, and that they all say, this is a 
great idea and jump on board.  They have a very unique situation in Tarrytown, they are 
not White Plains or Yonkers, and it is just a concept.  
 
Mr. Aukland said it is a concept that the Board of Trustees adopted in the Comprehensive 
Plan.  It is in the plan, fair and square.  He continued and said this application is not driven 
from above, it was created based upon the parameters of the site.  It has all the right 
checks.  They are not overloading the school system or any other consequences of 
density.  It is being done in a very appropriate way for a special TOD parcel and he has 
not heard from Mr. Birgy or Dr. Friedlander why that is not the case.  
 
A brief discussion took place.  Dr. Friedlander asked Mr. Aukland why the length of the 
building proposed is 300 feet, compared to the 200 feet he is proposing.  Mr. Aukland 
said 300 feet is being proposed. He feels it should be broken up but they can get into that 
detailed discussion later on.  It does not alter the basic concept and they have to go back 
to the Board of Trustees with a recommendation.   He would like to recommend this 
proposal.  His suggestion would be to lower the roof by one story for a section in the 
middle and create some sort of roof amenity for the residents.  Yes, it would cost a couple 
of units but he would see that as a justified rationale kind of adjustment rather than simple 
saying something like, I don’t think we should have 88, we should have 66, and lets just 
go with the 3 floors.    
 
Dr. Friedlander asked Mr. Aukland if he likes anything about his proposal.  Mr. Aukland 
said it sounds nice but does not improve the project.  
 
Dr. Friedlander made suggestions and he would like Mr. Aukland to make a calculation 
on his proposals. His point is that the applicant is saying what they have to have.  Mr. 
Aukland said that is the way TOD works. There are individuals who know a lot more about 
TOD’s than we do as a tiny village and what is appropriate in a TOD setting. So far, 
everything they have proposed is rationale and the negative consequences have all been 
talked about and addressed.  
 
Dr. Friedlander is suggesting in a very modest way that he wants safety first with regard 
to connectivity and pedestrian walkways which is why he proposed the 5-foot sidewalk.   
He wants decisions to be made based on clear principles of planning, not something 
arbitrary. There is a safety element about the sidewalk.  Having a 5-foot sidewalk is better 
than a smaller one.  He also would like the residents from Franklin Courts to have a safe 
direct access to the train and he would like a planting bed wide enough to allow the 
planting of trees and bushes along the frontage of that building to make it look nice and 
give a more walkability feel to the area. Instead, they are proposing a wall to wall, high 
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dense structure, a highly massive structure practically right on the road. There is nothing 
in this project that meets any of the principles of the Comprehensive Plan. It covers 
literally all of the property.  He asked Mr. Aukland, as a planner, with all of the projects 
that have been discussed year after year, worrying about trees, greenspace, noise 
pollution, why there has not been one single time that anybody has said, this project may 
be too dense and there may be too much mass on one acre plus.  It is really less, if you 
take the roadway away and they are proposing a 300-foot-long, 105,000 s.f. structure on 
the property and you believe it is fine.  He does not understand where it is coming from. 
This is not something that he would have come up with for this one-acre parcel of land.    
 
Mr. Aukland said that is because this is a special parcel and a unique situation. He has 
no problem with an anchor of the proposed residential block. He is looking to the future. 
This is a single application and he will limit his comments but his guess is that the paper 
recycling plant at some point will propose residential and it will become a neighborhood 
and this proposal is not a bad anchor point for that neighborhood in the future in a setting 
where it is right by the tracks and there is no better use that he sees that the village can 
make than what is being proposed.  He likes the proposal. It may not be good on the SAO 
scale but the proposal works for this site and he remains at his position.   
 
Mr. Birgy asked Mr. Aukland if there were any general TOD guidelines for density. Mr. 
Aukland deferred that answer to Ms. Whitehead but he thinks the applicant looked at the 
site and feels that they have accomplished what will be best for this site.    
 
Mr. Birgy would like to see a similar density proposal that has been approved and 
completed in other villages to see the impacts on a village of 11,000 people that does not 
have a through traffic pattern.  He does not think there is anything like this anywhere in 
the state. 
 
Mr. Aukland asked Mr. Birgy what his issue was. Is it school, Utilities, Traffic?  What 
consequence of density is worrying him?  Mr. Birgy said the traffic that it will generate is 
high. He wants to do what is best for this village.  He does not think you could put one 
more unit on that site and he does not understand the pressure to put as many units as 
humanly possible on this one site.     
 
Mr. Aukland said they are not trying to squeeze units in.  It is a justified proposal with 
good consequence to the village.   
 
Mr. Birgy asked who has justified it since it is not referenced to anything that we have 
existing in the village. Mr. Aukland agreed and said they have not had a TOD project. Mr. 
Birgy said the Board of Trustees did not give them a blank check. He simply wants what 
is reasonable in relationship to a small village on the Hudson River.   This kind of mentality 
is not conducive to keeping the village the way it is.  He does not think that 88 units is 
reasonable.   
 
Mr. Aukland said that is a difference in opinion.   
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Dr. Friedlander asked Mr. Aukland if a 6-story limitation is fair.  Mr. Aukland said he thinks 
the Board of Trustees got it right because it allows development without impeding any of 
the viewsheds or other things that they were worried about. 
 
Ms. Whitehead commented that they are proposing 5 stories, not 6. 
 
Dr. Friedlander said what about school density. Mr. Aukland said the information is in the 
report. Dr. Friedlander said anything above 12 could cause impact on the schools and he 
is concerned about that since it could be higher and dramatically affect the district.  He 
also feels they need to make adjustments on the coverage.  They have not gone through 
the consequences of traffic.  There is only one roadway and there will be a bottleneck of 
250 cars coming at the intersection next to a train station, buses, housing project.  It is a 
lot of traffic which will create unsafe conditions, so 88 units matters to him.  We have 
made no attempt to modify the code. We have just said it is good just because it is near 
the train. He feels the applicant can adjust their position just like they did for the Board of 
Trustees for the height. They just have what the developer wants and not what they want. 
He wants land around the building and greenery.      
 
Mr. Aukland sees this project as acceptable as proposed.   
 
Dr. Friedlander just wants the issues that he raised to be discussed, rather than just 
saying the proposal is fine.  Mr. Aukland said when we get to site plan we will have a lot 
to say about the plan, but based on the application and the details submitted there is no 
consequence on the density and it appears to be acceptable at this stage.   
 
Mr. Tedesco said that many of the comments that Dr. Friedlander has raised would make 
this project much better in many ways and perhaps the consultant did not see them well 
enough, but, if you accept the report, then Mr. Aukland’s position is right, which is that 
this project does not seem to have any significant consequences. So, it is a mix of things 
and it is really difficult.  He has been listening to both the Chair and Mr. Aukland and he 
feels that at this point the applicant should respond to the issues raised this evening.  
  
Ms. Whitehead appeared and said it is obvious tonight that they are not going to make 
any progress since the Board is split 2 -2 and Ms. Raiselis is absent. She thanked Mr. 
Aukland and Mr. Tedesco for really looking at this and seeing what it is that they are trying 
to accomplish. They have worked hard to address comments and react to them.  She 
pointed out that the information that the Board has received is not only from their 
consultants but it is from the Village Consultant, Chazen, who was paid by her client to 
review the work of their consultants, which included a number of issues in addition to 
fiscal and density.  This information was vetted by the village consultant who the village 
hired specifically to review. Chazen also appeared at the 7-21-20 work session to answer 
any of your questions at that time.  She knows she is not going to change the opinion of 
the Chair or Mr. Birgy but she would like to address a couple of things. Chazen did look 
at the impact on the schools. They are proposing studios, one and two bedrooms.  This 
project will not generate any school children from the studios and not a lot from the one 
bedrooms.  With regard to the height, they are proposing 5 stories, not 6.  With regard to 
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the 60-foot height, they have presented the elevations to this Board a couple of times and 
after further review, the 60 feet works since it keeps the development below the height of 
that residential area up the hill and it will not impact their views.   
 
They have already addressed traffic. She does not understand the conversation they just 
had about traffic.  They are not adding traffic that is coming to the station.   As their traffic 
consultant said, at peak, the traffic in this area is going to the station in the morning and 
leaving the station in the afternoon.   Anyone in their building who is going to the station 
is walking outside and onto the platform.  The whole idea of a TOD is that it generates 
less traffic because if people are taking public transportation, it is right there.  They are 
not driving, and, if they are, they are driving in the opposite direction of peak traffic.  They 
have provided the Board with a traffic summary on this.   Mr. Birgy asked that this project 
be compared to other villages with similar populations such as Irvington, Dobbs Ferry and 
Hastings. She noted that every village in NYS is different.  All three of these villages are 
much smaller than Tarrytown with populations of about 7,000 to 8,000, not 11,000.  They 
are all different and they do not have a TOD development at this time. Mr. Birgy also said 
that this this TOD concept came from above or from a state level.  She said that this TOD 
concept was included in Tarrytown Connected and the Station Area Zoning.  It does not 
state the exact density but the concept of this type of development and bringing more 
residents to the station area is what it talks about.  The village planning and land use 
documents specifically cite building higher density in this area of the village and it can’t 
be compared to anywhere in the village because it is a NEW concept.  
  
There was a brief discussion where TOD came from.  Mr. Birgy said TOD is not a creation 
of the village.  Ms. Whitehead said the Village Comprehensive Plan asks for it.  Mr. 
Aukland also commented that it is also what the Board of Trustees voted on.    
 
Ms. Whitehead continued with regard to process. The village has a process in the zoning 
code, a standard process by which applicant presents a zoning amendment petition and 
the village responds by reviewing what the applicant has proposed.   This is the same 
process as the Artis Sr. Living and YMCA applications. So, to say that you should throw 
out what they proposed and come up with your own, is not the process.  This application 
was referred to you by the Board of Trustees to review what they have proposed.   
 
With regard to the Franklin Court connectivity, they have provided that. This is a unique 
site and the SAO would not necessarily work for this site. They are trying to improve an 
industrial area which the comp plan recommends.  This Board of Trustees recognized 
that the SAO would not work for this site which is why they referred it to the Planning 
Board.  With regard to the truck traffic, they will have to live with the trucks for as long as 
they are there.  
 
With regard to the Jitney, this development would not require a Jitney service since they 
are already at the train station and with regard to a tunnel, they are providing access to 
the station platform so they do not need a tunnel since there is access and great 
connectivity over the rails to the waterfront.     
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With regard to the setbacks and coverage, they are applying what is in the underlying ID 
zone today.   They would not have proposed more than a 1 acre minimum since it would 
not work for this site.  So again, if it is their proposal, they would not do that.  You have 
been asked by the Board of Trustees to review their proposal.   
  
Ms. Whitehead is glad to hear that they looked at the last letter.  They have gotten a 79-
year commitment lease with MTA for the parking and they took out the termination clause.  
It seems that at every meeting a new topic comes up. They are clearly not going to make 
progress tonight. They have provided this Board with the necessary information on the 
impacts which has been reviewed by the village consultant. They would like to find a way 
move forward and get a recommendation back to the Board of Trustees, realizing that it 
won’t happen tonight. She asked Mr. Collins, the developer if he had any comment. He 
has no additional comment.    
 
Dr. Friedlander said he finds it disingenuous to say that this site is not applicable to the 
SAO.  It is not applicable because the applicant refused to wait until the SAO zoning was 
adopted.  Ms. Whitehead said the Board of Trustees said they did not have to wait.  They 
referred this zoning amendment to you. Dr. Friedlander said you object to our review 
because we are making changes.  A brief discussion took place on the history of how the 
application progressed between the Dr. Friedlander and Ms. Whitehead.  Dr. Friedlander 
said the applicant came in under the ID and they asked them to wait.  Ms. Whitehead 
asked the Chair if her client was supposed to wait 5 years.  Dr. Friedlander said if there 
was no approval for the self-storage then there would not be a plan. Dr. Friedlander thinks 
they are leveraging the self-storage to get what they want.  Ms. Whitehead disagreed.  
 
Mr. Collins thanked the Chair for his comments. It sounds like this zoning process has 
gone on for a long time. He would like to sit down in a work session to try to solve the 
issues to come to a consensus. They have tremendous experience and he thinks they 
can do the right thing for Tarrytown.  The zoom process has made it difficult to accomplish.   
They have answered all of the questions, have done a lot of research and would like to 
come to some sort of agreement since they know they have to return for site plan.  He 
would like an opportunity to build in our village.  He would rather not go back into the past. 
 
Mr. Birgy would like to have a productive meeting moving forward but finds it irritating to 
be lectured to. He hopes the atmosphere at the next meeting changes drastically.   
 
In closing, Dr. Friedlander thanked Mr. Collins for his statement and asked Mr. Collins for 
an analysis on the density he is proposing, which he feels is inadequate.  The numbers 
are at your fingertips and he feels it would be beneficial to him if he saw that effort made 
in response to his request. It is not required, he is just asking.  He feels that this 
information would help him to move forward.  Mr.  Collins said he will work with Mr. Galvin 
to provide this information.  Dr. Friedlander will provide information to Mr. Galvin so that 
he can relay it to Mr. Collins.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked in anyone in the public would like to speak.  
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Katy Kreider, 42 N. Wash Street, has lived here since 2002 and has commuted to the 
train station.  She is hearing that the project is too dense.  She feels like she lives in traffic 
during rush hour and even off rush hour and additional traffic will cause a lot of problems 
in this area.  In addition, you can raise a family of 3 in a 2-bed apartment so the schools 
could be impacted.   This project does not fit the character of the village.  She left New 
York City to live in a village.  She does not want to live in a small city.  
 
Colin VanderHorn and Olivia Gerth had comments relating to another project on the 
agenda which will be discussed in a few minutes.  They said they were doing would come 
back to comment. 
 
Heather Haggerty, lived on Ogden Avenue in Dobbs Ferry.  She is seeing the same thing 
that happened in Dobbs.  This project is too big for the area and the traffic will be an issue. 
She agrees with many of the statements that Mr. Birgy and the Chair has made.  
 
Mr. Tedesco, moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote:  
 
Member Tedesco:  Yes 
Member Birgy:        Yes 
Member Aukland:   Yes  
Chair Friedlander:   Yes 
 
All in favor. Motion carried. 4-0 
 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING - Hebrew Congregation of N. Tarrytown and 
Tarrytown a/k/a- Temple Beth Abraham - 25 Leroy Avenue  
Construction of a 4,895 +/- s.f. two-story addition with renovations to the existing building 
and other related site improvements.  
 
Mr. Galvin advised that the Zoning Board reviewed the variances at their July 13, 2020 
meeting, which included the 2 parking spaces approved the variances on August 10, 
2020. The applicant provided an updated narrative.  They have moved the dumpsters 
further back about 120 feet from Grove and 40 feet from 161 Grove and have provided a 
sketch for the Board.  They talked about the sidewalk access and designed new design 
for the pedestrian crosswalk.  Instead of going to the east side they put it into the middle 
which is a better alignment with the curb and eliminates the need to cross over. They also 
removed 766 s.f. from the south end of paper street and made it a lawn. They advised 
that the police department’s security assessment was advisory and not mandatory.  The 
paper street has been reviewed and there are no public rights to the area.  All other issues 
with regard to easements are private matters between the affected properties. They will 
be removing the dead trees and brush. 
 
Mr. Aukland referred to a letter from the Grove Street residents objecting to the dumpster 
layout and he asked Mr. Galvin to comment.  Mr. Galvin said he has not had time to 
review the plan. Mr. Aukland thinks this should be addressed.  
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Planning Board 
Village of Tarrytown 
Regular Meeting 
September 30, 2020    7:00 pm     
 
PRESENT:   Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Raiselis, Tedesco, 

Alternate Member Lawrence, Counsel Zalantis, Village Engineer Pennella, 
Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

 
ABSENT:  All present   
   
***This meeting is being held via Zoom video conference in accordance with the 
Governor’s Executive Order issued in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic that 
authorizes public meetings to be held in this manner.   The public will be able to view the 
meeting through the Zoom application and be given the opportunity to speak during the 
public comment period for each application by pressing the “raise your hand” icon to 
speak or *9 on their phone.***     
 
Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:05 p.m.    
 
Approval of Minutes – August 24, 2020  
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, with Ms. Raiselis abstaining, to approve 
the minutes of the August 24, 2020 Planning Board meeting.   
 
Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote:  
Member Tedesco:  Yes 
Member Birgy:        Yes 
Member Aukland:   Yes 
Ms. Raiselis:           Abstain 
Chair Friedlander:   Yes 
 
The minutes were approved 4-0 with one abstention.   
 
Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournment:  
 

Continuation of Public Hearing – Adjourned  
Tarrytown Snack Mart, Inc. (tenant) 

            440 South Broadway 
Expansion of existing automotive filling station to include a net increase of 776 s.f. to the       
existing convenience store with storefront parking and other related site improvements. 
  

 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING - Peter Bartolacci – 67 Miller Avenue  
Removal of a railroad tie wall, construction of retaining walls, and landscaping of rear 
yard. 
 
Dr. Friedlander advised that there was a draft resolution prepared for consideration this 
evening.   
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Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote:  
 
Member Aukland:    Yes 
Member Tedesco:    Yes 
Member Raiselis:     Yes 
Chair Friedlander:    Yes 
Member Birgy:          Recused 
 

The Resolution was approved 4-0, with one recusal.  
       
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING – Lexington Group 202 LLC - 29 S. Depot Plaza 
Re-referral by Board of Trustees for review and recommendation of a petition for zone changes 
to allow for 88 residential units above a self-storage facility with parking. 

 
Dr. Friedlander noted that he had to leave toward the end of the last work session when 
this application was being discussed.  He asked any of the Board Members if they had 
brought up any questions for Mr. Collins at that session with regard to the economic 
viability of the project. No one recalled having this discussion.  Mr. Birgy said he had a 
problem with his wi-fi at that meeting.   
 
Dr. Friedlander briefly went over the history of the project and said that from the beginning, 
one of the goals in this area was to have mixed use and increased development.  After 
the 2 floors of storage was approved by the Board, a discussion took place with the 
applicant and the Board was willing to consider the project and the increased density at 
this location.  As the project evolved, they proposed 69 units and now they are proposing 
88 units. When this Board asked the applicant if they could lower the amount of units, 
they were informed by the applicant’s attorney that it was 88 units or nothing, since it was 
not economically viable for them.   Dr. Friedlander initiated questions and asked Arthur 
Collins, of Collins Enterprises, to provide information so that he could review the cost and 
revenue structure to determine the profit per unit and the break-even density, to satisfy 
his concerns about this project being too dense.  Mr. Collins provided the information, 
some of which he noted was proprietary.   He does not want to waste a lot of time and 
realizes that people have positions, and, if they do not want to listen to him that is their 
prerogative. He did his own calculations and based on 60 units at 20,000 profit per unit, 
this would yield an approximate 30% rate of return.  He therefore thinks that there is a 
number less than 88 units that would be financially viable and profitable.  He hopes by 
his demonstration of these numbers that they would be willing to entertain this number of 
units.  With regard to an applicant leaving this project, self-storage is much less profitable 
than residential, and is unlikely that anyone would give up a much more lucrative project 
and rate of return.  He just feels everyone would benefit if there was a lens dense project.  
 
Dr. Friedlander referenced some of the items in the letter of recommendation that he 
would like to address:  
 
He referenced the proposed design criteria, which reads that “no facade shall exceed 
150 feet in length, without architectural features designed to break up the visual effect of 
the building and avoid a box like appearance. Design features may include variations in 
height with offsets, projections, balconies, setbacks, and other distinctive architectural 
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elements. These design features need to be acceptable the Planning board (Design 
criteria have now been added to the proposed zoning text to address massing)”.  He 
would like the Board Members to consider that the bulk of the building be 60% greater 
than 150 in order to reduce the massing of the building. The 60% would allow for a very 
substantial increase in the length of the building from150 to 240. This will allow for the 
creation of a viewshed and a 50-foot setback on the southern side to separate the 
residential building from the industrial use.  This area could be used for recreation 
space.  He would also like some standards for the landscaping to provide enough 
greenery and enough separation of screening in the area next to the recycling plant. 
With regard to building coverage of 75%, they are creating a residential zone in the ID 
zone. He noted that there is no residential zone in this Village that has 75% coverage 
and he thinks that the maximum coverage in any zone in the Village is 50%.  He feels 
that this is something that should also be considered.  With regard to the viewshed, 
Franklin Courts has been neglected in the discussion. Right now, there is no viewshed 
because there are buildings there, but they are creating a new building so this should 
also be considered.  With regard to the density proposed, the project falls within the 
category of 75 units per acre, or 88 units on the 1.18-acre parcel.  This parcel is larger 
than one acre which allows the squeezing in of the 88 units.  In reality, it's a 38,000 s.f. 
parcel. He does not think that the calculation for the buildable lot area should include 
the road easement area which is used by 18-wheel trucks going to the recycling plant 
and for MTA vehicles.  The fact that we say this is a driveway in the report, in reality, it 
is a major roadway, leading to a recycling facility and to maintenance activities in that 
area. So basically, the text allows for 88 units on 38,000 s.f., which he feels is not good 
planning.  And, when you factor in the self-storage and the retail component, it becomes 
clear that the project is too dense. He would like to know why the Board is accepting 
this density. He is appealing to the logic and good sense of the Board to reconsider 
what the density may be.  Another item to consider is that we are in the middle of a 
pandemic and people are fleeing the urban areas. This change could negatively impact 
the school district.  Rather than the 12 children proposed, it could essentially be 
increased to 56 children, based upon the 28-2-bedroom apartments proposed, which 
could also affect the net taxes after the costs are deducted for the increased residents.  
Dr. Friedlander ended by saying that it would be helpful if Mr. Collins could break down 
the actual fixed costs for the special costs related to the project keeping in mind that 
there is a tremendous financial benefit to using the existing foundation.  There are some 
small changes in the actual text amendment that can be made without starting over that 
would allow the Board to achieve some of the objectives that he has just laid out.    
 
Ms. Raiselis commented that she tries to determine the value of a project by how it affects 
the land use, how it affects the neighborhood, and how it supports the Comprehensive 
Plan that the Village has spent so much time on, not what the profitability is to the 
developer.  She feels as if they are looking at the money and not the goals of the 
Comprehensive Plan.  She would like to look at the studies that have been done, which 
support this project, such as traffic, utilities, etc. She believes that this is a good TOD 
project that is worthy of the space and fits in with the SAO zoning supported by the Board 
of Trustees.  She objects to the Chair’s statement that the Board has not considered 
Franklin Courts since there has been much discussion on this throughout the entire 
process. At one point, the Chair proposed a structured garage between this project and 
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Franklin Courts. The SAO talks about neighborhoods in a complete way and, when they 
do site plan review, they are going to push to ensure that this project and Franklin Courts 
has a really strong interweave.  They have talked for 18 months and she is not willing to 
go back and start the conversation over and say how we can tweak it to make a project 
that does not have the majority thinking of the Board.   
 
A brief discussion took place between Dr. Friedlander and Ms. Raiselis.  Dr. Friedlander 
expressed his lack of courtesy at the staff meeting when the Board members moved to 
go ahead and vote of the Negative Declaration for the project.  Ms. Raiselis noted that 
Dr. Friedlander remained on camera during the period in question and she was not aware 
that he was not able to comment.  Dr. Friedlander said he did not have a chance to ask 
Mr. Collins the questions at the work session and a vote was taken without him and that 
is how it went.    
 
Dr. Friedlander wants to reduce the length of the building.  It is good planning to have the 
separation since the paper facility is an industrial polluting use.  He asked if the Board for 
comment.   
 
Ms. Raiselis said it is an industrial use that packs paper, it is not polluting, and at some 
point in the future this area will be something other than industrial.   
 
Dr. Friedlander said we can’t just pick and choose the density.  The recycling plant has 
to go through the SAO and it would not pass.  He just wants to separate the buildings by 
100 feet like they did in Hudson Harbor. What is wrong with that?  Ms. Raiselis does not 
understand why Dr. Friedlander is making the changes at the last minute.  She wants to 
know his rationale for too dense. Dr. Friedlander said it is 7.5 times more than Hudson 
Harbor.  Ms. Raiselis said Hudson Harbor is a high-end market that does not achieve the 
goals of the station area, which is higher density and a TOD.   Ms. Raiselis has no problem 
with 60 feet and the 88 units. She is not considering another height since the Board of 
Trustees indicated that they would not consider a project above 60 feet. Counsel Zalantis 
clarified and said that the Board of Trustees will not entertain any project above 60 feet 
and would not re-refer a project back to this Board unless it met the height requirement.  
Dr. Friedlander would like to also make some restrictions and asked why this Board is 
restricting them. Ms. Raiselis is not restricting the changes, she just doesn’t agree with 
them.  
 
Mr. Aukland agrees with Ms. Raiselis.  He addressed the Chair and said that he has  

predicated all his comments, very nicely laid out. He thinks this project is just right and 
is a really good use of this location.  
 

Dr. Friedlander said the building is on 67% of the buildable land.  He asked if that was 
okay with the Board. Mr. Aukland said we noted that you don't specify a density going 
into this project. What you do instead, is take a look at all of the impacts and the 
consequences of that density.  The Board has done that, and, in this case, it's making a 
really full use of a very difficult area. They have looked at all of those consequences and 
found that there aren't issues.  He is not sure what the Chair’s concern is.  
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Dr. Friedlander thinks that the proposal is way too dense for the property. Ms. Raiselis 
is saying it is way too dense for what the Chair thinks should be there.  Mr. Aukland said 
it is a good use for this location. This Board has looked at impacts of density and there 
are not many consequences.   
 
A brief conversation took place about the implications of the SAO.     
 
Mr. Birgy said this project is 8 times the density of Hudson Harbor.  Ms. Raiselis said you 
can’t compare Hudson Harbor to this development. Mr. Birgy said experts are telling us 
that density is not a great idea and people are fleeing the city.  It is clear that, people who 
have chosen to live here, moved here to be in a small village, and the TOD concept that 
has been warmly embraced is an urban planning strategy that somehow has made its 
way to Tarrytown.  It is more appropriate for White Plains, New Rochelle or Mt. Vernon, 
not Tarrytown. We are in the middle of a pandemic and we are rushing to approve a 
project that is 8 times as dense and we don’t even know if people are going back to NYC.  
We do not even know the traffic impacts of the Edge on Hudson Development. He 
referenced a study done by a professor from the Colorado State University, the School of 
Global Environmental Sustainability regarding the Covid-19 pandemic, and the perils of 
density. The takeaway from the article is that, “this is perhaps the most important 
environmental lesson COVID-19 can teach environmentalists is that increasing the 
density of human populations is not the answer to our environmental problems, even in 
normal times, excessive density harms people, people's physical and mental health, 
during a pandemic density can quickly turn deadly”.  This is just common sense to him. 
He does not understand why we would pack as many people as physically possible into 
a smaller parcel.  With regard to the one elevator proposed, can you imagine having 88 
units with one elevator at six o'clock hits.  If the city commute ever comes back, everybody 
wants to go to the train, at the same time, how many people are going to get down in one 
elevator?  He is going on record that he strongly opposes this density.  He is not against 
a mixed use project on the site, it is only a matter of how dense it should be. And, as the 
Chair mentioned, he does not think this has to do with the profitability, this project is a 
clear detriment to the Village. So what we're saying is somebody paid X amount of dollars 
for a building lot and the developers come in and tell us that he has to build 88 units so 
they are given 88 units for free. How many builders would love to come in and get a bonus 
of 88 units that basically costs them nothing.  He thinks it is an absurd argument. 
Everybody wants to make the maximum amount of money possible and he is not against 
that. But he is against a situation where somebody puts the health and the safety of 
residents at risk, simply because they have to maximize the return on their investment. If 
there was an RFP for 30 units, we would have builders lining up around the block to do 
this project. This is not a hardship case of having to build 88 units, so why is it an 
obsession to put as many units as possible there, when common sense and experts are 
telling us, it is a dangerous thing to do, and yet we're flying into it as fast as we can.  
 
Ms. Raiselis pointed out that this article that Mr. Birgy referenced says, “As a 
consolation prize, we will get to virtue signal that our per capita emissions have gone 
down because of density, but it is total emissions that ultimately matter when it comes to 
climate disruption. Density is less dense. It is more dense, yes, but less pollution than 
single family houses, which are the most climate dangerous proposals that we could 
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do”.  So, what Mr. Birgy is saying spread everything out, but at the same time, be 
climate smart. In her opinion, this is not and the 88 units work.   
 

Mr. Birgy is concerned about people's exposure in the middle of a pandemic, we are 
not at the end of this pandemic, and you act like it has no consequence.  Mr. Birgy said 
Dr. Friedlander is asking what is the minimum number of units that we can do here and 
still make this work. That's a normal question, especially in the situation we are in. He is 
not trying to be critical, but this whole issue is being totally ignored.  He would like to 
know why the Board is approving something that's eight times denser than the nearest 
multi-unit project. 
 
A brief discussion took place between Mr. Birgy and Ms. Raiselis since the future is 
uncertain due to the pandemic and no one knows what the future will bring. It is all 
speculation. Mr. Birgy said they have stated their positions in a reasonable way.  He is 
hoping that the Board of Trustees will realize that the Board is split on this issue. He 
feels it is critical that the Board of Trustees understands the minority opinion of the 
Board. He feels that less is more and they should be erring on the side of caution, 
especially since we don’t know the future.  
 
Mr. Tedesco suggested that the public comment period be opened.  
 
Steven Novelli, 22-year resident of 22 Riverview Avenue, a retired police officer from 
Tarrytown, is concerned about the traffic that the project will bring onto Riverview 
Avenue. They already suffer enough train traffic which goes right through Miller Park 
and down Riverview Avenue, if you add another 88 apartments down on Franklin 
Courts, there will be another 150 cars a day passing through the neighborhood. That's 
his main concern but also wanted to make everyone aware that the county’s main 
sewage pump station is at the end of Depot Plaza and wondered who would want to live 
next to that. The more density will create more traffic that will affect the Village for the 
next 100 years.  He feels that the Chair was right on point with a lot of things that he has 
said.  
 
Dr. Friedlander asked the Board why a number that is thrown out by a developer is the 
number you would have come up with as a planner.  As planners, we should be saying 
here's a piece of land, we want residential, we want mixed use. We want connectivity, 
we want all of these things that we've talked about in the Comprehensive Plan and in 
our planning activities over many, many years.  He is at loss to try to understand this. 
The only issue that's really at stake is what would be good planning for that property, in 
terms of its density, in terms of its land coverage, in terms of its viewsheds in terms of 
its setbacks. When we look at all the things that you've done over the years, we ask 
these questions, and we come up with reasonable adjustments or compromises.  He 
has suggested a few things and he has never heard anyone say they are really against 
it.  When he asked about the 60% addition, so that the maximum length of the building 
would be 240 feet, he doesn't understand why the Board is against that.  Is that a bad 
idea? Is it bad planning? Is it bad to have a viewshed?  Why is there no answer? He is 
making an amendment to the text and he just wants know how the Board feels about it. 
He has listened to the Board very carefully about all the issues that they are concerned 
about.  He just wants a discussion.  He doesn’t understand why his questions are not 
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being answered about the length of the building, the viewshed and the 50 foot setback 
which would allow for a 16,800 footprint where they can get 60 units or so and give up 
the self-storage and get the 80 units.  What is wrong with this suggestion as a planner? 
 
Mr. Aukland said that this area will not stay industrial forever.  They want to see a lot of 
things in this area. They want to increase the foot traffic and make it a neighborhood, 
have some maker space where a hum of people will be important.  Dr. Friedlander says 
that his proposed text changes will not affect these goals.   Mr. Aukland said it will if you 
reduce the numbers.  
 
Mr. Tedesco wants to hear from the applicant.  Dr. Friedlander said he wants to hear from 
this Board first.  Zoom has reduced this Board’s ability to communicate effectively with 
each other.  He is imploring the Board to respond to his questions.  He is concerned about 
good planning and the responsibility to the Village.  He would like each member to 
respond.  
 
Mr. Tedesco said it is not whether we need the opinion of the applicant.  He just wants to 
see if the applicant thinks the Chair’s suggestions are possible.  He is trying to decouple 
if there are things that can be done that deal with the zoning amendment, apart from a 
Negative Declaration.  If they could work on the zoning amendment to incorporate 
something that the Chair thinks is desirable, and maybe the Board would think would be 
a desirable, the applicant might be willing to go for it.  
 
Dr. Friedlander would like to hear from the Board first. 
 
Ms. Raiselis said that the length of the building can be worked out at site plan.  They 
can coerce a viewshed through the design of this building. There are lots of places 
where you can see through a building and provide viewshed through glass.  She would 
like to see a break, but she sees the problems the applicant is facing.  She would like to 
work with the applicant to get what the Village wants.  She doesn’t think that picking an 
arbitrary 240 feet is necessary. She originally proposed 150 feet to break up the building 
and thought it was a good compromise because she was tired of arguing.   
 
Mr. Tedesco agreed and said there is a lot of power during the site plan review that they 
seem to be skipping over as we discuss many of these other ideas. Mr. Aukland agreed. 
 
Two more members of the public would like to speak.  
 
Colin Vanderhorn, of LeGrande Avenue, voiced support of Member Birgy and Dr. 
Friedlander’s perspective. Every person that he has discussed these dense projects 
with, agrees that they are not appropriate for Tarrytown.  And the public sentiment 
seems to be with both Mr. Birgy and the Chair.  When Mr. Birgy discussed why people 
move here, he was absolutely correct. The ability of the public to weigh in on these 
issues is also severely diminished over Zoom. The continued work sessions are hard to 
keep track of.  He also agrees that Tarrytown will get sued to allow similar projects if this 
is allowed to go forward and it could change the fabric of the Village.  He has seen this 
happen in several other municipalities. He wants to know if there are any conflicts of 
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interest with Board Members and developers? And, if those conflicts exist, would they 
be made public?  
 
Ms. Raiselis wondered if Colin has read the Comprehensive Plan and if he realizes that 
this Board’s job is to support it.  This plan guides the policy here.  She understands that 
people have come in and they don't want anything to change, but there is a plan in 
place, that was a long time coming and developed through a lot of public outreach.  For 
the record, she has no conflicts or connection with the developer if Colin is referring to 
her.  
 

Mr. Birgy said just because our Comprehensive Plan says that density should be 
increased, we need to be careful. If a developer came in and said I have the parking 
and wants to put 500 units on this site, would that mean that this is in support of the 
Comprehensive Plan?  He does not believe that anyone in their wildest dreams thought 
that we would be talking about putting 88 units on less than an acre at the station area 
with all of the issues that have been outlined.  He hopes that anyone who spoke tonight, 
or who is listening in, will make an effort to attend the Board of Trustees meeting to 
comment on the project.  The Board of Trustees needs to hear from the public. So far, 
everyone that has spoken about this project has expressed similar comments.  This isn't 
about people not wanting things, it's a matter of doing something that's reasonable.  We 
love this Village dearly, and don’t want it to change in a negative way. He doesn’t 
understand why it has to be so big and why the Board is accepting the demands of the 
applicant.  He feels that 40 units could be economically viable for the Developer. He 
urges anybody listening, to please come to the Board of Trustees Zoom meeting.  He 
and Dr. Friedlander will be there presenting the minority view and he hopes that others 
will join them in voicing opposition to this proposal. 
 
Mr. Aukland said the said the Comprehensive Plan is the Board of Trustees policy 
statement which was put together with a lot of public outreach. There was never any 
intent other than to have substantial density at the station area. The density was never 
defined, but they are doing that right now.  He disagrees that this project should be 
compared to Hudson Harbor, which is a high-end waterfront development. This 
development is for a much more modest clientele and it is not on the water side of the 
tracks. The lot is in a very difficult position, and the whole thought here is that it's a 
really good use of that space. 
 

Dr. Friedlander said that it is a different economic structure from Hudson Harbor but you 
still need substantial income to live in a 2-bedroom unit like this. It is still expensive 
housing, at $48,000 a year.  Mr. Aukland said this is why he is comfortable about the 
school impacts.  Dr. Friedlander said the pandemic has to be taken into consideration. 
Housing prices are going up, people are buying more used cars and are leaving the city 
with their children. They can't send their children to school because they're fearful of a 
pandemic.  Dr. Friedlander does not think the studies that Mr. Aukland is referring 
reflect the current situation.  He feels that his resistance is overwhelming, as if the 
number of units is fixed, and he is unwilling to deviate by one unit.  He can't understand 
the rigidity and a forcefulness of this position without looking at all the other things 
people are saying.   He just keeps saying that it meets the criteria of 88 units. He asked 
then why not consider 100 units and if there is any limit to the number of units.  He 
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acknowledges that the Comprehensive Plan did not set a density limit, but to go from 
the normal average and increase it to three, four or five times, it is a tremendous 
increase in density.  It's never been done before. The developer wants 8 times the 
density and Mr. Aukland resists asking the applicant to make changes.  He doesn’t 
suggest something less than that, something that will have less impact, more open 
space and viewshed, less congestion and more safety.  There has to be a reason for 
the 88 units, and he has never heard the reason.  
 
Mr. Tedesco said he agrees with Mr. Birgy, and if this comes to a minority position that 
he and Dr. Friedlander will make a great presentation of their objections to the changes 
in the zoning with the Board of Trustees. And there will be other people to show up.  He 
thinks at this point, he should read the Negative Declaration and they should take a vote 
on it.  
 

Mr. Ringel advised Mr. Tedesco that there is still more public waiting to comment.  
 

Amy West, who lives at Rivercliff, agrees with the Chair and Mr. Birgy in the sense that 
the timing has changed in our town. She doesn’t see how the pandemic can be ignored.  
Units are flipping very quickly and there is a rush to get out of the city.  She also cannot 
ignore the density of the 88 units which she feels is too high.  She thinks that we have to 
consider the aesthetics of Hudson Harbor.  This is not a standalone area and it should 
be integrated into the rest of the Village moving up the hill and into the town.  She feels 
that the blocky building that is being proposed will not fit in with the area around the 
train station. Franklin Towers was built 70 years ago and it is a tall building, but it should 
not be the benchmark to set for the entire SAO, which would follow with a whole bunch 
of other tall buildings. If you start to carve the area and put little blocks down there, it is 
going to look very clunky. The reason why we love this Village is for the tremendous 
river views everywhere and why change it for 100 units.   It's silly, and she thinks we 
have to think long term.  She believes the Zoom calls are very sanitized. She feels that 
the public can’t get their voices heard. The Board is not seeing the crowd of people and 
some people don’t have the technology to tune in. She doesn’t think it is fair that these 
decisions are being made during this pandemic.  
 
Mark Fry, a professional planner, has appeared before the Board on a great number of 
issues. He had represented Artis Sr. Living, who is before the Board at the current time, 
but he no longer does. He lived in Tarrytown for 17 years, came back and lived another 
five years there. He has owned property on Main Street. He published the History of the 
Tarrytowns. He is intimately familiar with the history of the Village especially since the 
urban renewal area.  He was around when Franklin Towers was built and Asbury 
Terrace.  With regard to the Station Plaza area in 2020, he has about 1000 friends in 
Tarrytown, but some of them have asked him to jump in. He has read the 
Comprehensive Plan extensively, and has followed the entire approval process.  While 
there are tiny snippets of the Comprehensive Plan that encourage high density, He 
wants to make it very clear that the Comprehensive Plan does not support this kind of 
density which is completely out of scale with the development in that area.  Hudson 
Harbor was very carefully designed, at 10 units per acre, 238 units and 23.6 acres. It 
was a reasonable compromise and he was pleased with the amount of open space.  He 
thinks that to completely trash zoning of the Village of Tarrytown and adopt what are 
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wrongly and falsely assertions as new standards would be a terrible mistake, and have 
an irreversible impact.  Everyone watching should know that the Board of Trustees has 
had a proposal on the Station Area Zoning in front of them for 18 months, and it has not 
been adopted. There are no such standards. He fully supports everything that Chairman 
Friedlander and Mr. Birgy have said on this application. He appeals the other Board 
Members not to vote in favor of a Negative Declaration on this and not to approve this 
project at this time. Instead, he would appeal to them to extend the public hearing and 
allow more input.  
 

Fred Mauhs, of 17 Walden Road, has not followed the development of this proposal, or 
even the proceedings of the Planning Board generally. This agenda came to his 
attention somewhat accidentally. His reaction was what is going on in Tarrytown?  This 
particular proposal for 88 units at 60 feet is pretty high for Tarrytown and it is just one of 
several big-ticket items on the agenda. He is wondering, how we have gotten to a place 
where such big projects are on Tarrytown’s Planning Board agenda, driving zoning 
proposals to change the zoning code? Is there really an overall Tarrytown 
Comprehensive Plan that envisions such a sudden jump in the number of residential 
units in Tarrytown?  Where is the study that looks at the cumulative effect of all of these 
changes? And the future changes? If it's true, he thinks it is, then we are probably 
setting a precedent here. After speaking with the residents in the citizen trenches, he is 
not aware of anyone in our Village who is clamoring for a new and different Tarrytown or 
change from the feel of a village to the feel of a city. Everyone does agree that we need 
to make changes to address the underused real estate near the train station and the 
empty storefronts on Broadway.  The Planning Board has the biggest role in addressing 
those problems and the Village appreciates the Board’s service in doing that. He thinks 
most residents would say that we have to follow a kind of precautionary principle here 
and adopt the most minimal zoning changes possible to address the problems.  The 
feeling that you get from reading the agenda is that someone's playing Monopoly with 
Tarrytown. For him, the aesthetics of the Village are important. He doesn’t mean just the 
way it looks to us who live here but also how Tarrytown looks from the river and from 
vantage points across from the river. There is already too much of a loss of greenery 
from the banks of the Hudson from those vantage points. He supports the comments of 
Chairman Friedlander especially with respect to Franklin Courts.  He asks the Board not 
to sacrifice any more of Tarrytown’s natural visual profile.  
 
 
Dr. Friedlander asked when we can go back to having public meetings.  
 
Mr. Ringel, Ass’t Village Administrator, said there are too many people to be able to 
conduct a public meeting of this kind since the meeting room can only fit a certain amount 
of people to comply with social distancing rules. The Board of Trustees has not opened 
the building to the public yet.  Zoom meetings allow everyone to listen in and call in.  We 
also televise the Planning Board meeting live as we always have and people can call in 
through Zoom.   Dr. Friedlander said it could be done for the Board, but it would be difficult 
for the public.  We probably should discuss this further but at another time.  
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Ms. Whitehead noted that this matter has been before the Board for 18 months.  With 
Zoom, the Village is actually getting more public participation. For the first year of this 
application, not a single member of the public spoke at a meeting.  
 
Katie Kreider, of  42 North Washington Street, wants to echo a lot of what the public has 
been saying. She has lived here since 2000.  She feels that this project is too dense for 
this close to the Main Street.  She feels that density should be added somewhere else, 
but right here in the center of town there is already too much traffic.  She doesn’t want 
to become one of the other river towns that are nothing but big high rises. This is not the 
feel of the Village. There is already not enough parking down there as it is. Everyone 
will also have a car, because the truth is that you do need a car in Tarrytown.  If they 
are coming from the city, they're going to want that car and they're going to want to 
have their kids in the schools.  A lot of people in the city have one and two bedroom 
apartments with two or three kids, so you can't assume that the schools will not be 
affected. You can't assume that the sewers are not going to be affected. She does not 
want to see that kind of density and doesn’t know anyone that does.  
 
Carole Griffiths, a member of TEAC, is not speaking on behalf of the council.  She 
understands the need to increase density with the assumption that people will have fewer 
cars. She also thinks that increased density has to be consistent with the character of this 
Village. She feels that such a big development down near the station is inappropriate.  
She would like the Planning Board to look very closely at this and perhaps think about not 
issuing that Negative Declaration.  
 

Peter Bartolacci, 67 Miller Avenue, is concerned that if people are complaining about 
density for this one project and the potential impact on traffic, what's going to happen 
when there are six projects down there?  He thinks the SAO is not going in the right 
direction and they should start all over again.  This conversation tonight is the perfect 
example of why the SAO needs to be looked at more carefully.   
 

Howard Smith, 87 Main Street, asked the members of the Board, who are interested in 
proceeding right now with a vote, to reconsider.  He understands the long period of time 
that has been devoted to this but he feels that the zoning function and people 
connected with it, is a protective function and should lean toward the interest of current 
Village residents, not developers, and not people who don't yet live here.  He challenges 
the assumption that this development and level of density is consistent with the vision 
reflected in the Comprehensive plan. He does not think it is and he does not most of the 
residents of Tarrytown do either.  To push forward with this at a time when people 
cannot physically be present to make their voices heard with the implications of 
pandemic is reckless in terms of the future interests of the Village residents.  When you 
speak about the height and character of the buildings, it is not a high rise, it is low rise, 
and the standard really should be the buildings on Main Street, the heart of the 
community.  He has not heard much of any reference with respect to the impact on 
Main Street, which is struggling right now.  He does not see a benefit for the proposed 
development that's being contemplated now, and also in the future, in terms of a more 
densely populated Riverfront community for people who come and go on a train but 
don't live here.  There will be more traffic and he would like to know who is knocking on 
the door, saying that they want more density and want more traffic, more demands for 
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services, and more pressure on infrastructure?  He feels the residents do not want this.  
He urges that the Board not push forward and vote on this tonight, and give it more time 
and be open to the feedback that they are getting, which is that a less dense proposal 
might make the most sense for the Village.  
 
Dr. Friedlander wants to respond with regard to the cumulative effects. In addition to this 
90 unit development, if approved, the property next door could propose two times what 
we have here, which is 270 units.   If you add in the Walgreens area, there could have 
another 180 units there. And the Stiloski area could have another 80 or 100 units.  So, 
there are about 500 units in the station area, if developed at the same density would 
generate an additional 1000 more people, an 11% increase, which will impact traffic.  
When Sleepy Hollow put forth the increased density on General Motors, the Village 
sued them because we didn't have the capacity or the road network in the station area 
to absorb the cars.  So, there is a history of trying to not increase density.  He feels that 
they should be real important reasons and the public benefit should be considered when 
increasing density.  Currently, the Board has 109 units of affordable housing at the 
YMCA and an 80 unit proposal at the Coco property on the agenda.  The property next 
to Coco could also be developed and they could have a project at the Chase or Citibank 
properties. So, there is a potential for 350 units to be developed in the heart of the 
Village.  This is a tremendous number of units and the cumulative effects should be 
taken into account. The Board has to be able to justify the density.  For example, the 
109 units at the YMCA is supported because it is affordable housing, and the Village 
has goals for affordable housing. This project is a grand slam home run, because it has 
109 affordable units on Main Street, walkability, connectivity, everything.  More 
importantly, 69 underground parking spaces are proposed to increase the retail 
purchasing power of those stores and keep them vibrant and profitable.  With regard to 
the other projects with similar densities of 80 plus units, we have to consider the impact 
on the entire Village, instead of segmenting them off in a SEQRA process.  There must 
be clear public benefits. He noted the Hudson Harbor project and how the Board 
worked with a developer to get the Recreation Center with a swimming pool and the 
Village Hall.  This 88 units sets a pattern or precedent for the rest of the Village and for 
the rest of the people who expect similar developments.  It is very dangerous. He urges 
everyone to consider these factors, rather than just saying we have a project, we have 
to get started because we are way behind, and if the Board doesn’t do what the 
applicant wants, it's going to be ruined. He feels that people will find that property 
valuable. And, if they don't find that property valuable, they'll find the next piece 
valuable.  
 
Mr. Birgy commented that he drives to the south end of town each day and there are 
many times that you cannot make a left going down to the station area and we are not 
even at normal traffic levels due to Covid.   
 
Laura Burk, 40 N. Washington Street, agrees with the Chair and Mr. Birgy with regard to 
setting a precedent and the overall density and traffic in the Village.  She would like to 
know what the Boards are doing in the Village to protect and represent the residents who 
live here.  Why are the developers getting everything they want and at what cost? Ten 
people have spoken about this project tonight and the Board is ready to vote on it.  She 
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is concerned that the residents are not being heard.  She would like to think that the 
Planning Board is looking out for the best interests of the Village residents. There are 
12,000 people who live here and they want to be heard as well.    
 
Mark Fry said that he supports the public comments made this evening.  There are 464 
units proposed on the agenda tonight.  It is truly unprecedented, the idea that we will 
increase the Village population by 10%. This is the first time this has happened since the 
Village was incorporated in 1870.  He has added up the potential development in the 
SAO, which will add another 600 units.  He noted that American Paper Company has 
already sold the parcel to Lexington 202 Group and said he has seen the deed.  He noted 
that there will be other properties, such as Royal Properties on Main Street, who will 
immediately apply for this density.  He appeals to Mr. Tedesco not to vote on the Negative 
Declaration tonight.  
 
Dr. Friedlander apologized for taking so much time on the application at the beginning but 
he didn’t have the time at the work session. The Board is split on this project.  Many 
residents have spoken and there may be more who want to speak.  He would like to have 
a motion to continue the public hearing to allow more people to speak, so we don’t have 
to rush to make a decision.   
 
Mr. Aukland said we owe the applicant a chance to speak.  Ms. Whitehead said she will 
be quick for the record.  
 
Linda Whitehead, Attorney with McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt,  LLC, representing 
the applicant noted for the record that the last speaker, Mr. Fry, said the other parcel 
owned by American Independent Paper, has been bought by her client, which is not 
true. It was sold by American Independent Paper to the operator of the recycling 
business, so that information is just incorrect.  This proposal before the Board is not 
under the SAO.  About a year and a half ago, the Board of Trustees directed them to 
propose a zoning amendment since the SAO was not completed.  It is a year and half 
later and the SAO is still not done yet, so they are glad they proceeded.  The Chair 
referenced the other lot next to theirs on South Depot Plaza and said it is 2 times the 
size of their lot.  That lot is smaller than their lot. There was a reference to all of the 
other parcels that could be developed up to 500 units but this is an application for this 
one piece of property for 88 units, and for a zoning amendment that will only allow the 
88 units on this lot.  It does not allow for any additional development on any other 
property.  They have presented a traffic study.  The residents of this building will not be 
travelling to the train station, they are already there. The traffic will be opposite from the 
peak traffic traveling to the station in the morning and reverse for the evening commute.  
They have also provided a traffic study to include the pandemic impact.  We all 
acknowledge that we are living in a different world right now, but this project will take at 
least 2 years to build, and they still need to return for site plan review. We are hopeful 
that there will be a vaccine and she does not think that they should be looking at this 
project in this way. It should be noted that the Comprehensive Plan was done after 
Hudson Harbor was developed.  Hudson Harbor is a completely different type of 
development. It is not a Transit Oriented Development (TOD); they are multi-million 
dollar waterfront high-end units.  There proposed units will be rented at reasonable 
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rents, something that the Comprehensive Plan asked for.  This project will not affect 
traffic on Broadway. A comment was made that the developer was given 88 units for 
free. The land acquisition cost was 3.5 million dollars but the true cost is not just the 
land cost. That maybe what the Ferraro’s paid for the property, but it is not what Mr. 
Collins is paying. He is going into an agreement with the Ferraro's. The true cost is not 
just the land cost. The numbers that were provided to you really to show that there are 
significant development costs with this site, many of which are the same whether you're 
building 20 units or 88 units, because of the location and the things that have to be done 
on site. So again, that the calculations are not based solely on land costs as was set 
forth. There was a comment made that there will only be one elevator, there will be one 
elevator bank with elevators.  With regard to the 240-foot building length, they are trying 
to work with an existing building, which is 300-feet long.  It is their full intention, as Ms. 
Raiselis discussed, to try to use design elements to break up that length but they are 
starting with a 300-foot-long building foundation. She reminded the Board that the 
approved two-story self-storage-facility is the full 300-foot-long and is actually a much 
boxier structure than what is proposed here.  With regard to the comparison to other 
zones and other developments, this is a new type of zoning that the Comprehensive 
Plan recommended and to say the TOD is only an urban type of zoning is very wrong. 
TOD’s are being built in suburbs, and certainly all over Westchester. She wanted to 
clarify these points for the record and asked Mr. Collins if he wanted speak.  
 
Mr. Collins said the information he provided was to show the Board the elements that 
need to happen in order to develop and pay for the infrastructure for this project.  He 
feels that 88 units is not a high density. They submitted a density analysis and have a 
parking agreement in place with the MTA.  The project will actually create real value in 
the properties that surround the train station. They are not building mid-rise, it is actually 
low rise, which is the lowest category of construction type that exists. They are not 
trying to overbuild. They have responded to sustainable energy concerns, and the 
shared parking with the MTA. They are trying to work with the Village to get what the 
residents of the Village of Tarrytown can be proud of. The existing property is derelict 
and does not fit.  They have put together an entire analysis of what needs to happen to 
make it work. He has submitted the numbers in good faith so the Planning Board can 
see what it takes to get a project financed. They like the idea of the what the Village has 
created, in terms of creating growth districts and promoting private investment in places 
that really need it.  They have also respected the public housing. They have addressed 
a number of different issues that the Board has asked of them, and to be here, still 
arguing about the basics of the traffic, which we've already studied, or the building 
height, or the viewsheds, or the setbacks is going in the wrong direction.  He guesses 
that they just have to leave the project, because they just can't do it. And if that's really 
the way that the Planning Board wants to take us, then we are just going to have to give 
it up and deal with a two story, self-storage building which is basically what the Board is 
arguing for.  Some of the arguments and comments that have been made are not 
current and not educated based on what was submitted.  He would like to sit down and 
thoroughly analyze the issues and address the Board’s concerns.  He has the answers, 
and feels that he can solve them.  He thought that they were there last week, when 
went through all these issues. But again, here they are, it's been an hour and a half or 
more, that they are still talking about same issues.  His company is passionate about 
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what they do.  They will come into Tarrytown, and they are not going to sell off what we 
have. They are invested on a long-term basis and want to create something that this 
town will be proud of.  He wants to work as a team with the Village. That is why he 
provided information to the Chair, so he could take a look at the challenges related to 
this site. If you have questions about it, he is happy to answer them.  This evening, they 
were hoping to have a short meeting and there would be a vote so they are not with 
where they are. As far as he is concerned, it's up to the Board to figure out what they 
want from them, and they will tell them whether or not they can do it.  
 
Dr. Friedlander thanked Mr. Collins for the information. He did not have time to ask 
questions at the last work session and he would have liked to have pursued that. He 
finds it awkward to do it here because you said some of the information is proprietary.  
 
Mr. Collins said that he has spoken with Mr. Galvin 14 times. He has been open and 
completely candid with all of the information. He is happy to meet with Dr. Friedlander. It 
is hard to communicate with the Chair through Mr. Galvin. He would just like to meet with 
the Chair and sit down. He will go to a coffee shop, social distance, whatever it takes.   
Ms. Whitehead said if the Chair had questions, he could have asked them through Mr. 
Galvin.  It is not their fault that he was not able to stay at the work session. Mr. Collins 
said they have spent millions of dollars to get to where they are today and they are 
nowhere. He asked the Chair what he wants them to do. The Board is opposing them on 
every little thing.  
 
Dr. Friedlander disagreed.  He said they were willing to trade a floor of storage for x 
number of units.  He is willing to have a 240 foot building and 70 feet to give them 16,800 
feet for each five floors. If you add that up and divide by 800 a square foot of an apartment 
you come up with a big number. So don't say that he has not supported the project.  He 
asked if the applicant has budged on the size of the building at all, or the setbacks. The 
applicant has not even shown us the MTA lease.  From the numbers, it looks to Dr. 
Friedlander that this $20,000 a unit profit is a net profit. The applicant says that the 
Ferraro’s invested three and a half million dollars and now they are saying there's $3 
million infrastructure costs, which is part of the project.  He would like to know what the 
extraordinary costs are and how much. What exactly is different on this project that makes 
it extraordinary, as opposed to a development that you do someplace else? He was told 
that they have to use the concrete base because it provides a protective layer, and they 
are saving money. When we asked the applicant to take the concrete away and put an 
underground parking garage, they said they couldn’t do it. Ms. Whitehead said they have 
made a number of changes to the proposed zoning amendment that the Board requested 
and have addressed every item requested.   
 
Dr. Friedlander asked Ms. Whitehead not to interrupt him.  Nothing was given back from 
the applicant.  He has some more questions but he would like to know in black and 
white, how much they are making per unit. He would like to see this information.  It is 
not enough detail.      
 
Mr. Collins said this is the first time he is hearing that Dr. Friedlander had these questions 
and that the letter was not satisfactory.  He is willing to answer these questions. The 
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bottom line is that they have the infrastructure costs and they are also giving affordable 
housing units.  The Chair said he can call him and ask the questions, but he can’t meet 
with him due to Covid.  He said he will have his questions on Friday and will follow up 
with Mr. Collins.  
 
Ms. Whitehead said if the Board wants to vote on the Negative Declaration this evening, 
which she believes some members of the Board did, she will leave that up to the them.  
 
Dr. Friedlander said they have heard comment from the public this evening and people 
are against the project.  This information is new to the Board.  He also heard that Mr. 
Collins is willing to work with us, which he appreciates. So, he suggests that the vote be 
postponed until he gets more information from Mr. Collins so that he can share it with the 
Board.   
 
Mr. Birgy said there may be pushback from the community when this gets to the Board of 
Trustees. If there is any way that the applicant can scale back the density, they may see 
a different response from the minority on this Board, and a vast majority of the community. 
It doesn’t seem that anyone is in favor of this density except for the 3 Planning Board 
Members.    
 
A brief discussion took place between Mr. Birgy and Mr. Collins.  Mr. Collins said that if 
Mr. Birgy read the economic report on the project he would know that they can only do it 
with the 88 units. Mr. Birgy finds it impossible. Many builders would be thrilled to be able 
to build here. He doesn’t want to see them walk away.  He has never heard an applicant 
speak to a Planning Board the way they have and he finds it inappropriate and he hopes 
this changes.  Ms. Whitehead said that some Board Members have spoken to them in 
ways that have not always been appropriate too.  Mr. Collins asked Mr. Birgy what he 
thinks would be appropriate. Mr. Birgy thought somewhere between 30 to 40 units would 
work. Mr. Collins said that would be impossible.   He looks forward to sitting down and 
working through these issues so he can show them why they are proposing this density 
and the other items regarding traffic, viewsheds, etc.  
 
 
Mr. Birgy said it would have to be done in public. With regard to the traffic, we don’t need 
a traffic consultant to tell us the traffic is okay. We live with it every day. It is a bad spot 
down there.  Mr. Collins asked Mr. Birgy what the traffic generation is, if he read the report.   
Dr. Friedlander interrupted and said, in terms of SEQRA, there are 6 to 10 sites that could 
impact the entire Village. If everyone comes in with the same plan, we're talking about 
900 units, which is the concern. Incrementally, the marginal impact of each extra car has 
tremendous consequences. Our merchants can’t stay in business unless people can flow 
through into the Main Street corridor and park their cars. The people who are living in this 
development may not go into the city, they may go to White Plains, they may go to 
Yonkers and Mount Vernon, they may go to Peekskill. They have to get out of that area, 
and the only way out is up Main Street and through the residential neighborhoods. It is 
the Board’s job to try to figure out what the sequential cumulative impacts are going to 
be.  Mr. Collins said you are comparing an apples and oranges.  Mr. Whitehead said she 
has already addressed those six sites which are not affected by this zoning amendment.  
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Dr. Friedlander said he is afraid of setting a precedent. A brief discussion took place and 
Counsel Zalantis suggested to take a break to go into executive session since they are 
getting into a legal discussion.  Dr. Friedlander said he does not want to do it now. It is 
too late. Dr. Friedlander will contact Mr. Collins.  If he is willing to compromise that is fine.    
 
Mr. Tedesco ended by saying that this discussion tonight has almost moved him to 
resign from the Planning Board. This is the most divisive issue that he has come across 
in his 33 years on the Planning Board and he does not see a light at the end of the 
tunnel.  It is unbelievable to him that this has gone to this particular stage. He thinks that 
they do need an executive session with Counsel Zalantis to discuss this.  While they 
can't do anything tonight, obviously because it's like trying to end world war three with a 
shotgun, common sense and compromise has to come into this at some point.  If it's 
impossible for that to happen, then things have to be scrapped. There's no other way he 
can see out of this quagmire. He has never been upset as much as he is tonight as a 
member of this Board.  
 
Mr. Tedesco, moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing.  
Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote:  
 
Member Raiselis:    Yes 
Member Tedesco:  Yes 
Member Birgy:        Yes 
Member Aukland:   Yes  
Chair Friedlander:   Yes 
 
All in favor. Motion carried. 5-0 
 
CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING -  Artis Sr. Living -153 White Plains Road  
Construction of a 64 Bed Alzhiemer/Dementia Care Facility 
 
Linda Whitehead, partner with the law firm of McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt, LLC, 
appeared and advised the Board that she has been retained on behalf of the applicant, 
Artis Sr. Living, also present, to work on the final open items with respect to the site plan 
application before this Board.   
 
She referenced the September 10, 2020 submission which included: 
 

• A letter from the Fire Department indicating their support for the plans as currently 
proposed in relation to fire fighting and rescue operations.  

• A revised roof plan showing the maximum number of solar panels that could fit due 
to the fire department comments, the mechanicals and the elements of the roof.  
The panels will provide 9% of the electricity demand for the building.  

• A summary of the other sustainable features that they have incorporated into the 
building to reduce energy demand. 
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Village of Tarrytown 
Planning Board 
Regular Meeting (Via Zoom Video Conference) 
October 26, 2020 7:00pm 

PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Raiselis, Tedesco, 
Alternate Member Lawrence, Counsel Zalantis, Village Engineer Pennella, 
Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

ABSENT: All Present 

***This meeting is being held via Zoom video conference in accordance with the 
Governor's Executive Order issued in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic that 
authorizes public meetings to be held in this manner. The public will be able to view the 
meeting through the Zoom application and be given the opportunity to speak during the 
public comment period for each application by pressing the "raise your hand" icon to 
speak or *9 on their phone.*** 

Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 7:02p.m. and thanked Mr. Ringel for 
his time in coordinating these meetings. He apologized for the lengthy agenda at the last 
meeting and noted that there is also a long agenda this evening. In keeping with the 
methodology of the Board of Trustees, he will ask the public to restrict their comments to 
three minutes and, after everyone has had a chance to speak, the public will be given 
another go around for a period of a minute and a half. In addition, any documents that 
the public wishes to share at these meetings should be submitted three days in advance 
so that they can be shared by staff at the meeting. 

Approval of Minutes- September 30, 2020 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to approve the minutes of the regular 
September 30, 2020 Planning Board meeting. 

Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote: 

Member Raiselis: Yes 
Member Aukland: Yes 
Member Tedes·co: Yes 
Member Birgy: Yes 
Chair Friedlander: Yes 
The minutes were approved 5-0. 

Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments: 

Adjournments: 

Tarrytown Snack Mart, Inc. (tenant) 
440 South Broadway 
Expansion to existing automotive filling station to include 
a net increase of 776 s.f. to the existing convenience store 
with store front parking and other related site improvements. 
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Planning Board - Village of Tarrytown October 26, 2020 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- 39-51 N. Broadway Associates- 39-51 N. Broadway 
Referral by Board of Trustees for review and recommendation of a Zoning Petition to allow for the 
development of a mixed-use project in the RR zone and for site plan approval for 80 residential 
units with retail and off-street parking pending adoption of the zoning by the Board of Trustees. 

Before starting the public hearing, Dr. Friedlander asked Mr. Ringel for a count of 
people who want to comment on this application. Mr. Ringel said that 14 hands are 
raised. He asked Mr. Ringel for a count of people who plan on commenting on the 29 
South Plaza Application, the following and last item on the agenda. Mr. Ringel advised 
that we have 15 to 16 hands raised. 

Mr. Tedesco suggested, in fairness to the public and the applicant, due to the late hour, 
that the Board and staff consider adjourning the last application to the next meeting, and 
put it first on the agenda at the next meeting so that everyone is given the opportunity to 
speak and participate. 

Dr. Friedlander is in favor of this recommendation. He asked the other Board Members. 

Mr. Aukland would like to find a way of doing it sooner since the applicant has been 
waiting a long time for the Board to take action. He asked if there could be a special 
meeting. Dr. Friedlander said we could have a special meeting if everybody agrees, 
similar to what we had last time. The only question is if it can be coordinated with staff. 

Mr. Tedesco said maybe we could see if a special meeting would be possible if the and 
if not, as a fallback, at the next regular Planning Board meeting, put the 29 S. Depot 
Plaza application first on the agenda to make sure it gets the attention it deserves. 

Dr. Friedlander suggested having the secretary poll the Board and the applicant for a 
tentative date and asked the Board Members how they feel. 

Mr. Pennella commented that a special meeting takes a lot of effort to organize. There 
are noticing requirements and the village calendar is already filled with meetings that 
require the same staff to be present. Last month we were successful because we had a 
very small agenda on the ZBA meeting, and we were able to fit a special meeting in 
right after the ZBA meeting. So there are costs involved, staff conflicts and also the 
task of being able to broadcast the meeting live on cable TV. Based on these factors, at 
this point, he would not recommend another special meeting since it will be difficult to 
pull off. 

Mr. Tedesco said if we do hold it over to the November meeting and we assure the 
applicant that it will be first on the agenda, he thinks that probably is the best way to go. 
He doesn't think one month or half a month will make that much of a difference. 

Dr. Friedlander agreed to table the last item to the November meeting. Mr. Aukland 
agreed to this but noted that they have had the poor applicant hanging on for a long 
time. 
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Planning Board- Village of Tarrytown 

Mr. Birgy left the meeting. 

Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote: 

Member Raiselis: Yes 
Member Aukland: Yes 
Member Tedesco: Yes 
Chair Friedlander: Yes 
All in favor. Motion carried. 4-0 

October 26, 2020 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to continue the public hearing. 

Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote: 

Member Raiselis: Yes 
Member Aukland: Yes 
Member Tedesco: Yes 
Chair Friedlander: Yes 
All in favor. Motion carried. 4-0 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- Lexington 202 Group LLC 29 S. Depot Plaza 
Re-referral by Board of Trustees for review and recommendation of a petition for zone changes 
to allow for 88 residential units above a self-storage facility with parking. 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to adjourn the application of 29 S. 
Depot Plaza until the next regular Planning Board meeting and to place this application 
first on the agenda. 

Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote: 
Member Raiselis: Yes 
Member Aukland: Yes 
Member Tedesco: Yes 
Chair Friedlander: Yes 

All in favor. Motion carried. 4-0 

ADJOURNMENT 
Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, to adjourn the meeting at 11:10 p.m. 

Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote: 
Member Raiselis: Yes 
Member Aukland: Yes 
Member Tedesco: Yes 
Chair Friedlander: Yes 

All in favor. Motion carried: 4-0 

Liz Meszaros- Secretary 
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Village of Tarrytown 
Planning Board 
Regular Meeting (Via Zoom Video Conference) 

November 23, 2020 6:00 pm 

PRESENT: Chairman Friedlander, Members Aukland, Birgy, Raiselis, Tedesco, 
Alternate Member Lawrence, Counsel Zalantis, Village Engineer Pennella, 
Village Planner Galvin; Secretary Meszaros 

ABSENT: All Present 

***This meeting is being held via Zoom video conference in accordance with the 
Governor's Executive Order issued in response to the COVID-19 Pandemic that 
authorizes public meetings to be held in this manner. The public will be able to view the 
meeting through the Zoom application and be given the opportunity to speak during the 
public comment period for each application by pressing the "raise your hand" icon to 
speak or *9 on their phone.*** 

Chairman Friedlander called the meeting to order at 6:05 p.m. 

Approval of Minutes- October 13. 2020 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Auk land, to approve the minutes of the regular October 
13, 2020 Planning Board meeting. 

Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote: 

Member Raiselis: Yes 
Member Aukland: Yes 
Member Tedesco: Yes 
Member Birgy: Yes 
Chair Friedlander: Abstained 
The minutes were approved 4-0, with one abstention. 

Approval of Minutes- October 26. 2020 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Aukland, to approve the minutes of the regular October 
26, 2020 Planning Board meeting. 

Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote: 

Member Raiselis: Yes 
Member Aukland: Yes 
Member Tedesco: Yes 
Member Birgy: Yes 
Chair Friedlander: Yes 

The minutes were approved 5-0. 
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Mr. Feroe said that the goal of the committee is to promote affordable, integrated 
housing. The village needs more housing. It is important from an equity and economic 
perspective. They also know that the details matter and the public review of different 
projects is very important. The type, the location, and the design of projects are 
critically important as we move forward. We should not forget where we came from, 
which was the Comprehensive Plan, which said that the downtown in the station area, 
in general, are good places for us to be looking for appropriately placed housing to 
sustain our downtown businesses and be more sustainable. 

To conclude, Ms. McKeown said that the County has grown significantly, but the village 
population has remained flat. The needs for affordable housing across the county have 
also grown and so it is incumbent on our village to do our share. The 80,000 units of 
housing, obviously are county wide. But in our village, we should take that seriously and 
try to provide better housing options for young people that want to stay in the village or 
older people that want to sell their homes and remain in the village that are having a 
hard time finding locations that are affordable. She thanked the Board for the 
opportunity to present. 

Since there was a long agenda, Dr. Friedlander asked Ms. McKeown to come back at 
the end of the applications to answer some of the Board's questions if it is not too late. 
Ms. McKeown said she would come back later on. Mr. Aukland thanked the committee 
for the presentation. Mr. Tedesco said the presentation was done very well and would 
like a copy provided to the Board. 

Dr. Friedlander announced the following adjournments: 

Adjournments: 

Tarrytown Snack Mart, Inc. (tenant) 
440 South Broadway 
Expansion to existing automotive filling station to include 
a net increase of 776 sf. to the existing convenience store 
with store front parking and other related site improvements. 

39-51 North Broadway Associates 
39-51 North Broadway 
Referral by Board of Trustees for review and recommendation of a Zoning Petition to allow for the 
development of a mixed-use project in the RR zone and for site plan approval for 80 residential units 
with retail and off-street parking pending adoption of the zoning by the Board of Trustees. 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING-Lexington 202 Group.LLC -29 South Depot Plaza 
Re-referral by Board of Trustees for review and recommendation of a petition for zone change to 
allow for 88 residential units above a self-storage facility with parking. 

Mr. Tedesco described for the benefit of the public that the Planning Board is currently 
reviewing the impacts of this project in accordance with SEQRA. It is important to hear 
from the public. He advised that if a majority of the Planning Board approves a Negative 
Declaration and recommends the adoption of zoning text amendment to the Board of 
Trustees, the Board and minority would submit a minority report to the Board of Trustees. 
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This minority report would include the reasons for opposing the zoning text amendment, 
and also include reference to all of the public comments that have been made on the 
application, which are part of the record. At that point. it would be the decision of the 
Board of Trustees, who will hold a public hearing on the zoning text amendment. This 
public hearing will give the public another opportunity to express their views and 
concerns before the Board of Trustees makes its decision. If the Board of Trustees 
adopts the zoning text amendment, the application would still come back to the Planning 
Board for Site Plan review. The public again will have the opportunity to be part of the 
process at every step and they are important and will become part of the record. He 
noted that each person will be given three minutes with a one and a half minute follow 
up if they desire in order to make sure everybody who wants to speak tonight gets a 
chance to speak on this application and we leave time to address the other items on the 
agenda. 

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD: 

James Wilson, 109 West Franklin Street, just caddy-corner to the fire station. He noted 
the flyer left in his mailbox and thanked the community outreach. He is concerned 
about the 60 foot height which will impact the views in the village which are precious. 
He understands that housing at the bottom level is not feasible due to a flood zone, but 
still feels it is too high. His chief concern is the traffic impact. He lives right in the path 
of the very busy corner. With the Sleepy Hollow development coming, he is expecting 
even more traffic, especially on the H-bridge. He wholeheartedly supports diversity in 
housing and additional units of various types but thinks we have to be very smart about 
the traffic and finding creative solutions for that. 

John Stiloski, 155 Wildey Street, advised the Board that there are people getting paid to 
put flyers in people's mailbox's basically trying to shoot this project down for some 
unknown reason. He asked the Chairman who suggested that this applicant put 
residential units on top of the approved self-storage facility. 

Chairman Friedlander said there was an application for storage facility which was 
approved. After that, the Board had said that we would prefer having a mixed use down 
there, because we were working on a station area zoning that encouraged mixed use. 
Everyone thought that a mixed use would be better than just having a storage facility so 
the Board recommended to the applicant to consider having a mixed use and residential 
above the storage. 

Mr. Stiloski asked the Chairman why he recused himself from the storage application 
but not the current application before this Board. 

Dr. Friedlander said that at the time of the storage application, the applicant made some 
references that he might have a conflict of interest and he didn't want to have an 
appearance of a conflict of interest, so he recused himself. This is a new project and he 
did not feel that it is was necessary to recuse himself. A discussion took place about 
the possibility of 107 units. Dr. Friedlander said that the Board had suggested that they 
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provide a mixed use and the number was 48, never 107. The developer came in with 
more numbers of units after that. That's the best of his recollection. 

Mr. Stiloski advised that somebody is being paid on this project. Mr. Fry said he is doing 
this because he loves Tarrytown and he loves being here but in reality he is being paid 
by people in this village. Dr. Friedlander said he was not aware of this. 

Mr. Stilosiki asked Dr. Friedlander if anybody on the Board took money at any point 
from a builder because that is what everybody is saying. Dr. Friedlander thought this 
was inappropriate. Mr. Stiloski said it is not inappropriate because this is what people 
are saying on the outside. Dr. Friedlander said as far as the Board is concerned, they 
have not done anything inappropriate, that anyone of thern is aware of. 

Leslie Gordon, 4th generation resident of the village, who lives on East Elizabeth Street, 
said that the really significant height variances have the potential to dwarf the 
surrounding buildings. As former speakers shared, she has real concerns about the 
historical view shed challenges that will arise from the additional height. More 
significantly, if there's a variance to the zoning, there's the potential long term to give 
Developer's preference over what we would really prefer to see and believe is relevant 
for the community. Regarding traffic, people zoom up East Elizabeth Street, Archer 
Place and across Grove Street all the time, and so traffic is concerning. 

Katie Kreider, 42 North Washington Street, said that prior to COVID, people worked 
from home and companies could save on rent and utilities (referred to as hoteling). 
During COVID, more people will be staying home and not going to the train but will be 
driving in the village, so traffic is a big issue. Height is also a big issue, and there may 
be some strain on infrastructure. When she works from home, she uses more electricity, 
water, more connectivity, and it becomes expensive. She decided it was just as easy to 
travel to the city, but that may not be an option for a lot of people. The traffic is also 
crazy, even with COVID, because the rush hour lasts a good part of the morning, and it 
continues from two o'clock in the afternoon, up into the evening. The character of our 
village is a huge issue. She has been listening to the Board of Trustees meetings and 
thought that the village would just take care of things, like the height of this building. She 
feels that the public sense of trust has been shaken, and that so many people feel so 
strongly that they have come out. She hopes the Planning Board will listen to all of us. 
We are just disembodied voices in the dark. You can't see us. You don't know us. You 
cannot feel our frustration. She. herself, does not know 90% or 95% of the people 
talking, but she shares their views. She is asking the Board to please listen too many 
who are saying this project is too big and the traffic is bad. The world is changing and 
before big decisions are made that could set precedent, she would ask that the Board 
do a traffic study, and make sure our infrastructure can handle it and that the ground 
down there can handle it. The traffic on Central Avenue and Wildey Street is dangerous 
now and if you start adding more cars, it is going to be a nightmare. 

Dolf Beil, 108 Main Street, showed some slides from the applicant's August 2, 2020 
environmental submission to the Planning Board, attached as "Exhibit B" of these 
minutes. Exhibit six shows a rendering from Franklin Court and Franklin Street. In his 
opinion, there is a misrepresentation in this artist's rendering with regard to the view. In 
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April of this year, the applicant agreed to perform a balloon test to show what the height 
would be. He has not seen any record of this taking place and does not think that any 
action can be taken on the Negative Declaration until the commitment made in April is 
fulfilled. He showed another slide showing the impact of the building on the view of the 
Bridge and then detail of how the drone measurements were made of Wildey Street. He 
pointed out that 46 units at40 feet was profitable in February and January of 2019 and 
wondered why exactly. 

Dean Gallea, 28 Wildey Street, read his statement into the record on behalf of TEAC: 

To: Stanley Friedlander, Chair, Tarrytown Planning Commission 
From: Tarrytown Environmental Advisory Council (TEAC) 
Dean Gallea and Rachel Tieger, Co-Chairs, TEAC 
RE: 29 South Depot Plaza SEQRA process 

We understand that construction of the proposed building at 29 Depot Plaza will entail 
partial or complete excavation of the in-place concrete cap forming the base slab and 
foundation of the existing structure. This will necessarily expose the old fill material that 
forms the land mass under the building. The fill was placed, as we understand it, at a time 
when environmental standards and practices, and regulations for such materials, were 
not compliant with current standards based on health and safety. We have not been able 
to ascertain whether there has been any testing of the fill showing that it is free from 
volatile contaminants that would be of concern to potential residents. Given this concern, 
and the possibility of other issues within the EAF, we believe that a positive declaration 
is warranted, and recommend that a full DEIS be produced for further examination by 
stakeholders prior to any furtherance of the project. 

Anthony Paladino, 26 Riverview Avenue, moved to Tarrytown this year. The historic 
character is what attracted his family to the village. The building is tall and will really change 
the character of this village. The views will be impacted not only from residential areas, but 
from Main Street, the library, and the parks. The traffic getting down to the Riverwalk and 
train station is moderately bad now even with few commuters due to COVID. He can't 
imagine what it will be like when we add residential units to the existing train traffic. He joins 
the majority of the residents of this neighborhood and opposing changes to the zoning and 
hope the trustees will consider that. 

Mark Fry, who lives in Ossining, said to address John Stiloski's comment, he has 
received a very small stipend, less than $6 per hour. He is doing this for his love of 
Tarrytown and is happy to donate the money to Riverkeeper, a modest amount of 
money, should that be an issue. He referred to his two letters sent to the Planning 
Board today raising similar concerns of Dean Gallea. After further review of all the 
documents he has concluded that the application is not complete. In his professional 
view, the applicant's submissions contain many substantive errors and the Planning 
Board may not legally issue a Negative Declaration, because it has not yet completed 
its legally required hard look at all of the important potential negative impacts which is 
what is required of all Boards across New York State. They've got to take a hard look at 
all of the impacts and the applicant should be required to produce an environmental 
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impact statement. There is question about the potential that the site itself is severely 
contaminated. Apparently, there were tests done, but he does not have the results. The 
visual simulations have also not been provided. He wanted to share his visual 
simulations with the Board. Dr. Friedlander said they could be discussed after everyone 
else has a chance to speak and if there is time. 

Lisette Mendez, 159 Grove Street, is disheartened by the public comment because this 
is an opportunity for Tarrytown to provide affordable housing for many families in need 
in Westchester. In Tarrytown, 15% of families are severely cost burdened and we are 
only concerned only about the impacts on views and not the impacts on family. She is 
an architect and planner and can assure the public that TOO development is a very 
established way of working and reducing traffic, while increasing sensible density. 
Based on the Comprehensive Plan, that we all did in 2018, holding 19 meetings, we all 
agreed that this was necessary. Those that are concerned on Franklin Street and 
Riverview, it is about 200 to 300 feet away from the site at a 50 foot elevation. The top 
of the building will be seen. It will not impact your water view. She visited the area and 
is making it clear that it will not impact the view as terribly as people think. She 
questions the height, architecture and the massing, but does not question the need for 
retail for TOO development that is going to bring walkability sustain ability to our village. 
With regard to traffic concerns, she is asking that everyone consider how they can 
reduce traffic, by walking to the train station or into town. Everyone needs to do their 
part. We cannot expect everyone else to do it and we get to drive our car around. She 
understands the COVID concerns and there are people that are going to be working 
from home, but they will still be traveling and using the metro station. So why not use 
this site for future housing which will help people, rather than a storage facility. She is 
asking that people look at the big picture, not their immediate needs that are going to 
change over time. 

Kristen Albright, who lives on MacArthur Lane, thanked the Board for hosting the 
meeting and Dolf Beil for his presentation, showing the view analysis that would block 
the views. She would ask the village to understand and realize that this is only one 
point of view, but the 180-degree views would be blocked significantly. This is also 
precedent setting. This would be the first construction and she would like to know where 
it will end and where else is it going to impact others views? With respect to the traffic, 
we do our best to walk into town and when we have to drive someplace, it is right now 
even during COVID, the traffic is pretty challenging. She asked if Tarrytown has the 
infrastructure to support a building of this height and housing. We understand 
affordable housing is an issue and support it, but we ask that it not deplete or defray the 
value of our homes. We have put significant investment into our home and plan to retire 
here. If the village is going to block our views, make no mistake, they will not hesitate to 
leave Tarrytown. This is her dream home, it is a tiny home, and if she can't maintain 
what they have, then they will be forced to leave the village. She wonders how many 
other people feel the same way. She apologized for being so brash but this is where 
she stands right now. 
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Olivia Gerth, who lives on LeGrande Avenue, has been to a number of these meetings 
and feels that a majority of the public voicing opposition have been pretty 
straightforward with their concerns with these large projects and hope to see a 
compromise with these stakeholders for the 29 South Depot and 39-51 North Broadway 
projects. Again, the size and density of these projects are not reasonable. Addressing 
the scale of these projects is one way to gain public support, something that a denial of 
the rezoning application could assist with. The traffic studies submitted are not 
complete. Looking at the big picture, we have to consider the potential effects of all 
these projects: 29 S. Depot Plaza, 39-51 North Broadway, in addition to Edge on 
Hudson, and not view each project in a vacuum because that is just not the realistic 
impact. It is important recognize that there are unknown effects from a global pandemic 
on commuting and traffic that are not being taken into consideration in these traffic 
studies. These concerns are not coming from an anti-diversity or an anti-development 
sentiment, just simply that they want and deserve the research to be done before 
implementing lasting change in our village. She would like these drastic measures that 
will inevitably create precedent, be put on pause until we are not in the middle of a 
global health emergency. They seem like pretty reasonable requests to her considering 
the decisions we make now will have a permanent effect on the village later. At the 
Board of Trustees meeting last week, they were told that they should be presenting our 
views to the Planning Board rather than the Board of Trustees. She also remembers 
being told at a prior Planning Board meeting that they should be expressing their views 
with the Board of Trustees. At this juncture, she is here yet again because she cares 
about the town, has a vested interest in the town and its future, and would like to be a 
part of the discussion to make sure that the public's valid concerns are not being swept 
under the rug. 

David Barnett, 104 Main Street, addressed the 29th South Depot Plaza project in 
context of the comprehensive plan with a short slide presentation, attached as "Exhibit 
C". Members of this Planning Board along with residents of the community worked for 
several years to complete this carefully constructed study which documents a 
vision for the future of Tarrytown and continues to be a source of reference as we 
proceed. Unfortunately, he believes that it is currently being misrepresented and 
compromised in ways that help defend and justify certain directions that are at odds with 
this community. He hopes the members of this Board hear our frustration because the 
decisions you make tonight could change the direction and negatively impact 
Tarrytown's future development and infrastructure. He has read and re-read this Comp 
Plan and has found only three references to height and stories and stories you will see 
on this slide. The first reference is on page 134. In the Comp Plan under the heading 
economy, built environment and estate, it says, anywhere there was one story make it 
two, which sound fine. The second reference says, on page 135, references the 
maximum height of 3 to 5 stories if built up. Apparently, this is still an open question. 
And based on comments by the residents tonight and past meetings, nobody is 
endorsing five stories. 

The second slide shows an image from the Comp Plan on page 101. It addresses the 
issue of climate change on our village. The photograph shows a large portion of the 
station area that I imagine would also impact 29 South Depot Plaza that are within 100 
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within the hundred year flood zone. And it states on page 102, that "Tarrytown needs to 
recognize the current and future impacts that climate change will have on the local 
community". He remembers Hurricane Sandy when the Hudson flooded the train 
station crossing the railroad tracks onto Depot Plaza and finally stopping in front of the 
Portuguese American cultural center. If we continue to choose asphalt and concrete 
over open green spaces, we will reduce the options for floodwaters recede. And closing 
again he would like to quote from the Camp Plan that, "sea level rise must be accounted 
for especially in relation to how it threatens new developments along the waterfront. 
The alternative could prove costly and dangerous to both village residents and 
businesses". 

Katie Scully, 3 Hillside Place, thanked Lizette Mendez and others for bringing this 
matter to her attention and the Housing Committee that presented earlier. She chose 
this village to raise her family in a community of people from all walks of life, 
economically, socially, racially. She feels that the village must also take on the issue of 
the lack of affordable housing in the village which already represents this kind of 
diversity. She is on the District Equity Committee which aligns with these goals. She 
has a background in art and architecture and understands the concerns about height. 
She thinks that there is clearly a compromise that can happen and appreciates that the 
Board agrees that affordable housing is a priority of the village. 

Robert Singer, 15 Park Avenue, said that many of his concerns about this project have 
been expressed. His main concern is the impact of traffic in Miller Park. Speed bumps 
were installed last year to slow down the traffic going to and from the train station. One 
of his cars was totaled by cut through traffic going down Park Avenue, so there are real 
effects. He is concerned about the safety of the many children in the neighborhood with 
the increase in traffic. He would like to see a more comprehensive traffic plan. He does 
not see how the current roads can sustain this traffic. He feels that the density is setting 
a scary precedent. If this level of density continues, the roads will not handle that. There 
are also the additional school costs, and the elephant in the room here is the 
development in Sleepy Hollow. We can't change that, we can only change what we do 
going forward, which is why a lot of people talking about this particular development. He 
agrees with the concerns about height and the obstruction of the view, but the density 
precedent and the traffic concerns are his first and foremost concerns. 

Doug Fox, 42 North Washington Street, said the main issue is that this site is a landfill. 
He has a map from 1891 that shows his house and the area south of the actual 
turnaround on Franklin Street and the Village Hall, where those existing warehouses 
are. The reality is that it was swamp land. All of the area down by the waterfront was 
filled in during the late 1800's and early 1900s. He recalls watching as the railroad 
blew out all the old 70s built platforms and there was absolutely no resistance to any of 
the pilings that they were putting into the ground to shore up the foundation for the new 
platforms. He feels that this entire area is compromised and is in a floodplain, which 
was proven with Sandy. The new housing that was put on the west side of the tracks 
does not have anything on the first floor levels. His main contention is that there are no 
studies to tell us exactly what's going to happen in the area. 
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Colin VanderHorn, who lives on LeGrande Avenue, feels it would have been helpful if 
the applicant had presented first so that people could familiarize themselves with the 
project. There was an entire section dedicated to the fact that Tarrytown is in great 
fiscal shape so why is there such a need to increase the population? He sympathizes 
with those households that are cost burdened, but we should start by attempting to 
reduce the tax burden on households. His taxes are a little over a third of his mortgage, 
which is pretty shocking. He does not feel that the residents should be responsible for 
the 82,000 affordability units that are needed in Westchester County. It doesn't seem 
like people could foresee the faults of the Camp Plan, but we do care about the real
world consequences. He agrees with Dave Barnett that the Camp Plan is being 
misrepresented. The height is too tall, too tall for the neighborhood and too tall for 
people who live behind them. He would like to see us move closer to existing zoning. 
He noted that during that presentation 39-51 North Broadway was described as 
replacing vacant retail. That project would not be replacing just vacant retail it would be 
replacing the CVS that is severely needed. The Board of Trustees meeting was a little 
bit disheartening. The Board of Trustees and Mayor have made their views very 
transparent, and they intend to approve these projects. This is the proper avenue for 
community intervention and people should speak up. It doesn't matter if you have never 
spoken, please do not hesitate to speak up. He thinks that telling people that there will 
be many more chances to appeal is a little bit misleading, especially if you've attended 
one of those Board of Trustees meeting, you know where the heart of the trustees is 
and especially the heart of the Mayor. It is not a bad view, but he is not in agreement 
with some of the public views voiced tonight. He would like to express to the Planning 
Board that the community clearly does not want the developments of this scale, this 
density level or this height. He would appeal to the Board to take these public 
comments into consideration now and in the long term. 

Daniel Blatz, 107 MacArthur lane, recently just moved into town to raise his family. He 
is in complete favor of affordable housing but he thinks the town and developers need to 
do their due diligence on the impacts associated with the project. He would like to see a 
traffic study completed and a property value assessment completed which should be 
paid for by the applicant. He appreciates the sentiments of all of the people that have 
spoken tonight and he would like to hear more on the project. 

Judith (no last name), lives at 18 North Broadway, in the Landmark building. She is a 
minority voice and is in support of this project and other projects like this that would 
bring more affordable housing to Tarrytown. She thinks there are lots of competing 
priorities. She respects her neighbor's comments, but feels the need for affordable 
housing really must take precedence over those other priorities. One of the things they 
love most about Tarrytown is the diversity of the community which is just as important 
as the look of the buildings and the views. She is very happy when she thinks of these 
buildings coming in bringing new people coming into the community, shopping it at our 
local stores, and keeping all the other wonderful shops and local restaurants open and 
hanging out by our beautiful Waterfront Park. This is what we need in Tarrytown. 
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Heather Haggerty, who lives on Kaldenberg with her husband, is originally from Dobbs 
Ferry and she has seen what happens with over-development. There has been a lot of 
talk about affordable housing but she has been to a lot of these meetings and she still 
does not know what the rents will be and if they will be rent stabilized or if it is 
affordable. In Dobbs Ferry, they have provided affordable housing for their firefighters. 
She does not feel that this village has taken care of the volunteers. Many of them are 
only able to live here because they live in family homes. She feels there is more we can 
do for the firefighters and people that actually work for town and this has not been 
discussed. With regard to traffic, she is one of those who only have one car and she 
walks around town. Most of the people around her have two cars. There are some new 
apartments near her on Main Street that just from these two new apartments, the 
amount of traffic that has increased on her little street because people are going to 
grocery stores, going to the gym, etc. and they do get in their cars. She and her 
husband attempted to try a lifestyle without a car in town which they found is almost 
impossible to do. This should be taken into consideration since you really do need a car 
and the new rentals coming in will most likely have two cars per family. The traffic on 
Central Avenue is a mess blocked in by trucks and buses. 

Monica Shepherd, 71 Miller Avenue, feels that villagers have reason to be concerned 
and not trust what is happening when the proposed height that we see in the pictures 
has been increased multiple times over the past months. The presentations by the 
developer have been misleading. She also has concerns about the traffic in the Miller 
Park area. This neighborhood sustains an enormous amount of traffic between Park 
Miller and Independence and there are about 26 children in the area with loads of cars 
coming through. The speed humps have helped a lot, but she does not think the 
neighborhood that is full of kids can sustain or tolerate a lot more traffic coming through 
here and people living down there. You might say that they are not going to use their 
cars, but they will. 

Amy Wessan, 85 Main Street, a village resident for 25 years, said that Tarrytown is 
known as one of the top 10 villages by Forbes Magazine in the United States for its 
beauty. We have a special architectural beauty and charm. Some of these proposals 
have absolutely nothing to do with that charm and they do not fit in with the village. There 
is no place in the history for these larger clunky buildings. Franklin Courts and Asbury 
Terrace should not set a precedent for the height in this area. She asked if the village 
has a vision of the area showing what it would actually look like (electronically) to have 
a scattered little village down there. This area should be connected from the train station 
to Main Street to give a feeling of a really warm, inviting place. She appreciates all of 
the people here tonight. She would like to note that over the past hour and a half, only 
two speakers have been somewhat positive towards this building. 

Laura Burke, 40 North Washington Street, has lived here since 1999. Her taxes are half 
of her mortgage and they weren't like that when she moved here. She does not feel that 
Hudson Harbor gave the village the tax revenue it wanted. She is not against developing 
the village, she just has issue with the scope and the size of this project. She thinks it 
should be half of what it is. And if it is not profitable for the developer, that is not really 
the village's problem. She wanted to know how much of the project is designated as 
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affordable housing and would like to see more details about that the percentage of 
affordable and what the proposed rates are for the apartments. She noted that with 
regard to the 39-51 North Broadway project, the vacant storefronts are not really helping 
the walkability and getting rid of CVS as part of that development up there is not going 
to help with walkability either. 

Howard Smith, 87 Main Street, sent a communication to the Planning Board members 
earlier today and most of them bounced back. This communication included a photo of 
an overhead shot of the parking areas near the train station to illustrate the point that 
nine months into a pandemic and the parking lots are more than half empty. He wants to 
know why the village is talking about making a significant change in their approach to 
development at this time without taking the time to do a more long range study of the 
potential impact of the pandemic. He is concerned with the impact of the Edge on 
Hudson development. It is not technically in the village but the 1177 residential units will 
house somewhere around 2400 residents and 3,400 parking spaces, which translates to 
a lot of cars. If the Walgreens Plaza were to be developed at the density level comparable 
to 29 South Depot, that could add another 450 new residents and another 400 cars. He 
feels that it would be a real mistake to interpret all these concerns as being anti
development or anti-affordable housing. The developer lost him when he went from the 
thoughtfully designed 4 story concept that was presented initially and then got greedy 
and went for the 60 foot tall, massive structure. They are proposing to turn what used to 
be a warehouse for things, to a warehouse for people, and are only proposing eight 
affordable units. He also is concerned about the environmental issues that have been 
discussed tonight, all of which suggests that a lot of work needs to be done first before 
we move in this direction. 

Harley Denver, of 85 Main Street, a 25-year village resident, referred to his background 
picture of the view from his balcony. He finds the disconnect between the Planning 
Board, the Board of Trustees, and the villagers very frightening. It is almost as divided 
as this country. It makes him question the motive behind this. He heard Peter Ferae's 
presentation about how housing brings jobs but, at what point do you stop and say, 
enough is enough? He is really frightened that there is just going to be a big boxy 
building, like they have in Yonkers. He has done a Jot of business and tourism 
development in both South America and Asia, particularly Argentina, and Brazil, 
Malaysia and the way you get things done is who to pay off. He was a little frightened 
when that was considered to be an inappropriate question that was asked earlier? He 
thinks the answer was inappropriate. He is not saying that this is happening, he just 
does not understand what the disconnect is. With regard to the traffic, he asked why we 
don't take care of the traffic first, before we do the development. 

Suzanne Bartolacci, 67 Miller Avenue, agrees with a number of comments tonight, 
particularly the neighbors in the Miller Park neighborhood. Her main concerns are 
around the density and the volume of cars and traffic that will come through her not only 
her neighborhood, but the town in general. She noted a Miller Park traffic study done 
prior to the traffic calming which said that about 3000 cars a day went past her home. It 
is nowhere near that level now and the children can play somewhat safely outside. The 
road humps have also had a huge difference. Her concern is when things get back to 
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normal, the traffic will increase and go back to what it was and if you layer on all the 
additional development particularly the Edge development, cars will be cutting through 
their neighborhood and all of the residential neighborhoods in town. This is a serious 
concern from a property value perspective as well as a safety issue for the people in the 
neighborhood. She feels that the views from the village parks, from the school and 
everywhere else are a special part of what makes Tarrytown what it is. A re-evaluation 
was done a few years ago for their property taxes which placed a 25% Premium on 
properties that had a river view. So, it is not just the residents that are placing a premium 
on that view, it is also the village, who is getting effectively additional tax dollars from 
these views. She thinks an assessment needs to be done of what would happen if all 
those views were lost or impaired. She thinks that this should be considered not just for 
this development but for all future developments down in this area because she thinks 
this is start of many more to come. 

Patrick and Lynn Jones, live at 111 MacArthur Lane. Mr. Jones is concerned with the 
parking in general in the village and the additional people who will be driving into the 
village from the new development. Ms. Jones came on and said she is concerned about 
the tall building that will obstruct her view of the river which gives her a sense of peace 
and would lower her property value. They have lived here since 1973 and it would hurt 
them if an eight story building were put down there. 

Mark Fry, returned to comment on the issue of affordability and noted documents he 
downloaded from the village website. The rents have gone up substantially. The project 
began with two stories of self-storage and then it went to three-stories and 46 units. Then 
it went to four-stories and 69 units. Then it went to five-stories at 88 units and the monthly 
rents are as follows: Studios will be $1 ,950; 1 bedrooms will be $3,000, and 2 bedrooms 
will cost $4,100. With regard to the calculations for affordability which were provided, the 
one bedrooms require an income of $120,000, which is above the 100% of AMI. So, the 
48-1-bedroom apartments are not affordable. The 2 bedrooms require an income of 
$164,000 a year. Again, the 100% of adjusted mean income is $120,000, so also not 
affordable. You have to make 80,000 a year to live in the studio, so they are not 
affordable. 

Barbara Barnett, has lived at 104 Main Street for 1 0 years. The back of her house looks 
out to the Train Station. The proposed 29 South Depot Plaza project is out of character 
with Tarrytown. She agrees with Amy Wessan that when people arrive by train to the 
charming village, there should be a well thought out architecturally designed gateway to 
Main Street instead of a five-story building standing out like a sore thumb. She is afraid 
that the project will set a negative precedent for the rest of the village. Even though many 
years were spent on the Comprehensive Plan, there does not seem to be any cohesive 
strategy to complete the train station area. It seems that once again, developers are in 
charge and not the people of Tarrytown. We need the Planning Board to stand by what 
the taxpaying residents want for their village. Additionally, at this time of the pandemic, 
with businesses closing and people working remotely, we should not make any rash 
decisions. Healthcare experts warn that things will get worse before they'll get better. We 
need to wait to evaluate the new normal and closely determine what our needs will be. 
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Adam Bergadamo, a new resident of Wilson Park Drive, came from neighboring 
Elmsford. They spent the better part of the last four years looking at different towns in 
Westchester and were very attracted to Tarrytown due to its character. He feels that 
these projects: 62 Main Street, 29 South Depot and the North Broadway proposal all put 
this at risk to some degree. He will make 11 points briefly and thanked the other 
speakers who have spoken. He thanked the people who dropped off the flyers raising 
community awareness on this topic. He suggested creating an email group or some way 
to organize to be more thorough in their approach. He is concerned about the height of 
the building. He is concerned about the precedent this sets for material zoning variations 
which is a bit alarming. The character of the town is what draws many people here. The 
village is known as one of the prettiest towns in America and it is important to maintain 
the character of the taxpaying residents of this town. Point number four relates to traffic. 
This is a commuter county and people need to be able to walk here but clearly residents 
coming in will come with cars and they will need to drive that has been said by many 
residents here. The next point is he would urge the Board to take the totality of all the 
projects under consideration into account. Piecemeal studies done one at a time will not 
do service to what the burden on the infrastructure of the town will be and there are a 
number of large projects under consideration given the size of our town. The next point 
is that this tends to be a family-oriented community. It is not clear to him that small 
apartments fill the needs for that affordable housing for what would actually be needed 
to live in this area for the reason so many people do here. The next point is that the 
architectural designs shown in the drawings here do not appear to be consistent with the 
feeling of the town buildings. They are too tall and too modern looking with the stick frame 
architecture which does not fit into the character of the town. The next point echoes the 
last caller that there should be no new major decisions made during the pandemic. The 
next point is that there is no need of growth for growth's sake, we are not running a 
corporation, we are running a town, which should defer to the residents, which has been 
pretty clear and how it has been expressed here. The next point is that he would like to 
say thank you to Mr. Fry for bringing those numbers to all of our attention, which really 
makes the affordable housing argument quite frankly, farcical and fantastical. $4,000 for 
a two bedroom apartment is hardly within the realm of affordability. Lastly, he will echo 
the comments on getting a gateway from the train station to the broader downtown area, 
this would be particularly relevant to the South Depot Plaza, rather than a large five story 
building, with storage units underneath. A more comprehensive thought out plan that 
mirrors the image of the overall town in design as well as feel would be a better approach. 

Peter Bartolacci, 67 Miller Avenue, is a resident, in other words, he lives here and is a 
taxpayer. It is important to note with regard to the discussion about the Broadway 
Development, by the area of Mrs. Green's, the clothing store and the CVS area, there 
was reference to a traffic study that was done for the Edge on Hudson project. The study 
concluded that most of the traffic leaving Edge on Hudson would not be going up 
Beekman and onto Broadway, but rather would be traveling over the H-bridge and up 
Franklin and then through the Miller Park neighborhood to get to Broadway. This needs 
to be considered when looking at the station area development. We are going to see a 
huge increase in traffic once the Edge on Hudson comes fully online. We can't look at 
each project in isolation. If you have the density of this South Depot Plaza, spread across 
the 15 developable acres of the stationary overlay zone, we could be talking about over 
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1000 units, which is a serious issue. He feels it will impact the entire village but in 
particular, the Miller Park area. He agrees with the points made tonight, especially 
concerning the height of the building. He had no issue with this project when it was a 
three-story 46-unit project. He thought it was better than what was down there now and 
better than self-storage. But it has now ballooned to 88 units and five stories, 60 feet high 
which he thinks would set an incredibly dangerous precedent, and really needs to be 
thought about, again, not in isolation as to just this project, but what that means for all of 
the land down near the station area overlay. 

Rob Wingate, who lives on North Broadway, has questions about environmental 
conditions and possible heights of the river impacting developments. He does not 
directly oppose development that could be more affordable in scope. He is in support of 
it in some parts of the village. He is concerned about this development in terms of scale 
and size. He thinks it is worth thinking about what it means to develop affordable 
housing in terms of a diverse community and what the properties look like. He thinks the 
two are intertwined. He has concern about some of the some of the earlier general 
commentary about what it means to develop affordable housing, and yet how we feel 
like we have to resist a certain number of units along the way, and he guesses that is 
the nature of the contradictory times we live in. With regard to the YMCA property, in 
terms of affordable housing, the residents will stay and that is unique, and it really is 
affordable in terms of that proposal. It is important that we do not forget that property in 
those terms. Having space for residents to stay in Tarrytown is a form of affordable 
housing, and it is a form of diversity. It also allows the YMCA to be able to find 
funds to relocate and set up operations at another site. He hopes that this is part of the 
conversation. He feels like we are stuck in sort of a two dimensional set of 
conversations. If we are looking at our population and what is diversity in our 
community, he thinks people need to be more a part of that, and not just to the size of 
the buildings. 

Lisette Mendez, Grove Street resident, returned and thanked the speakers, even though 
they may not agree, she understands the concerns, she owns property and wants to 
preserve her view as well. With regard to the Comprehensive Plan, it looks at specific 
sites that will impact the least amount of people in the neighborhood and having 
development near the train station at a lower elevation on landfill which is feasible. She 
agrees with Heather Haggerty about the need to provide housing for firefighters, police 
officers, for teachers, which will reduce traffic because they will live where they work. 
This is the kind of thinking that we need to be looking at. Transit Oriented Development 
is not only about affordable housing, it is about a new way of looking at how you 
commute, how you are sustainable. If people are concerned about sustainability, dense 
development that is sensible to the historic fabric and not too tall, is extremely 
sustainable. 

Colin VanderHorn returned and was wondering if there was going to be an opportunity 
to address the Board before they vote after the applicant presentation. Mr. Ringel said 
that this is the time for public comment. Mr. VanderHorn said then that he would just 
appeal to the Board to take all these comments into consideration this evening. 
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Howard Smith, 87 Main Street, returned and said that using the term affordable is kind 
of disingenuous when you talk about the proposed rents for the project. The only 
legitimate reference to affordable is the eight proposed affordable units. The parking 
that the developer is proposing is currently leased by the railroad to the village. And for 
a private individual to have access to parking that is leased to the village for public 
purposes, for their profit, seems questionable. It is important to realize that what makes 
the business community viable here is not just adding a few more residents. For 
businesses to be viable, they need to bring people in from the outside and what attracts 
people from the outside is the charm and the character and the community that we 
have. Right now he would urge the Board to give proper consideration to the kind of 
questions that are being raised to make a positive declaration and insist that the 
appropriate environmental impact process is followed. 

John Stiloski, of Wildey Street, returned and asked at what point the Board at prior to 
this becoming an issue where everybody has come forward. He wanted to know it this 
was put out to a vote at some point. Mr. Ringel said he does not believe there has been 
a vote on this project yet. Dr. Friedlander confirmed that they have done the impact 
studies, including traffic. Mr. Stiloski said so the studies are in front of you. He said that 
the Board has to run with some true facts. There are rents being thrown out there, what 
it is going to cost and all that stuff and you also have allegations that there are people 
on your Board taking money from people in trench coats, $150,000 over dinner, which 
he finds hard to believe since he knows the Board Members personally. He thinks the 
Board has to run with the facts and he wonders where some of this stuff is coming from. 
He said there are people that are non-residents that love this village, then you have 
people paying people to turn around and put stuff in mailboxes, and he does not get 
where this is going. He does not get how that is love in Tarrytown, when you got to get 
paid to do something. 

Dolf Beil, 108 Main Street, returned to say he has some concerns before the Board 
votes. There are several significant material defects in the submission, which has been 
brought up tonight. Specifically, he talked about the height and the applicant's 
agreement to put up balloons so that everyone could see what the impact was. He 
asked for that to be done before any vote is taken on the negative declaration. He was 
not aware of the foundation issues and the potential for disturbing the sub soil and 
having significant contamination. He thinks this needs to be examined before you 
decide whether there is a material opportunity for environmental impact. Last, but 
certainly not least, TEAC is the organization which is designed to advise this Board on 
environment issues and they have clearly said that the Board should not to vote on the 
Negative Declaration. He does not understand any way that this board can tonight, 
approve a Negative Declaration and send it to the Board of Trustees. 

Kyle Mota, of Browning Lane, suggested, rather that the balloon test, a bucket truck will 
bring the person directly up to that 60-foot level, to take a look. Two bucket trucks can 
also be put at the corner of each of the building to really assess how the building would 
look and what the actual height would be. He thinks part of the outpouring of support 
against this project, is that they have been lied to by a developer that is going to show 
you pictures that misrepresent a specific height. He thinks this really needs to be 
addressed. 
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END OF PUBLIC COMMENT 

Mr. Ringel advised that there is no one else in the public that wishes to comment. 

Dr. Friedlander asked the applicant to speak. 

Linda Whitehead, attorney with firm of McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt, 
representing the applicant, said she will be brief since it is late. She is concerned that 
there has been a lot of inaccurate information and misleading information provided here 
tonight. It is unfortunate that so much of the public commenting now has only come in 
the last two or three months. There has been a lot of information provided to this Board. 
This current plan is for 88 units and this height has been the plan that the Board has 
been looking at since at least this January. It has not changed since then. This Board 
sent us back to the Board of Trustees to have them re-refer it which was done in the 
spring. This Board retained Chazen as their consultant to review some issues. This 
included density and parking and a number of other issues that have been looked at. A 
traffic report traffic study was done. Height and view studies were done. In fact, some of 
the view simulations shown tonight have been out of context. We advised the Board that 
these submissions that we submitted back in August were from an earlier submission. 
The submission made in August also talked about the heightened elevation of the top of 
the building, and also provided a great deal of information showing the topography and 
the elevation of the homes in Miller Park to show that the first floors and the entries of 
those homes were all at elevations higher than the top of our building so that their views 
would not be obstructed. The Board has had this information before them. She was very 
disturbed to hear some comments made tonight about the site being contaminated and 
one comment or referred to it as severely contaminated without any support for saying 
that is complete conjecture. That's not in fact the case. There has been boring and 
testing done. There was a cleanup from tank removal under the DEC and County 
Health Department which was all addressed. She has a real problem with someone 
getting up in a public meeting in a public forum and stating with no support whatsoever 
that a site is severely contaminated because it is just incorrect, inaccurate, misleading, 
and frankly, could be libelous. The property is clean, it has been checked out. It has 
clean borings with respect to the structural issues. The issues raised about the 
foundation and the plans that you have before you reflect some additional work being 
done to help support the additional residential on top of the approved self-storage. As a 
reminder, there was a two story self-storage facility which is approved and remains an 
approved project for this site. The Village, based on the Comprehensive Plan, asked 
that housing be provided. They cannot do housing on the first floor because of the 
floodplain issues. The original plan that the Ferraro's had proposed, kept two stories of 
self-storage and put residential on top of that. They were asked to revise it to one story 
of self-storage with residential on top, that's when it changed from 40 some odd units to 
69 units. Subsequently, they brought in Arthur Collins because he is a more 
experienced residential developer. Mr. Collins looked at the site and suggested that 
more units could be there and that he would want to do more. The Board of Trustees 
advised that they could not go higher than 60 feet. They. are also limited by the area 
they have for parking. She pointed out that they have additional land that will be under 
a long term lease that they have not used in calculating the FAR and density. If it was 
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included in the calculation, the rents would be lower. They will have a minimum of nine 
units of affordable housing which meets the Village requirements. These rents will be 
below 60% AMI. The rents for the nine affordable units will be about $1,260 for a studio 
and a little over $1 ,400 for one bedroom, which is a little bit below the 60% AMI. It is 
correct that the other rents will range from about $1,900 to $4,000, but even those rents 
are lower than a lot of what exists in the village as rental housing, and certainly lower 
than other new rental housing. The comment made that are eliminating some public 
parking is not true. They are improving some of the MTA and village public parking 
adjacent to this property. That is the metered lot which they will be repaving and 
providing landscaping. The same number of spaces will remain available as public 
spaces that exists. With regard to Franklin courts, the Planning Board has pushed them 
to focus hard on improving the conditions for Franklin Courts. Right now they have a 
rather ugly MTA employee parking lot immediately adjacent. They're looking at an 
empty warehouse building or what could be an approved two story self-storage facility. 
That parking lot is also going to be cleaned up, repaved landscaped, and they are also 
providing them with access across the property to the plaza adjacent to our building, 
which will give them access to the platform, and also ultimately access across to the 
park and the other side of the tracks and the river. She noted that she thinks some 
people are confused and that this is not an SAO project and it is also not the Broadway 
proposal. A lot of comments were made about this. With regard to traffic, a lot of people 
mentioned traffic coming to the station. The benefit of a TOO development, which was 
discussed in our traffic report is that there will not be traffic coming to the station at rush 
hour because our residents are already there. With regard to comments about 
infrastructure, the Planning Board has pushed very hard to require in the proposed 
zoning to really make the building sustainable. To reduce the energy demand and all of 
those kinds of things. With regard to the design, to remind everybody, again, they are 
not in the design phase for this development. The Planning Board has pushed us to put 
in some language in the zoning text that is going to force them to modify the design 
from what we have been showing as a preliminary design. When they come back for 
site plan approval and go to the Architectural Review Board, the design will be much 
more developed and the fa9ade will be broken up which has been included in the 
proposed zoning text. There have been a lot of comments about height and views. She 
feels that they have really addressed the issues in pretty significant level of detail over 
the time that the Board has been reviewing this application. She would be happy to 
respond to any particular questions. She asked Mr. Collins if he wanted to add any 
comment. 

Mr. Collins had no additional comment but wanted to advise that he has had a 
conversation with the Housing Council that presented earlier, and they are trying to figure 
out a way to help them with some of their initiatives as well. They don't know what it is 
going to look at. Ms. Whitehead said they will have a minimum of nine affordable units, 
and there may be some possibility of providing some additional affordable units. But that 
is not determined yet. 

Dr. Friedlander asked when that will be determined. 

Ms. Whitehead said it will be discussed with the Village Board. 
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Dr. Friedlander said he thinks the point that the housing committee was making was that 
one of their main functions was to increase diversity and affordability of housing, and 
complying with the current village code of, of 10% may not be enough in order to be to 
correspond to the increased density that you're asking for. 

Ms. Whitehead thinks that the Housing Committee actually agrees that this proposal 
increases the diversity of housing types within the village, which is something that is 
recommended in the Comprehensive Plan. This is a housing type that doesn't exist today. 

Dr. Friedlander said you are talking about having $3000 to $4,000 monthly rents, which 
was as a previous speaker indicated, was considerably higher than the AMI and which 
constitute a much heavier percentage burden of someone's income. The project was not 
designed to be affordable. I think there has been a misconstrued notion that this was an 
affordable housing development. The YMCA is an affordable housing development, but 
this is a regular market rent housing development of 88 units. Ms. Whitehead said they 
have never claimed to be an affordable housing project. 

Dr. Fried lander said he is not saying that they did but the public may have thought that 
this was an affordable housing project, which it is not, it is some market rent housing 
project with 10% of affordable housing based on the village code. 

Dr. Friedlander asked for each Board member to comment on this application. 

Ms. Raiselis read a statement into the record. 

"1. We all take our role on this planning board very seriously. We are not the only ones 
involved in this process however, there are rules and regulations, the legal restrictions 
and policy guidelines that we use with every application. With the aid of professionals, 
the required review of the project and the long-term goals of the village must go hand in 
hand to ensure that all voices should be measured within the long and considered work 
and conversation that has been done to date. 
2. The work that has been done both on the station area and on this application for a 
zoning evaluation involved many opinions and lots of thought from residents all over 
this village. Regarding the station area as a whole, in which this parcel is located, one of 
the goals of that work was to attend to an existing neighborhood that had been denied 
a variety of possibilities for a very long time. The ID Industrial zone does not allow 
residential, so for a long time, the two housing projects: Franklin and Asbury, were left 
like islands- residential buildings facing industrial uses. The goal was to make a 
balanced and diverse neighborhood there, full of a variety of amenities that make 
neighborhoods successful, which, in the past have been minimal. As has been the case, 
and still is the case in many areas of the country, affordable housing is often relegated 
to sites of least appeal. These two housing projects were relegated in what we now 
would describe as an act of environmental injustice to a site adjacent to a spewing 
asphalt plant. One can only have been here during those days to know the sense of 
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pleasure we know now, to smell coffee roasting instead of petroleum fumes every day. 
I would hope that we all agree that everyone has a right to clean air and water in this 
country and not only the ones who can afford to buy space between their children and 
the ID districts of the world. 
3. I think one thing has been ignored in the past 5 months of discussion about this 
application is that the site at 29 Depot Plaza, which has been going through this zoning 
review for over 18 months, already has an approved site plan for a self-storage facility at 
that address. This means that tomorrow, they could pull a building permit for a 3 story 
storage warehouse: 47,875 square feet in area, 304 feet of windowless street front: a 
pedestrian free warehouse. If built, instead of enlivening the area with activity on the 
street and sidewalk, it would maintain the inactivity of this block next to the platform. 
It would be allowing an industrial use, in a critical location of a neighborhood where 
Tarrytown residents call home. We now have the opportunity to acknowledge and 
enhance that neighborhood by our planning actions. In her housing assessments 
presentation at the last BOT session, County Planning Commissioner Norma Drummond 
stated that the regional need for affordable housing units is 82,240. When I hear a 
person claiming to be the voice of our village say that "the people of Tarrytown are not 
interested in meeting" that need- well, Alii can say is that that person does not speak 
for me. 
4. The BOT asked the planning board for a review of the zoning proposal to allow 
residential at this site. Over the course of the months we have had it on our table, the 
zoning text proposed has evolved to include many of the changes we have requested 
including connections with the existing pedestrian circulation, public access to the train 
station, mixed use requirements. Retail was added adjacent to the platform access and 
building height was capped by order of the BOT. All of the factors that are considered 
impacts for the size and use and location and design of a zoning proposal as designated 
and allowed by our State Environmental Quality Review Act have been vetted by the 
developer's reviewers and re-evaluated for their accuracy and integrity by our 
independently chosen consultants, including the number of units. This extensive review 
included viewsheds, traffic, parking, impacts to the school system, financials and more. 
All of these issues were reviewed and discussed in public sessions, either in the work 
sessions or the monthly public sessions over the past 18 months. The vote tonight is for 
a zoning recommendation. It is not a site plan review. 
In addition to public comment, this should be a vote based upon the research and review that 
has been done by a team of professional consultants and yes, unelected people- as is the rule 
of law in our state. According to state law and tradition, "municipal planning is rooted in the 
concept of a non-paid, non-political, citizen advisory planning board. The ultimate goal of the 
planning board is to ensure that the long-range planning and land use objectives of the 
community can be achieved .... The formal documentation of these plans and policies is called 
the Comprehensive plan ..... And a fundamental component to the process is citizen 
participation." We are a community that does participate. There is always participation while 
the iron is hot, but there were also 4 years of considered and thoughtful participation- 19 
outreach events, while the comprehensive plan was being developed, analyzed and reviewed -
including a final review by the Planning Board and ... by a unanimous vote, the 5 members of 
this- board recommended the Comp Plan to the BOT-It was then adopted into law by the 
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elected Board of Trustees. 
It will be the determination of that elected village board of Trustees to decide whether they feel 
this zoning amendment meets their own goals and objectives for our community as well as 
those set forth by the comprehensive plan. Those goals may include other studies. That's their 
call. 

I do not want to see another self-storage at that site, which would complete a self-storage wall 
between a high-end luxury development west of the tracks and Affordable Housing east of 
them. I believe that the long-term goal to weave together these residential communities with 
the addition of this type of proposal,- in this TOD location and with the size of the units 
proposed - would be a benefit for the village as a whole, with customers who can walk to and 
support businesses on Main and Broadway, walk to the train, walk to the river parks, pay their 
taxes, and grow to love and support our village as we all do." 

Dr. Friedlander asked is Ms. Raiselis wanted to respond to anyone directly. Ms. Raiselis 
said she thinks her statement responded to many of the comments tonight. 

Mr. Aukland completely supports what Joan Raiselis just very eloquently went through. 
He welcomes all of the public comment this evening from a very big number of interested 
residents. It is unusual that this Board gets that much interest in any particular application. 
He agrees with most of the concerns that the callers have made, and he is sure everybody 
on this Board actually does. In the months that this application has been in front of the 
Board, they have taken great pains to exercise all of the concerns that we have noted. 
The applicant has been very cooperative in that and helped our consultant who validated 
every last piece of what the applicant is claiming and sustained with regard to the views, 
the traffic, a number of things that that we've heard this evening. They have been asked 
by the Board of Trustees to give a recommendation on a requested zoning change. His 
position is that the Board support this zoning change. That is not the end of the story. The 
Board of Trustees will take its own position on whether it thinks the application for a zoning 
change is suitable for the Village. He hopes they do. Then it comes back to this Board 
for site plan. The applicant knows very well that this Board is going to be asking a lot more 
questions and some specifics, but that doesn't change the fundamental position that this 
application provides some much-needed housing stock for the village and, in his opinion, 
way better than having a dead storage unit on that site. A couple of other notes. The 
question oftraff1c has been in everybody's mind. How could it not be? We haven't missed 
that by some accident. He learned today that the Board of Trustees has asked the villages 
traffic team to take a re-assessment of the traffic studies that were done around the Edge 
on Hudson, several years ago, when the lawsuit between Tarrytown and Sleepy Hollow 
was settled, to see what has changed, what might be done better in the time since then, 
when the possibilities have been improved quite substantially. And that's one piece of 
news he is delighted about. It doesn't change the traffic situation on this development. 
The applicant looked at it. The Planning Board consultant looked at it, and he is satisfied 
that the traffic impact is not unacceptable. And the other piece of news that comes from 
Sadie McKeown's presentation earlier, is that Franklin Courts is now going to get a fresh 
look by HUD. This has been on his mind for a long time, but we haven't been able to get 
into it and discuss it openly, which is that there is a neighborhood in development down 
there that, for a long time, has been in isolation. The poor cousins of the village, left to 
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themselves. That redevelopment, combined with the one that we have on the table 29 
South Depot Plaza, and possibly a little more in that same area, is the basis for a 
community which doesn't exist today and he really welcomes that. This is the kind of 
vibrancy and revitalization that drove all the thinking in the station area reviews over the 
last five more years which led to the Comprehensive Plan and it is the expression of that 
vibrancy that is in the Comprehensive Plan. That is the Board of Trustees statement of 
policy for development across the village and of course in this area. He shall be voting in 
favor of a recommendation to the Board. 

Mr. Tedesco echoes Mr. Aukland's comment about the wealth of public participation that 
we had tonight. It is one of the things that makes living in this village so positive. People 
are concerned and they care. The Board shares their cares and their concerns and has 
always dealt, as Joan Raiselis so wonderfully put it, by looking into the facts and getting 
consultants to search through them for us, not just the applicant's consultant, but our own. 
The Board does a very thorough review process on everything that comes before us. He 
couldn't do any better than to echo the reasons that Ms. Raiselis gave for why he also 
thinks that this will be a very valuable TOO for the village and overall, will be a much 
welcomed addition to that area by the train station. 

Mr. Birgy thanked the community for turning out and articulating so well, the issues that 
we as a Village are facing. He wants to clarify a few points because he thinks there is a 
lot of information out there that he finds inaccurate. He would like to make clear that, in 
his opinion, this is not even a real TOO Development. A TOO is an urban planning 
strategy that is designed to help mitigate suburban sprawl. This concept has managed 
to migrate from urban areas to the suburbs with the help of developers and their paid 
planners. The original intent was, for instance, if you had a developer who had 10 acres 
up by the lakes and wanted to build 10 houses. We, as a village would say to him, we 
happen to have a piece of property down here by the train station and if you would give 
us a trade ofthose 10 acres for recreation or parkland, then we would give you the ability 
to build down here by the train station which would be fair as compensation for the 
property. That is the true intent of TOO. What we have here is simply, in his opinion, 
not the Planning Board's opinion, just an excuse to build a hyper dense development in 
the middle of a small village with restricted road infrastructure. We are river bound. Our 
traffic is so bad that we ended up suing our sister village which seems to have been totally 
forgotten. We can't even wait, as a village, to see what the impacts are from Edge on 
Hudson. It seems like we are at this point in time, that we are in almost like a panic, to 
approve projects that are already a mini version of Edge on Hudson. He refers to them 
as hyper density projects. He wants the community to understand that, he has been on 
the Planning Board for about 8 years, and he never ever seen a developer come into a 
community and make a proposal that is 10 times denser than what is next door. He 
supported the project in the beginning. And he would have said, okay, let's get creative 
here. Let's give the developer two times the density of what is existing. He thinks that 
would have been reasonable, prudent, and something that would have erred on the side 
of caution for the village. It seems like we are on a path of tampering and tinkering with 
something that works so well for so many people. We all agree we want affordable 
housing. So let's concentrate on building affordable housing. We could take a village 
owned piece of property and put out an RFP for a proposal for affordable housing and 
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build 16 or 20 units of affordable housing right off the bat, that wouldn't come with an 
additional200 or 300, or 500, or whatever the developer can come up with. This is what 
happens when we allow a developer to come in and write their own zoning. He can't even 
imagine two years ago, with a serious intent of entertaining this kind of proposal. We 
have heard from experts, in dozens of articles that articulate it very well, of the potential 
dangers of building these hyper dense developments. It makes absolutely no sense. 
People are fleeing urban areas to come to places like Tarrytown because of the well 
understood questions about what it does to people's mental and physical health. It is also 
dangerous. We have experts telling us that but yet, we all know better. These hyper 
dense projects are not two times they're not three times, they're 10 times the density. So 
he wants the community to absorb that and why we couldn't have two or three times a 
density. Watching this project develop was like watching a train wreck in slow motion. 
Throughout the entire process, he was hoping that somebody would say stop and say, 
why are we doing this? Why are we even entertaining this? At this time? Why here? And 
why now? He is just trying to share his frustration with this project. There is a minority 
view on this Board. There are two board members who are very strongly against this 
development. He has lived in Tarrytown for 30 years. He loves this community more than 
anything. He doesn't want to live in any other place in the world. He could live virtually 
anywhere, but this is where he wants to live. This is where he raised his kids and his 
grandchildren are going to come live here. This is what he wants and he will not be part 
of having something that he considers to be a rush to judgment to build something hyper 
dense and then fix the traffic. He thinks somebody made an excellent suggestion earlier 
saying, let's fix the traffic now and then we can see what projects we can build. He thinks 
this is a really smart idea. We are in the middle of a pandemic. He recalls before the 
pandemic, sitting in traffic trying to get from Irvington to Tarrytown. When you talk about 
making a community vibrant and making people want to come to community, traffic is the 
last thing people want to see. Just the other day, he was coming up Franklin Street and 
there were 25 cars in front of him at three o'clock on a Saturday afternoon, with no events 
going on. You couldn't make the right hand turn because there was a conga line of traffic 
going out of the village. And this is during, again, during a pandemic. But we're in a big 
hurry. Let's approve as many high density projects as we can, because now is the perfect 
time to do it. So I'm going to say once again, he thinks the community is behind the need 
to build more affordable housing, so let's build affordable housing and stop chasing these 
high density projects. But again, this is what happens when you allow a developer to 
come into our community and write their own zoning and come up with in my opinion, 
absurdly high density proposals. He will vote no against this and he urges anybody who 
cares about this village to keep coming, keep expressing their views, and let people know 
how you feel, which he thinks everyone did very well tonight. He hopes it continues. 

Dr. Friedlander thanked the Board for their comments. He is at a loss for words. He has 
been the Chair of the Planning Board for 48 years and this is the first time we have had 
such a divisive different view of what's good for the village. He respects his colleagues 
and in some ways, they are all correct. He thinks that there is a serious problem with 
this proposal. He will not belabor the points that I made earlier in the last six 
Months, and he knows so many people are listening and they spent their time and 
efforts in articulating their position. He is a little surprised and disappointed that the 
Board didn't really respond specifically to those questions and concerns tonight, only 
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because we have a rare opportunity to engage with our fellow citizens on issues that 
are important to all of us. He thinks they deserve more from us in terms of our 
interaction. I think the position seems to be that we made up our minds and it is nice 
that you wanted to talk to us but we really aren't interested in hearing what you have to 
say, because we didn't interact and get the chance to see what the Board was thinking 
and why. Ms. Raiselis' presentation was eloquent and he agrees with almost 90% of 
what she said. He supports things that Mr. Aukland and Mr. Tedesco said too. But he 
comes out on the side of what Mr. Birgy said more than anything else because if you 
look back at what happened here, this was not a planning exercise that we would do in 
normal times, not considering the pandemic, just in normal times, in terms of 48 years of 
planning. You do not accept a proposal, carte blanche, from a developer that says this 
is what we want, take it or leave, and then say, Okay, we'll take it, when it's not in the 
best interest of the village. There may be some things that are good for the village in 
the proposal, but there may be some things that are not good. The Board and 
community never disagreed about affordable housing or residential over mixed use. 
From the very evolution of this proposal, it was designed to prevent a storage facility 
being built in that area without residential. There was a very strong interest in building a 
residential community in that area. It all stemmed from discussions with Mr. Aukland 
and Ms. Raiselis about the station area zoning and the Planning Board went to the 
Board of Trustees with the idea. What has happened since then it that it has been 
determined that so little of the station area project is now available to build. The west 
side of the tracks has been eliminated, and the only thing left is this small parcel of a 
couple of acres where the recycling plant is and where this proposal is on 29 Depot 
Plaza and a few others places, the village parking lot, the Walgreens area, and the area 
where Mr. Stiloski's business is with other small businesses in that area. So what has 
happened is a lot of work went into it, and we did develop a very wonderfu I 
Comprehensive Plan, thanks to the Planning Board and Member Aukland, in particular. 
We are trying to find a way in which we can achieve those goals, but we have reached a 
serious bottleneck. It is true that we hired consultants, and we've heard experts. It is 
also true that there are things that experts make mistakes on and that we live here with 
those mistakes. Mr. Birgy alluded to the traffic on Broadway between Irvington and 
some of the traffic issues within the village. Everyone, including merchants, have talked 
about the traffic issues and parking issues in the village. It is not something that is 
going to go away with or without a development. Our fundamental problem is the 
density of development and the fact that it maxes out the entire property. And not only is 
maxing it out, the developer needs a long term lease with the MTA to be able to provide 
the parking on a sliver of property. The goal was to build a neighborhood that 
incorporated and integrated the Franklin court area. With Hudson Harbor, we insisted 
that National Resources buy all the properties in the area and then come in with a 
comprehensive plan which lead to a master plan. We were thinking that maybe the 
recycling company would go away, or would be bought out and made available to for 
residential property, but that may be, 5, 10 or 15 years from now, or maybe never if 
they're making a profitable business down there. Ms. McKeown, from the Housing 
Committee just informed us of the Franklin Court project. Why can't we wait until they 
replace Franklin courts and do what we originally wanted? This is a smarter planning 
move. We should all take a deep breath and look at three things, the possibility of the 
Franklin Court project, the pandemic which has changed people's lives now and maybe 
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forever in many different ways, and the traffic pattern that we will learn more about with 
regard to Edge on Hudson. The traffic study did not take into account and even our 
own consultant, did not realize the fact that a large fraction of people in Edge on 
Hudson (11 00 units with maybe 2500 to 3000 people) will drive to a station or be 
dropped off by their spouse and then proceed through our village over the H- bridge into 
the Main Street area and into Broadway. These traffic impacts need to be taken into 
account. Also, the 60 foot maximum height restriction by the Board of Trustees didn't 
explain why this was an appropriate height. For over two and half to three years, the 
village discussed the height of the Hudson Harbor project and we ended up giving them 
densities to go up to a maximum of 52 feet. But here, we are going to a 60 feet height, 
without discussing if it would be good for this area. Instead, we had a plan that was 
handed us to say, if you don't want storage, you take this 88 units. We had said to the 
developer that we wanted residential rather than all storage and we made a trade, give 
us some residential, and you can have your storage. They said okay and we talked 
about 40 units, which would not have been too dense, and the parking and traffic issues 
would be better, and the height issue would have been taken care of. We didn't do 
that, but we still could do that. But, the project evolved into an 88 unit, five story, 60 foot 
high, 300 foot of mass, a huge structural wall that is going to block Franklin Courts. We 
just said, okay, why are we doing it? Because that is what the developer put into the 
proposal for the zone change. But, we don't have to do what the developer said. We 
have to do what we think is best. We never had a real substantive discussion among us 
to determine if 60 feet is okay? Is 50 feet better? Is 40 feet better? Is a certain number 
of units better? We didn't discuss whether it was worthwhile having less units. We didn't 
discuss the impact on the school district which could be as much as 48 children (24 two 
bedroom units, with one or two children per bedroom). The Rutgers Study average is 
something like 9 to 12 students which would be a breakeven point for the school 
system, not to make a profit or a surplus. With the pandemic, people are leaving the city 
and 24 to 48 students would have a tremendous negative impact on the fiscal condition 
of the Tarrytown school. The Rutgers study is a generic study and it warned against 
applying the data for smaller villages, but we blindly said, our consultant 9 to 12, their 
consultant said 9 to 12. We are better than that. I beg you, we're better than that. I think 
you should really consider what we need to do in the best interest of the village. We 
should not rush to judgment of this. I know people are going to say it has already been 
one or two years, but many projects that are successful took longer than this. You have 
to come to grips with your conscience and say, are you going to give into 88 units 
because you don't want storage or are you going to do something better for Tarrytown? 
And that's what I think you should do, something better for Tarrytown. I really think you 
should reconsider. And at least think about a positive declaration and go through these 
issues more carefully, more thoroughly. For the first time in 48 years, other than the 
Cooney Plant, have we had so many articulated concerns and valuable insights from 
citizens of our community. In all these years he can't remember so many good issues, 
not that they're right, but that they were raised, and that we did not respond to them by 
saying, okay, now we heard you and we will neg dec it. He asked the Board not to neg 
dec this application. 

Dr. Friedlander made a motion to make a Positive Declaration and not a Negative 
Declaration on this application in order to study this further and hear more concerns 
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from the public, and get a more thorough examination of the issues, the facts and the 
impacts of this development on this zone change, seconded by Mr. Birgy. 

Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote: 

Member Raiselis: No 
Member Aukland: No 
Member Tedesco: No 
Chair Friedlander: Yes 
Member Birgy: Yes 

The vote to declare a Positive Declaration on this action failed by a majority of the 
Board. Motion denied. 3- 2 

Mr. Tedesco read through portions of this Negative declaration below and noted that a 
copy will be provided to the applicant and the entire Negative Declaration will be 
recorded in the minutes of this meeting which is attached as "Exhibit 0". 

Mr. Tedesco read that the proposed action consists of the development of a mixed use 
building containing 2,000 square feet of retail and 20,757 square feet of self-storage on 
the ground floor, with 88 residential units on four floors above a 1.18 acre property 
located at 29 South Depot Plaza, lot 38, with direct access to the train platform, 
development of landscape pedestrian plaza adjacent to the proposed mixed use 
building at the foot of the stairs to the train platform. Approvals and rehabilitation of 
adjacent parking areas, including approving and landscaping the MTA employee 
parking lot, adjacent to Franklin courts, and approving and providing landscaping and 
LED dark sky compliant lighting to the MTA computer parking lots and development of 
pedestrian sidewalks, linking Franklin Courts to the train station, train platform and to 
the villages waterfront and park. In connection with the proposed development the 
applicant seeks zoning text amendments to the industrial or 10 zone that would allow 
transit oriented development to date as a permitted use in the ID zone, for properties 
larger than one acre and located within 100 feet from direct access to the Metro North 
train station, as well as a site plan approval for proposed TOO development within the 
10 district. The applicant is proposing to use the foundation of the existing one story 
metal warehouse building to construct the proposed mixed use building. The subject 
property also abuts Metro North line right of way, as well as the Tarrytown train station 
with access stairs to the train platform. There have been modifications to the proposed 
zoning amendments. The planning board has reviewed the proposed zoning over 
several months, which has resulted in many modifications to the applicants originally 
submitted zoning and text amendments. These many revisions are contained in this 
Negative Declaration. Upon review of information recorded in the EAF plus the 
additional support information, which is contained in this Negative Declaration and 
considering both the magnitude and importance of each identified potential impact, it is 
the conclusion of the village of Tarrytown Planning Board as lead agency, that the 
project will result in no significant adverse impacts on the environment. And therefore an 
environmental impact statement need not be prepared. 
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Mr. Tedesco therefore moved, that the Planning Board issue a Negative Declaration on 
this action. Dr. Friedlander asked for Board comment. No one commented. 

Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote: 

Member Raiselis: Yes 
Member Aukland: Yes 
Member Tedesco: Yes 
Member Birgy: No 
Chair Friedlander: No 

The vote to declare a Negative Declaration on this project was approved by a majority 
of the Board. 3- 2 Motion carried. 

Mr. Tedesco moved, seconded by Mr. Aukland, that the Planning Board authorize the 
village staff to provide a letter to the Board of Trustees recommending the adoption of 
the Zoning Text Amendment, which will add provisions for a Transit Oriented 
Development in the ID Zoning District. 

Dr. Friedlander asked if the Board had any comment. Mr. Birgy said when they submit 
the minority report to the Board, he will make it very clear that this is not a TOD, it is an 
excuse for a developer to build a hyper dense project, which gives them the ability to 
make additional profit at the expense of the village. 

Dr. Friedlander asked for a roll call vote: 

Member Raiselis: Yes 
Member Aukland: Yes 
Member Tedesco: Yes 
Member Birgy: No 
Chair Friedlander: No 

Motion carried: 3-2 to recommend a report be sent to the Board of Trustees 
recommending the adoption of the Zoning Text Amendment. 

Dr. Friedlander commented on the reasons he is voting NO against this project. He is 
opposed to the height of 60 feet and five stories. He is opposed to the fact that, in a 
residential zone, we have such limited, almost negligible setbacks. He is opposed to the 
fact that there is no separation of significance between an industrial usage like a 
recycling company, and a residential building. He is opposed to the fact that they are 
allowing 75% of coverage for a residential building, when in all other residential zones, 
it's considerably less, and would not be approved, if it was applied in residential 
densities. The density of 88 units is extreme. The coverage of the land is 75 units per 
acre. They have technically 1.18 acre of land, but 13,000 s.f. of this is a roadway used 
by industrial trucks, recycling trucks, and is dangerous for people living in a residential 
area. The land left without the roadway is less is 38,000 s.f. and they are proposing a 
building that's maxed out at 22,000 s.f. The separation between the industrial building 
the other building is no more than 1 0 feet at the present time. There are no side yards 
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right next to the train station where children will be living with no protective distancing. 
No side yards on a rail or a major thoroughfare with 18 wheeler trucks going in and out. 
There are no considerable setbacks for safety at all. There is no landscaping of any 
sort. No project in Tarrytown has been approved in an area of a residential building that 
didn't have significant landscaping. This is incredible. The Planning Board spent six 
months talking about a trail and garbage storage and setbacks for the Temple Beth 
Application for a small addition and here we are rushing to approve a project without 
any setbacks for protecting the people that are going to live there. That is not good 
planning at all. How can we vote for things that we have been so opposed to for over 48 
years. He doesn't understand it. We should have concerns about the rail, the roadway, 
and the safety of that roadway. We don't have any of that. We don't even have a 
systematic way of saying that this is the requirement of the zone to allow connectivity 
from the Franklin Court to the train station. And if that was so important, why didn't we 
do it without any developer. We could have done that just by breaking down that ugly 
fence and making a sidewalk and getting the MT A to give us an easement at that 
property. We don't need a development to get connectivity. We need the will and the 
foresight and the planning to do it. And we didn't do that. So I'm against sending this to 
the Village Board the way it is. This is not a Planning Board's proposal, this is an 
applicant's proposal to max out the development and the profit on this property and 
holding the village hostage to the two stories of self-storage is wrong and we shouldn't 
do it. So, he is opposed and is voting no. 

CONTINUATION OF PUBLIC HEARING- Artis Senior Living, LLC- 153 White Plains Road 
Construction of a 64 Bed Alzheimer/Dementia Care Facility. 

Linda Whitehead, with the firm of McCullough, Goldberger and Staudt, representing the 
applicant, wanted to clarify issues raised at the work session and comments that were made 
that her client is uncooperative which they don't think is the case. They will put solar on roof, 
which will cost them $150,000 to do and they will build additional sidewalk also at a significant 
cost. They are concerned about new requests that they thought had been addressed. 
The landscape issues have all been resolved. The tree fund was recommended to be 
reduced so that has been resolved, so they are down to two issues. The recreation fee 
was addressed at work counsel and in Executive Session. During SEQRA process, there 
was a comment and the response talked about the garden area and that residents would 
not make any use of village facilities and not create any demand. It was similar to new 
dormitory fee at the E. F. School, where no fee was required. Under the law, there has 
to be a demand to require a recreation fee. There is nothing in the Findings Statement 
saying that there would be a recreation fee. Her client was surprised that the recreation 
fee issue has come back. This facility is not going to make use of village recreation 
facilities and I know there's been some discussion about reducing it from the full fee, but 
it was a big ask late in the project that her client was not anticipating. 

The other open item is the sewer improvements on Martling Avenue. There have been 
discussions with Dan Pennella and their engineer and Sunrise regarding the tie in to the 
sewer on Martling Avenue and Sunrise has said that they are too early in the process to 
commit to doing anything and are studying their options. The only thing that Sunrise 
would agree to commit to is to look at it and Artis will continue to have discussion with 
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Applicant's 8/2/20 Environmental Submission to PB 

The building depicted In this exhibit is representation only, the spedflc design w/11 be prepared as part a specific site plan review process. 

Exhibit 6 

Photo-rendering from Franklin Court/Franklin Street Intersection 
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River View Obstruction Estimate 

65% Obstructed 
(Draft Regulation 305-67 {G) Calls 5% "Significant Impact") 
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Ms. Whitehead said she will try but 60 feet is a long way for a balloon to go up and stay 
there. Mr. Birgy said you can do it with a string and helium balloon. It has been done 
before and it is very helpful to see the voh..rme and height. 

Ms. Whitehead asked if 1he Board would like one balloon at each end of the building 

Dr. Friedlander suggested one on each end and one in the middle. 

Mr. Birgy said he will not be able to make any comment on this until he sees it. It does 
not have to be done tomorrow, but it will delay the process. Counsel Zalantis asked if~ 

po.._e_\Al,a.s_acceDtable_.._ Dr. Eriectlaoder said no. Ms~ Whiteh_ead aqreed to th~ balloon 
test. 

Mr. Elmo, of 20 Browning Lane, offered the use of his drone to map out the height. 

Mr. Pennelfa said he is not sure how effective that may be but defers to the Board 
Members to make that decision. Mr. 81rgy said the value of the bafloons is that you can 
go from a- distance and see what you are looking at. With a drone , there is limited sight 
abiHty to see at a distance. A video is not as good as seeing something you see in 
person. Mr. Birgy would strongly prefer going w ith the balloons and not the drone. 
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Support Documentation for Drone Measurements 
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25' for Lot #37' s Rooftop 

61' at 29 SOP Corner Backlit Drone at 29 SOP Corner 
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Significant Impact is 5% Public River View 
305-67(G} Draft- 9/2/20 

---Illustrative example Tarrytown Visual Analysis Method(§ 305-67{G)) Page 5 

To calculate the significance of the impact on this viewpoint divide the area of the Hudson 
River visible in the photosimulation by t he area of the Hudson River visibfe in the existing 
conditions photograph 

0.0491 
-----.. = 0.866 or 86.6% 
0.0567 

Since the quotient is less than 1.0 or 100% there is an impact 

Since the quotient is less than 0.95 or 95% the photosimulation shows a significant impact 

100% - 95% = S~o 
g 
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29 SOP Dates 

Date Units Stories Height Comment 

6/26/17 0 2 24 Self Storage Only 

1/28/19 46 4 40 0, 1, & 2 BR I 430- 1,200 SF 

7/22/19 69 4 52 

12/16/19 60 BOT's 1st SAO Public Comment 

2/24/20 88 5 60 

9/30/20 Neg Dec Draft t o Public 

Note: In 40' I 3 Story I in ID Zone 
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Consistency with the Village Comprehensive Plan 
Comprehensive Plan page 101 

Sea Level Rise 
projections 
visualized relat ive to 
the MNR station 

Tarrytown needs to recognize the current and 

future 1mpacts that climate change 

will have on the local community and adapt 

to mitigate its effects. 

Federal Emergency Management Agency 

maps show large portions of the station area 

within the 100-year flood zone .. . 

r cvtte_ , c:t 2-

Sea level rise must be accounted for 

especially in relation to how it 

threatens new developments along 

the waterfront area. The alternative 

could prove costly and dangerous 

to both Village residents and businesses. 

P {tV' I D f>~Nl:;r- r'L ~t..l <--V /W'tA-f 

G x H1 B rt , c/ "12,1 I 1.0 



c·omprehensive Plan: 
2--1S ~ P ~ . n ... L;_ /l • ~ 

l.VJ- I)o..v-u2. ~ 

3 References to ''Height' ' and ''Stories'' 
lt/VJ/L(J 

1 Heactrng. Public Workshops, Economy/ Built Environment - Session 1 

• Unique sites 

o Anywhere there is one-story, make it two 
Comprehensive Plan page 134 

2 Headinp· Public Workshops, Economy/Built Environment - Session 1 

• If butld up, how hrgh? 

o 3- 5 stones on Broadway/ Marn 
Comprehenstve Plan page 13S 

3 Head1ng: Economy 

Goal I Policy f -. # .. -~ Action 

2. Nuture an attractive and resil ient business environment 

b. · 2. Restncted Reta1l (RR): evaluate the opportunity to support greater density utilizing 
Promote dynam1c office increased he1ght limitations for dwelling space above business uses, especially along N 
districts to attract and 2.b.l Broadway. Permit rncubator spaces and pop-up uses, 1nclud1ng temporary use of vacant 
retain businesses storefronts; study and amend the range of permitted uses; study Incentives to reduce long

term storefront vacancies 
Comprehensive Plan page 118 

---- ----
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EXHIBIT "D" 

Planning Board Negative Declaration 

29 South Depot Plaza Application 

11-23-20 PB MINUTES 



Aamc.U .. Oaly [lfAppikoblej 
Proje..::t : Ia. o.pat: flllml TOD 

!lair' .... 
Full Environmental Assessment Form ( tf_~ _Q~ 

Part3- Evaluation of the Magnitude and Importance ofPrDj ect JJ:!,acts I. _ 1 
and ~EO l!f~J'j,)(J.kJ 

Determination of signif~eance VILLAGE CLERKS OFFICE 
Part 3 provides the reasons in support oftbe determination of significance. The lead agency must complete Part 3 for every question 
in Pan 2 where the impact has been identified as potentially moderate to large or where there is. a need to explain why a panicular 
element of the proposed action will not. or may~ result in a significant adverse environmental impact. 

Based on the analysis in Part 3, the lead agency must decide whether to require an environmental impact statement to further assess 
the proposed action or whether available information 1s sufficient tbr the lead agency to conclude that the proposed action will not 
have a significant adverse environmental impact By completing the certification on the next page, the lead agency can complete its 
determination of significance. 

Reasons Supporting This Determination: 
To complete this section: 

• Identify the impact based on the Part 2 responses and describe its magnitude. Magnitude considers factors such as severity, 
size or extent of an impa(...1, 

0 Assess the importan<:e of the impact. Importance relates to the geographic scope, duration, probability of the impact 
occurring, number of people affected by the impact and an}' additional environmental consequences if the impact were to 
occur. 

• The assessment should take into consideration any design dement or project changes. 
0 Repeat this process for each Part 1 question where lhe impact has been identified as potentially moderate to large or where 

there is a need to explain why a particular element of the proposed action will not. or may, result in a significant adverse 
environmental impact. 

• Provide the reason(s) why the impact may~ or will not, resuJt in a significant adverse environmental impact 
• For Conditional Negative Declarations identifY the specific condition(s) imposed that will modify the proposed action so that 

no significant adverse environmental impacts. will result. 
o Attach additional sheets, as needed. 

Desoriplion of tho Ac:tlon 
The proposed ocllon consists of the: ~) -opmant ala mixed-<Jse building containing 2.000 oquare feet of ~I and 20,757 oquare feet of self~ 
on the grotJnd lloor wl1h 88 - ..,its on leur floor.l above on a 1.18 acre property located 1112!1 S<luth Depot Plaza (LDI38) with direct access to the 
lrain plalform; (i) development ollandscapod peoj.-n plaza adja"""t to the proposed mixed-use buildinuotthe root of lila stairs In tho baill platlorm; 
(Ill) lmprovoments and -lllalion d adjacent par1dng ..,_, lncludlnutmpiOYirlg 011d lanclacaplng lilt MTI\ Employee Pari<ing lot adjacent to Franklin 
COUrts and Improving and provide larolscaplnuand LED dark-cky compliant lgntlng In lllo MTA commuter parklnulots; and fov) deveiOpmOnl of pedootrtan 
sidawallcs inking Franklin Courts In the bain station, bWI plalform IMld kJ lho Vjlage's waterfront and park. 

In connection wllllthe propooad dovelopnw~t, the applicant- zoning text am..,drnenta to the Industrial Diotrict (10) that would allow TranaH-Orierlted 
Oe..elopmold (TOO) as a permitted use ill llloiD zooe for properties largerlllan one aero and located wl1hil1 IOilfeetti'om direct....,.. kJ theTa~ 
Metro North Trai11 Stalion as we[ as a lito plan _,..lor a proposed TOO development willlin the 10 Diotric:l Tho applicant io proposing In use the 
foundallon for the Ol<ilting one-atcry metal- building In ocnalrucl tho propoted milled-use building. The 01.1bject property also abulslllo 
Metro-N- Hudoon Une right of way oa wallaslhe Tarrylown Train Station, with acooss stalr1l for tho baln plalfcrm_ 

Moclificationa to Proposed Zoning 1\mendrnenls -The Planning Board has reviewed the proposed zoning a.er HWral mallhs which haa restJIIed in the 
modifications kJ tho 1\ppllcanfs originally submitle<l zoning text amendmenla. The fotlowll1g mieOono Included: 1)Firsl Floor Space- Minimum of 50% of 
tint toor opac:es ahall be for noo-<esidentiaiiii8S (thio allows fcr lleJdbllty for live work unltl whll .. til maintaining an active -..cape for pedeotrians 
and pedeotrian--orlented actiYilies and businesses); 2) Prcpooed parking requi""'*'la (ratio of 1.05 spa""' par rHidontlal unl~ which oxceeds the 
porldng rallo .....,.,_cled by the Cl>ozon study for TOO of 0.95 opacos par unit); 3) P-ng AgrMment saii""'"""Y 10 VIllage Allomey; raquir.d perking 
may be on-oilll or adjacanl property subject lo the parting agoeement (thia provides ~ for the VII'- by """"ring VIllage legal nMew of any 
proposed ogreoment llfliiUring that parkirlg will be avail-lor pmJecl ..,.1-.,. on an appropriate long tarm beols with p.-, ~ ltrmtnatlon 
provisions); 4) Parklnu Space Width - -.nlng Boanl may -.ce the width of parkinu....,. to B %' (this io the crilerio uood by MTI\ for lhel< parking lola 
and exists in """'Y Wastchestor communities llp8Cialy lor non--transient uses); 6) Non-Residential Parking - Parl<ing req...,_t for non--residential uses 
may be provided through shared parking as approved by tho F'lanning Boord (thio pr<Wioion """"' In an exlotlng aectlon ollhe code fer shared parking 
(Section 305--83 (D) (3)); 8) Applicant must show that new- and walar and bailie impacts can be mitigated to not .._u..,1y impact tho Dilting 
notw<xk; 7) Ell'ort.llholl be made In incorporata Groen infnoalnJcture to reduce impacts (Applicant has provided a 1st of proposed green IIIJBtainablo 
olomenlns part of lhoir oita plan); 8) Pedestrian Circulation and Conne<AMiy -1\ppiiCMt musllhow padoob ian clrculollon plan ohowlng sale pedoslr1an 
access within the p,_ty and community oonnectlvlty. (Applicant hao provided conceptUoi landscaping & padeotrlan connectivity plan); 8) FEMI\ 
Regulotiona - Prcjeol shaft a>mp1y with all applicable FEMI\ ragulallona. (this opeclftcally calls out need In comply with FEMI\ req.llramonta which Ia 
requ..., by Building Oopa<1menl --~ 
(5ae allached for continuation of L""'' Fonn EIWironmenlall\sao8sment PIOI 3) 

Determination of Significance- Type t and Unlisted Actions 

SEQR Status: 0 Type 1 IZJ Unlisted 

ldentiljr portions ofEAF completed for this Project: IZJ Part I Ill Part 2 1Z1 Part 3 

FEAF 2019 



Upon review of the information recorded on this EAF. as noted, plus this additional support information 

and considering both the magnitude and importance of each identi"fied potential impact, it is the conclusion of the 
Vl!aQo ofT!!!M>wn Plonnina Board as lead agency that: 

Ill A. This project wi11 result in no significant adverse impacts on the environment, and. therefore, an environmental impact 
statement need not be prepared. Accordingly, this negative declaration is issued. 

Cl B. Although this project could have a significant adverse impact on the environment, that impact will be avoided or 
subs~antially mitigated because of the tollowing conditions which will be required by the lead agency: 

There wm, therefore, be no significant adverse impacts from the project as conditioned, and. theretbre, this -conditioned negative 
declaration is issued. A conditioned negative declaration may be used only for t:NLISTED actions (see 6 NYCRR 617.7(d)). 

0 C. This Project may result in one or more significant adverse impacts on the environment, and an environmental impact 
statement must be prepared to further assess the impact(s) and possible mitigation aod to explore alternatives to avoid OT reduce those 
impacts. Accordingly. this positive declaration is issued. 

Name of Action: South Depot Plaza TOO 

Name of Lead Agency: Vdlago of TorT)'Iown Plannl~ Board 

Name of Responsible Officer in Lead Agency: 0... S-y Friedlander 

Title of Responsible Officer: ChUman 

Signature of Responsible Officer in Lead. 

Signature of Preparer (if different from Responsible Officer) Robart Galvin. AJCP ConstJttina 1/iltaae Planner 

Fo•· Furlber Information: 

Contact Person: LizaMth Meszaros. 88crwtarv to the Plannina Board 

Address: One Depot Plaza, Tarrvtown, NY 10591 

Telephone Number: f914l &.~1· 14117 

E-mail: II"'''BBZZ!!rastiDI:aiT\'tawnaov.c:orn 

For Type I Actions and Conditioned Negative Dedarations, H copy of this Notice is sent to: 

Date: 11123120 

Date: t 1123120 

Chief Executive Officer ofthe political subdivision in which the action will be principally located (e.g., Town I City/ Village ot) 
Other involved agencies (if any) 
Applicant (if any) 
Environmental Notice Bulletin: http:fivNlw.dec.ny.g,ov.'enbienb.html 

PRINT FULL FORM Page 2 of2 



Long Form Environmental Assessment 
Pczrt 3 - Continued 

29 South Depot TOO Project 

Modifications to Proposed 2oning Amendments !continued) 

9) Desl!tn Criteria- no fa~ade shall exceed 150' in length without architectural features designed to 

break up the visual effect ofthe building and avoid a box like appearance. Design features may include 
variations in height and with offsets, projections, balconies, setbacks, and other distinctr.-e architectural 

elements. These design features need to be acceptable to the Planning Board. (Design Criteria have 
been added to the proposed zoning text to address massing concerns.) 

10) Sustalnczbl/ityStqndqats- Project needs to comply with sound sustainability standards. listing of 

examples are included in the text. (Applicant has provided a listing of potential sustainability measures 
which would be developed during the Planning Board's site plan review.) 

11) Maximum height of 60 and 5 stories- Project needs to comply (and the proposed preliminary 

site plan complies) with the five-story maximum and the 60-foot maximum height for all protrusions, 

including rooftop parapets with no bulkheads for elevators or any rooftop amenity. Limiting protrusions 

is more protective ofthe viewshed. 

Building Coveraqe/Setbczcks- The underlying ID zone provides the standards for the building 

coverage and setbacks for the front yard and side yards. The proposed zoning overlay text provides for a 
zero rear yard setback if abutting the railroad tracks. Bu/ldino Coyerage in the underlying ID zone is 75% 
The Village Engineer has reviewed this and determined that the project as constituted would have a 

building coverage of 47%. Even if the entire portion of South Depot Plaza were exempted from this 

calculation, the resulting building coverage would be 60% ·still below the maximum coverage of 75%. 

Side Yard Setbacks in the underlying zone are 10' for each side yard. The Project's side yand on the north 

side of the building is 48' with the landscaped plaza. Project's side yand on the south side meets the 10' 
setback. 

Front Yard Setback in the underlying zone is 10'. 

Applicability: As proposed, the zoning amendment would limit TOO use to the subject property since 
this property is the only 10 zoned parcel that would meet the criteria of eligibility regarding the 

minimum size of one acre with direct access to the train platform within 100' linear feet. 

Consistency with the Village Comprehensive Plan 
Tarrytown Connected is the Village's Comprehensive Plan adopted in 2018. With regard to the Station 

Area, the Plan states that the area, "represents a significant opportunity to leverage sustainable fond use 
policies and expand transit-oriented development east of the railroad tracks. New spaces for working 

and living must be integrated with improved strategies for commuter parking that alleviate congestion 
orol.lnd Depot Plaza." Based on the foregoing~ the Plan supports the future development of transit

oriented development or mixed-used developments featuring increased residential density within the 

Station Area. Development of this type is described as a development type that will support sustainable 
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growth. It is noted that the development includes market rate apartment units, affordable housing units 

(as is required), 2,000 sf of retail and 20,000 sf of self-storage use. Transit-oriented development places 

a critical mass of new residents in close proximity to existing and future commercial uses thereby 

promoting pedestrian activity. 

Tarrytown Connected included a 2009 residential density graphic that showed that the area immediately 
surrounding the proposed development site has a residential density of 5 -15 units per acre in the area 
located immediately east (Franklin Courts). However, the parcel located to the northeast is developed 

with a residential density of greater than 75 units per acre (Franklin Tower). The proposed project would 

fall within this category with 75 units per acre or 88 units for the 1.18-acre parcel. Although not directly 

adjacent to the project site, the newer development within the waterfront, west of the railroad and 

north of Pierson Park, is developed with a residential density that ranges from 15-75 units per acre. 

Therefore, while the proposed project falls at the high end of the residential densities present within the 
Village it does not surpass the range and would present a project ofthe exact type desired in the 

Comprehensive Plan. 

The Applicant's proposed zoning amendment would permit mixed-use residential buildings where they 

are not currently permitted. The Plan does not contain recommendations explicit to residential density, 

but the Plan's objectives were meant to, in part, "maximize the potential for the station area as a 
destination and a gateway to the greater Village." The proposed project, and in consideration of the 

proposed residential density, would be consistent with this Plan. (Chazen, Limited Technical Review, 

June 11, 2020, 13 -15) 

SubJect Property- Site Plan 

The subject property is_a 1.18-acre flag lot located at 29 South Depot Plaza with access via a driveway 

that passes between a municipal parking lot and a vacant parcel owned by the Applicant, both located 
north of the site. South of the site is a paper recycling building which the warehouse building was 

previously associated with. This building would continue to be accessed by the subject parcel's driveway. 
The Applicant is proposing to use the foundation for the e>isting one-story metal warehouse building 

and build a mixed-use building containing 2,000 square feet of retail and 20,757 square feet of self
storage on the ground floor with 88 residential units on four floors above. The applicant has site plan 

approval for the conversion of the existing building into self-storage, but Applicant has revised the plans 

to include a retail and housing component to the project consistent with the goals of the Tarrytown 

Comprehensive Plan (Tarrytown Connected). The Project's unit mix is proposed to consist of 12 studios, 
481-bedrooms and 28 2-bedroom units. The Project will include nine (9) affordable units consistent 

with Section 305-130 (Affordable Housing) with rents affordable for households whose incomes do not 

exceed 60% of the Area Median Income (AMI). 

The Project will provide improvements and landscaping to the MTA Employee Parking lot adjacent to 
Franklin Courts and provide landscaping and LED dark-sky compliant lighting to the MTA commuter 

parking lots. The development will also provide pedestrian sidewalks linking Franklin Courts to the train 
station. train platform and to the Village's waterfront and park. A new 3,800 sf landscaped pedestrian 

plaza will be developed adjacent to the residential building and at the foot of the stairs to the train 

platform. 
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GML Re11iew- The project was referred to Westchester County Planning on 7/23/19 . County Planning 

provided a GML review dated 8/2/19 which found the project to be consistent with the County's 
Comprehensive Plan because it would direct new residential development where public transportation 

can be provided efficiently, and where redevelopment can enhance economic vitality. Applicant has 

responded to County Planning's recommendation by providing a pedestrian circulation plan around the 
building and complete sidewalk connectivity between the site and the surrounding neighborhoods. 

Applicant has provided specifics of green building and other sustainable technologies. The Applicant has 

provided for recycling and bicycle parking. 

Evaluation of Impacts and Mitication Measures 

MTA Pclrking Agreement- The MTA has agreed to provide the Applicant with a 49-year lease for the 

use of the parking lot with two 15-year options, for a total lease period of 79 years. The termination 

provision previously discussed has been eliminated. This term will be acceptable for financing purposes 
and should be acceptable for the Village. Previously, the proposed text was amended to read "required 
parking can be provided on-site or on an adjacent property or alternative property within 1000 feet, 
provided that the applicant has a long-term agreement far parking satisfactory to the Village Attorney." 
This wording of "alternative parking within 1000 feet" is no longer needed and was deleted in the 
revised text. In order to .obtain site plan approval, Applicant will have to be able to provide the written 

lease and the Village Attorney will need to be satisfied that the parking will be available for use by the 

tenants on a long-term basis. While other terms of the agreement with the MT A are still being finalized, 
the number of spaces and the term have been agreed to. 

Parking Impacts- Parking for the development would be provided by 93 parking spaces designated for 

use by the residential tenants. There would be 14 on-site parking spaces with an additional79 spaces 

provided in the adjacent MTA parking lots for the exclusive use of the project's residents. The 79 spaces 
are MTA spaces under Agreement for the Project's exclusive use. This resuits in a parking ratio of 1.05 

spaces for the project. There are also two loading/parking spaces on the south side of the building for 
use by the self-storage facility. There are another 30 shared parking spaces in the MTA employee lot 

reserved for MTA employees between 5:00am and 4:00pm. These spaces are available for project 

residents in the remaining evening hours between 4:00pm to 5:00am and all time on the weekend. 

The Applicant also owns the adjacent lot 37 which is 4,000 sf and has the potential of providing another 

15 surface parking spaces if needed. The Parking Exhibit plan, dated, June 18, 2020 shows the 

configuration of the MTA commuter and employee parking lots and the number of spaces allocated to 
the project. Applicant proposes to reconfigure ingress/egress in the turnaround easement at the south 
end of South Depot Plaza for two-way traffic flow between the parking lot and South Depot Plaza. 

The Chazen Report supported a parking ratio of 0.95 spaces for TOO residential units or 84 spaces. 

Applicant has increased its parking ratio to the 1.05 spaces per unit or 93 spaces exceeding the parking 

ratio in the Chazen Report. The consultant's shared parking analysis concluded that the Project's 
number of parking spaces available is more than the required parking spaces during peak parking 
demand. 
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Traffic G~n~ratlon the JMC Trip Generation Analysis shows that the transit-oriented development is 

projected to generate approximately 25 and 30 total vehicular trips during the peak weekday AM and 
PM hours. These projected vehicular trips represent one trip every 2.4 minutes during the peak weekday 

AM hour and one trip every 2.0 minutes during the peak weekday PM hour. The proposed TOO 

development's peak hour vehicular traffic represents 2-3% of the traffic volumes along Depot Plaza 

based on 2013 DOT traffic volume counts. The report concludes that the proposed TOO development is 

anticipated to generate a low amount of peak hour vehicular traffic due to the high level oftransit 

utilization and will represent a very, small percentage of traffic which already exists on the area roadway 
network. Peak traffic in the station area is to the train station in the morning peak, and leaving the train 

station in the afternoon peak. Since residents will not be driving to the trains, there will be no addition 
to these peak movements. To the extent there is morning peak traffic, it will be away from the station 

area and in the afternoon peak, it will be to the area, the opposite of the peak traffic movements. 

Grun Technology- The proposed zoning code has added a provision indicating that the project shall 

comply with sound environmental sustainability standards. The Code provides guidance by including 

examples of such sustainable measures but does not limit the Applicant or the Board to these examples. 
The Code includes. the following measures as examples for the Applicant including: 1) Use of solar panels 

for electric usage; 2) Use of geothermal sources to power heat pumps and air handlers; 3) Utilize 
WaterSense plumbing fixtures, drip irrigation and water submeters to reduce water usage; 4) Utilize 

energy star appliances, low VOC products, high effidency filters, UV treatment for air handling units; 51 
Utilize materials that have environmental product declaration as well as health product declaration and 

sound construction waste management; 6) project shall achieve an energy-efficient rating better than 

15% of ASH RAE 90.1 standards. 

Fiscal Analvsis- The existing taxes for the subject property total $65,704 annually. Of this total, the 

Village receives $20, 446; the Tarrytown School District is provided with $34,650 while the Town/County 

receive $10,608. The projected total yearly taxes for the Project Including the residential, retail, and 

self-storage is estimated to be $562,090, an increase of $496,386. The Village would realize $134,902, 

an increase of$114,456. The Tarrytown School District would receive $354,117, an additional $319,467 

in annual taxes while the Town/County receive additional annual taxes of $68.085. 

Schoallmpacts -The TOO development is anticipated to result in a significant surplus to the Tarrytown 

School District. The Proposed Project is anticipated to provide a surplus to the School District ranging 
from $96,839 to $225,478, depending on the public-school age child generation rate used. It is 

anticipated that the contribution in taxes will be on the higher range because of the relatively few, if 

any, public school age children anticipated from the proposed project. 

VIew Shed Analvsis- An Evaluation of Impact on Aesthetic Resources was provided by Planning & 
Development Advisors (PDA) for the proposed project. This report reviewed impacts on the adjacent 

Franklin Courts community and upland properties. At the request of Village staff, Exhibit 5 in the report 
was prepared showing a relationship between the existing site and the surrounding topography. The 
yellow line on Exhibit 5 reflects elevation 65' which would be roughly equivalent to the top of a building 
that could be built under the proposed zoning (existing grade is 5', proposed building is 60' in height). 
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Staff also requested the view from MacArthur lane. Evaluation indicated that there is extensive 

vegetation impeding the views looking west with no negative impacts on view sheds. 

Eoyjronmental Constraints- Based on FEMA maps, the subject property is located in 0.2% annual 

chance Flood Hazard Area. The project will need to comply with FEMA flood hazard regulations. The site 

does not contain any wetlands nor any steep slopes or vegetation. The site also does not contain any 
reported spills in the NYSDEC Site Remediation Database. The Project is a redevelopment of an 

industrially zoned property. 

Recreation Fees- The transit-oriented development will provide approximately $900,000 in recreation 

fees to the Village Recreation Fund based on the 88 units proposed@ $10,500 per unit. 

SEqRA Determination ofSianificance- Based on the Planning Board's review of the lEAF, an analysis of 

Part 2 and a review of Applicant's submitted information including parking and traffic studies, 
information on other TOO Projects in Westchester County, fiscal analysis, view sheds, school children 
generation, green technologies, and density analysis, the Chozen Technical Reviews of Applicant's 

submissions including parking/traffic and density analyses and Westchester County Planning's GMl 

review, the Planning Board has determined that the proposed action including the proposed zoning text 

and site plan for the proposed TOO redevelopment of the 29 South Depot property is not expected to 

result in any significant adverse environmental impacts that would rise to the level of signifocance 

required for a Positive Declaration. 
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